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801527
Hoodie Akrapovič -
Alpinestars XS (heavier
fabric)

W/O	Approval

A zip-front rib-panelled hoodie with an
Akrapovič and Alpinestars embroided logos on
the front and big Akrapovič logo on the back.
Heavier fabric, lined with fleece, made of 80%
cotton and20% polyester.Available in XS, S,M,
L,	XL,	and	XXL.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing Hoodie 										75,00	€	

801528
Hoodie Akrapovič -
Alpinestars S (heavier
fabric)

W/O	Approval

A zip-front rib-panelled hoodie with an
Akrapovič and Alpinestars embroided logos on
the front and big Akrapovič logo on the back.
Heavier fabric, lined with fleece, made of 80%
cotton and20% polyester.Available in XS, S,M,
L,	XL,	and	XXL.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing Hoodie 										75,00	€	

801529
Hoodie Akrapovič -
Alpinestars M (heavier
fabric)

W/O	Approval

A zip-front rib-panelled hoodie with an
Akrapovič and Alpinestars embroided logos on
the front and big Akrapovič logo on the back.
Heavier fabric, lined with fleece, made of 80%
cotton and20% polyester.Available in XS, S,M,
L,	XL,	and	XXL.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing Hoodie 										75,00	€	

801530
Hoodie Akrapovič -
Alpinestars L (heavier
fabric)

W/O	Approval

A zip-front rib-panelled hoodie with an
Akrapovič and Alpinestars embroided logos on
the front and big Akrapovič logo on the back.
Heavier fabric, lined with fleece, made of 80%
cotton and20% polyester.Available in XS, S,M,
L,	XL,	and	XXL.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing Hoodie 										75,00	€	

801531
Hoodie Akrapovič -
Alpinestars XL (heavier
fabric)

W/O	Approval

A zip-front rib-panelled hoodie with an
Akrapovič and Alpinestars embroided logos on
the front and big Akrapovič logo on the back.
Heavier fabric, lined with fleece, made of 80%
cotton and20% polyester.Available in XS, S,M,
L,	XL,	and	XXL.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing Hoodie 										75,00	€	

801532
Hoodie Akrapovič -
Alpinestars XXL (heavier
fabric)

W/O	Approval

A zip-front rib-panelled hoodie with an
Akrapovič and Alpinestars embroided logos on
the front and big Akrapovič logo on the back.
Heavier fabric, lined with fleece, made of 80%
cotton and20% polyester.Available in XS, S,M,
L,	XL,	and	XXL.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing Hoodie 										75,00	€	

801746
Hoodie Akrapovič Black -
Red	Men's	S

94% cotton 6% elastan black hoodie with red
hood. FeaturingAkrapovič logo on front pocket
and	large	rear	logo.	Made	in	Slovenia.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing Hoodie 										65,00	€	

801747
Hoodie Akrapovič Black -
Red	Men's	M

94% cotton 6% elastan black hoodie with red
hood. FeaturingAkrapovič logo on front pocket
and	large	rear	logo.	Made	in	Slovenia.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing Hoodie 										65,00	€	

801748
Hoodie Akrapovič Black -
Red	Men's	L

94% cotton 6% elastan black hoodie with red
hood. FeaturingAkrapovič logo on front pocket
and	large	rear	logo.	Made	in	Slovenia.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing Hoodie 										65,00	€	

801749
Hoodie Akrapovič Black -
Red	Men's	XL

94% cotton 6% elastan black hoodie with red
hood. FeaturingAkrapovič logo on front pocket
and	large	rear	logo.	Made	in	Slovenia.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing Hoodie 										65,00	€	

801750
Hoodie Akrapovič Black -
Red	Men's	XXL

94% cotton 6% elastan black hoodie with red
hood. FeaturingAkrapovič logo on front pocket
and	large	rear	logo.	Made	in	Slovenia.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing Hoodie 										65,00	€	

801526 SOFT SHELL Akrapovič-
Alpinestars	XS

W/O	Approval

This	exclusive	soft-shell	jacket	with	a	removable	
hood offers lightweight, windproof, and
breathable protection from breezy, cool
weather.	It	features	a	sporty	cut	for	a	perfect	fit	
and comfort. Made of 100% polyester.
Available	in	XS,	S,	M,	L,	XL,	and	XXL.	

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing Jacket 							105,00	€	

801318 SOFT SHELL Akrapovič-
Alpinestars	S

W/O	Approval

This	exclusive	soft-shell	jacket	with	a	removable	
hood offers lightweight, windproof, and
breathable protection from breezy, cool
weather.	It	features	a	sporty	cut	for	a	perfect	fit	
and comfort. Made of 100% polyester.
Available	in	XS,	S,	M,	L,	XL,	and	XXL.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing Jacket 							105,00	€	

801319 SOFT SHELL Akrapovič-
Alpinestars	M

W/O	Approval

This	exclusive	soft-shell	jacket	with	a	removable	
hood offers lightweight, windproof, and
breathable protection from breezy, cool
weather.	It	features	a	sporty	cut	for	a	perfect	fit	
and comfort. Made of 100% polyester.
Available	in	XS,	S,	M,	L,	XL,	and	XXL.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing Jacket 							105,00	€	

801320 SOFT SHELL Akrapovič-
Alpinestars	L	

W/O	Approval

This	exclusive	soft-shell	jacket	with	a	removable	
hood offers lightweight, windproof, and
breathable protection from breezy, cool
weather.	It	features	a	sporty	cut	for	a	perfect	fit	
and comfort. Made of 100% polyester.
Available	in	XS,	S,	M,	L,	XL,	and	XXL.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing Jacket 							105,00	€	

801321 SOFT SHELL Akrapovič-
Alpinestars	XL

W/O	Approval

This	exclusive	soft-shell	jacket	with	a	removable	
hood offers lightweight, windproof, and
breathable protection from breezy, cool
weather.	It	features	a	sporty	cut	for	a	perfect	fit	
and comfort. Made of 100% polyester.
Available	in	XS,	S,	M,	L,	XL,	and	XXL.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing Jacket 							105,00	€	

801322 SOFT SHELL Akrapovič-
Alpinestars	XXL

W/O	Approval

This	exclusive	soft-shell	jacket	with	a	removable	
hood offers lightweight, windproof, and
breathable protection from breezy, cool
weather.	It	features	a	sporty	cut	for	a	perfect	fit	
and comfort. Made of 100% polyester.
Available	in	XS,	S,	M,	L,	XL,	and	XXL.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing Jacket 							105,00	€	

801076
Buff Akrapovič Logos
White W/O	Approval

TheAkrapovič co-branded ORIGINALBUFF® isa
multifunctional tubular accessory that's ideal
for all kinds of sports and leisure activities. It's
also theperfect accessory for everymotorcycle
racing enthusiast!It's made from lightweight,
breathable, microfiber fabric that offers
protection against various weather conditions
andisextremelycomfortable towear.Featuring
the	Akrapovič	logo.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing Others 										19,00	€	
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801078 Buff	Akrapovič	Logos	Black																									 W/O	Approval

TheAkrapovič co-branded ORIGINALBUFF® isa
multifunctional tubular accessory that's ideal
for all kinds of sports and leisure activities. It's
also theperfect accessory for everymotorcycle
racing enthusiast!It's made from lightweight,
breathable, microfiber fabric that offers
protection against various weather conditions
andisextremelycomfortable towear.Featuring
the	Akrapovič	logo.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing Others 										19,00	€	

801079 Buff	Akrapovič W/O	Approval

TheAkrapovič co-branded ORIGINALBUFF® isa
multifunctional tubular accessory that's ideal
for all kinds of sports and leisure activities. It's
also theperfect accessory for everymotorcycle
racing enthusiast!It's made from lightweight,
breathable, microfiber fabric that offers
protection against various weather conditions
andisextremelycomfortable towear.Featuring
the	Akrapovič	logo.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing Others 										17,00	€	

801090 Buff	Cyclone	Akrapovič W/O	Approval

TheAkrapovič co-branded ORIGINALBUFF® isa
multifunctional tubular accessory that's ideal
for all kinds of sports and leisure activities. It's
also theperfect accessory for everymotorcycle
racing enthusiast!It's made from lightweight,
breathable, microfiber fabric, combined with a
Gore® Windstopper® fleece fabric, that offers
protection against various weather conditions
andisextremelycomfortable towear.Featuring
the	Akrapovič	logo.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing Others 										37,00	€	

800475 Beanie	cap W/O	Approval

Stylish	and	sporty!	This	is	a	high	quality	fine	knit	
cap made of 50% wool and 50% acryl for a
perfect fit and comfort in chilly weather.
Featuring a scorpion jacquard graphic and
Akrapovic	patch	on	each	side.	

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing Others 										20,75	€	

801615 Knited	Black	Cap Heavy	ribbed	knit	beanie,	pull-on	style.	Made	of	
100%	Soft-Touch	Acrylic.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing Others 										15,75	€	

801710
Baseball Cap New –
Universal

A sporty and classic cap witha sandwichshield
construction andadjustment strapfor a perfect
fit.We embroidered thelogo on thefront anda
discrete red scorpionon theback. It is madeof
100%	cotton.	One	size	fits	all.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing Others 										20,75	€	

801711
Baseball Cap Flat -
Universal

Baseball cap with a flat shield and adjustment
strapfora perfect fit.We embroidered thelogo
on the front and a discrete red scorpion on the
back. It is made of 100% cotton. One size fits
all.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing Others 										20,75	€	

801442 Men	‘s	cargo	pants	-	46

Heavy duty cargo pants with two large side
pockets,	one	back	pocket	and	two	front	pockets	
providing sufficient storage place. They are
made of 100% cotton.Size chart:SIZE				WAIST
(cm)				HIPS (cm)	 	 TOTAL LENGHT	 (cm)46	 	 	 	
90	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	106	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 10648	 	 	 	 92	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
			108																10750								96																			110												
	 	 10752	 	 	 	100	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 114	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 11054	 	 	
	108																		118																111

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing Pants 										49,90	€	

801443 Men	‘s	cargo	pants	-	48

Heavy duty cargo pants with two large side
pockets,	one	back	pocket	and	two	front	pockets	
providing sufficient storage place. They are
made of 100% cotton.Size chart:SIZE				WAIST
(cm)				HIPS (cm)	 	 TOTAL LENGHT	 (cm)46	 	 	 	
90	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	106	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 10648	 	 	 	 92	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
			108																10750								96																			110												
	 	 10752	 	 	 	100	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 114	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 11054	 	 	
	108																		118																111

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing Pants 										49,90	€	

801444 Men	‘s	cargo	pants	-	50

Heavy duty cargo pants with two large side
pockets,	one	back	pocket	and	two	front	pockets	
providing sufficient storage place. They are
made of 100% cotton.Size chart:SIZE				WAIST
(cm)				HIPS (cm)	 	 TOTAL LENGHT	 (cm)46	 	 	 	
90	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	106	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 10648	 	 	 	 92	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
			108																10750								96																			110												
	 	 10752	 	 	 	100	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 114	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 11054	 	 	
	108																		118																111

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing Pants 										49,90	€	

801445 Men	‘s	cargo	pants	-	52

Heavy duty cargo pants with two large side
pockets,	one	back	pocket	and	two	front	pockets	
providing sufficient storage place. They are
made of 100% cotton.Size chart:SIZE				WAIST
(cm)				HIPS (cm)	 	 TOTAL LENGHT	 (cm)46	 	 	 	
90	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	106	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 10648	 	 	 	 92	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
			108																10750								96																			110												
	 	 10752	 	 	 	100	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 114	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 11054	 	 	
	108																		118																111

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing Pants 										49,90	€	

801605 Men	‘s	cargo	pants	-	54

Heavy duty cargo pants with two large side
pockets,	one	back	pocket	and	two	front	pockets	
providing sufficient storage place. They are
made of 100% cotton.Size chart:SIZE				WAIST
(cm)				HIPS (cm)	 	 TOTAL LENGHT	 (cm)46	 	 	 	
90	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	106	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 10648	 	 	 	 92	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
			108																10750								96																			110												
	 	 10752	 	 	 	100	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 114	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 11054	 	 	
	108																		118																111

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing Pants 										49,90	€	

801514 Mens Poloshirt Akrapovič-
Alpinestars	XS

W/O	Approval

Perfectly tailoredblack PoloT-shirtmade of out
100% polyester featuring the Akrapovič and
Alpinestars logo embroided on the chest and
back.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing Polo 										49,00	€	
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801634 Men‘s Akrapovič Polo
Shirt	-	S

100%	cotton	pique	with	embroidered	Akrapovic	
chest	and	back	of	neck	logo.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing Polo 										30,00	€	

801635 Men‘s Akrapovič Polo
Shirt	-	M

100%	cotton	pique	with	embroidered	Akrapovic	
chest	and	back	of	neck	logo.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing Polo 										30,00	€	

801636 Men‘s Akrapovič Polo
Shirt	-	L

100%	cotton	pique	with	embroidered	Akrapovic	
chest	and	back	of	neck	logo.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing Polo 										30,00	€	

801637 Men‘s Akrapovič Polo
Shirt	-	XL

100%	cotton	pique	with	embroidered	Akrapovic	
chest	and	back	of	neck	logo.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing Polo 										30,00	€	

801638 Men‘s Akrapovič Polo
Shirt	-	XXL

100%	cotton	pique	with	embroidered	Akrapovic	
chest	and	back	of	neck	logo.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing Polo 										30,00	€	

801639 Men‘s Akrapovič Polo
Shirt	-	3XL

100%	cotton	pique	with	embroidered	Akrapovic	
chest	and	back	of	neck	logo.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing Polo 										30,00	€	

801650 Women's Akrapovič Polo
Shirt	-	S

100%	cotton	pique	with	embroidered	Akrapovic	
chest	and	back	of	neck	logo.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing Polo 										30,00	€	

801651 Women's Akrapovič Polo
Shirt	-	M

100%	cotton	pique	with	embroidered	Akrapovic	
chest	and	back	of	neck	logo.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing Polo 										30,00	€	

801652 Women's Akrapovič Polo
Shirt	-	L

	100% cotton pique with embroidered
Akrapovic	chest	and	back	of	neck	logo.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing Polo 										30,00	€	

801653 Women's Akrapovič Polo
Shirt	-	XL

100%	cotton	pique	with	embroidered	Akrapovič	
chest	and	back	of	neck	logo.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing Polo 										30,00	€	

801654 Women's Akrapovič Polo
Shirt	-	XXL

100%	cotton	pique	with	embroidered	Akrapovič	
chest	and	back	of	neck	logo.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing Polo 										30,00	€	

801525 T-shirt Men's Akrapovič-
Alpinestars	XS

W/O	Approval

A fine jersey made of 60% cotton and 40%
polyester featuring the Akrapovič and
Alpinestars logo printedon thechest andback.
Available	in	XS,	S,	M,	L,	XL,	and	XXL.	

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										24,92	€	

801758
Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh
Men's	Blue-Grey	S

100%cotton single jersey featuring thelifestyle
motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on
the	back.	Made	in	Slovenia.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										27,90	€	

801759
Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh
Men's	Blue-Grey	M

100%cotton single jersey featuring thelifestyle
motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on
the	back.	Made	in	Slovenia.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										27,90	€	

801760
Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh
Men's	Blue-Grey	L

100%cotton single jersey featuring thelifestyle
motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on
the	back.	Made	in	Slovenia.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										27,90	€	

801761
Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh
Men's	Blue-Grey	XL

100%cotton single jersey featuring thelifestyle
motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on
the	back.	Made	in	Slovenia.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										27,90	€	

801762
Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh
Men's	Blue-Grey	XXL

100%cotton single jersey featuring thelifestyle
motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on
the	back.	Made	in	Slovenia.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										27,90	€	

801763
Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh
Men's	Blue-Grey	3XL

100%cotton single jersey featuring thelifestyle
motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on
the	back.	Made	in	Slovenia.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										27,90	€	

801767
Lifestyle T-shirt Red Strip
Men's	Blue-Grey	S

100%cotton single jersey featuring thelifestyle
motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on
the	back.	Made	in	Slovenia.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										27,90	€	

801768
Lifestyle T-shirt Red Strip
Men's	Blue-Grey	M

100%cotton single jersey featuring thelifestyle
motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on
the	back.	Made	in	Slovenia.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										27,90	€	

801769
Lifestyle T-shirt Red Strip
Men's	Blue-Grey	L

100%cotton single jersey featuring thelifestyle
motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on
the	back.	Made	in	Slovenia.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										27,90	€	

801770
Lifestyle T-shirt Red Strip
Men's	Blue-Grey	XL

100%cotton single jersey featuring thelifestyle
motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on
the	back.	Made	in	Slovenia.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										27,90	€	

801771
Lifestyle T-shirt Red Strip
Men's	Blue-Grey	XXL

100%cotton single jersey featuring thelifestyle
motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on
the	back.	Made	in	Slovenia.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										27,90	€	

801772
Lifestyle T-shirt Red Strip
Men's	Blue-Grey	3XL

100%cotton single jersey featuring thelifestyle
motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on
the	back.	Made	in	Slovenia.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										27,90	€	

801773
Lifestyle T-shirt Race
Proven	Men's	Grey	S

100%cotton single jersey featuring thelifestyle
motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on
the	back.	Made	in	Slovenia.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										27,90	€	

801774
Lifestyle T-shirt Race
Proven	Men's	Grey	M

100%cotton single jersey featuring thelifestyle
motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on
the	back.	Made	in	Slovenia.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										27,90	€	

801775
Lifestyle T-shirt Race
Proven	Men's	Grey	L

100%cotton single jersey featuring thelifestyle
motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on
the	back.	Made	in	Slovenia.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										27,90	€	

801776
Lifestyle T-shirt Race
Proven	Men's	Grey	XL

100%cotton single jersey featuring thelifestyle
motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on
the	back.	Made	in	Slovenia.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										27,90	€	

801777
Lifestyle T-shirt Race
Proven	Men's	Grey	XXL

100%cotton single jersey featuring thelifestyle
motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on
the	back.	Made	in	Slovenia.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										27,90	€	

801778
Lifestyle T-shirt Race
Proven	Men's	Grey	3XL

100%cotton single jersey featuring thelifestyle
motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on
the	back.	Made	in	Slovenia.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										27,90	€	

801752
Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh
Men's	Black	S

100%cotton single jersey featuring thelifestyle
motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on
the	back.	Made	in	Slovenia.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										27,90	€	

801753
Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh
Men's	Black	M

100%cotton single jersey featuring thelifestyle
motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on
the	back.	Made	in	Slovenia.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										27,90	€	

801754
Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh
Men's	Black	L

100%cotton single jersey featuring thelifestyle
motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on
the	back.	Made	in	Slovenia.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										27,90	€	

801755
Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh
Men's	Black	XL

100%cotton single jersey featuring thelifestyle
motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on
the	back.	Made	in	Slovenia.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										27,90	€	

801756
Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh
Men's	Black	XXL

100%cotton single jersey featuring thelifestyle
motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on
the	back.	Made	in	Slovenia.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										27,90	€	

801757
Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh
Men's	Black	3XL

100%cotton single jersey featuring thelifestyle
motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on
the	back.	Made	in	Slovenia.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										27,90	€	

801219 T-shirt Men's Akrapovič
Logo	Grey	S

W/O	Approval 100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič
logo	print	on	chest	and	back.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										24,92	€	
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801220 T-shirt Men's Akrapovič
Logo	Grey	M

W/O	Approval 100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič
logo	print	on	chest	and	back.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										24,92	€	

801221 T-shirt Men's Akrapovič
Logo	Grey	L

W/O	Approval 100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič
logo	print	on	chest	and	back.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										24,92	€	

801222 T-shirt Men's Akrapovič
Logo	Grey	XL

W/O	Approval 100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič
logo	print	on	chest	and	back.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										24,92	€	

801223 T-shirt Men's Akrapovič
Logo	Grey	XXL

W/O	Approval 100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič
logo	print	on	chest	and	back.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										24,92	€	

801224 T-shirt Men's Akrapovič
Logo	Grey	3XL

W/O	Approval 100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič
logo	print	on	chest	and	back.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										24,92	€	

801297 T-shirt Men's Akrapovič-
Alpinestars	S	

W/O	Approval

A fine jersey made of 60% cotton and 40%
polyester featuring the Akrapovič and
Alpinestars logo printedon thechest andback.
Available	in	XS,	S,	M,	L,	XL,	and	XXL.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										24,92	€	

801206 T-shirt Men's Akrapovič
Logo	Black	S

W/O	Approval 100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič
logo	print	on	chest	and	back.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										24,92	€	

801207 T-shirt Men's Akrapovič
Logo	Black	M

W/O	Approval 100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič
logo	print	on	chest	and	back.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										24,92	€	

801208 T-shirt Men's Akrapovič
Logo	Black	L

W/O	Approval 100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič
logo	print	on	chest	and	back.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										24,92	€	

801209 T-shirt Men's Akrapovič
Logo	Black	XL

W/O	Approval 100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič
logo	print	on	chest	and	back.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										24,92	€	

801210 T-shirt Men's Akrapovič
Logo	Black	XXL

W/O	Approval 100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič
logo	print	on	chest	and	back.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										24,92	€	

801211 T-shirt Men's Akrapovič
Logo	Black	3XL

W/O	Approval 100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič
logo	print	on	chest	and	back.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										24,92	€	

801212 T-shirt Men's Akrapovič
Logo	Black	4XL

W/O	Approval 100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič
logo	print	on	chest	and	back.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										24,92	€	

801213 T-shirt Men's Akrapovič
Logo	Black	5XL

W/O	Approval 100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič
logo	print	on	chest	and	back.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	men 										24,92	€	

801214 T-shirt Women's
Akrapovič	Logo	Black	S

W/O	Approval 100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič
logo	print	on	chest	and	back.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	women 										24,92	€	

801215 T-shirt Women's
Akrapovič	Logo	Black	M

W/O	Approval 100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič
logo	print	on	chest	and	back.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	women 										24,92	€	

801216 T-shirt Women's
Akrapovič	Logo	Black	L

W/O	Approval 100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič
logo	print	on	chest	and	back.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	women 										24,92	€	

801217 T-shirt Women's
Akrapovič	Logo	Black	XL

W/O	Approval 100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič
logo	print	on	chest	and	back.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	women 										24,92	€	

801218 T-shirt Women's
Akrapovič	Logo	Black	XXL

W/O	Approval 100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič
logo	print	on	chest	and	back.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	women 										24,92	€	

801202 T-shirt Women's Custom
Iron	L

W/O	Approval Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	women 										24,92	€	

801225 T-shirt Women's
Akrapovič	Logo	Grey	S

W/O	Approval 100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič
logo	print	on	chest	and	back.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	women 										24,92	€	

801226 T-shirt Women's
Akrapovič	Logo	Grey	M

W/O	Approval 100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič
logo	print	on	chest	and	back.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	women 										24,92	€	

801227 T-shirt Women's
Akrapovič	Logo	Grey	L

W/O	Approval 100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič
logo	print	on	chest	and	back.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	women 										24,92	€	

801228 T-shirt Women's
Akrapovič	Logo	Grey	XL

W/O	Approval 100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič
logo	print	on	chest	and	back.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	women 										24,92	€	

801229 T-shirt Women's
Akrapovič	Logo	Grey	XXL

W/O	Approval 100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič
logo	print	on	chest	and	back.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	women 										24,92	€	

801779
Lifestyle T-shirt Pure
Performance Women's
Grey	S

100%cotton single jersey featuring thelifestyle
motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on
the	back.	Made	in	Slovenia.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	women 										27,90	€	

801781
Lifestyle T-shirt Pure
Performance Women's
Grey	M

	100%	cotton	single	jersey	featuring	the	lifestyle	
motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on
the	back.	Made	in	Slovenia.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	women 										27,90	€	

801782
Lifestyle T-shirt Pure
Performance Women's
Grey	L

100%cotton single jersey featuring thelifestyle
motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on
the	back.	Made	in	Slovenia.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	women 										27,90	€	

801764
Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh
Women's	Blue-Grey	S

100%cotton single jersey featuring thelifestyle
motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on
the	back.	Made	in	Slovenia.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	women 										27,90	€	

801765
Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh
Women's	Blue-Grey	M

100%cotton single jersey featuring thelifestyle
motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on
the	back.	Made	in	Slovenia.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	women 										27,90	€	

801766
Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh
Women's	Blue-Grey	L

100%cotton single jersey featuring thelifestyle
motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on
the	back.	Made	in	Slovenia.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Clothing T-Shirt	women 										27,90	€	

801724
Leather Pencil Case -
yellow

Dimensions (in cm): 18,5 x 5Elegant leather
pencile case is branded with imprinted
Akrapovič logo. The leather case comes with
four	graphite	pencils.	Available	in	red,	black	and	
yellow.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Leather	goods Default 										32,20	€	

801725 Leather	Pencil	Case	-	red

Dimensions (in cm): 18,5 x 5Elegant leather
pencile case is branded with imprinted
Akrapovič logo. The leather case comes with
four	graphite	pencils.	Available	in	red,	black	and	
yellow.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Leather	goods Default 										32,20	€	

801726 Leather	Pencil	Case	-	black

Dimensions (in cm): 18,5 x 5Elegant leather
pencile case is branded with imprinted
Akrapovič logo. The leather case comes with
four	graphite	pencils.	Available	in	red,	black	and	
yellow.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Leather	goods Default 										32,20	€	

801727 Leather Headphones Case-
yellow

Dimensions (in cm): 9,5 x 8 (max width) x
2,5Designed tokeep your headphones safe and
protected. With imprinted Akrapovič logo.
Available	in	red,	black	and	yellow.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

Leather	goods Default 										25,20	€	

801728 Leather Headphones Case-
red

Dimensions (in cm): 9,5 x 8 (max width) x
2,5Designed tokeep your headphones safe and
protected. With imprinted Akrapovič logo.
Available	in	red,	black	and	yellow.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

Leather	goods Default 										25,20	€	

801729 Leather Headphones Case-
black

Dimensions (in cm): 9,5 x 8 (max width) x
2,5Designed tokeep your headphones safe and
protected. With imprinted Akrapovič logo.
Available	in	red,	black	and	yellow.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

Leather	goods Default 										25,20	€	
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801730
Leather Memo Notepad -
yellow

Dimensions (in cm): 10 x 9,5 x 7LeatherMemo
Notepad is designed to be both stylish as well
as useful. Enables you to quickly take
down	notes whileworking atyour desk. Comes
with block of memo sheets. With imprinted
Akrapovič logo.	Available in red, black and
yellow.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Leather	goods Default 										29,90	€	

801731
Leather Memo Notepad -
red

Dimensions (in cm): 10 x 9,5 x 7LeatherMemo
Notepad is designed to be both stylish as well
as useful. Enables you to quickly take
down	notes whileworking atyour desk. Comes
with block of memo sheets. With imprinted
Akrapovič logo.	Available in red, black and
yellow.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Leather	goods Default 										29,90	€	

801732
Leather Memo Notepad -
black

Dimensions (in cm): 10 x 9,5 x 7LeatherMemo
Notepad is designed to be both stylish as well
as useful. Enables you to quickly take
down	notes whileworking atyour desk. Comes
with block of memo sheets. With imprinted
Akrapovič logo.	Available in red, black and
yellow.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Leather	goods Default 										29,90	€	

801733 Leather Desk Valet -
yellow

Dimensions (in cm): 22 x 11 x 4Leather desk
valet works great as a place where you keep
your everyday items neatlyorganized.	Perfectly
designed as stylish desk accessory, with
imprinted Akrapovič logo. Available in red,
black	and	yellow.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

Leather	goods Default 										59,90	€	

801734 Leather	Desk	Valet	-	red

Dimensions (in cm): 22 x 11 x 4Leather desk
valet works great as a place where you keep
your everyday items neatlyorganized.	Perfectly
designed as stylish desk accessory, with
imprinted Akrapovič logo. Available in red,
black	and	yellow.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

Leather	goods Default 										59,90	€	

801735 Leather	Desk	Valet	-	black

Dimensions (in cm): 22 x 11 x 4Leather desk
valet works great as a place where you keep
your everyday items neatlyorganized.	Perfectly
designed as stylish desk accessory, with
imprinted Akrapovič logo. Available in red,
black	and	yellow.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

Leather	goods Default 										59,90	€	

801740 Leather Car Key Case -
black

Keep your car keys in this fashionable leather
accessory.	Available	in	black.	

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

Leather	goods Default 										39,20	€	

800939
Leather Zip Notebook (M)
red W/O	Approval

Elegant red leather zip notebook is branded
with imprinted Akrapovič logo.Dimensions: 233
x	163	mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Leather	goods Default 										90,83	€	

800940
Leather Zip Notebook (M)
black W/O	Approval

Elegant black leather zip notebook is branded
with imprinted Akrapovič logo.Dimensions: 233
x	163	mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Leather	goods Default 										90,83	€	

800941
Leather Zip Notebook (S)
red W/O	Approval

Small and elegant red leather zip notebook is
branded with imprinted Akrapovičlogo.
Dimensions:	165	x	120	mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Leather	goods Default 										66,03	€	

800942
Leather Zip Notebook (S)
black W/O	Approval

Small and elegant black leather zip notebook is
branded with imprintedAkrapovič logo.
Dimensions:	167	x	123	mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Leather	goods Default 										66,03	€	

800943 Leather Pencile sleeve -
red

W/O	Approval

Elegant red leather pencile sleeve is branded
with imprinted Akrapovič logo.	The leather
sleeve comes without a pencile.	Dimensions:
153	x	33	mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

Leather	goods Default 										18,10	€	

800944 Leather Pencile sleeve -
black

W/O	Approval

Elegant black leather pencile sleeve is branded
with imprinted Akrapovič. The leather sleeve
comes without a pencile.	Dimensions: 153 x33
mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

Leather	goods Default 										18,10	€	

800946
Leather Crayons case -
black W/O	Approval

Elegant black leather crayons case is branded
with imprinted Akrapovič.Dimensions:110 x35
mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Leather	goods Default 										18,10	€	

800947
Square Leather Keychain -
red W/O	Approval

Red leather square keychain is fashionable
accessory foryour s et of keys.Dimensions: 55 x
55	mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Leather	goods Default 										18,10	€	

800948
Square Leather Keychain -
black W/O	Approval

Black leather square keychain is fashionable
accessory for your set of keys.Dimensions: 55 x
55	mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Leather	goods Default 										18,10	€	

800949 Travel	Luggage	Tag	-	red W/O	Approval Equip your luggage with Akrapovič leather tag.
Dimensions:	190	x	65	mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

Leather	goods Default 										18,10	€	

800950 Travel	Luggage	Tag	-	black W/O	Approval Equip your luggage with Akrapovič leather tag.
Dimensions:	190	x	65	mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

Leather	goods Default 										18,10	€	

800951
Round Leather Keychain -
red W/O	Approval

Red leather round keychain is fashionable
accessory	for	your	se	t	of	keys.Dimensions:	D	60	
mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Leather	goods Default 										18,10	€	

800952
Round Leather Keychain -
black W/O	Approval

Black leather round keychain is fashionable
accessory foryour set of keys.Dimensions: D60
mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Leather	goods Default 										18,10	€	

800953
Leather Loop Keychain -
red W/O	Approval

Red leather loop keychain is fashionable
accessory for your set of keys.Dimensions: 110
x	20	mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Leather	goods Default 										18,10	€	

800966 Leather	Zip	Keychain	-	red W/O	Approval

Red leather zip keychain is fashionable
accessory for your set of keys. In zippedpocket
you can keep your change or credit card.
Dimensions:	115	x	60	mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

Leather	goods Default 										24,71	€	

800956 Leather Zip Keychain -
black

W/O	Approval

Black leather zip keychain is fashionable
accessory for your set of keys. In zippedpocket
you can keep your change or credit card.
Dimensions:	115	x	60	mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

Leather	goods Default 										24,71	€	

800958 USB	Key	pocket	-	black W/O	Approval
USB Key pocket is there to protect your USB
Key and always have it around,chained onyour
keys.	Dimensions:	80	x	35	mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Leather	goods Default 										16,45	€	

800959 Business	Card	Holder	-	red W/O	Approval Make others business cards valuable the way
you	store	it.Dimensions:	110	x	80	mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

Leather	goods Default 										37,11	€	

800960 Business Card Holder -
black

W/O	Approval Make others business cards valuable the way
you	store	it.Dimensions:	110	x	80	mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

Leather	goods Default 										37,11	€	
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801852
BMW Car Exhaust Flyer
2019

Folded flyer, featuring the latest car exhaust
systems for the BMW cars. Ideal forgiveaways
or dealer use. This useful flyer (21 × 15 cm
folded, 63 × 15 cm unfolded) comes folded,
ideal	for	giveaways	or	dealer	use.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Literature	Car Default 												0,35	€	

801829
Akrapovič Lifestyle
Magazine, Issue 25-DE,
May	2019

For the most loyal fans and everyone, who
wants	to	know	more	about	Akrapovič.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Magazine Default 												1,79	€	

801830
Akrapovič Lifestyle
Magazine, Issue 25-EN,
May	2019

	For the most loyal fans and everyone, who
wants	to	know	more	about	Akrapovič.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Magazine Default 												1,79	€	

801872
Akrapovič Lifestyle
Magazine, Issue 26-EN,
November	2019

For the most loyal fans and everyone, who
wants	to	know	more	about	Akrapovič.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Magazine Default 												1,79	€	

801870
Akrapovič Lifestyle
Magazine, Issue 26-DE,
November	2019

For the most loyal fans and everyone, who
wants	to	know	more	about	Akrapovič.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Magazine Default 												1,79	€	

801794
Akrapovič Lifestyle
Magazine, Issue 24-DE,
November	2018

For the most loyal fans and everyone, who
wants	to	know	more	about	Akrapovič.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Magazine Default 												1,79	€	

801675
Akrapovič Lifestyle
Magazine, Issue 22-DE,
November	2017

For the most loyal fans and everyone, who
wants	to	know	more	about	Akrapovič.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Magazine Default 												1,79	€	

801707
Akrapovič Lifestyle
Magazine, Issue 23-DE,
May	2018

For the most loyal fans and everyone, who
wants	to	know	more	about	Akrapovič.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Magazine Default 												1,79	€	

801611
Akrapovič Lifestyle
Magazine, Issue 21-EN,
May	2017

For the most loyal fans and everyone, who
wants	to	know	more	about	Akrapovič.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Magazine Default 												1,79	€	

801613
Akrapovič Lifestyle
Magazine, Issue 21-DE,
May	2017

For the most loyal fans and everyone, who
wants	to	know	more	about	Akrapovič.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Magazine Default 												1,79	€	

801663 Keyholder	-	vertical	new

Be seen and attach your keysto this Akrapovič
key holder—it’s convenient for any pocket or
bag. A special advantage of the Akrapovič key
holder is its rubber material to keep your bike
or	car	from	getting	scratched.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Others Default 												6,58	€	

801662
Keyholder - horizontal
new

Be seen and attach your keysto this Akrapovič
key holder—it’s convenient for any pocket or
bag. A special advantage of the Akrapovič key
holder is its rubber material to keep your bike
or	car	from	getting	scratched.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Others Default 												6,58	€	

801608
USB Key Rubber 16GB
69,5x20

Your photos, texts, orvideo shotscan easily be
stored on this Akrapovič-branded USB key (16
GB). It's small, easy to use, compatible with all
hardware, and comfortable to carry in any
pocket,	69,5x20	mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Others Default 										11,00	€	

801607
USB Key Rubber 16GB
45x48

Your photos, texts, orvideo shotscan easily be
stored on this Akrapovič-branded USB key (16
GB). It's small, easy to use, compatible with all
hardware, and comfortable to carry in any
pocket,45x48	mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Others Default 										11,00	€	

801534 Umbrella	Corpo W/O	Approval 	Rain or shine, this umbrella will offer you
constant	protection.	

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Others Default 										49,90	€	

801547 Notebook W/O	Approval
Hardcover notebookwith lined pages.	Enriched
with illustrations of exhaust
systems.Dimensions:	13	x	21	cm.	

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Others Default 										20,75	€	

800594 Pen	roler	black W/O	Approval

Want your handwriting to have a special flair
with style? Use this Akrapovič black roller pen
for sophisticated impressions and signatures.
It’s a special idea for a present for your
partners.

Accessories &
Promot Accessories Others Default 										37,50	€	

800613 Lanyard	 W/O	Approval

Stop worrying where your keys or phone
are—just put them on your Akrapovič lanyard
and never hunt for them again! This lanyard is
made	from	strong	material	and	it's	washable.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

Others Default 												6,58	€	

800621 Pencil	graphite W/O	Approval

Drawsketchesof your upgradedbikeor carand
write notes with this fashionable Akrapovič
pencil. It will never run out of ink and it’s light
to carry around in your bag orpocket. To erase
notes written with the Akrapovič pencil, just
use	an	eraser.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

Others Default 												2,41	€	

P-CMSP Spring	Hook XX	-	Other W/O	Approval

Every second counts when changing the
exhaust system during a pit stop. That's why
the spring hook is an indispensable tool for
every team. If you decide to replace the
exhaust system on your two-wheeler yourself,
you've	simply	got	to	have	our	metal	spring	hook	
with a rubber handle for the best grip. It's the
best tool for changing your system quickly,
easily,	and	safely.

Accessories &
Promot Others Others Default 										24,91	€	

P-CM-SPDMX MX	Stand W/O	Approval

Our MX motorcycle stands, used by factory
teams at motocross, enduro and supermoto
World	Championships,	are	now	also	available	to	
you. Thestand ismade fromour exclusive thin-
wall titanium tubes, which is reflected in the
unique racing look as well as very low weight
and high strength. The stand is fortified with
two rubber crossbars with a logo on top in
order to ensure that the motorcycle remains
securely	on	the	stand.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Others Default 							169,90	€	

801204 Umbrella	Custom		 W/O	Approval Rain or shine, this umbrella will offer you
constant	protection.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Others Default 										49,90	€	

801205 Umbrella Make your own
sound		

W/O	Approval Rain or shine, this umbrella will offer you
constant	protection.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories Others Default 										49,90	€	

800934
Rubber Coin purse -
waterproofed W/O	Approval

Waterproofed Rubber Coin purse is creative
hand made gift, made of rubbertube.
Dimensions:	115	x	85	mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Others Default 										57,77	€	
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800936 Slim	Rubber	belt W/O	Approval
Slim rubberbelt iscreative handmade gift that
will surelyattract attention.Dimensions: 1110 x
42	mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Others Default 										90,83	€	

800623 Badge W/O	Approval

You can express your Akrapovič brand loyalty
with this Akrapovič badge. Just pin it to your
clothes and show that youappreciate thepure
power	of	Akrapovič.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

Pins/Badges Default 												2,08	€	

800903 Copper	pin	-	medium W/O	Approval
Elegant	copper	pin	with	swelling	Akrapovič	sign.	
Can be used on T-shirts andother clothing.
Dimensions:	14	x	13	mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Pins/Badges Default 												3,06	€	

800904 Brass	pin	-	medium W/O	Approval
Elegant brass pin with swelling Akrapovič sign.
Can be used on T-shirts andother clothing.
Dimensions:	14	x	13	mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Pins/Badges Default 												3,06	€	

800905 Silver	pin	-	medium W/O	Approval
Elegant silver pin with swelling Akrapovič sign.
Can be used on T-shirts and other clothing.
Dimensions:	14	x	13	mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Pins/Badges Default 												3,06	€	

800983
Copper/silver/brass pin
set	-	medium W/O	Approval

Collection of copper, silver and brass pin with
swelling Akrapovič sign. Canbeused onT-shirts
and	other	clothing.	Dimensions:	14	x	13	mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Pins/Badges Default 												8,18	€	

800900 Copper	pin	-	large W/O	Approval
Elegant copper pin with embossed Akrapovič
sign.Canbe used onT-shirts andother clothing.
Dimensions:	17	x	15	mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Pins/Badges Default 												3,06	€	

800901 Brass	pin	-	large W/O	Approval
Elegant brass pin with embossed Akrapovič
sign.Canbe used onT-shirts andother clothing.
Dimensions:	17	x	15	mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Pins/Badges Default 												3,06	€	

800902 Silver	pin	-	large W/O	Approval
Elegant silver pin with embossed Akrapovič
sign. Can be used on T-shirts and other
clothing.	Dimensions:	17	x	15	mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Pins/Badges Default 												3,06	€	

800982 Copper/silver/brass pin
set	-	large

W/O	Approval

Collection of copper, silver and brass pin with
embossed Akrapovič sign. Can be used on T-
shirts and other clothing. Dimensions: 17 x 15
mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

Pins/Badges Default 												8,18	€	

800906 Cut	copper	pin W/O	Approval
Copper	pin	with	cut	Akrapovič	sign.	Can	be	used	
on T-shirts and other clothing.Dimensions: 16 x
14	mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Pins/Badges Default 												3,06	€	

800907 Cut	brass	pin W/O	Approval
Brass pin with cut Akrapovič sign. Can be used
on T-shirts and other clothing.Dimensions: 16 x
14	mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Pins/Badges Default 												3,06	€	

800908 Cut	silver	pin W/O	Approval
Silver pin with cut Akrapovič sign. Can be used
on T-shirts and other clothing. Dimensions: 16
x	14	mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Pins/Badges Default 												3,06	€	

800909 Cut	red	pin W/O	Approval
Red pin withcut Akrapovič sign.Canbe usedon
T-shirts andother clothing.Dimensions:16 x14
mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Pins/Badges Default 												3,06	€	

800984
Cut copper/silver/brass
pin	set W/O	Approval

Collection of copper, silver and brass pin with
cut Akrapovič sign. Can be usedon T-shirts and
other	clothing.	Dimensions:	16	x	14	mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Pins/Badges Default 												8,18	€	

800910 Copper	sign	badge W/O	Approval
Copper sign badgewith two screws in backside
for proper fixing on leatherclothing and other
clothes.	Dimensions:	60	x	17	mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Pins/Badges Default 												7,36	€	

800911 Brass	sign	badge W/O	Approval
Brass sign badge with two screws in backside
for proper fixing on leatherclothing and other
clothes.	Dimensions:	60	x	17	mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Pins/Badges Default 												7,36	€	

800912 Silver	sign	badge W/O	Approval
Silver sign badge with two screws in backside
for proper fixing on leatherclothing and other
clothes.	Dimensions:	60	x	17	mm.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material Pins/Badges Default 												7,36	€	

P-CM-CT2 Car	tree	GOLF	GTI	VI W/O	Approval (for muffler M-VW/SS/1H)Products fitted on
the	tree	are	not	included.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

POS	Car Default 							750,00	€	

P-CM-CTBASE Car	tree	base	(77cm) W/O	Approval

The bottom part of the standis combinedwith
the custom upper part to create a complete
promotional stand. This unique base is made
from tubing and a carbon-fiber disc, which
lends the presentation of the exhaust system
additional grace and an air of quality. The
bottom part of the system can be combined
with different upper parts, expanding your
options for using different promotional stands.
All you need to do to put it together is addthe
upper part and an exhaust system. 77 cm
diameter.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

POS	Car Default 							275,00	€	

800360 Flag		*	size	140	×	52 W/O	Approval

Akrapovič flag. Suitable forindoor andoutdoor
events. Pinonto walls or connect it to a pole to
wave. Very versatile to attach and resistant to
all sorts of weather conditions.Dimensions: 140
×	52	cm

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material POS	Car Default 										25,00	€	

801075 Bag	360	x	260	x	140 W/O	Approval

Akrapovič bag. Suitable for delivering presents
to customers and business partners. 100%
paper,available in black only.Dimensions: 360×
260	×	140	mm

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories POS	Car Default 												2,50	€	

P-CM-CT17 Car	tree	BMW	M3/M4 W/O	Approval

The upper part of the promotional stand was
developed especially to display the Slip-On
system in combination with the Akrapovic
branded rear diffusor for the BMW M3/M4.
This stand, made of black steel tubing, really
shows off the exhaust system. This uniqueway
of presenting the exhaust system is sure to
attract	attention	because	it	offers	a	really	close-
up	view	of	the	system.	All	you	need	to	do	to	put	
it together is add the bottom part and an
exhaust system. The stand comes with a label
with the name of the system. Products fitted
on	the	tree	are	not	included.Products	that	fit	on	
the tree:M-BM/T/8H: Slip-On Line (Titanium)S-
BM/T/4H:	Slip-On	Line	(Titanium)

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material POS	Car Default 							325,00	€	

801158
Pull Up Banner MC and
Car W/O	Approval

Akrapovič Banner. Suitable for indoor and
outdoor eventswithout wind.Applicable forall
segments.	Banner	with	the	Akrapovič	logo,	Pure	
Power	slogan,	and	website	address.Dimensions:	
85	×	215	cm

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material POS	Car Default 										71,00	€	
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801157 Bag	250	x	380	x	90 W/O	Approval

Akrapovič bag. Suitable for delivering presents
to customers and business partners. 100%
paper, available in black only. Dimensions:
250	x	380	x	90	mm

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories POS	Car Default 												1,75	€	

801415 LED	Advertising	Board W/O	Approval

The LED Advertising Board is a illuminated
Akrapovič sign intended for external and
internaluse for brandingpurposes atAkrapovič
retailers, shops, promotional events, etc.It is
made of PMMA plastic, available with a power
charger and basic connectioncable suitable for
EU standards or withan alternatecable forthe
U.S. (product code 801538).Installation
instructions are included.The LED Advertising
board is certified (CE, IP67).You can view
product’s Declaration of Conformity (DoC) at:
http://www.akrapovic.com/docs/LED_Outdoor
_Sign/CECertification.pdfBoard Dimension: (L)
1,000 x (W) 287 x (D) 20 mmWeight: 4,5
KgOperating temperature: −20 to +40 °C.
Country	of	origin:	China.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

POS	Car Default 							299,00	€	

801430 Promotional	Counter W/O	Approval

This portable Akrapovič promotion counter,
whichcanbe used asa trade-show accessory or
promotion stand, provides a reception point,
workspace, and place to showcase flyers and
brochures. The siding is constructed of plastic
and aluminium, and the base, shelf, and
counter are made of wood. Fast and simple
assembly: the Akrapovič promotional counter
just takes a few minutes to set up and break
down. Packaging included. Dimensions:
Height:	94	cm		Diameter:	87	cm	×	49	cm

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material POS	Car Default 							190,80	€	

801431 Lam	Wall W/O	Approval

The LAM wall with Akrapovič top-quality
printing is a fullymodular, superlightstructure.
It is an easy-to-use, quick-to-assemble
promotionsystem. Setting it upand breaking it
down takes just a few minutes – no tools
needed. It uses very little space (wall-to-wall
setup).	It	is	made	of	high-quality	aluminium	and	
stainless-steelparts fordurability, strength, and
resistance to breakage. Packaging included.
Dimensions:		Height:	200	cm		Length:	200	cm

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material POS	Car Default 							299,80	€	

801440 Self-standing	flag	set W/O	Approval

The big advantage of Akrapovič flag is the
robust “telescopic” Flagpole made of strong
Aluminium.The telescopic-function of the pole
is adjustable from 4 m to 6 m by just a snap-
button. At thebottom of the pole is a “rotator”
which	is	allowing	the	pole	to	turn	360°.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

POS	Car Default 							310,00	€	

801439 Self-standing flag set with
tent	flag	kit

W/O	Approval

The	big	advantage	of	Akrapovič	
flag is therobust “telescopic” Flagpole madeof
strong Aluminium.The telescopic-function of
thepole isadjustable from 4m to6 mby just a
snap-button. At the bottom of the pole is a
“rotator” which is allowing the pole to turn
360°.The set includes accessories of a flag
stand,holder forthetent-leg anda sturdy carry
bag. This flag is an excellent ad on for the
Akrapovič	professional	tent.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

POS	Car Default 							370,00	€	

801441 Akrapovic	Tent W/O	Approval

Expotent foldable tents–easy tobuild andwith
weather protection for any kind of event. This
foldable tent guarantees you additional
attention at fairs and events due to its huge
printable advertising space.The tent is
combined with numerous accessories -	 wheel-
sets,	printed	sidewalls,	connecting	bars,	weight-
plates (4 x 15 kg), carry bag for tent and
sidewalls.It can be assembled in 15 minutes.
Dimension:	4,5	X	3	m

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

POS	Car Default 				2.100,00	€	

801433 Easy	Lock	Floor	Tiles W/O	Approval

Floordeck® Modular floors are very well suited
to produce a professional appearance and are
an ideal solution for mobile floors for fairs and
events.The Floordeck® floor tiles are easy to
clean and, therefore, very hygienic. The floor
tiles are light-weight, easy to transport or to
store and easy to install due to an ingenious
snap-in system.Dimension:Floordeck® tiles are
available in a set for Akrapovič tent flooring to
cover thesurfacesize of 4,5 mX 3mwithedge
profiles	and	corner	pieces

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material POS	Car Default 							650,00	€	

P-CM-CT21 Car tree McLaren
540C/570S/570	GT

XX	-	Other

The upper part of the promotional stand was
developed especially to display the Slip-On Line
(Titanium) system for the McLaren
540C/570S/570S SPIDER / 570GT. This stand,
madeof black steel tubing, really shows off the
exhaust system. This unique way of presenting
the exhaust system is sure to attract attention
because it offers a really close-up view of the
system. All you need to do to put it together is
add the bottom part - P-CM-CTBASE4. The
stand comes with a label with the name and
hard facts of thesystem. Products fitted on the
tree arenot included.Systemcode that fits to a
tree:S-MC/TI/3	-	Slip-On	Line	(Titanium)

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

POS	Car Default 							450,00	€	

801457 Bag	450	x	120	x	385

Akrapovič bag. Suitable for delivering presents
to customers and business partners. 100%
paper,available in black only.Dimensions: 450x
120	x	385	mm

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories POS	Car Default 												3,30	€	
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124206 Brand	case	Car XX	-	Other

We have created a unique Brand Case to
support a host of car marketing activities such
as recruiting dealers, presenting to themedia,
forsales presentationsand foruse atcustomer
andotherevents. The BrandCase isa very high
quality presentation tool and comes fully
equipped and ready to use with the following
features:• Externally and internally branded. •
Easyto transport, fits in airplane overheadbins
in most airlines, has wheels and extendable
handle for easy pulling. • Extremely rugged
heavydutymaterial to takeextensive knocks. •
Includes a range of our car components to
demonstrate our technical features andquality
of design and manufacture. • Includes a secret
compartment suitable for our FlyerThis code
contains	the	full	brand	case.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material POS	Car Default 							850,00	€	

124302 Brand	case	Car	-	Internal XX	-	Other

This code contains only the interior foam and
components, and can fit into existing brand
case boxes. You should only order this code if
you	already	have	a	brand	case.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

POS	Car Default 							590,00	€	

801813
Pull Up Banner 6 Reasons
Why	-	CAR

Akrapovič 6 Reasons Why pull up banner.
Suitable forindoor andoutdoor eventswithout
wind.	The	banner	gives	6	highlighted	benefits	of	
Akrapovič.Comes with construction and
graphics.Dimensions: 100 x200 cmSeemanual
(under product documents) for further
information	and	set-up	possibilites.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material POS	Car Default 										80,00	€	

801814
Pull Up Banner
CAR&MOTO

Akrapovič	CAR&amp;MOTO	pull	up	banner	with	
the end cap and tail pipe design. Suitable for
indoor and outdoor events without
wind.	Comes with construction and
graphics.Dimensions: 100 x200 cmSeemanual
(under product documents) for further
information	and	set-up	possibilites.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material POS	Car Default 										80,00	€	

801817 Pull Up Banner CAR –GTR
tailpipe

Akrapovič pull up banner with a Nissan GTR
tailpipedesign.Suitable forindoor andoutdoor
events without wind.	Comes with construction
and graphics.Dimensions: 100 x 200 cmSee
manual (under product documents) for further
information	and	set-up	possibilites.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

POS	Car Default 										80,00	€	

801818 Pull Up Banner CAR –
AMG	tailpipe

Akrapovič pull up banner with a Mercedes -
AMG tailpipe design. Suitable for indoor and
outdoor events without wind.	Comes with
construction and graphics.Dimensions: 100 x
200 cmSee manual (under product documents)
for	further	information	and	set-up	possibilites.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

POS	Car Default 										80,00	€	

801819 LAM	Wall		-	CAR&MOTO

Comes with construction and one
graphic.	Double sided - can be used with two
graphics.The LAM wall with Akrapovič top-
quality printing is a fully modular, superlight
structure. It is an easy-to-use, quick-to-
assemble promotion system. Setting it up and
breaking it down takes just a fewminutes –no
tools needed. It uses very little space (wall-to-
wall setup). It is made of high-quality
aluminium and stainless-steel parts for
durability, strength, andresistance tobreakage.
Packaging included.Dimensions: 200 x 200
cmSee manual (under product documents) for
further	information	and	set-up	possibilites.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material POS	Car Default 							390,00	€	

801822
LAM Wall CAR – GTR
tailpipe

Comes with construction and one graphic.
Double sided - can be used with two
graphics.The LAM wall with Akrapovič top-
quality printing is a fully modular, superlight
structure. It is an easy-to-use, quick-to-
assemble promotion system. Setting it up and
breaking it down takes just a fewminutes –no
tools needed. It uses very little space (wall-to-
wall setup). It is made of high-quality
aluminium and stainless-steel parts for
durability, strength, andresistance tobreakage.
Packaging included.Dimensions: 200 x 200
cmSee manual (under product documents) for
further	information	and	set-up	possibilites.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material POS	Car Default 							390,00	€	

801823
LAM Wall CAR – AMG
tailpipe

Comes with construction and one graphic.
Double sided - can be used with two
graphics.The LAM wall with Akrapovič top-
quality printing is a fully modular, superlight
structure. It is an easy-to-use, quick-to-
assemble promotion system. Setting it up and
breaking it down takes just a fewminutes –no
tools needed. It uses very little space (wall-to-
wall setup). It is made of high-quality
aluminium and stainless-steel parts for
durability, strength, andresistance tobreakage.
Packaging included.Dimensions: 200 x 200
cmSee manual (under product documents) for
further	information	and	set-up	possibilites.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material POS	Car Default 							390,00	€	

801824
LAM Wall Graphics	 -
CAR&MOTO

Printed graphics with end cap and tail pipe
design. To be used with LAM Wall
construction.Dimensions: 200 x 200 cmSee
manual (under product documents) for further
information	and	set-up	possibilites.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material POS	Car Default 										95,00	€	
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801827
LAM Wall Graphics CAR –
GTR	tailpipe

Printed graphics with Nissan GTR tail pipe
design. To be used with LAM Wall
construction.Dimensions: 200 x 200 cmSee
manual (under product documents) for further
information	and	set-up	possibilites.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material POS	Car Default 										95,00	€	

801828
LAM Wall Graphics CAR –
AMG	tailpipe

Printedgraphics withMercedes - AMG tail pipe
design. To be used with LAM Wall
construction.Dimensions: 200 x 200 cmSee
manual (under product documents) for further
information	and	set-up	possibilites.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material POS	Car Default 										95,00	€	

801538 Cable	US W/O	Approval Alternate	cable	for	the	US	market.	Lenght:	3	m.	 Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

POS	Car Default 										10,00	€	

801604
Akrapovič Logo Sticker -
Front Adhesive 40 x 11,5
cm	

XX	-	Other

Front - side adhesive sticker with horizontal
Akrapovič logotype, for applying on the inside
of thewindowof a store. 	Dimension: 40 x11,5
cm.	

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

POS	Car Default 										10,00	€	

801602
Akrapovič Logo Outdoor
Sticker	120	x	34,5	cm XX	-	Other

Sticker with horizontal Akrapovič logotype,
suitable for outdoor use. Can be used on all
smooth	surfaces.	Dimension:	120	x	34,5	cm.	

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material POS	Car Default 										22,00	€	

801603
Akrapovič Logo Outdoor
Sticker	40	x	11,5	cm XX	-	Other

Sticker with horizontal Akrapovič logotype,
suitable for outdoor use. Can be used on all
smooth	surfaces.	Dimension:	40	x	11,5	cm.	

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material POS	Car Default 										10,00	€	

801587 Self standing beach flag
set	-	small

Self-standing beachflag, 2.5metres tall.Comes
with a cross-shaped base, a tote bag, and a
counterweight sandbag. For indoor or outdoor
use.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

POS	Car Default 							115,00	€	

P-CM-
CTBASE4

Car tree base (115cm) -
new

XX	-	Other

The bottom part of the standis combinedwith
the custom upper part to create a complete
promotional stand. This unique base is made
from tubing and a carbon-fiber disc, which
lends the presentation of the exhaust system
additional grace and an air of quality. The
bottom part of the system can be combined
with different upper parts, expanding your
options for using different promotional stands.
All you need to do to put it together is addthe
upper part and an exhaust system. 115 cm
diameter.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

POS	Car Default 							800,00	€	

P-CM-CT20 Car	tree	BMW	M2 XX	-	Other

The upper part of the promotional stand was
developed especially todisplay thefront end of
Evolution Line (Titanium) system for the BMW
M2. This stand, made of black steel tubing,
really shows off the exhaust system. This
uniqueway of presenting theexhaust system is
sure to attract attention because it offers a
really close-upviewof the system. All youneed
todo toput it together isadd thebottom part -
P-CM-CTBASE4. The stand comes with a label
with the name and hard facts of the
system.&nbsp;Products fitted on the tree are
not included.The system that fits on the tree is
the further part of ME-BM/T/8H - Evolution
Line	(Titanium),	the	following	codes:Muffler:	M-
BM/T/10HTailpipes:2x TP-CT/40/1&nbsp;2x TP-
CT/40/2Clamps:2X P-R672X P-R102Optionally
you can add the diffuser:DI-BM/CA/3/M or DI-
BM/CA/3/G

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material POS	Car Default 							400,00	€	

801587 Self standing beach flag
set	-	small

Self-standing beachflag, 2.5metres tall.Comes
with a cross-shaped base, a tote bag, and a
counterweight sandbag. For indoor or outdoor
use.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

POS	MC Default 							115,00	€	

801603
Akrapovič Logo Outdoor
Sticker	40	x	11,5	cm XX	-	Other

Sticker with horizontal Akrapovič logotype,
suitable for outdoor use. Can be used on all
smooth	surfaces.	Dimension:	40	x	11,5	cm.	

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material POS	MC Default 										10,00	€	

801602
Akrapovič Logo Outdoor
Sticker	120	x	34,5	cm XX	-	Other

Sticker with horizontal Akrapovič logotype,
suitable for outdoor use. Can be used on all
smooth	surfaces.	Dimension:	120	x	34,5	cm.	

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material POS	MC Default 										22,00	€	

801604
Akrapovič Logo Sticker -
Front Adhesive 40 x 11,5
cm	

XX	-	Other

Front - side adhesive sticker with horizontal
Akrapovič logotype, for applying on the inside
of thewindowof a store. 	Dimension: 40 x11,5
cm.	

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

POS	MC Default 										10,00	€	

801538 Cable	US W/O	Approval Alternate	cable	for	the	US	market.	Lenght:	3	m.	 Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

POS	MC Default 										10,00	€	

P-CM-CDM
Counter Display with
sample	muffler W/O	Approval

This counter display is designed for displaying
the sample muffler, which is included in the
box. The sample muffler features a titanium
outer sleeve andcarbon-fibre end cap, made to
showcase the same quality materials and
attractive design as the real systems.Please
note:Thesample muffler is fordisplay useonly
andcannotbe mounted on anymotorcycle.The
Counter Display should be secured to the
exhibition surface using double sided tape
(included in the box) or even two self-tapping
screws if possible.Height:600 mmWidth: 350
mmDepth:	310	mm

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material POS	MC Default 							162,55	€	

801824
LAM Wall Graphics	 -
CAR&MOTO

Printed graphics with end cap and tail pipe
design. To be used with LAM Wall
construction.Dimensions: 200 x 200 cmSee
manual (under product documents) for further
information	and	set-up	possibilites.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material POS	MC Default 										95,00	€	

801825
LAMWall Graphics MOTO -
hexagonal

Printed graphics with hexagonal muffler shape
design. To be used with LAM Wall
construction.Dimensions: 200 x 200 cmSee
manual (under product documents) for further
information	and	set-up	possibilites.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material POS	MC Default 										95,00	€	
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801826
LAMWall Graphics MOTO -
GP	mesh

Printed graphics with GP muffler shapedesign.
To be used with LAM Wall
construction.Dimensions: 200 x 200 cmSee
manual (under product documents) for further
information	and	set-up	possibilites.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material POS	MC Default 										95,00	€	

801819 LAM	Wall		-	CAR&MOTO

Comes with construction and one
graphic.	Double sided - can be used with two
graphics.The LAM wall with Akrapovič top-
quality printing is a fully modular, superlight
structure. It is an easy-to-use, quick-to-
assemble promotion system. Setting it up and
breaking it down takes just a fewminutes –no
tools needed. It uses very little space (wall-to-
wall setup). It is made of high-quality
aluminium and stainless-steel parts for
durability, strength, andresistance tobreakage.
Packaging included.Dimensions: 200 x 200
cmSee manual (under product documents) for
further	information	and	set-up	possibilites.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material POS	MC Default 							390,00	€	

801820
LAM Wall MOTO -
hexagonal

Comes with construction and one graphic.
Double sided - can be used with two
graphics.The LAM wall with Akrapovič top-
quality printing is a fully modular, superlight
structure. It is an easy-to-use, quick-to-
assemble promotion system. Setting it up and
breaking it down takes just a fewminutes –no
tools needed. It uses very little space (wall-to-
wall setup). It is made of high-quality
aluminium and stainless-steel parts for
durability, strength, andresistance tobreakage.
Packaging included.Dimensions: 200 x 200
cmSee manual (under product documents) for
further	information	and	set-up	possibilites.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material POS	MC Default 							390,00	€	

801821
LAM Wall MOTO - GP
mesh

Comes with construction and one graphic.
Double sided - can be used with two
graphics.The LAM wall with Akrapovič top-
quality printing is a fully modular, superlight
structure. It is an easy-to-use, quick-to-
assemble promotion system. Setting it up and
breaking it down takes just a fewminutes –no
tools needed. It uses very little space (wall-to-
wall setup). It is made of high-quality
aluminium and stainless-steel parts for
durability, strength, andresistance tobreakage.
Packaging included.Dimensions: 200 x 200
cmSee manual (under product documents) for
further	information	and	set-up	possibilites.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material POS	MC Default 							390,00	€	

801814
Pull Up Banner
CAR&MOTO

Akrapovič	CAR&amp;MOTO	pull	up	banner	with	
the end cap and tail pipe design. Suitable for
indoor and outdoor events without
wind.	Comes with construction and
graphics.Dimensions: 100 x200 cmSeemanual
(under product documents) for further
information	and	set-up	possibilites.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material POS	MC Default 										80,00	€	

801815 Pull Up Banner MOTO -
hexagonal

Akrapovič pull up banner with a hexagonal
muffler shape design.	Suitable for indoor and
outdoor events without wind.	Comes with
construction and graphics.Dimensions: 100 x
200 cmSee manual (under product documents)
for	further	information	and	set-up	possibilites.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

POS	MC Default 										80,00	€	

801816 Pull Up Banner MOTO –
GP	mesh

Akrapovič pull up banner with a GP muffler
shape design. Suitable for indoor and outdoor
events without wind.	Comes with construction
and graphics.Dimensions: 100 x 200 cmSee
manual (under product documents) for further
information	and	set-up	possibilites.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

POS	MC Default 										80,00	€	

801812
Pull Up Banner 6 Reasons
Why		-	MOTO

Akrapovič 6 Reasons Why pull up banner.
Suitable forindoor andoutdoor eventswithout
wind.	The	banner	gives	6	highlighted	benefits	of	
Akrapovič.Comes with construction and
graphics.Dimensions:	 100 x200 cmSeemanual
(under product documents) for further
information	and	set-up	possibilites.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material POS	MC Default 										80,00	€	

801457 Bag	450	x	120	x	385

Akrapovič bag. Suitable for delivering presents
to customers and business partners. 100%
paper,available in black only.Dimensions: 450x
120	x	385	mm

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories POS	MC Default 												3,30	€	

801433 Easy	Lock	Floor	Tiles W/O	Approval

Floordeck® Modular floors are very well suited
to produce a professional appearance and are
an ideal solution for mobile floors for fairs and
events.The Floordeck® floor tiles are easy to
clean and, therefore, very hygienic. The floor
tiles are light-weight, easy to transport or to
store and easy to install due to an ingenious
snap-in system.Dimension:Floordeck® tiles are
available in a set for Akrapovič tent flooring to
cover thesurfacesize of 4,5 mX 3mwithedge
profiles	and	corner	pieces

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material POS	MC Default 							650,00	€	
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801441 Akrapovic	Tent W/O	Approval

Expotent foldable tents–easy tobuild andwith
weather protection for any kind of event. This
foldable tent guarantees you additional
attention at fairs and events due to its huge
printable advertising space.The tent is
combined with numerous accessories -	 wheel-
sets,	printed	sidewalls,	connecting	bars,	weight-
plates (4 x 15 kg), carry bag for tent and
sidewalls.It can be assembled in 15 minutes.
Dimension:	4,5	X	3	m

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

POS	MC Default 				2.100,00	€	

801439 Self-standing flag set with
tent	flag	kit

W/O	Approval

The	big	advantage	of	Akrapovič	
flag is therobust “telescopic” Flagpole madeof
strong Aluminium.The telescopic-function of
thepole isadjustable from 4m to6 mby just a
snap-button. At the bottom of the pole is a
“rotator” which is allowing the pole to turn
360°.The set includes accessories of a flag
stand,holder forthetent-leg anda sturdy carry
bag. This flag is an excellent ad on for the
Akrapovič	professional	tent.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

POS	MC Default 							370,00	€	

801440 Self-standing	flag	set W/O	Approval

The big advantage of Akrapovič flag is the
robust “telescopic” Flagpole made of strong
Aluminium.The telescopic-function of the pole
is adjustable from 4 m to 6 m by just a snap-
button. At thebottom of the pole is a “rotator”
which	is	allowing	the	pole	to	turn	360°.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

POS	MC Default 							310,00	€	

801431 Lam	Wall W/O	Approval

The LAM wall with Akrapovič top-quality
printing is a fullymodular, superlightstructure.
It is an easy-to-use, quick-to-assemble
promotionsystem. Setting it upand breaking it
down takes just a few minutes – no tools
needed. It uses very little space (wall-to-wall
setup).	It	is	made	of	high-quality	aluminium	and	
stainless-steelparts fordurability, strength, and
resistance to breakage. Packaging included.
Dimensions:		Height:	200	cm		Length:	200	cm

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material POS	MC Default 							299,80	€	

801430 Promotional	Counter W/O	Approval

This portable Akrapovič promotion counter,
whichcanbe used asa trade-show accessory or
promotion stand, provides a reception point,
workspace, and place to showcase flyers and
brochures. The siding is constructed of plastic
and aluminium, and the base, shelf, and
counter are made of wood. Fast and simple
assembly: the Akrapovič promotional counter
just takes a few minutes to set up and break
down. Packaging included. Dimensions:
Height:	94	cm		Diameter:	87	cm	×	49	cm

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material POS	MC Default 							190,80	€	

801415 LED	Advertising	Board W/O	Approval

The LED Advertising Board is a illuminated
Akrapovič sign intended for external and
internaluse for brandingpurposes atAkrapovič
retailers, shops, promotional events, etc.It is
made of PMMA plastic, available with a power
charger and basic connectioncable suitable for
EU standards or withan alternatecable forthe
U.S. (product code 801538).Installation
instructions are included.The LED Advertising
board is certified (CE, IP67).You can view
product’s Declaration of Conformity (DoC) at:
http://www.akrapovic.com/docs/LED_Outdoor
_Sign/CECertification.pdfBoard Dimension: (L)
1,000 x (W) 287 x (D) 20 mmWeight: 4,5
KgOperating temperature: −20 to +40 °C.
Country	of	origin:	China.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

POS	MC Default 							299,00	€	

801157 Bag	250	x	380	x	90 W/O	Approval

Akrapovič bag. Suitable for delivering presents
to customers and business partners. 100%
paper, available in black only. Dimensions:
250	x	380	x	90	mm

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories POS	MC Default 												1,75	€	

118485 Brand	case	Road W/O	Approval

We have created a unique Brand Case to
support a host of motorcycle marketing
activities such as recruiting dealers, presenting
to the media, for sales presentations and for
use at customer and other events. The Brand
Caseisa very high qualitypresentation tooland
comes fully equippedandready touse withthe
following features:• Externally and internally
branded. • Easy to transport, fits in airplane
overhead bins in most airlines, has wheels and
extendablehandle for easy pulling. • Extremely
rugged heavy duty material to take extensive
knocks. • Includes a range of our components
to demonstrate our technical features and
qualityof design and manufacture. • Includes a
secret compartment suitable for our Catalog,
Flyers or other materials such as media USB
sticks	or	discs.	

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

POS	MC Default 							599,00	€	

801158
Pull Up Banner MC and
Car W/O	Approval

Akrapovič Banner. Suitable for indoor and
outdoor eventswithout wind.Applicable forall
segments.	Banner	with	the	Akrapovič	logo,	Pure	
Power	slogan,	and	website	address.Dimensions:	
85	×	215	cm

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material POS	MC Default 										71,00	€	

P-HF796 Counter Display Fitting kit
MP3

W/O	Approval

With this fitting kit additional exhauts system
can be mounted on the counter display
801030.Exhaust system which can be used:-
Piaggio MP3: S-PI4SO3-HRSSBL , S-PI4SO3-
HRSSProducts fitted on the counter display are
not	included.

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories POS	MC Default 												8,00	€	
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801075 Bag	360	x	260	x	140 W/O	Approval

Akrapovič bag. Suitable for delivering presents
to customers and business partners. 100%
paper,available in black only.Dimensions: 360×
260	×	140	mm

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories POS	MC Default 												2,50	€	

801030 Counter	Display W/O	Approval

This Counter display is designed for displaying
the majority of Akrapovič exhaust mufflers in
the Motorcycle segment. Display comes
without exhaust system.The Counter Display
should be secured to the exhibition surface
using double sided tape (included in the box)
oreven two self-tapping screws if
possible.Below some exhaust system are listed
which can be used:-Ducati Multistrada: S-
D12SO1-HAPT-BMW S1000RR: S-B10SO1-HASZ-
BMW RnineT: S-B12SO13-HCZT -BMW C650
Sport: S-B6SO2-HZSS-BMWC650 GT: S-B6SO1-
HZSS-Piaggio BEVERLY: S-PI3SO6-HRSS-
YAMAHA X-MAX125: S-Y125SO4-HRSS-HONDA
CBR250R:S-H25SO1-ZC or S-H25SO1-HRSS-
HONDA CBR500R: S-H5SO2-HRSS or S-H5SO2-
HRC-KAWASAKI KX250F:S-K2SO6-BNTA-
KAWASAKI NINJA 300:S-K3SO1-ZC or S-K3SO1-
ZT-KAWASAKI Z800: S-K8SO2-HRC or S-K8SO2-
HRT-KAWASAKI Z800e: S-K8SO1-HRC or S-
K8SO1-HRT-SUZUKI RM-Z250: S-S2SO4-DTA-
HONDA INTEGRA: S-H7SO1-HT-HONDA
CROSSTOURER: S-H12SO3-HRTAdditional fitting
kits for other models are optional
available.Height:600 mmWidth: 350mmDepth:
200	mm

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

POS	MC Default 										35,00	€	

800360 Flag		*	size	140	×	52 W/O	Approval

Akrapovič flag. Suitable forindoor andoutdoor
events. Pinonto walls or connect it to a pole to
wave. Very versatile to attach and resistant to
all sorts of weather conditions.Dimensions: 140
×	52	cm

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material POS	MC Default 										25,00	€	

P-CM-SPDM/1 Modular standup
promotional	display

W/O	Approval

Please notice: Modular standup promotional
display: P-CM-SPDM/1 now includes MC
Road/Offroad exhaust fitting kit: P-HF667.Is
made from 52 mm stainless steel tubes and
offers	two	possibilities	of	displaying	our	exhaust	
systems–either2 mufflesat thesame time, by
usinga lower configuration (for placement ona
table) or3 mufflers, if therack isplaced on the
floor.The rack also contains plates a
promotional	flyer	holder.

Accessories &
Promot

Promotional	
Material

POS	MC Default 							120,00	€	

P-HF667 MC Road/Offroad exhaust
fitting	kit	

W/O	Approval Formodular standuppromotional display P-CM-
SPDM/13	pieces

Accessories &
Promot

Accessories POS	MC Default 										24,00	€	

S-A7SO2-HDT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Sporty and lightweight Slip-On Line exhaust
systems are a perfect match for this great
Aprilia. Slip-Ons represent the first step in the
exhaust systemtuningprocess,andthey offera
great balance between price andperformance.
Installation is a snap. The visual change comes
with stylishly shaped mufflers and carbon fibre
end caps. In addition to design effects and
improved power delivery, Slip-Ons also
enhance the Aprilia sound. Let your bike stand
outwithmorepower, beautiful design, andthe
unique	Akrapovič	sound	of	Slip-Ons.

Motorcycle Road Aprilia Dorsoduro	750 2008 2016 				1.035,00	€	

P-HSA10R1/A1 Heat	shield	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval Motorcycle Road Aprilia RSV	1000 2007 2009 										63,11	€	

P-
MBA10AL3/A2

Muffler bracket
(Aluminium) OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval

If passenger footrest are removed this optional
aluminium	muffler	bracket	is	needed. Motorcycle Road Aprilia RSV4 2009 2014 							107,28	€	

S-A10SO6C-
HZC

Slip-On Line (Carbon)
RSV4

SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Sporty and lightweight Slip-On Line exhaust
systems are a perfect match for this great
Aprilia. Installation is a snap.The visual change
comes with stylishly shaped carbon fibre
muffler and end cap. In addition to design
effects and improved power delivery, Slip-Ons
also enhance the Aprilia sound. Let your bike
stand out with more power, beautiful design,
and the unique Akrapovič sound of Slip-
Ons.Passenger footrest formounting needed. If
youwantmount theSlip-On without passenger
foot rest please order optional aluminium
bracket.

Motorcycle Road Aprilia RSV4 2009 2014 							888,90	€	

S-A10SO6-ZC Slip-On Line (Carbon)
RSV4

SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Sporty and lightweight Slip-On Line exhaust
systems are a perfect match for this great
Aprilia. Installation is a snap.The visual change
comes with stylishly shaped carbon fibre
muffler and end cap. In addition to design
effects and improved power delivery, Slip-Ons
also enhance the Aprilia sound. Let your bike
stand out with more power, beautiful design,
and the unique Akrapovič sound of Slip-
Ons.Passenger footrest formounting needed. If
youwantmount theSlip-On without passenger
foot rest please order optional aluminium
bracket. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Aprilia RSV4 2009 2014 							847,13	€	
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S-A10E8-RC Evolution	Line	(Carbon) EV	-	Evolution

Akrapovič titanium Evolution systems are
designed for riders that demand	maximum
performance	from their motorcycle. The
systems are	significantly lighter	compared to
the stock exhaust system and feature
exceptional production quality, hi-tech
materials, and of course increased engine
performance combined with pure	racing
sound	output. Perfect weldsand a combination
of racing materials like titanium and carbon
fibre.Passenger footrest has to be removed for
installation.For perfect performance, throttle
response and durability special developed
mapping from Dynojet is recommended. Please
visit	
http://www.powercommander.com/powercom
mander.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Aprilia RSV4 2015 2016 				2.296,16	€	

S-A10SO7-HRC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On
EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Sporty and lightweight Slip-On Line exhaust
systems are a perfect match for this great
Aprilia. Installation is a snap.The visual change
comes with stylishly shaped carbon fibre
muffler and end cap. In addition to design
effects and improved power delivery, Slip-Ons
also enhance the Aprilia sound. Let your bike
stand out with more power, beautiful design,
and the unique Akrapovič sound of Slip-
Ons.Passenger footrest formounting needed. If
youwantmount theSlip-On without passenger
foot	rest	please	order	optional	carbon	bracket.

Motorcycle Road Aprilia RSV4 2015 2016 							907,80	€	

S-A10SO8-RC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Sporty and lightweight Slip-On Line exhaust
systems are a perfect match for this great
Aprilia. Installation is a snap.The visual change
comes with stylishly shaped carbon fibre
muffler and end cap. In addition to design
effects and improved power delivery, Slip-Ons
also enhance the Aprilia sound. Let your bike
stand out with more power, beautiful design,
and the unique Akrapovič sound of Slip-
Ons.Passenger footrest formounting needed. If
youwantmount theSlip-On without passenger
foot rest pleaseorder optional &#65279;carbon
bracket.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Aprilia RSV4 2015 2016 							805,80	€	

P-MBA10R7 Muffler	bracket	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval Motorcycle Road Aprilia RSV4 2015 2020 							140,23	€	

S-A10SO9-RC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Sporty and lightweight Slip-On Line exhaust
systems are a perfect match for this great
Aprilia. Installation is a snap.The visual change
comes with stylishly shaped carbon fibre
muffler and end cap. In addition to design
effects and improved power delivery, Slip-Ons
also enhance the Aprilia sound. Let your bike
stand out with more power, beautiful design,
and the unique Akrapovič sound of Slip-
Ons.Passenger footrest formounting needed. If
youwantmount theSlip-On without passenger
foot rest pleaseorder optional &#65279;carbon
bracket.For perfect performance, throttle
response and durability special developed
mapping from Dynojet is recommended. Please
visit	
http://www.powercommander.com/powercom
mander.Notice: when installing the slip-on
system on 2019 model year, check engine light
may appear.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAYDOES	

Motorcycle Road Aprilia RSV4 2017 2020 							805,80	€	

S-A10E8-RC Evolution	Line	(Carbon) EV	-	Evolution

Akrapovič titanium Evolution systems are
designed for riders that demand	maximum
performance	from their motorcycle. The
systems are	significantly lighter	compared to
the stock exhaust system and feature
exceptional production quality, hi-tech
materials, and of course increased engine
performance combined with pure	racing
sound	output. Perfect weldsand a combination
of racing materials like titanium and carbon
fibre.Passenger footrest has to be removed for
installation.For perfect performance, throttle
response and durability special developed
mapping from Dynojet is recommended. Please
visit	
http://www.powercommander.com/powercom
mander.Notice: when installing the evolution
system on 2019 model year, check engine light
may appear.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Aprilia RSV4 2017 2020 				2.296,16	€	
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P-HF346 Mudguard OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval Protects	the	wiring	from	mud. Motorcycle Road Aprilia SHIVER	750	/	GT 2008 2016 										22,68	€	

S-A7SO3-HDT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Sporty and lightweight Slip-On Line exhaust
systems are a perfect match for this great
Aprilia. Slip-Ons represent the first step in the
exhaust systemtuningprocess,andthey offera
great balance between price andperformance.
Installation is a snap. The visual change comes
with stylishly shaped mufflers and carbon fibre
end caps. In addition to design effects and
improved power delivery, Slip-Ons also
enhance the Aprilia sound. Let your bike stand
outwithmorepower, beautiful design, andthe
unique	Akrapovič	sound	of	Slip-Ons.

Motorcycle Road Aprilia SHIVER	750	/	GT 2010 2016 				1.035,00	€	

S-A9SO1-
HDT/1

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Sporty and lightweight Slip-On Line exhaust
systems are a perfect match for this great
Aprilia. Slip-Ons represent the first step in the
exhaust systemtuningprocess,andthey offera
great balance between price andperformance.
Installation is a snap. The visual change comes
with stylishly shaped mufflers and carbon fibre
end caps. In addition to design effects and
improved power delivery, Slip-Ons also
enhance the Aprilia sound. Let your bike stand
outwithmorepower, beautiful design, andthe
unique	Akrapovič	sound	of	Slip-Ons.

Motorcycle Road Aprilia SHIVER	900 2017 2020 				1.035,00	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Aprilia SPORTCITY	125/200/250ie 2007 2008 										86,47	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Aprilia
SPORTCITY CUBE
125/200/300 2009 2014 										86,47	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Aprilia SR	MAX	125 2012 2014 										86,47	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Aprilia SR	MAX	300 2012 2016 										86,47	€	

S-A8SO2-
HWSS Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest	carbon	fibre	end	caps.	

Motorcycle Scooter Aprilia SRV	850 2012 2016 							488,08	€	

S-A10SO6-ZC Slip-On Line (Carbon)
Tuono	V4

SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Sporty and lightweight Slip-On Line exhaust
systems are a perfect match for this great
Aprilia. Installation is a snap.The visual change
comes with stylishly shaped carbon fibre
mufflers and end caps. In addition to design
effects and improved power delivery, Slip-Ons
also enhance the Aprilia sound. Let your bike
stand out with more power, beautiful design,
and the unique Akrapovič sound of Slip-
Ons.Passenger footrest formounting needed. If
youwantmount theSlip-On without passenger
footrest please order optional aluminium
bracket. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Aprilia TUONO	V4 2011 2016 							847,13	€	
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S-A10SO6C-
HZC

Slip-On Line (Carbon)
Tuono	V4

SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Sporty and lightweight Slip-On Line exhaust
systems are a perfect match for this great
Aprilia.ᙦInstallation isa snap.The visual change
comes with stylishly shaped carbon fibre
mufflers and end caps. In addition to design
effects and improved power delivery, Slip-Ons
also enhance the Aprilia sound. Let your bike
stand out with more power, beautiful design,
and the unique Akrapovič sound of Slip-
Ons.Passenger footrest formounting needed. If
youwantmount theSlip-On without passenger
foot rest please order optional aluminium
bracket.

Motorcycle Road Aprilia TUONO	V4 2011 2016 							888,90	€	

P-
MBA10AL3/A2

Muffler bracket
(Aluminium) OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval

If passenger footrest are removed this optional
aluminium	muffler	bracket	is	needed. Motorcycle Road Aprilia TUONO	V4 2011 2016 							107,28	€	

P-MBA10R7 Muffler	bracket	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval Motorcycle Road Aprilia TUONO	V4 2017 2020 							140,23	€	

S-A10E8-RC Evolution	Line	(Carbon) EV	-	Evolution

Akrapovič titanium Evolution systems are
designed for riders that demand	maximum
performance	from their motorcycle. The
systems are	significantly lighter	compared to
the stock exhaust system and feature
exceptional production quality, hi-tech
materials, and of course increased engine
performance combined with pure	racing
sound	output. Perfect weldsand a combination
of racing materials like titanium and carbon
fibre.Passenger footrest has to be removed for
installation.For perfect performance, throttle
response and durability special developed
mapping from Dynojet is recommended. Please
visit	
http://www.powercommander.com/powercom
mander.Notice: when installing the evolution
system on 2019 model year, check engine light
may appear.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Aprilia TUONO	V4 2017 2020 				2.296,16	€	

S-A10SO9-RC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Sporty and lightweight Slip-On Line exhaust
systems are a perfect match for this great
Aprilia. Installation is a snap.The visual change
comes with stylishly shaped carbon fibre
muffler and end cap. In addition to design
effects and improved power delivery, Slip-Ons
also enhance the Aprilia sound. Let your bike
stand out with more power, beautiful design,
and the unique Akrapovič sound of Slip-
Ons.Passenger footrest formounting needed. If
youwantmount theSlip-On without passenger
foot rest pleaseorder optional &#65279;carbon
bracket.For perfect performance, throttle
response and durability special developed
mapping from Dynojet is recommended. Please
visit	
http://www.powercommander.com/powercom
mander.Notice: when installing the slip-on
system on 2019 model year, check engine light
may appear.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAYclamp

Motorcycle Road Aprilia TUONO	V4 2017 2020 							805,80	€	

S-B4SO2-HRT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Designed to increase power and torque levels
throughout the entirerev range.With an outer
sleeve made from high-quality special titanium
alloy and finished with a carbon fibre end cap
and heat shield.	 With a deep, resonant, and
unique Akrapovič sound to enhance the
scooter’s sporty nature. EC/ECE typeapproved,
and simple plug-and-play installation.EC type-
approval is valid only when catalytic converter
is	installed.

Motorcycle Scooter BMW C	400	GT 2019 2020 							645,00	€	

P-KAT-073 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter BMW C	400	GT 2019 2020 							141,29	€	

P-KAT-073 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter BMW C	400	X 2018 2020 							141,29	€	
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S-B4SO2-HRT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Designed to increase power and torque levels
throughout the entirerev range.With an outer
sleeve made from high-quality special titanium
alloy and finished with a carbon fibre end cap
and heat shield.	 With a deep, resonant, and
unique Akrapovič sound to enhance the
scooter’s sporty nature. EC/ECE typeapproved,
and simple plug-and-play installation.EC type-
approval is valid only when catalytic converter
is	installed.

Motorcycle Scooter BMW C	400	X 2018 2020 							645,00	€	

S-B6SO2-HZSS Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest	carbon	fibre	end	caps.	

Motorcycle Scooter BMW C	600	Sport 2012 2015 							497,28	€	

S-B6SO1-HZSS Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest	carbon	fibre	end	caps.	

Motorcycle Scooter BMW C	650	GT 2012 2015 							497,28	€	

S-B6SO8-
HZAAT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Designed to increase power and torque levels
throughout the entirerev range.With an outer
sleeve made from high-quality special titanium
alloy and finished with a carbon fibre end cap
and heat shield. Weight is reduced by 44.9%
over the stock system. With a deep, resonant,
and unique Akrapovič sound to enhance the
scooter’s sporty nature. EC/ECE typeapproved,
and	simple	plug-and-play	installation.

Motorcycle Scooter BMW C	650	GT 2016 2020 							750,00	€	

S-B6SO7-
HZAAT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Designed to increase power and torque levels
throughout the entirerev range.With an outer
sleeve made from high-quality special titanium
alloy and finished with a carbon fibre end cap
and heat shield. Weight is reduced by 44.9%
over the stock system. With a deep, resonant,
and unique Akrapovič sound to enhance the
scooter’s sporty nature. EC/ECE typeapproved,
and	simple	plug-and-play	installation.

Motorcycle Scooter BMW C	650	Sport 2016 2020 							750,00	€	

S-B8SO6-
HZAABL

Slip-On Line (Titanium)
700

SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in
the&nbsp;exhaust system&nbsp;tuning
process, and they offer a great balance
between price and performance. Change the
nature of your bike by adding more power,
improved performance, and the unique
Akrapovič&nbsp;sound. Everything packed in
stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The
result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.Themuffler
outer sleeve is madeof titanium,while theend
cap is made of carbon fibre.&nbsp;Race-
proven&nbsp;materials. Exhaust system is
compatible	with	BMW	side	cases.

Motorcycle Road BMW F	650	GS 2008 2012 							826,44	€	

S-B8SO6-
HZAABL

Slip-On Line (Titanium)
700

SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in
the&nbsp;exhaust system&nbsp;tuning
process, and they offer a great balance
between price and performance. Change the
nature of your bike by adding more power,
improved performance, and the unique
Akrapovič&nbsp;sound. Everything packed in
stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The
result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.Themuffler
outer sleeve is madeof titanium,while theend
cap is made of carbon fibre.&nbsp;Race-
proven&nbsp;materials. Exhaust system is
compatible	with	BMW	side	cases.

Motorcycle Road BMW F	700	GS 2013 2017 							826,44	€	

S-B8SO8-
HFBFCTBL Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Constructed from premium-quality stainless
steel, this exhaust has a lightweight titanium
muffler outer sleeve and is beautifully
completed with a handmade carbon-fibre end
cap. It is refined and sporty looking, with a
black coating and an engraved Akrapovič logo
within an all-new relief imprint, all designed to
provide a classy and eye-catching finish. It
reduces weight by over 38% from the stock
system, improving handling on all terrains. The
deeper, sportier Akrapovič tone is seamlessly
matched to the torquey twin-cylinder engine. It
is easy to fit, with no remapping needed, EC-
and ECE-compliant, and fully compatible with
BMW's	side	cases.

Motorcycle Road BMW F	750	GS 2018 2020 							805,00	€	
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S-B8SO6-
HZAABL Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made of carbon fibre. Race-proven materials.
Exhaust system is compatible with BMW side
cases.

Motorcycle Road BMW F	800	GS 2008 2017 							826,44	€	

S-B8SO6-
HZAABL Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made of carbon fibre. Race-proven materials.
Exhaust system is compatible with BMW side
cases.

Motorcycle Road BMW F	800	GS	ADVENTURE 2013 2017 							826,44	€	

S-B8SO4-HRT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made of carbon fibre. Race-proven materials.
Exhaust system is compatible with BMW side
cases.

Motorcycle Road BMW F	800	GT 2013 2016 							734,56	€	

S-B8SO7-
HZAABL

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium)	GT SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in
the&nbsp;exhaust system&nbsp;tuning
process, and they offer a great balance
between price and performance. Change the
nature of your bike by adding more power,
improved performance, and the unique
Akrapovič&nbsp;sound. Everything packed in
stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The
result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.Themuffler
outer sleeve is madeof titanium,while theend
cap is made of carbon fibre.&nbsp;Race-
proven&nbsp;materials. Exhaust system is
compatible	with	BMW	side	cases.

Motorcycle Road BMW F	800	GT 2013 2019 							826,44	€	

S-B8SO4-HRT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made of carbon fibre. Race-proven materials.
Exhaust system is compatible with BMW side
cases.

Motorcycle Road BMW F	800	R 2009 2016 							734,56	€	

S-B8SO7-
HZAABL

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in
the&nbsp;exhaust system&nbsp;tuning
process, and they offer a great balance
between price and performance. Change the
nature of your bike by adding more power,
improved performance, and the unique
Akrapovič&nbsp;sound. Everything packed in
stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The
result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.Themuffler
outer sleeve is madeof titanium,while theend
cap is made of carbon fibre.&nbsp;Race-
proven&nbsp;materials. Exhaust system is
compatible	with	BMW	side	cases.

Motorcycle Road BMW F	800	R 2009 2019 							826,44	€	

S-B8SO8-
HFBFCTBL Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Constructed from premium-quality stainless
steel, this exhaust has a lightweight titanium
muffler outer sleeve and is beautifully
completed with a handmade carbon-fibre end
cap. It is refined and sporty looking, with a
black coating and an engraved Akrapovič logo
within an all-new relief imprint, all designed to
provide a classy and eye-catching finish. It
reduces weight by over 38% from the stock
system, improving handling on all terrains. The
deeper, sportier Akrapovič tone is seamlessly
matched to the torquey twin-cylinder engine. It
is easy to fit, with no remapping needed, EC-
and ECE-compliant, and fully compatible with
BMW's	side	cases.

Motorcycle Road BMW F	850	GS	/	ADVENTURE 2018 2020 							805,00	€	
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S-B3R1-
HRSS/1

Racing	Line	(SS) RC	-	Racing EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

This system is constructed from stainless steel
for the muffler outer sleeve, with a stainless-
steel header and carbon-fibre endcap, all
designed for stunning good looks and to
decrease weight from stock. The enhanced
sound delivers a sportier tone, and power and
torque are increased across the rev range. No
remapping is required with simple and easy
installation.EC type-approval is valid only when
catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Road BMW G	310	GS 2017 2020 							590,00	€	

S-B3R1-RC/1 Racing	Line	(Carbon) RC	-	Racing

Built using race-proven materials, the Racing
Line gives the bike a striking appearance. The
muffler outer sleeve isconstructed fromcarbon
fibre, witha stainless-steelheader andfinished
with a hand-crafted carbon-fibre endcap and
muffler clamp, all creating a greater saving in
weight from the stock system. The system
deliversextra powerand torque all throughthe
range, with a big increase at the lower end,
along with enhanced sound for a more sporty
and aggressive tone. It is easy to install andno
remapping is necessary.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW G	310	GS 2017 2020 							515,00	€	

P-HSB3R1 Heat	shield	(Carbon) XX	-	Other Akrapovič carbon fibre heat shield to replace
stock	heat	shield.

Motorcycle Road BMW G	310	GS 2017 2020 										73,00	€	

P-KAT-065 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound
and&nbsp;performance&nbsp;upgrades you’re
used to with Akrapovič&nbsp;exhaust systems.
The catalytic converter is a honeycombmetal
structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its
surface. These metals convert the poisonous
carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbons
found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide	and	water	vapor.

Motorcycle Road BMW G	310	GS 2017 2020 							141,29	€	

P-KAT-065 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound
and&nbsp;performance&nbsp;upgrades you’re
used to with Akrapovič&nbsp;exhaust systems.
The catalytic converter is a honeycombmetal
structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its
surface. These metals convert the poisonous
carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbons
found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide	and	water	vapor.

Motorcycle Road BMW G	310	R 2017 2020 							141,29	€	

P-HSB3R1 Heat	shield	(Carbon) XX	-	Other Akrapovič carbon fibre heat shield to replace
stock	heat	shield.

Motorcycle Road BMW G	310	R 2017 2020 										73,00	€	

S-B3R1-RC/1 Racing	Line	(Carbon) RC	-	Racing

Built using race-proven materials, the Racing
Line gives the bike a striking appearance. The
muffler outer sleeve isconstructed fromcarbon
fibre, witha stainless-steelheader andfinished
with a hand-crafted carbon-fibre endcap and
muffler clamp, all creating a greater saving in
weight from the stock system. The system
deliversextra powerand torque all throughthe
range, with a big increase at the lower end,
along with enhanced sound for a more sporty
and aggressive tone. It is easy to install andno
remapping is necessary.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW G	310	R 2017 2020 							515,00	€	

S-B3R1-
HRSS/1

Racing	Line	(SS) RC	-	Racing EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

This system is constructed from stainless steel
for the muffler outer sleeve, with a stainless-
steel header and carbon-fibre endcap, all
designed for stunning good looks and to
decrease weight from stock. The enhanced
sound delivers a sportier tone, and power and
torque are increased across the rev range. No
remapping is required with simple and easy
installation.EC type-approval is valid only when
catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Road BMW G	310	R 2017 2020 							590,00	€	

S-B13SO2C-
HAAT

Slip-On Line (Titanium) K
1200	GT SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made	of	carbon	fibre.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road BMW K	1200	GT 2006 2008 				1.187,18	€	
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S-B13R1-RC Racing Line (Carbon) K
1300	R

RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and
for the end cap give these exhaust systems a
racing touch. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOTMEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW K	1200	R 2005 2008 				1.454,45	€	

SS-B12SO1-HC Slip-On Line (Carbon) K
1200	R

SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system witha titaniummuffler
outer	sleeve.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road BMW K	1200	R 2005 2008 							548,85	€	

P-KAT-006/3 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.Catalytic converter fits on following
exhaust systemsS-B12R2-HRC, S-B12R2-HRT, S-
B12RFT2TL-HRC	and	S-B12RFT2TL-HRT.

Motorcycle Road BMW K	1200	R 2005 2008 							110,39	€	

P-KAT-006/3 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.Catalytic converter fits on following
exhaust systemsS-B12R2-HRC, S-B12R2-HRT, S-
B12RFT2TL-HRC	and	S-B12RFT2TL-HRT.

Motorcycle Road BMW K	1200	S 2005 2008 							110,39	€	

SS-B12SO1-HC Slip-On Line (Carbon) K
1200	S

SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with plenty of carbon
fibre	parts.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road BMW K	1200	S 2005 2008 							548,85	€	

S-B13R1-RC Racing Line (Carbon) K
1300	S

RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and
for the end cap give these exhaust systems a
racing touch. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOTMEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW K	1200	S 2005 2008 				1.454,45	€	

S-B13SO2C-
HAAT

Slip-On Line (Titanium) K
1300	GT SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made	of	carbon	fibre.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road BMW K	1300	GT 2009 2011 				1.187,18	€	
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S-B13SO1-
HLGT

Slip-On Line (Titanium) K
1300	R SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made	of	carbon	fibre.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road BMW K	1300	R 2009 2015 				1.395,98	€	

S-B13R1-RC Racing Line (Carbon) K
1300	R

RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and
for the end cap give these exhaust systems a
racing touch. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOTMEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW K	1300	R 2009 2015 				1.454,45	€	

S-B13SO1-
HLGT

Slip-On Line (Titanium) K
1300	S SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made	of	carbon	fibre.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road BMW K	1300	S 2009 2015 				1.395,98	€	

S-B13R1-RC Racing Line (Carbon) K
1300	S

RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and
for the end cap give these exhaust systems a
racing touch. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOTMEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW K	1300	S 2009 2015 				1.454,45	€	

S-B16SO3-
HRAATBL

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Ride in stylewith theAkrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system for this top-of-the-line BMW touring
motorcycle.	You	will	recognize	this	system	by	its	
unique design, which is outstandingly executed
using	top-quality	materials	such	as	titanium	and	
carbon fibre for the outlet caps and heat
shields. Special black mufflers dramatically
change its visual appearance. In order tomake
long trips enjoyable soundexperiences aswell,
Akrapovič engineers have introduced further
sound enhancements to this fine	six-
cylinder	engine with this Slip-On system.
Exhaust system is compatible with BMW side
cases.

Motorcycle Road BMW K	1600	B	/	Grand	America 2017 2020 				1.850,00	€	

S-B16SO1-
HZAAT

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Ride in stylewith theAkrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system for this top-of-the-line BMW touring
motorcycle.	You	will	recognize	this	system	by	its	
unique design, which is outstandingly executed
using	top-quality	materials	such	as	titanium	and	
carbon fibre for the outlet caps. In order to
make long trips enjoyablesound experiencesas
well, Akrapovič engineers have introduced
further sound enhancements to this fine six-
valve	engine	with	this	Slip-On	system.

Motorcycle Road BMW K	1600	GT/GTL 2011 2016 				1.904,97	€	

S-B16SO2-
HZAAT

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Ride in stylewith theAkrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system for this top-of-the-line BMW touring
motorcycle.	You	will	recognize	this	system	by	its	
unique design, which is outstandingly executed
using	top-quality	materials	such	as	titanium	and	
carbon fibre for the outlet caps. In order to
make long trips enjoyablesound experiencesas
well, Akrapovič engineers have introduced
further sound enhancements to this fine	six-
cylinder	engine with this Slip-On
system.	Exhaust system is compatible with
BMW	side	cases.

Motorcycle Road BMW K	1600	GT/GTL 2011 2020 				1.962,88	€	
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S-B11SO1-HT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve is made of titanium. Race-proven
materials.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1150	GS 1999 2004 							555,63	€	

S-B11SO1-HT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve is made of titanium. Race-proven
materials.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1150	GS	ADVENTURE 2001 2006 							555,63	€	

E-B12R2 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	GS 2004 2009 							565,60	€	

S-B12SO2-
HLTT

Slip-On Line (Titanium) R
1200	GS

SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve	is	made	of	titanium.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	GS 2004 2009 							703,95	€	

S-B12SO9-HRT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made of carbon fibre. Race-proven materials.
Exhaust system is compatible with BMW side
cases.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	GS 2010 2012 							855,03	€	

P-HSB12R4/A2 Heat	shield	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval Akrapovič carbon fibre heat shield to replace
stock	heat	shield.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	GS 2010 2012 							100,98	€	

E-B12R3 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	GS 2010 2012 							565,60	€	

S-B12SO10-
HAABL

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made of carbon fibre. Race-proven materials.
Exhaust system is compatible with BMW side
cases.Whenadding theoptional header set, the
carbon fibre heat shield can not be
mounted.The exhaust system is compliantwith
EURO3	regulations.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	GS 2013 2016 							899,00	€	

S-B12SO10-
HAAT

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made of carbon fibre. Race-proven materials.
Exhaust system is compatible with BMW side
cases.Whenadding theoptional header set, the
carbon fibre heat shield can not be
mounted.The exhaust system is compliantwith
EURO3	regulations.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	GS 2013 2016 							894,00	€	
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E-B12R4 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	GS 2013 2018 							590,00	€	

V-EC252
OEM BMW End Cap
(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On W/O	Approval

OEM BMW end cap that can be mounted on
R1200GS 2013-2017 exhaust which is sold
through BMW network (as BMW accessory).
Akrapovic systemcodes S-B12SO10-HBOTBand
S-B12SO15-HBOTB.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	GS 2013 2018 							107,16	€	

E-B12E1 Optional Header
(Titanium)

OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
titanium offeran upgrade toa full systemwhen
used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	GS 2013 2018 							795,00	€	

S-B12SO16-
HAAT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made of carbon fibre. Race-proven
materials.	Exhaust system is compatible with
BMW side cases.When adding the optional
header set, thecarbon fibre heat shield cannot
be	mounted.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	GS 2013 2018 							990,00	€	

S-B12SO16-
HAABL Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made of carbon fibre. Race-proven materials.
Exhaust system is compatible with BMW side
cases.Whenadding theoptional header set, the
carbon	fibre	heat	shield	can	not	be	mounted.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	GS 2013 2018 							995,66	€	

P-
RKS484BO380
B

OEM	BMW	Sleeve	Kit SO	-	Slip-On W/O	Approval

OEM BMW Sleeve Kit that can be mounted on
R1200GS 2013 - 2017 exhaust which is sold
through BMW network (as BMW accessory).
Akrapovic system code S-B12SO10-HBOTB and
S-B12SO15-HBOTB.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	GS 2013 2018 							294,00	€	

P-RPCK153 OEM	BMW	Repack	Kit SO	-	Slip-On W/O	Approval

OEM BMW Repack Kitthat canbe mounted on
R1200GS 2013 - 2017 exhaust which is sold
through BMW network (as BMW accessory).
Akrapovic systemcodes S-B12SO10-HBOTBand
S-B12SO15-HBOTB.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	GS 2013 2018 										63,00	€	

E-B12R2 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	GS	ADVENTURE 2004 2009 							565,60	€	

S-B12SO2-
HLTT

Slip-On Line (Titanium) R
1200	GS	/	ADVENTURE

SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve	is	made	of	titanium.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	GS	ADVENTURE 2004 2009 							703,95	€	

S-B12SO9-HRT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made of carbon fibre. Race-proven materials.
Exhaust system is compatible with BMW side
cases.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	GS	ADVENTURE 2010 2013 							855,03	€	

P-HSB12R4/A2 Heat	shield	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval Akrapovič carbon fibre heat shield to replace
stock	heat	shield.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	GS	ADVENTURE 2010 2013 							100,98	€	
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E-B12R3 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	GS	ADVENTURE 2010 2013 							565,60	€	

V-EC252
OEM BMW End Cap
(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On W/O	Approval

OEM BMW end cap that can be mounted on
R1200GS 2013-2017 exhaust which is sold
through BMW network (as BMW accessory).
Akrapovic systemcodes S-B12SO10-HBOTBand
S-B12SO15-HBOTB.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	GS	ADVENTURE 2013 2018 							107,16	€	

P-RPCK153 OEM	BMW	Repack	Kit SO	-	Slip-On W/O	Approval

OEM BMW Repack Kitthat canbe mounted on
R1200GS 2013 - 2017 exhaust which is sold
through BMW network (as BMW accessory).
Akrapovic systemcodes S-B12SO10-HBOTBand
S-B12SO15-HBOTB.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	GS	ADVENTURE 2013 2018 										63,00	€	

P-
RKS484BO380
B

OEM	BMW	Sleeve	Kit SO	-	Slip-On W/O	Approval

OEM BMW Sleeve Kit that can be mounted on
R1200GS 2013 - 2017 exhaust which is sold
through BMW network (as BMW accessory).
Akrapovic system code S-B12SO10-HBOTB and
S-B12SO15-HBOTB.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	GS	ADVENTURE 2013 2018 							294,00	€	

S-B12SO10-
HAABL

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made of carbon fibre. Race-proven materials.
Exhaust system is compatible with BMW side
cases.Whenadding theoptional header set, the
carbon fibre heat shield can not be
mounted.The exhaust system is compliantwith
EURO3	regulations.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	GS	ADVENTURE 2014 2016 							899,00	€	

S-B12SO10-
HAAT

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made of carbon fibre. Race-proven materials.
Exhaust system is compatible with BMW side
cases.Whenadding theoptional header set, the
carbon fibre heat shield can not be
mounted.The exhaust system is compliantwith
EURO3	regulations.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	GS	ADVENTURE 2014 2016 							894,00	€	

E-B12R4 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	GS	ADVENTURE 2014 2018 							590,00	€	

E-B12E1 Optional Header
(Titanium)

OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
titanium offeran upgrade toa full systemwhen
used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	GS	ADVENTURE 2014 2018 							795,00	€	

S-B12SO16-
HAABL Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made of carbon fibre. Race-proven materials.
Exhaust system is compatible with BMW side
cases.Whenadding theoptional header set, the
carbon	fibre	heat	shield	can	not	be	mounted.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	GS	ADVENTURE 2014 2018 							995,66	€	
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S-B12SO16-
HAAT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made of carbon fibre. Race-proven
materials.	Exhaust system is compatible with
BMW side cases.When adding the optional
header set, thecarbon fibre heat shield cannot
be	mounted.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	GS	ADVENTURE 2014 2018 							990,00	€	

S-B12SO14-
HLGT

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made of carbon fibre. Race-proven materials.
Exhaust system is compatible with BMW side
cases.The exhaust system is compliant with
EURO3	regulations.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	R 2015 2016 							835,54	€	

E-B12E2
Optional Header
(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
titanium offeran upgrade toa full systemwhen
used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound.&nbsp;&nbsp;THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	R 2015 2018 							795,00	€	

E-B12R6 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	R 2015 2018 							565,60	€	

S-B12SO19-
HLGBL Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the	exhaust
system	tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič	sound.	Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made of carbon fibre.	Race-
proven	materials.	Exhaust system iscompatible
with	BMW	side	cases.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	R 2015 2018 							892,50	€	

S-B12SO14-
HLGT

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made of carbon fibre. Race-proven materials.
Exhaust system is compatible with BMW side
cases.The exhaust system is compliant with
EURO3	regulations.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	RS 2015 2016 							835,54	€	

E-B12R6 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	RS 2015 2018 							565,60	€	

E-B12E2
Optional Header
(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
titanium offeran upgrade toa full systemwhen
used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound.&nbsp;&nbsp;THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	RS 2015 2018 							795,00	€	
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S-B12SO19-
HLGBL Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the	exhaust
system	tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič	sound.	Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made of carbon fibre.	Race-
proven	materials.	Exhaust system iscompatible
with	BMW	side	cases.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	RS 2015 2018 							892,50	€	

S-B12SO11-
HLGT

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system witha titaniummuffler
outer sleeve and plenty of carbon fibre parts.
Race-proven materials.The exhaust system is
compliant	with	EURO3	regulations.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	RT 2014 2016 							860,52	€	

S-B12SO18-
HLGT

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in
the&nbsp;exhaust system&nbsp;tuning
process, and they offer a great balance
between price and performance. Change the
nature of your bike by adding more power,
improved performance, and the unique
Akrapovič&nbsp;sound. Everything packed in
stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The
result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with a
titanium muffler outer sleeve and plenty of
carbon fiber parts.&nbsp;Race-
proven&nbsp;materials.Exhaust system is
compatible	with	BMW	side	cases.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1200	RT 2014 2018 							880,00	€	

E-B12H1T
Optional Header
(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Optional available headers from the finest
titanium offeran upgrade toa full systemwhen
used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound.	EC/ECE type approved, with
integrated catalytic converter.	Featuring
exhaust valve for improved rideability in lower
rpm.Optional headers fit also with Akrapovič
standard (first fit) / BMW accessory Akrapovič
silencer.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1250	GS	/	ADVENTURE 2019 2020 				1.290,00	€	

E-B12R7 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound. Featuring exhaust valve for
improved rideability in lower rpm.Optional
headers fit also with Akrapovič standard (first
fit) / BMW accessory Akrapovič silencer. When
installing optional headers E-B12R7, remapping
the ECU is recommended in order to prevent
»check	engine	light«	warning	signal	and	achieve	
optimized performance and throttle
response.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1250	GS	/	ADVENTURE 2019 2020 							870,00	€	

E-B12H1SS Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part
EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound.EC/ECE type approved, with
integrated catalytic converter. Featuring
exhaust valve for improved rideability in lower
rpm.Optional headers fit also with Akrapovič
standard (first fit) / BMW accessory Akrapovič
silencer.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1250	GS	/	ADVENTURE 2019 2020 				1.050,00	€	

S-B12SO23-
HAAT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made of carbon fibre. Race-proven materials.
Exhaust system is compatible with BMW side
cases.It	comes	with	carbon	fiber	heatshield.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1250	GS	/	ADVENTURE 2019 2020 							900,00	€	
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S-B12SO23-
HAATBL Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made of carbon fibre. Race-proven materials.
Exhaust system is compatible with BMW side
cases.It	comes	with	carbon	fiber	heatshield.	

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1250	GS	/	ADVENTURE 2019 2020 							950,00	€	

E-B12E4 Optional Header
(Titanium)

EV	-	Evolution

Optional available headers from the finest
titanium offeran upgrade toa full systemwhen
used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound.		Featuring exhaust valve for
improved rideability in lower rpm.Optional
headers fit also with Akrapovič standard (first
fit) / BMW accessory Akrapovič silencer.	When
installing optional headers E-B12E4, remapping
the ECU is recommended in order to prevent
»check	engine	light«	warning	signal	and	achieve	
optimized performance and throttle
response.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1250	GS	/	ADVENTURE 2019 2020 				1.065,00	€	

E-B12E4 Optional Header
(Titanium)

EV	-	Evolution

Optional available headers from the finest
titanium offeran upgrade toa full systemwhen
used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound.		Featuring exhaust valve for
improved rideability in lower rpm.Optional
headers fit also with Akrapovič standard (first
fit) / BMW accessory Akrapovič silencer.	When
installing optional headers E-B12E4, remapping
the ECU is recommended in order to prevent
»check	engine	light«	warning	signal	and	achieve	
optimized performance and throttle
response.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1250	R 2019 2020 				1.065,00	€	

S-B12SO22-
HALAGTBL Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The result of taking design very seriously is a
very stylishly shapedblack-coated muffler.Slip-
Ons represent the first step in the exhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Installation is a snap. In addition to design
effects and improved power delivery, Slip-Ons
also	enhance	the	sound.	Let	your	bike	stand	out	
with more power, beautiful design, and the
unique Akrapovič sound.Exhaust system is
compatible	with	BMW	side	cases.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1250	R 2019 2020 							895,00	€	

E-B12H1SS Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part
EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound.EC/ECE type approved, with
integrated catalytic converter. Featuring
exhaust valve for improved rideability in lower
rpm.Optional headers fit also with Akrapovič
standard (first fit) / BMW accessory Akrapovič
silencer.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1250	R 2019 2020 				1.050,00	€	

E-B12R7 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound. Featuring exhaust valve for
improved rideability in lower rpm.Optional
headers fit also with Akrapovič standard (first
fit) / BMW accessory Akrapovič silencer. When
installing optional headers E-B12R7, remapping
the ECU is recommended in order to prevent
»check	engine	light«	warning	signal	and	achieve	
optimized performance and throttle
response.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1250	R 2019 2020 							870,00	€	

E-B12H1T
Optional Header
(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Optional available headers from the finest
titanium offeran upgrade toa full systemwhen
used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound.	EC/ECE type approved, with
integrated catalytic converter.	Featuring
exhaust valve for improved rideability in lower
rpm.Optional headers fit also with Akrapovič
standard (first fit) / BMW accessory Akrapovič
silencer.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1250	R 2019 2020 				1.290,00	€	
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E-B12H1T
Optional Header
(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Optional available headers from the finest
titanium offeran upgrade toa full systemwhen
used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound.	EC/ECE type approved, with
integrated catalytic converter.	Featuring
exhaust valve for improved rideability in lower
rpm.Optional headers fit also with Akrapovič
standard (first fit) / BMW accessory Akrapovič
silencer.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1250	RS 2019 2020 				1.290,00	€	

E-B12R7 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound. Featuring exhaust valve for
improved rideability in lower rpm.Optional
headers fit also with Akrapovič standard (first
fit) / BMW accessory Akrapovič silencer. When
installing optional headers E-B12R7, remapping
the ECU is recommended in order to prevent
»check	engine	light«	warning	signal	and	achieve	
optimized performance and throttle
response.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1250	RS 2019 2020 							870,00	€	

E-B12H1SS Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part
EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound.EC/ECE type approved, with
integrated catalytic converter. Featuring
exhaust valve for improved rideability in lower
rpm.Optional headers fit also with Akrapovič
standard (first fit) / BMW accessory Akrapovič
silencer.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1250	RS 2019 2020 				1.050,00	€	

S-B12SO22-
HALAGTBL Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The result of taking design very seriously is a
very stylishly shapedblack-coated muffler.Slip-
Ons represent the first step in the exhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Installation is a snap. In addition to design
effects and improved power delivery, Slip-Ons
also	enhance	the	sound.	Let	your	bike	stand	out	
with more power, beautiful design, and the
unique Akrapovič sound.Exhaust system is
compatible	with	BMW	side	cases.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1250	RS 2019 2020 							895,00	€	

E-B12E4 Optional Header
(Titanium)

EV	-	Evolution

Optional available headers from the finest
titanium offeran upgrade toa full systemwhen
used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound.		Featuring exhaust valve for
improved rideability in lower rpm.Optional
headers fit also with Akrapovič standard (first
fit) / BMW accessory Akrapovič silencer.	When
installing optional headers E-B12E4, remapping
the ECU is recommended in order to prevent
»check	engine	light«	warning	signal	and	achieve	
optimized performance and throttle
response.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1250	RS 2019 2020 				1.065,00	€	

E-B12E4 Optional Header
(Titanium)

EV	-	Evolution

Optional available headers from the finest
titanium offeran upgrade toa full systemwhen
used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound.		Featuring exhaust valve for
improved rideability in lower rpm.Optional
headers fit also with Akrapovič standard (first
fit) / BMW accessory Akrapovič silencer.	When
installing optional headers E-B12E4, remapping
the ECU is recommended in order to prevent
»check	engine	light«	warning	signal	and	achieve	
optimized performance and throttle
response.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1250	RT 2019 2020 				1.065,00	€	

S-B12SO21-
HALAGT

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system witha titaniummuffler
outer sleeve and plenty of carbon fiber parts.
Race-proven materials.Exhaust system is
compatible	with	BMW	side	cases.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1250	RT 2019 2020 							895,00	€	
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E-B12H1SS Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part
EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound.EC/ECE type approved, with
integrated catalytic converter. Featuring
exhaust valve for improved rideability in lower
rpm.Optional headers fit also with Akrapovič
standard (first fit) / BMW accessory Akrapovič
silencer.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1250	RT 2019 2020 				1.050,00	€	

E-B12R7 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound. Featuring exhaust valve for
improved rideability in lower rpm.Optional
headers fit also with Akrapovič standard (first
fit) / BMW accessory Akrapovič silencer. When
installing optional headers E-B12R7, remapping
the ECU is recommended in order to prevent
»check	engine	light«	warning	signal	and	achieve	
optimized performance and throttle
response.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1250	RT 2019 2020 							870,00	€	

E-B12H1T
Optional Header
(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Optional available headers from the finest
titanium offeran upgrade toa full systemwhen
used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound.	EC/ECE type approved, with
integrated catalytic converter.	Featuring
exhaust valve for improved rideability in lower
rpm.Optional headers fit also with Akrapovič
standard (first fit) / BMW accessory Akrapovič
silencer.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	1250	RT 2019 2020 				1.290,00	€	

L-B12SO5T Link	Pipe	(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Titanium made link pipe for low installed
muffler of exhaust system.Fittment notice: In
case of removing the pillion passenger frame,
additional aluminium muffler holder from
BMW's accessories range (BMW product code
77	11	8	536	136)	must	me	mounted.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	NINET 2014 2016 							179,92	€	

L-B12SO6T Link	Pipe	(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Titanium made link pipe for high installed
muffler of exhaust system.When installing theL-
B12SO6T	link	pipe,	the	passenger	footpegs	have	
to be removed.The link pipe cannot be
mounted on a BMW R nineT that is equipped
with	an	emissions	canister.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	NINET 2014 2016 							403,52	€	

E-B12R5 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Mandatory link pipe for Slip-on is
needed for mounting.Let your bike stand out
with more power, beautiful design, and the
unique Akrapovič sound. THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	NINET 2014 2016 							565,60	€	

E-B12E3 Optional Header
(Titanium)

OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
titanium offeran upgrade toa full systemwhen
used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Mandatory link pipe for Slip-on is
needed for mounting.Let your bike stand out
with more power, beautiful design, and the
unique Akrapovič sound. THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	NINET 2014 2016 							783,00	€	

S-B12SO13-
HCZBL

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system witha titaniummuffler
outer sleeve and plenty of carbon fiber parts.
Race-proven materials.The exhaust system is
compliant	with	EURO3	regulations.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	NINET 2014 2016 							681,84	€	
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S-B12SO17-
HBRBL Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the	exhaust
system	tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič	sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system witha titaniummuffler
outer sleeve and plenty of carbon fiber
parts.	Race-proven	materials.The slip-on is
availablewithtwodifferent linkpipes foreither
high or low mount of the system. You can
choose from:Low mount position: L-
B12SO8T	Fitment notice for BMW R NineT
Scrambler:	The low-positioned slip-on with link
pipe can only be mounted if the pillion
passenger frame is removed. An additional
aluminium muffler holder from BMW’s
accessories range (BMW product code 77 11 8
564 071) must be mounted, andcovers forthe
main	frame’s	threaded	fasteners	(BMW	product	
code 77 25 8 536 857) are also recommended
to	hide	the	unattraclamp,	must	be	ordered.THIS	
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.-R1 stock fairings.For perfect
performance,	throttle	re

Motorcycle Road BMW R	NINET 2014 2020 							733,36	€	

L-B12SO9T Link	Pipe	(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Titanium made link pipe for high installed
muffler of	exhaust system.When installing theL-
B12SO9T&#65279; link pipe, the passenger
footpegs	have	to	be	removed.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	NINET 2014 2020 							403,52	€	

L-B12SO8T Link	Pipe	(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Titanium made link pipe for low installed
muffler of	exhaust system.Fitment notice for
BMW R NineT Scrambler: The low-positioned
slip-on with link pipe can only be mounted if
the pillion passenger frame is removed. An
additional aluminium muffler holder from
BMW’s accessories range (BMW product code
77 11 8564 071)must bemounted, andcovers
for themain frame’s threaded fasteners (BMW
product code 77 25 8 536 857) are also
recommended to hide the unattractive screw
connections	on	the	main	frame.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	NINET 2014 2020 							179,92	€	

E-B12R5 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On	exhaust
system. Mandatory link pipe for Slip-on is
needed for mounting.Let your bike stand out
with more	power, beautiful design, and the
unique Akrapovič sound.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	NINET 2017 2020 							565,60	€	

E-B12E3 Optional Header
(Titanium)

OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
titanium offeran upgrade toa full systemwhen
used with the Akrapovič Slip-On	exhaust
system. Mandatory link pipe for Slip-on is
needed for mounting.Let your bike stand out
with more	power, beautiful design, and the
unique Akrapovič sound.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	NINET 2017 2020 							783,00	€	

E-B12E3 Optional Header
(Titanium)

OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
titanium offeran upgrade toa full systemwhen
used with the Akrapovič Slip-On	exhaust
system. Mandatory link pipe for Slip-on is
needed for mounting.Let your bike stand out
with more	power, beautiful design, and the
unique Akrapovič sound.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	NINET	Pure 2017 2020 							783,00	€	

E-B12R5 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On	exhaust
system. Mandatory link pipe for Slip-on is
needed for mounting.Let your bike stand out
with more	power, beautiful design, and the
unique Akrapovič sound.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	NINET	Pure 2017 2020 							565,60	€	

L-B12SO9T Link	Pipe	(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Titanium made link pipe for high installed
muffler of	exhaust system.When installing theL-
B12SO9T&#65279; link pipe, the passenger
footpegs	have	to	be	removed.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	NINET	Pure 2017 2020 							403,52	€	
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S-B12SO17-
HBRBL Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the	exhaust
system	tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič	sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system witha titaniummuffler
outer sleeve and plenty of carbon fiber
parts.	Race-proven	materials.The slip-on is
availablewithtwodifferent linkpipes foreither
high or low mount of the system. You can
choose from:Low mount position: L-
B12SO8T	Fitment notice for BMW R NineT
Scrambler:	The low-positioned slip-on with link
pipe can only be mounted if the pillion
passenger frame is removed. An additional
aluminium muffler holder from BMW’s
accessories range (BMW product code 77 11 8
564 071) must be mounted, andcovers forthe
main	frame’s	threaded	fasteners	(BMW	product	
code 77 25 8 536 857) are also recommended
to	hide	the	unattraclamp,	must	be	ordered.THIS	
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.-R1 stock fairings.For perfect
performance,	throttle	re

Motorcycle Road BMW R	NINET	Pure 2017 2020 							733,36	€	

L-B12SO8T Link	Pipe	(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Titanium made link pipe for low installed
muffler of	exhaust system.Fitment notice for
BMW R NineT Scrambler: The low-positioned
slip-on with link pipe can only be mounted if
the pillion passenger frame is removed. An
additional aluminium muffler holder from
BMW’s accessories range (BMW product code
77 11 8564 071)must bemounted, andcovers
for themain frame’s threaded fasteners (BMW
product code 77 25 8 536 857) are also
recommended to hide the unattractive screw
connections	on	the	main	frame.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	NINET	Pure 2017 2020 							179,92	€	

E-B12E3 Optional Header
(Titanium)

OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
titanium offeran upgrade toa full systemwhen
used with the Akrapovič Slip-On	exhaust
system. Mandatory link pipe for Slip-on is
needed for mounting.Let your bike stand out
with more	power, beautiful design, and the
unique Akrapovič sound.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	NINET	Racer 2017 2020 							783,00	€	

E-B12R5 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On	exhaust
system. Mandatory link pipe for Slip-on is
needed for mounting.Let your bike stand out
with more	power, beautiful design, and the
unique Akrapovič sound.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	NINET	Racer 2017 2020 							565,60	€	

L-B12SO9T Link	Pipe	(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Titanium made link pipe for high installed
muffler of	exhaust system.When installing theL-
B12SO9T&#65279; link pipe, the passenger
footpegs	have	to	be	removed.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	NINET	Racer 2017 2020 							403,52	€	

S-B12SO17-
HBRBL

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the	exhaust
system	tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič	sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system witha titaniummuffler
outer sleeve and plenty of carbon fiber
parts.	Race-proven	materials.The slip-on is
availablewithtwodifferent linkpipes foreither
high or low mount of the system. You can
choose from:Low mount position: L-
B12SO8T	High mount position: L-
B12SO9T	When installing the L-
B12SO9T&#65279; link pipe, the passenger
footpegs	have	to	be	removed.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	NINET	Racer 2017 2020 							733,36	€	

L-B12SO8T Link	Pipe	(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Titanium made link pipe for low installed
muffler	of	exhaust	system.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	NINET	Racer 2017 2020 							179,92	€	

L-B12SO8T Link	Pipe	(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Titanium made link pipe for low installed
muffler of	exhaust system.Fitment notice for
BMW R NineT Scrambler: The low-positioned
slip-on with link pipe can only be mounted if
the pillion passenger frame is removed. An
additional aluminium muffler holder from
BMW’s accessories range (BMW product code
77 11 8564 071)must bemounted, andcovers
for themain frame’s threaded fasteners (BMW
product code 77 25 8 536 857) are also
recommended to hide the unattractive screw
connections	on	the	main	frame.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	NINET	Scrambler 2017 2020 							179,92	€	
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S-B12SO17-
HBRBL Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the	exhaust
system	tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič	sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system witha titaniummuffler
outer sleeve and plenty of carbon fiber
parts.	Race-proven	materials.The slip-on is
availablewithtwodifferent linkpipes foreither
high or low mount of the system. You can
choose from:Low mount position: L-
B12SO8T	Fitment notice for BMW R NineT
Scrambler:	The low-positioned slip-on with link
pipe can only be mounted if the pillion
passenger frame is removed. An additional
aluminium muffler holder from BMW’s
accessories range (BMW product code 77 11 8
564 071) must be mounted, andcovers forthe
main	frame’s	threaded	fasteners	(BMW	product	
code 77 25 8 536 857) are also recommended
to	hide	the	unattraclamp,	must	be	ordered.THIS	
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.-R1 stock fairings.For perfect
performance,	throttle	re

Motorcycle Road BMW R	NINET	Scrambler 2017 2020 							733,36	€	

L-B12SO9T Link	Pipe	(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Titanium made link pipe for high installed
muffler of	exhaust system.When installing theL-
B12SO9T&#65279; link pipe, the passenger
footpegs	have	to	be	removed.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	NINET	Scrambler 2017 2020 							403,52	€	

E-B12R5 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On	exhaust
system. Mandatory link pipe for Slip-on is
needed for mounting.Let your bike stand out
with more	power, beautiful design, and the
unique Akrapovič sound.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	NINET	Scrambler 2017 2020 							565,60	€	

E-B12E3 Optional Header
(Titanium)

OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
titanium offeran upgrade toa full systemwhen
used with the Akrapovič Slip-On	exhaust
system. Mandatory link pipe for Slip-on is
needed for mounting.Let your bike stand out
with more	power, beautiful design, and the
unique Akrapovič sound.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	NINET	Scrambler 2017 2020 							783,00	€	

E-B12E3 Optional Header
(Titanium)

OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
titanium offeran upgrade toa full systemwhen
used with the Akrapovič Slip-On	exhaust
system. Mandatory link pipe for Slip-on is
needed for mounting.Let your bike stand out
with more	power, beautiful design, and the
unique Akrapovič sound.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	NINET	Urban	G/S 2017 2020 							783,00	€	

E-B12R5 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On	exhaust
system. Mandatory link pipe for Slip-on is
needed for mounting.Let your bike stand out
with more	power, beautiful design, and the
unique Akrapovič sound.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	NINET	Urban	G/S 2017 2020 							565,60	€	

L-B12SO9T Link	Pipe	(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Titanium made link pipe for high installed
muffler of	exhaust system.When installing theL-
B12SO9T&#65279; link pipe, the passenger
footpegs	have	to	be	removed.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	NINET	Urban	G/S 2017 2020 							403,52	€	
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S-B12SO17-
HBRBL Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the	exhaust
system	tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič	sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system witha titaniummuffler
outer sleeve and plenty of carbon fiber
parts.	Race-proven	materials.The slip-on is
availablewithtwodifferent linkpipes foreither
high or low mount of the system. You can
choose from:Low mount position: L-
B12SO8T	Fitment notice for BMW R NineT
Scrambler:	The low-positioned slip-on with link
pipe can only be mounted if the pillion
passenger frame is removed. An additional
aluminium muffler holder from BMW’s
accessories range (BMW product code 77 11 8
564 071) must be mounted, andcovers forthe
main	frame’s	threaded	fasteners	(BMW	product	
code 77 25 8 536 857) are also recommended
to hide the unattraDOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.provide ideal aural desirability.
With simple plug-and-play installation and
EC/ECE–complia

Motorcycle Road BMW R	NINET	Urban	G/S 2017 2020 							733,36	€	

L-B12SO8T Link	Pipe	(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Titanium made link pipe for low installed
muffler of	exhaust system.Fitment notice for
BMW R NineT Scrambler: The low-positioned
slip-on with link pipe can only be mounted if
the pillion passenger frame is removed. An
additional aluminium muffler holder from
BMW’s accessories range (BMW product code
77 11 8564 071)must bemounted, andcovers
for themain frame’s threaded fasteners (BMW
product code 77 25 8 536 857) are also
recommended to hide the unattractive screw
connections	on	the	main	frame.

Motorcycle Road BMW R	NINET	Urban	G/S 2017 2020 							179,92	€	

S-B10SO3-HBT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On
EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and
performance.Change thenature of your bikeby
adding more power, improved performance,
and the unique Akrapovič sound. Everything
packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The GP-styledSlip-On Line system isa
high-performance system for race-oriented
riders. Made from titanium, a race-proven
material.The exhaust system modification
results in a boost in performance and
noticeable	weight	reduction.

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	R 2014 2016 							613,84	€	

E-B10R2 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound.For perfect performance,
throttle response and durability special
developed mapping from Dynojet has to be
used. Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercom
mander. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	R 2014 2016 							789,02	€	

E-B10E3
Optional Header
(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
titanium offeran upgrade toa full systemwhen
used with the Akrapovič Slip-On	exhaust
system	. Let your bike stand out with
more	power,	beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound.For perfect performance,
throttle response and durability special
developed mapping from Dynojet has to be
used. Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercom
mander. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	R 2014 2016 				1.490,31	€	

S-B10SO1-
HASZ Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made	of	carbon	fibre.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	R 2014 2016 							833,66	€	
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S-B10R2-RC Racing	Line	(Carbon) RC	-	Racing

The Akrapovič Racing system is designed for
riders who demand maximum performance.
Racing system is lighter if compared to stock
exhaust system and features exceptional
production quality, hi-tech materials and of
course increased engine performance
combined with pure racing sound output.For
perfect performance, throttle response and
durability special developed mapping from
Dynojet has to be used. Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercom
mander. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	R 2014 2016 				1.454,45	€	

P-MBB10R1/2 Muffler	bracket	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval If passenger footrest are removed this optional
carbon	fibre	muffler	bracket	is	needed.

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	R 2014 2016 							172,65	€	

S-B10SO9-
CUBT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in the	exhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and	performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems. The GP-
styled Slip-On Line system is a high-
performance system for race-oriented riders.
Made from titanium, a	race-proven	material.
The exhaust system modification results in a
boost in performance and noticeable weight
reduction.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	R 2017 2020 							635,20	€	

E-B10E5 Optional Header
(Titanium)

OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
titanium offeran upgrade toa full systemwhen
used with the Akrapovič Slip-On	exhaust
system	. Let your bike stand out with
more	power	, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound.Optional headers fit also with
standard	(first	fit)	Akrapovič	silencer.For	perfect	
performance, throttle response and durability
special	developed	mapping	has	to	be	used.	THIS	
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	R 2017 2020 				1.490,31	€	

E-B10R5 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound.Optional headers fit also with
standard	(first	fit)	Akrapovič	silencer.For	perfect	
performance, throttle response and durability
special	developed	mapping	has	to	be	used.	THIS	
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	R 2017 2020 							789,02	€	

P-MBB10R1/2 Muffler	bracket	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval If passenger footrest are removed this optional
carbon	fibre	muffler	bracket	is	needed.

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	RR 2010 2014 							172,65	€	

S-B10R1-RC/1 Racing	Line	(Carbon) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and
for the end cap give these exhaust systems a
racing touch. This system is a combination of
matching components to suit specific visual or
performance needs: Racing headers without
valve and with EC-type approved muffler from
exhaust system S-B10R1C-HRC. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	RR 2010 2014 				1.482,43	€	

S-B10E1-RC Evolution	Line	(Carbon) EV	-	Evolution

Akrapovič titanium Evolution systems are
designed for riders that demand maximum
performance from their motorcycle. The
systems are significantly lighter compared to
the stock exhaust system and feature
exceptional production quality, hi-tech
materials, and of course increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. Perfect welds and a combination of
racing materials like titanium and carbon
fibre.The rich selection of Evolution exhaust
systems for the BMW S 1000 RRwill satisfy all
needs and tastes. The systems have carbon
fiber or titanium muffler outer sleeves, carbon
fiber end caps, and various muffler types.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	RR 2010 2014 				2.004,37	€	
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S-B10R1-RC Racing	Line	(Carbon) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and
for the end cap give these exhaust systems a
racing touch. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOTMEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	RR 2010 2014 				1.454,45	€	

S-B10SO1-
HASZ Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made	of	carbon	fibre.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	RR 2010 2014 							833,66	€	

E-B10R1 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	RR 2010 2014 							789,02	€	

S-B10SO3-HBT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On
EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and
performance.Change thenature of your bikeby
adding more power, improved performance,
and the unique Akrapovič sound. Everything
packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The GP-styledSlip-On Line system isa
high-performance system for race-oriented
riders. Made from titanium, a race-proven
material.The exhaust system modification
results in a boost in performance and
noticeable	weight	reduction.

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	RR 2010 2014 							613,84	€	

S-B10SO2-HRC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler	outer	sleeve.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	RR 2015 2016 							867,00	€	

E-B10R4 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless	steel	offer	an	upgrade	to	a			full	system	
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	RR 2015 2016 							789,02	€	

S-B10E5-CZT Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

The flagship of the Akrapovič exhaust system
range, used and tested by our top factory
teams in motorsport racing. It is simply the
finest performance exhaust system available.
Each model is unique and dedicated to
maximizing the performance of an engine,
while reducing overall weight for optimized
handling of the whole motorcycle. It is made
entirely of titanium.For perfect performance,
throttle response and durability special
developed mapping from Dynojet is
recommended. Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercom
mander.FITMENT NOTICE FOR US MARKET:
Exhaust system fits on 2019 S 1000 RR US
model. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	RR 2015 2018 				2.044,46	€	
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S-B10R3-CZT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

The Akrapovič Racing system is designed for
riders who demand maximum performance.
Racing system is lighter if compared to stock
exhaust system and features exceptional
production quality, hi-tech materials and of
course increased engine performance
combined with pure racing sound output.For
perfect performance, throttle response and
durability special developed mapping from
Dynojet is recommended. Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercom
mander.&#65279;FITMENT NOTICE FOR US
MARKET:	Exhaust	system	fits	on	2019	S	1000	RR	
US model.&#65279; THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	RR 2015 2018 				1.454,45	€	

P-MBB10R3/1 Muffler	bracket	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval If passenger footrest are removed this optional
carbon	fibre	muffler	bracket	is	needed.

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	RR 2015 2018 							140,23	€	

V-TUV108 Optional	Noise	Damper XX	-	Other W/O	Approval Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	RR 2015 2018 										42,00	€	

S-B10SO8-
CUBT

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems. The GP-
styled Slip-On Line system is a high-
performance system for race-oriented riders.
Made from titanium, a race-proven material.
The exhaust system modification results in a
boost in performance and noticeable weight
reduction.&#65279;FITMENT NOTICE FOR US
MARKET:	Exhaust	system	fits	on	2019	S	1000	RR	
US model.&#65279;THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	RR 2017 2018 							635,20	€	

E-B10R6 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound.For perfect performance,
throttle response and durability special
developed mapping has to be used.FITMENT
NOTICE	FOR	US	MARKET:	Exhaust	system	fits	on	
2019 S 1000RR USmodel.THIS PRODUCTDOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	RR 2017 2018 							789,02	€	

E-B10E7
Optional Header
(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
titanium offeran upgrade toa full systemwhen
used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound.For perfect performance,
throttle response and durability special
developed mapping from Dynojet is
recommended. Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercom
mander.FITMENT NOTICE FOR US MARKET:
Exhaust system fits on 2019 S 1000 RR US
model.&#65279;THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	RR 2017 2018 				1.490,31	€	

S-B10SO6-
HDVDZT

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The first step in exhaust tuning, this ultra-
lightweight exhaust is made from high-grade
titanium and finished with a beautifully hand-
crafted carbon-fibre endcap. Using the latest
muffler design technology, the good looks of
the bike are further enhanced with this
exhaust. Powerand torque levels are improved
and throttle response is increased for a more
enjoyable and responsive ride. Sound is
enhanced to deliver a deeper, sportier tone. It
is EC/ECE type approved and meets all of the
latest Euro 4 regulations. Simple plug-and-play
makes installation easy and it needs no
remapping.	FITMENT NOTICE FOR US MARKET:
Exhaust system fits on 2019 S 1000 RR US
model.

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	RR 2017 2018 				1.038,00	€	

S-B10SO6-
HDVDZBL

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The first step in exhaust tuning, this	ultra-
lightweight	exhaust is made from high-
grade	titanium	and finished with a beautifully
hand-crafted	carbon-fibre	endcap. Using the
latest muffler	design	technology, the good
looksof the bikeare further	enhanced	with this
exhaust. Powerand torque levels are improved
and throttle response is increased for a more
enjoyable and responsive ride. Sound is
enhanced to deliver a deeper,	sportier	tone. It
is	EC/ECE	type approved and meets all of the
latest Euro 4 regulations. Simple	plug-and-
play	makes installation easy and it needs no
remapping.	FITMENT NOTICE FOR US MARKET:
Exhaust system fits on 2019 S 1000 RR US
model.

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	RR 2017 2018 				1.100,78	€	
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P-X228 Optional muffler bracket
for	racing	subframe

OP	-	Optional	part

Optional aluminium bracket bracket is
mandatory for mounting the Evolution Line
(Titanium) - S-B10E9-APLT, Racing Line
(Titanium)-S-B10R4-APLT and	Slip-On Line
(Carbon) S-B10SO10-ZC on motorcycles
equipped with racing subframe, produced and
distributed by Alpha Racing	 - product code	46
DA0	0202.	

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	RR 2019 2020 										75,20	€	

E-B10E8 Optional Header
(Titanium)

OP	-	Optional	part

	Optional available headers from the finest
titanium offeran upgrade toa full systemwhen
used with the Akrapovič Slip-On	exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with
more	power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound.Optional headers fit also with
Akrapovič standard (first fit) / BMW accessory
Akrapovič silencer. For perfect performance,
throttle response and durability, special
developed mapping is recommended.FITMENT
NOTICE FOR US MARKET:		Optional header	fits
on 2020 S 1000 RR US model. For 2019 US
models, see products listed under 2018 model
year. &#65279;THIS PRODUCTDOES NOTMEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	RR 2019 2020 				1.390,00	€	

E-B10R7 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

	Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound.Optional headers fit also with
Akrapovič standard (first fit) / BMW accessory
Akrapovič silencer. For perfect performance,
throttle response and durability, special
developed mapping is recommended.FITMENT
NOTICE FOR US MARKET:		Optional header	fits
on 2020 S 1000 RR US model. For 2019 US
models, see products listed under 2018model
year.THIS PRODUCTDOESNOTMEETEMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	RR 2019 2020 							830,00	€	

S-B10SO11-
CBT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems. The GP-
styled Slip-On Line system is a high-
performance system for race-oriented riders.
Made from titanium, a race-proven material.
The exhaust system modification results in a
boost in performance and noticeable weight
reduction.	In combination with optional
headers the noise level is 112,7 dB at 6500
rpm.FITMENT	NOTICE	FOR	US	MARKET:	Exhaust	
system fits on 2020 S 1000 RR US model. For
2019 US models, see products listed under
2018 model year. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	RR 2019 2020 							630,00	€	

S-B10SO10-ZC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On

	Slip-Ons represent thefirst step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with plenty of carbon
fibre parts. Race-proven materials.If passenger
footrests are removed optional carbon fibre
muffler bracket is needed.FITMENT NOTICE
FORUSMARKET: Exhaustsystem fitson 2020 S
1000 RR US model. For	2019 US models,	 see
products listed under 2018 model year.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	RR 2019 2020 							750,00	€	

P-MBB10E1/1 Muffler	Bracket	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part

The optional muffler bracket is designed to be
used with Slip-On Line (Carbon) (S-B10SO10-
ZC)	exhaust system when the passenger foot-
pegsare removed. It ismade fromrace-derived
handmade	carbon fibre. It is beautifully crafted
and a stunning addition to the bike’s and
exhaust’s	appearance.

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	RR 2019 2020 							140,23	€	
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S-B10E9-APLT Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

The flagship of the Akrapovič exhaust system
range, used and tested by our top factory
teams in motorsport racing. It is simply the
finest performance exhaust system available.
Each model is unique and dedicated to
maximizing the performance of an engine,
while reducing overall weight for optimized
handling of the whole motorcycle. It is made
entirely of titanium. The unique shape of the
muffler, with its embossed imprint that run all
the way along the exhaust and blend in
seamlessly with the hand-crafted carbon fibre
endcap, takes design to new levels.For perfect
performance, throttle response and durability,
remapping is recommended.On the product
image, the system is shown together with
optional carbon heat shield P-HSB10E3.Carbon
fibre muffler bracket (needed for mounting if
passenger footrests are removed) is already
included within the system.&#65279;FITMENT
NOTICE	FOR	US	MARKET:	Exhaust	system	fits	on	
2020 S 1000RRUSmodel. For2019 USmodels,
see products listed under 2018 model
year.&#65279;THIS Pclamp, must be
ordered.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION	COMPLIANCE	REQUIREMEN

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	RR 2019 2020 				2.080,00	€	

P-HSB10E3 Heat	shield	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part

Finishoff thelook of theEvolution / Racing Line
exhaust with this perfectly constructed hand-
crafted carbon-fibre heatshield. This optional
extra adds a further touch of prestige to the
BMW	S	1000	RR.

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	RR 2019 2020 										95,00	€	

S-B10R4-APLT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

The Akrapovič Racing system is designed for
riders who demand maximum performance.
Racing system is lighter if compared to stock
exhaust system and features exceptional
production quality, hi-tech materials and of
course increased engine performance
combined with pure racing sound output.	The
unique shape of themuffler,with its embossed
imprint that run all the way along the exhaust
and blend in seamlessly with the hand-crafted
carbon fibre endcap, takes design to new
levels.For perfect performance, throttle
response and durability, remapping is
recommended.On the product image, the
system is shown togetherwith optional carbon
heat shield	P-HSB10E3. Carbon fibre muffler
bracket (needed for mounting if passenger
footrests are removed) is already included
within the system.FITMENT NOTICE FOR US
MARKET:	Exhaust	system	fits	on	2020	S	1000	RR	
US model. For 2019 US models, see products
listed under 2018 model year. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	RR 2019 2020 				1.570,00	€	

V-TUV111 Optional	noise	damper XX	-	Other
The optional noise dumper fits on S-B10E9-
APLT	 -	 Evolution Line (Titanium) andS-B10R4-
APLT	-	Racing	Line	(Titanium).	

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	RR 2019 2020 										43,26	€	

S-B10SO4-
HZDFT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Akrapovič Slip-On Line exhaust system for
theBMW S 1000 XRrepresents thefirst step in
tuningand gives a great balance betweenprice
and performance.The Slip-On Line changes the
nature of the bike by adding more power,
removing weight, delivering improved
performance and giving the machine an
unmistakable Akrapovič sound. The newly-
designed exhaust muffler is shaped to fit
seamlessly with the bike’s lines, making the
result a beautifully crafted, eye-catching
system. The outer sleeve is made of titanium,
which iscomplemented bya carbon-fibreheat-
shield and end cap, all developed out of
Akrapovič’s involvement with race-proven
technology.The exhaust system is compliant
with	EURO3	regulations.

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	XR 2015 2016 				1.009,80	€	

E-B10E5
Optional Header
(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
titanium offeran upgrade toa full systemwhen
used with the Akrapovič Slip-On	exhaust
system	. Let your bike stand out with
more	power	, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound.For perfect performance,
throttle response, and durability, special
mapping developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D in
collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by
Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit	https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/	, where you can download the
mapping. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	XR 2015 2019 				1.490,31	€	
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E-B10R5 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound.For perfect performance,
throttle response, and durability, special
mapping developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D in
collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by
Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit	https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/, where you can download the
mapping.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	XR 2015 2019 							789,02	€	

S-B10SO7-
HZDFT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Akrapovič Slip-On Line exhaust system for
theBMW S 1000 XRrepresents thefirst step in
tuningand gives a great balance betweenprice
and performance.The Slip-On Line changes the
nature of the bike by adding more power,
removing weight, delivering improved
performance and giving the machine an
unmistakable Akrapovič sound. The newly-
designed exhaust muffler is shaped to fit
seamlessly with the bike’s lines, making the
result a beautifully crafted, eye-catching
system. The outer sleeve is made of titanium,
which iscomplemented bya carbon-fibreheat-
shield and end cap, all developed out of
Akrapovič’s involvement with race-proven
technology.Exhaust system is compatible with
BMW	side	cases.

Motorcycle Road BMW S	1000	XR 2015 2019 				1.020,00	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Derbi GP1	250 2006 2011 										86,47	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Derbi Rambla	125 2009 2014 										86,47	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Derbi Rambla	250 2009 2011 										86,47	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Derbi Rambla	300i 2010 2014 										86,47	€	

S-D10SO3-ZC
Slip-On	Line	(Carbon)	1098	
/	1098S SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler outer sleeve andend cap. Race-proven
materials. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Ducati 1098	/	1098S 2007 2008 				1.175,25	€	
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S-D10SO3-ZC
Slip-On Line (Carbon)
1098R SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler outer sleeve andend cap. Race-proven
materials. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Ducati 1098R 2008 2009 				1.175,25	€	

S-D10SO3-ZC
Slip-On	Line	(Carbon)	1198	
/	1198S SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler outer sleeve andend cap. Race-proven
materials. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Ducati 1198	/	1198S 2009 2011 				1.175,25	€	

S-D11E1-T Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

More than twenty years of exhaust
manufacturing technology has gone into
producing the Evolution Line performance
exhaust for the Ducati Panigale. Just like when
Ducati built thePanigale, thedesign effort that
Akrapovič put into making the ultimate
performance exhaust was themost challenging
the Slovenian company had ever faced.
However, we have ensured that the finished
product upholds the fact that Evolution Line
exhausts are the finest off-the-shelf racing
systems available.Akrapovič Evolution systems
are designed for riders that demandmaximum
performance from their motorcycle. The
systems are significantly lighter compared to
the stock exhaust system and feature
exceptional production quality, hi-tech
materials, and of course increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. To top things off, the Evolution system
for the Panigale is a pure work of art. Perfect
welds and a combination of racing materials
like titanium and carbon fibre. THIS PRODUCT
DOESNOTMEETEMISSION COMPLIANCEDOES
NOT	MEET	EMISSION	COMPLIANCE	REQUI

Motorcycle Road Ducati 1199	Panigale 2012 2014 				3.673,09	€	

S-D11E1-T Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

More than twenty years of exhaust
manufacturing technology has gone into
producing the Evolution Line performance
exhaust for the Ducati Panigale. Just like when
Ducati built thePanigale, thedesign effort that
Akrapovič put into making the ultimate
performance exhaust was themost challenging
the Slovenian company had ever faced.
However, we have ensured that the finished
product upholds the fact that Evolution Line
exhausts are the finest off-the-shelf racing
systems available.Akrapovič Evolution systems
are designed for riders that demandmaximum
performance from their motorcycle. The
systems are significantly lighter compared to
the stock exhaust system and feature
exceptional production quality, hi-tech
materials, and of course increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. To top things off, the Evolution system
for the Panigale is a pure work of art. Perfect
welds and a combination of racing materials
like titanium and carbon fibre. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
clamp,	must	be	ordered.THIS	PRODUCT	DOE

Motorcycle Road Ducati 1199	Panigale	R 2013 2014 				3.673,09	€	
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S-D11E1-T Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

More than twenty years of exhaust
manufacturing technology has gone into
producing the Evolution Line performance
exhaust for the Ducati Panigale. Just like when
Ducati built thePanigale, thedesign effort that
Akrapovič put into making the ultimate
performance exhaust was themost challenging
the Slovenian company had ever faced.
However, we have ensured that the finished
product upholds the fact that Evolution Line
exhausts are the finest off-the-shelf racing
systems available.Akrapovič Evolution systems
are designed for riders that demandmaximum
performance from their motorcycle. The
systems are significantly lighter compared to
the stock exhaust system and feature
exceptional production quality, hi-tech
materials, and of course increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. To top things off, the Evolution system
for the Panigale is a pure work of art. Perfect
welds and a combination of racing materials
like titanium and carbon fibre. THIS PRODUCT
DOESNOTMEETEMISSION COMPLIANCEDOES
NOT	MEET	EMISSION	COMPLIANCE	REQUI

Motorcycle Road Ducati 1199	Panigale	S 2012 2014 				3.673,09	€	

S-D10SO3-ZC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon)	848 SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler outer sleeve andend cap. Race-proven
materials. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Ducati 848 2008 2010 				1.175,25	€	

S-D10SO3-ZC
Slip-On Line (Carbon) 848
EVO SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler outer sleeve andend cap. Race-proven
materials. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Ducati 848	EVO 2011 2014 				1.175,25	€	

S-D11E1-T Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

More than twenty years of exhaust
manufacturing technology has gone into
producing the Evolution Line performance
exhaust for the Ducati Panigale. Just like when
Ducati built thePanigale, thedesign effort that
Akrapovič put into making the ultimate
performance exhaust was themost challenging
the Slovenian company had ever faced.
However, we have ensured that the finished
product upholds the fact that Evolution Line
exhausts are the finest off-the-shelf racing
systems available.Akrapovič Evolution systems
are designed for riders that demandmaximum
performance from their motorcycle. The
systems are significantly lighter compared to
the stock exhaust system and feature
exceptional production quality, hi-tech
materials, and of course increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. To top things off, the Evolution system
for the Panigale is a pure work of art. Perfect
welds and a combination of racing materials
like titanium and carbon fibre . THIS PRODUCT
DOES	NOT	MEET	EMISSION	COMPLIANCEclamp,	
must	be	ordered.THIS	PRODUCT	DOES

Motorcycle Road Ducati 899	Panigale 2014 2015 				3.673,09	€	

S-D12SO2-HXT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system witha titaniummuffler
outer sleeve and carbon fibre end cap. Race-
proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Diavel 2011 2016 				1.784,75	€	

E-D8E1
Evolution Header
(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

Availableheadersfromthefinest titanium offer
an upgrade toa full system whenused withthe
Akrapovič Slip-On	exhaust system.	Stock heat
shield or optional available Carbon heat shield
can be used. Stock valve system will be
removed.		Let your bike stand out with
more	power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Hypermotard 2013 2015 							916,70	€	
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L-D8SO2 Link	Pipe	(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part

Link pipe made in titanium without catalytic
converter. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Hypermotard 2013 2018 							154,50	€	

P-HSD8E2 Heat	shield	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval Akrapovič carbon fibre heat shield to replace
stock	heat	shield.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Hypermotard 2013 2018 										70,00	€	

S-D9SO8-RT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system witha titaniummuffler
outer sleeve and plenty of carbon fiber parts.
Race-proven materials.With the muffler please
choose mandatory link pipe or the Evolution
header.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Hypermotard 2013 2018 							577,83	€	

E-D8E1
Evolution Header
(Titanium)	939 EV	-	Evolution

	Available headers from the finest titanium
offer an upgrade to a full system when used
with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system.	Stock heat shield or optional available
Carbon heat shield can be used. Stock valve
system	will	be	removed.	Let	your	bike	stand	out	
with more power, beautiful design, and the
unique Akrapovič sound. For 939 model, you
have touse theservo motorrotation limiter (P-
X170)	when mounting the optional evolution
header. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Hypermotard 2016 2018 							916,70	€	

S-D9SO11-
HCBT

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Constructed	using	high-grade	titanium,	the	type-
approved Slip-On Line exhaust will provide a
solid power gain across the rev range. The use
of race-inspired materials will also reduce
weight, leading to improved handling and
manoeuvrability. Using specially designed
mufflers, with their origins in the racing world
withGrandPrix–inspired twinconical pipesthis
exhaust	really	means	business.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Hypermotard	950	/	950	SP 2019 2020 							790,00	€	

E-D8E1
Evolution Header
(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

Availableheadersfromthefinest titanium offer
an upgrade toa full system whenused withthe
Akrapovič Slip-On	exhaust system.	Stock heat
shield or optional available Carbon heat shield
can be used. Stock valve system will be
removed.		Let your bike stand out with
more	power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Hyperstrada 2013 2015 							916,70	€	

L-D8SO2 Link	Pipe	(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part

Link pipe made in titanium without catalytic
converter. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Hyperstrada 2013 2018 							154,50	€	

P-HSD8E2 Heat	shield	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval Akrapovič carbon fibre heat shield to replace
stock	heat	shield.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Hyperstrada 2013 2018 										70,00	€	

S-D9SO8-RT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system witha titaniummuffler
outer sleeve and plenty of carbon fiber parts.
Race-proven materials.With the muffler please
choose mandatory link pipe or the Evolution
header.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Hyperstrada 2013 2018 							577,83	€	

E-D8E1
Evolution Header
(Titanium)	939 EV	-	Evolution

	Available headers from the finest titanium
offer an upgrade to a full system when used
with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system.	Stock heat shield or optional available
Carbon heat shield can be used. Stock valve
system	will	be	removed.	Let	your	bike	stand	out	
with more power, beautiful design, and the
unique Akrapovič sound. For 939 model, you
have touse theservo motorrotation limiter (P-
X170)	when mounting the optional evolution
header. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Hyperstrada 2016 2018 							916,70	€	
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S-D10SO7-HZC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler outer sleeve andend cap. Race-proven
materials.EC type-approval is valid only when
catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Monster	1100/1100S 2009 2010 				1.072,31	€	

P-KAT-025/1 Catalytic	converter	Set OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Monster	1100/1100S 2009 2010 							233,49	€	

P-HSD12E1 Heat	shield	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval Akrapovič carbon fibre heat shield to replace
stock	heat	shield.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Monster	1200	R 2017 2020 										70,00	€	

L-D12SO2 Link	Pipe	(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part

Link pipe made in titanium without catalytic
converter. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Monster	1200	R 2017 2020 							154,50	€	

S-D12SO8-
RTBL Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system witha titaniummuffler
outer sleeve and plenty of carbon fiber parts.
Race-proven materials.With the muffler please
chooseadditonal mandatory needed linkpipe	L-
D12SO2	(as shown on the product image) or
the Evolution header	E-D12E1/1.		Fittment
notice: Evolution header does not fit on
Monster 1200 R model.	THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Monster	1200	R 2017 2020 							592,25	€	

E-D12E1/1 Evolution Header
(Titanium)

EV	-	Evolution

Availableheadersfromthefinest titanium offer
an upgrade toa full system whenused withthe
Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system. Stock heat
shield or optional available Carbon heat shield
can be used. Stock valve system will be
removed.Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Monster	1200/1200S 2014 2016 							710,70	€	

L-D12SO1H Link	pipe	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Link pipe made in stainless steel with catalytic
converter.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Monster	1200/1200S 2014 2016 							325,00	€	

L-D12SO2 Link	Pipe	(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part

Link pipe made in titanium without catalytic
converter. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Monster	1200/1200S 2014 2016 							154,50	€	

S-D8SO2-HRBL Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system witha titaniummuffler
outer sleeve and plenty of carbon fiber parts.
Race-proven materials.With the muffler please
chooseadditonal one of themandatory needed
2	link	pipes	(with	or	without	catalytic	converter)	
or the Evolution header.EC type-approval is
valid only when link pipe with catalytic
converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Monster	1200/1200S 2014 2016 							592,25	€	

P-HSD12E1 Heat	shield	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval Akrapovič carbon fibre heat shield to replace
stock	heat	shield.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Monster	1200/1200S 2014 2020 										70,00	€	

E-D12E1/1 Evolution Header
(Titanium)

EV	-	Evolution

Availableheadersfromthefinest titanium offer
an upgrade toa full system whenused withthe
Akrapovič Slip-On	exhaust system.	Stock heat
shield or optional available Carbon heat shield
can be used. Stock valve system will be
removed.	Let your bike stand out with
more	power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound.Evolution header does not fit
on Monster 1200 R model.	THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Monster	1200/1200S 2017 2020 							710,70	€	
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S-D12SO8-
RTBL Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system witha titaniummuffler
outer sleeve and plenty of carbon fiber parts.
Race-proven materials.With the muffler please
chooseadditonal mandatory needed linkpipe	L-
D12SO2	(as shown on the product image) or
the Evolution header	E-D12E1/1.		Fittment
notice: Evolution header does not fit on
Monster 1200 R model.	THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Monster	1200/1200S 2017 2020 							592,25	€	

L-D12SO2 Link	Pipe	(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part

Link pipe made in titanium without catalytic
converter. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Monster	1200/1200S 2017 2020 							154,50	€	

P-KAT-025/1 Catalytic	converter	Set OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Monster	696 2008 2014 							233,49	€	

S-D10SO7-HZC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler outer sleeve andend cap. Race-proven
materials.EC type-approval is valid only when
catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Monster	696 2008 2014 				1.072,31	€	

S-D10SO7-HZC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler outer sleeve andend cap. Race-proven
materials.EC type-approval is valid only when
catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Monster	796/795 2010 2014 				1.072,31	€	

P-KAT-025/1 Catalytic	converter	Set OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Monster	796/795 2010 2014 							233,49	€	

P-HSD12E3 Heat	shield	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval

A hand-crafted carbon-fibre heat shield is
available as an option for both Slip-On Line
exhaust systems to replace thestock version. It
will add to the overall appearance of the
exhaust	and	the	bike.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Monster	797/797+ 2017 2020 										70,00	€	

P-KAT-043/E4 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Monster	797/797+ 2017 2020 							167,40	€	

S-D8SO5-
HCUBTBL Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Constructed	using	high-grade	titanium,	the	type-
approved Slip-On Line exhaust will provide a
solid power gain across the rev range. The use
of race-inspired materials will also reduce
weight, leading to improved handling and
manoeuvrability. With a new shaped pre-
muffler in stainless steel, there is also a
catalytic converter to make it ECE- and EC-
approved. Using specially designed mufflers,
with	their	origins	in	the	racing	world	with	Grand	
Prix–inspired twin conical pipes, and black-
coated outer sleeves, this exhaust reallymeans
business.					

Motorcycle Road Ducati Monster	797/797+ 2017 2020 							995,05	€	
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S-D8SO4-
CUBTBL

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

Featuring a full titanium link pipe and no pre-
muffler, this beautifully shaped exhaust is
perfectly matched to the character of the
engine and delivers a sharper sound. With a
strong power gain through the entire rpm
range, improved torque, and reduced weight,
this exhaust is sure to take theMonster 797to
the	next	performance	level.	The	unique	exhaust	
system, with its Grand Prix–inspired conical
pipes, imparts a powerful classic appearance,
and the outer sleeves are coated black for a
sporty, uncompromising look. Specially
designed removable noise-reduction inserts
have been created to give the bike a dual
character and offer a choice between two
different	soundtracks	for	the	machine.	With	the	
inserts in place, the exhaust system is suitable
foreverydayuse, but whenremoved thesound
levels rise, making it perfect for special
occasions. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Monster	797/797+ 2017 2020 							780,00	€	

S-D8SO2-HRBL Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system witha titaniummuffler
outer sleeve and plenty of carbon fiber parts.
Race-proven materials.With the muffler please
chooseadditonal one of themandatory needed
2	link	pipes	(with	or	without	catalytic	converter)	
or the Evolution header.EC type-approval is
valid only when link pipe with catalytic
converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Monster	821 2014 2016 							592,25	€	

L-D12SO1H Link	pipe	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Link pipe made in stainless steel with catalytic
converter.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Monster	821 2014 2016 							325,00	€	

L-D12SO2 Link	Pipe	(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part

Link pipe made in titanium without catalytic
converter. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Monster	821 2014 2020 							154,50	€	

P-HSD12E1 Heat	shield	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval Akrapovič carbon fibre heat shield to replace
stock	heat	shield.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Monster	821 2014 2020 										70,00	€	

S-D12SO8-
RTBL Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system witha titaniummuffler
outer sleeve and plenty of carbon fiber parts.
Race-proven materials.With the muffler please
chooseadditonal mandatory needed linkpipe	L-
D12SO2	(as shown on the product image) or
the Evolution header	E-D12E1/1.		THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Monster	821 2017 2020 							592,25	€	

E-D12E1/1
Evolution Header
(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

Availableheadersfromthefinest titanium offer
an upgrade toa full system whenused withthe
Akrapovič Slip-On	exhaust system.	Stock heat
shield or optional available Carbon heat shield
can be used. Stock valve system will be
removed.	Let your bike stand out with
more	power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Monster	821 2017 2020 							710,70	€	

S-D12SO9-
HAPT

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

This beautifully crafted muffler is constructed
from race-proven materials using lightweight
titanium andfinished witha hand-made carbon-
fibre end cap and heatshield. This entry-level
introduction to exhaust tuning already provides
that unique Akrapovič sound. It reduces
weight	from the stock system, leading to
improved handling and manoeuvrability. It has
a simple plug-and-play installation, and is fully
EC- and ECE-compliant.Exhaust system is
compatible with Ducati side cases.Compatible
with	optional	header	E-D12E6.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Multistrada	1200 2015 2017 							799,00	€	

E-D12E6
Optional Header
(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part

Once combined with the Slip-On Line exhaust,
this optional header offers a significant
improvement in performance across theentire
rev range. Made from perfectly formed high-
grade titanium – with parts produced in
Akrapovič’s in-house foundry – the addition of
this header increases throttle response and
power control, and improves the sound to
make the most of the Ducati Multistrada’s
engine character on any ride.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Multistrada	1200 2015 2017 							950,00	€	
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V-TUV227 Optional	Noise	Damper XX	-	Other

The optional noise dumper fits on S-D12SO9-
HAPT - Slip-On Line (Titanium) and it is
recommended if used with E-D12E6 - Optional
Header	(Titanium).

Motorcycle Road Ducati Multistrada	1200 2015 2017 										42,00	€	

E-D12E4
Optional Header
(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part

Once combined with the Slip-On Line exhaust,
this optional header offers a significant
improvement in performance across theentire
rev range. Made from perfectly formed high-
grade titanium – with parts produced in
Akrapovič’s in-house foundry – the addition of
this header increases throttle response and
power control, and improves the sound to
make the most of the Ducati Multistrada’s
engine character on any ride. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Multistrada	1200 2015 2017 							990,00	€	

S-D12SO7-
HHX2T Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Developed from the (r)evolutionary Akrapovič
concept system first seen atthe 2014 Intermot
show in Cologne, the first titanium version of
the innovative Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system is constructed using high-grade
titanium, providing a huge weight saving over
stock. Beautifully finished with a carbon-fibre
heatshield and end-cap, the exhaust offers an
increase in performance and a deeper, more
rewarding sound, while meeting EC-ECE type
approval.Exhaust system can be fitted with
Ducati side cases.Compatible with optional
header	E-D12E4.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Multistrada	1200 2015 2017 							990,00	€	

V-TUV169Y Optional	Noise	Damper OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval

The optional noise dumper fits on	S-Y10SO13-
HHX2C - Slip-On Line (Carbon), S-D12SO7-
HHX2T	-	Slip-On	Line	(Titanium)	and	S-Y10SO14-
HHX2T	-	Slip-On	Line	(Titanium).

Motorcycle Road Ducati Multistrada	1200 2015 2017 										67,00	€	

S-D9SO10-
HIFFT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance. The
Grand Prix–inspired twin conical mufflers are
made entirely from titanium, a race-proven
material. Beautifully finished with a carbon-
fibre heatshield, the exhaust offers an increase
in performance and a deeper, more rewarding
sound, while meeting EC-ECE type
approval.Exhaust system can be fitted with
Ducati	side	cases	and	central	stand.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Multistrada	1200	Enduro 2017 2018 							710,20	€	

V-TUV227 Optional	Noise	Damper XX	-	Other

The optional noise dumper fits on S-D12SO9-
HAPT - Slip-On Line (Titanium) and it is
recommended if used with E-D12E6 - Optional
Header	(Titanium).

Motorcycle Road Ducati Multistrada	1200	S 2015 2017 										42,00	€	

E-D12E6
Optional Header
(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part

Once combined with the Slip-On Line exhaust,
this optional header offers a significant
improvement in performance across theentire
rev range. Made from perfectly formed high-
grade titanium – with parts produced in
Akrapovič’s in-house foundry – the addition of
this header increases throttle response and
power control, and improves the sound to
make the most of the Ducati Multistrada’s
engine character on any ride.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Multistrada	1200	S 2015 2017 							950,00	€	

S-D12SO9-
HAPT

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

This beautifully crafted muffler is constructed
from race-proven materials using lightweight
titanium andfinished witha hand-made carbon-
fibre end cap and heatshield. This entry-level
introduction to exhaust tuning already provides
that unique Akrapovič sound. It reduces
weight	from the stock system, leading to
improved handling and manoeuvrability. It has
a simple plug-and-play installation, and is fully
EC- and ECE-compliant.Exhaust system is
compatible with Ducati side cases.Compatible
with	optional	header	E-D12E6.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Multistrada	1200	S 2015 2017 							799,00	€	

V-TUV169Y Optional	Noise	Damper OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval

The optional noise dumper fits on	S-Y10SO13-
HHX2C - Slip-On Line (Carbon), S-D12SO7-
HHX2T	-	Slip-On	Line	(Titanium)	and	S-Y10SO14-
HHX2T	-	Slip-On	Line	(Titanium).

Motorcycle Road Ducati Multistrada	1200	S 2015 2017 										67,00	€	

S-D12SO7-
HHX2T Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Developed from the (r)evolutionary Akrapovič
concept system first seen atthe 2014 Intermot
show in Cologne, the first titanium version of
the innovative Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system is constructed using high-grade
titanium, providing a huge weight saving over
stock. Beautifully finished with a carbon-fibre
heatshield and end-cap, the exhaust offers an
increase in performance and a deeper, more
rewarding sound, while meeting EC-ECE type
approval.Exhaust system can be fitted with
Ducati side cases.Compatible with optional
header	E-D12E4.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Multistrada	1200	S 2015 2017 							990,00	€	
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E-D12E4
Optional Header
(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part

Once combined with the Slip-On Line exhaust,
this optional header offers a significant
improvement in performance across theentire
rev range. Made from perfectly formed high-
grade titanium – with parts produced in
Akrapovič’s in-house foundry – the addition of
this header increases throttle response and
power control, and improves the sound to
make the most of the Ducati Multistrada’s
engine character on any ride. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Multistrada	1200	S 2015 2017 							990,00	€	

S-D12SO9-
HAPT

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

This beautifully crafted muffler is constructed
from race-proven materials using lightweight
titanium andfinished witha hand-made carbon-
fibre end cap and heatshield. This entry-level
introduction to exhaust tuning already provides
that unique Akrapovič sound. It reduces
weight	from the stock system, leading to
improved handling and manoeuvrability. It has
a simple plug-and-play installation, and is fully
EC- and ECE-compliant.Exhaust system is
compatible with Ducati side cases.Compatible
with	optional	header	E-D12E6.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Multistrada	1260	/	1260	S 2018 2020 							799,00	€	

E-D12E6
Optional Header
(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part

Once combined with the Slip-On Line exhaust,
this optional header offers a significant
improvement in performance across theentire
rev range. Made from perfectly formed high-
grade titanium – with parts produced in
Akrapovič’s in-house foundry – the addition of
this header increases throttle response and
power control, and improves the sound to
make the most of the Ducati Multistrada’s
engine character on any ride.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Multistrada	1260	/	1260	S 2018 2020 							950,00	€	

V-TUV227 Optional	Noise	Damper XX	-	Other

The optional noise dumper fits on S-D12SO9-
HAPT - Slip-On Line (Titanium) and it is
recommended if used with E-D12E6 - Optional
Header	(Titanium).

Motorcycle Road Ducati Multistrada	1260	/	1260	S 2018 2020 										42,00	€	

S-D9SO10-
HIFFT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance. The
Grand Prix–inspired twin conical mufflers are
made entirely from titanium, a race-proven
material. Beautifully finished with a carbon-
fibre heatshield, the exhaust offers an increase
in performance and a deeper, more rewarding
sound, while meeting EC-ECE type
approval.Exhaust system can be fitted with
Ducati	side	cases	and	central	stand.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Multistrada	1260	Enduro 2019 2020 							710,20	€	

S-D9SO10-
HIFFT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance. The
Grand Prix–inspired twin conical mufflers are
made entirely from titanium, a race-proven
material. Beautifully finished with a carbon-
fibre heatshield, the exhaust offers an increase
in performance and a deeper, more rewarding
sound, while meeting EC-ECE type
approval.Exhaust system can be fitted with
Ducati	side	cases	and	central	stand.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Multistrada	950	/	950	S 2017 2020 							710,20	€	

S-D11SO4-
HBFGT

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Constructed	using	high-grade	titanium,	the	type-
approved Slip-On Line exhaust will provide a
solid power gain across the rev range. The use
of race-inspired materials will also reduce
weight, leading to improved handling and
manoeuvrability. Using specially designed
mufflers, with their origins in the racing world
with Grand Prix–inspired twin conical pipes,
and carbon fiber heat shields, this exhaust
really	means	business.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Scrambler	1100 2018 2020 							860,00	€	

L-D11SO3 Optional	Link	Pipe	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Made of austenitic stainless steel, theoptional
link-pipe is designed to be used with Slip-On
Line (Titanium) exhaust. It delivers an increase
in power and torque, and creates an improved
linear curve across the entire rev range,
coupled with weight savings.On the product
image linkpipe isshown togetherwith theslip-
on system.When installing optional link pipe L-
D11SO3, »check engine light« warning signal
might appear. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOTMEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Scrambler	1100 2018 2020 							210,00	€	

S-D8SO5-
HCUBTBL Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Constructed	using	high-grade	titanium,	the	type-
approved Slip-On Line exhaust will provide a
solid power gain across the rev range. The use
of race-inspired materials will also reduce
weight, leading to improved handling and
manoeuvrability. With a new shaped pre-
muffler in stainless steel, there is also a
catalytic converter to make it ECE- and EC-
approved. Using specially designed mufflers,
with	their	origins	in	the	racing	world	with	Grand	
Prix–inspired twin conical pipes, and black-
coated outer sleeves, this exhaust reallymeans
business.					

Motorcycle Road Ducati Scrambler	Café	Racer 2017 2020 							995,05	€	
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P-KAT-043/E4 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Scrambler	Café	Racer 2017 2020 							167,40	€	

S-D8SO4-
CUBTBL

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

Featuring a full titanium link pipe and no pre-
muffler, this beautifully shaped exhaust is
perfectly matched to the character of the
engine and delivers a sharper sound. With a
strong power gain through the entire rpm
range, improved torque, and reduced weight,
this exhaust issure to take theScrambler to the
next performance level. The unique exhaust
system, with its Grand Prix–inspired conical
pipes, imparts a powerful classic appearance,
and the outer sleeves are coated black for a
sporty, uncompromising look. Specially
designed removable noise-reduction inserts
have been created to give the bike a dual
character and offer a choice between two
different	soundtracks	for	the	machine.	With	the	
inserts in place, the exhaust system is suitable
foreverydayuse, but whenremoved thesound
levels rise, making it perfect for special
occasions. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Scrambler	Café	Racer 2017 2020 							780,00	€	

E-D12E5
Optional Header
(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional headers are available for the Slip-On
Line, created to turn the exhausts into
complete exhaust systems. Manufactured from
high-grade titanium, these superbly finished
headers have larger tubes to improve airflow
and increase performance to even greater
levels, as well as impressively reducing weight
in comparison to stock items. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Scrambler	Café	Racer 2017 2020 							570,00	€	

P-HSD12E3 Heat	shield	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval

A hand-crafted carbon-fibre heat shield is
available as an option for both Slip-On Line
exhaust systems to replace thestock version. It
will add to the overall appearance of the
exhaust	and	the	bike.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Scrambler	Café	Racer 2017 2020 										70,00	€	

P-KAT-043 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Road Ducati
Scrambler Icon/Urban
Enduro/Classic/Full	Throttle 2015 2016 							167,40	€	

P-HSD12E3 Heat	shield	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval

A hand-crafted carbon-fibre heat shield is
available as an option for both Slip-On Line
exhaust systems to replace thestock version. It
will add to the overall appearance of the
exhaust	and	the	bike.

Motorcycle Road Ducati
Scrambler Icon/Urban
Enduro/Classic/Full	Throttle 2015 2020 										70,00	€	

E-D12E5
Optional Header
(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional headers are available for the Slip-On
Line, created to turn the exhausts into
complete exhaust systems. Manufactured from
high-grade titanium, these superbly finished
headers have larger tubes to improve airflow
and increase performance to even greater
levels, as well as impressively reducing weight
in comparison to stock items. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Ducati
Scrambler Icon/Urban
Enduro/Classic/Full	Throttle 2015 2020 							570,00	€	

S-D8SO4-
CUBTBL

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

Featuring a full titanium link pipe and no pre-
muffler, this beautifully shaped exhaust is
perfectly matched to the character of the
engine and delivers a sharper sound. With a
strong power gain through the entire rpm
range, improved torque, and reduced weight,
this exhaust issure to take theScrambler to the
next performance level. The unique exhaust
system, with its Grand Prix–inspired conical
pipes, imparts a powerful classic appearance,
and the outer sleeves are coated black for a
sporty, uncompromising look. Specially
designed removable noise-reduction inserts
have been created to give the bike a dual
character and offer a choice between two
different	soundtracks	for	the	machine.	With	the	
inserts in place, the exhaust system is suitable
foreverydayuse, but whenremoved thesound
levels rise, making it perfect for special
occasions. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Ducati Scrambler Icon/Urban
Enduro/Classic/Full	Throttle

2015 2020 							780,00	€	
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P-KAT-043/E4 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Road Ducati
Scrambler Icon/Urban
Enduro/Classic/Full	Throttle 2015 2020 							167,40	€	

S-D8SO5-
HCUBTBL Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Constructed	using	high-grade	titanium,	the	type-
approved Slip-On Line exhaust will provide a
solid power gain across the rev range. The use
of race-inspired materials will also reduce
weight, leading to improved handling and
manoeuvrability. With a new shaped pre-
muffler in stainless steel, there is also a
catalytic converter to make it ECE- and EC-
approved. Using specially designed mufflers,
with	their	origins	in	the	racing	world	with	Grand	
Prix–inspired twin conical pipes, and black-
coated outer sleeves, this exhaust reallymeans
business.					

Motorcycle Road Ducati
Scrambler Icon/Urban
Enduro/Classic/Full	Throttle 2015 2020 							995,05	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Gilera Fuoco	500 2007 2016 										86,47	€	

S-PI4SO3-HRSS Slip-On	Line	(SS)			Gilera SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest	carbon	fibre	end	caps.	EC	type-approval	is	
valid	only	when	catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Scooter Gilera Fuoco	500 2007 2016 							553,00	€	

S-PI4SO3-
HRSSBL Slip-On	Line	(SS)	Gilera SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound. Special black muffler dramatically
changes its visual appearance. Each product
features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end
caps. EC type-approval is valid only when
catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Scooter Gilera Fuoco	500 2007 2016 							572,00	€	

S-A8SO2-
HWSS Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest	carbon	fibre	end	caps.	

Motorcycle Scooter Gilera GP	800 2008 2015 							488,08	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Gilera Nexus	125 2008 2014 										86,47	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Gilera Nexus	250 2006 2008 										86,47	€	
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P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Gilera Nexus	300 2008 2014 										86,47	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Gilera Runner	125	ST 2008 2016 										86,47	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Gilera Runner	200	ST 2008 2014 										86,47	€	

P-KAT-029 Catalytic	converter	Set OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson Dyna	FXD	Super	Glide 2006 2010 							276,22	€	

P-KAT-029 Catalytic	converter	Set OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson Dyna	FXDB	Street	Bob 2006 2016 							276,22	€	

P-KAT-029 Catalytic	converter	Set OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson

Dyna FXDC Super Glide
Custom 2006 2014 							276,22	€	

P-KAT-029 Catalytic	converter	Set OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson Dyna	FXDL	Low	Rider 2006 2009 							276,22	€	

P-KAT-029 Catalytic	converter	Set OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson Dyna	FXDWG	Wide	Glide 2006 2008 							276,22	€	

P-KAT-029 Catalytic	converter	Set OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson Softail	FLSTC	Heritage	Classic 2007 2016 							276,22	€	
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P-X94/1 Saddle bag lift kit (30mm)
FLSTC

OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval Optional saddle bag lift kit can be used for
model	FLSTC	Heritage	Softail	Classic.

Motorcycle Others Harley-
Davidson

Softail	FLSTC	Heritage	Classic 2007 2016 										50,50	€	

P-KAT-029 Catalytic	converter	Set OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson Softail	FLSTF	Fat	Boy 2007 2016 							276,22	€	

P-KAT-029 Catalytic	converter	Set OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson Softail	FLSTFB	Fat	Boy	Lo 2010 2016 							276,22	€	

P-KAT-029 Catalytic	converter	Set OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson Softail	FXST	Standard 2007 2007 							276,22	€	

P-KAT-029 Catalytic	converter	Set OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson Softail	FXSTB	Night	Train 2007 2009 							276,22	€	

P-KAT-029 Catalytic	converter	Set OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson Softail	FXSTC	Custom 2007 2010 							276,22	€	

P-KAT-029 Catalytic	converter	Set OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson Softail	FXSTD	Deuce 2007 2007 							276,22	€	

P-HDV1/1 Valve	system OP	-	Optional	part

With easy manual adjustment make the sound
you want for your ride. Switch is mounted on
the left side on the bike and can be activated
while riding. The valve system is activated
mechanically with wire rope. We use
investment casted housing with high-
temperature graphitebearing.The P-HSHD13VC
or P-HSHD13VB heat shield set is mandatory
when the valve system is used together with
the S-HDSPSO2-HC or S-HDSPSO2-HB Slip-On
exhaust	systems.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson Sportster	XL	1200C	Custom 2006 2013 							374,98	€	

P-KAT-029 Catalytic	converter	Set OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson Sportster	XL	1200C	Custom 2006 2016 							276,22	€	
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P-KAT-029 Catalytic	converter	Set OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson Sportster	XL	1200L		Low 2006 2011 							276,22	€	

P-HDV1/1 Valve	system OP	-	Optional	part

With easy manual adjustment make the sound
you want for your ride. Switch is mounted on
the left side on the bike and can be activated
while riding. The valve system is activated
mechanically with wire rope. We use
investment casted housing with high-
temperature graphitebearing.The P-HSHD13VC
or P-HSHD13VB heat shield set is mandatory
when the valve system is used together with
the S-HDSPSO2-HC or S-HDSPSO2-HB Slip-On
exhaust	systems.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson Sportster	XL	1200L		Low 2006 2011 							374,98	€	

P-HDV1/1 Valve	system OP	-	Optional	part

With easy manual adjustment make the sound
you want for your ride. Switch is mounted on
the left side on the bike and can be activated
while riding. The valve system is activated
mechanically with wire rope. We use
investment casted housing with high-
temperature graphitebearing.The P-HSHD13VC
or P-HSHD13VB heat shield set is mandatory
when the valve system is used together with
the S-HDSPSO2-HC or S-HDSPSO2-HB Slip-On
exhaust	systems.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson Sportster	XL	1200N	Nightster 2007 2012 							374,98	€	

P-KAT-029 Catalytic	converter	Set OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson Sportster	XL	1200N	Nightster 2007 2012 							276,22	€	

P-KAT-029 Catalytic	converter	Set OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson Sportster	XL	1200R		Roadster 2006 2008 							276,22	€	

P-HDV1/1 Valve	system OP	-	Optional	part

With easy manual adjustment make the sound
you want for your ride. Switch is mounted on
the left side on the bike and can be activated
while riding. The valve system is activated
mechanically with wire rope. We use
investment casted housing with high-
temperature graphitebearing.The P-HSHD13VC
or P-HSHD13VB heat shield set is mandatory
when the valve system is used together with
the S-HDSPSO2-HC or S-HDSPSO2-HB Slip-On
exhaust	systems.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson Sportster	XL	1200R		Roadster 2006 2008 							374,98	€	

P-KAT-029 Catalytic	converter	Set OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson

Sportster XL 1200T
SuperLow 2014 2016 							276,22	€	

P-KAT-029 Catalytic	converter	Set OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson Sportster	XL	883 2006 2008 							276,22	€	

P-HDV1/1 Valve	system OP	-	Optional	part

With easy manual adjustment make the sound
you want for your ride. Switch is mounted on
the left side on the bike and can be activated
while riding. The valve system is activated
mechanically with wire rope. We use
investment casted housing with high-
temperature graphitebearing.The P-HSHD13VC
or P-HSHD13VB heat shield set is mandatory
when the valve system is used together with
the S-HDSPSO2-HC or S-HDSPSO2-HB Slip-On
exhaust	systems.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson Sportster	XL	883 2006 2008 							374,98	€	
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P-HDV1/1 Valve	system OP	-	Optional	part

With easy manual adjustment make the sound
you want for your ride. Switch is mounted on
the left side on the bike and can be activated
while riding. The valve system is activated
mechanically with wire rope. We use
investment casted housing with high-
temperature graphitebearing.The P-HSHD13VC
or P-HSHD13VB heat shield set is mandatory
when the valve system is used together with
the S-HDSPSO2-HC or S-HDSPSO2-HB Slip-On
exhaust	systems.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson Sportster	XL	883C 2006 2010 							374,98	€	

P-KAT-029 Catalytic	converter	Set OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson Sportster	XL	883C 2006 2010 							276,22	€	

P-HDV1/1 Valve	system OP	-	Optional	part

With easy manual adjustment make the sound
you want for your ride. Switch is mounted on
the left side on the bike and can be activated
while riding. The valve system is activated
mechanically with wire rope. We use
investment casted housing with high-
temperature graphitebearing.The P-HSHD13VC
or P-HSHD13VB heat shield set is mandatory
when the valve system is used together with
the S-HDSPSO2-HC or S-HDSPSO2-HB Slip-On
exhaust	systems.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson Sportster	XL	883L	SuperLow 2006 2013 							374,98	€	

P-KAT-029 Catalytic	converter	Set OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson Sportster	XL	883L	SuperLow 2006 2016 							276,22	€	

P-HDV1/1 Valve	system OP	-	Optional	part

With easy manual adjustment make the sound
you want for your ride. Switch is mounted on
the left side on the bike and can be activated
while riding. The valve system is activated
mechanically with wire rope. We use
investment casted housing with high-
temperature graphitebearing.The P-HSHD13VC
or P-HSHD13VB heat shield set is mandatory
when the valve system is used together with
the S-HDSPSO2-HC or S-HDSPSO2-HB Slip-On
exhaust	systems.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson Sportster	XL	883N	Iron 2009 2013 							374,98	€	

P-KAT-029 Catalytic	converter	Set OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson Sportster	XL	883N	Iron 2009 2016 							276,22	€	

P-HDV1/1 Valve	system OP	-	Optional	part

With easy manual adjustment make the sound
you want for your ride. Switch is mounted on
the left side on the bike and can be activated
while riding. The valve system is activated
mechanically with wire rope. We use
investment casted housing with high-
temperature graphitebearing.The P-HSHD13VC
or P-HSHD13VB heat shield set is mandatory
when the valve system is used together with
the S-HDSPSO2-HC or S-HDSPSO2-HB Slip-On
exhaust	systems.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson Sportster	XL	883R	Roadster 2006 2013 							374,98	€	

P-KAT-029 Catalytic	converter	Set OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson Sportster	XL	883R	Roadster 2006 2016 							276,22	€	

P-HDV1/1 Valve	system OP	-	Optional	part

With easy manual adjustment make the sound
you want for your ride. Switch is mounted on
the left side on the bike and can be activated
while riding. The valve system is activated
mechanically with wire rope. We use
investment casted housing with high-
temperature graphitebearing.The P-HSHD13VC
or P-HSHD13VB heat shield set is mandatory
when the valve system is used together with
the S-HDSPSO2-HC or S-HDSPSO2-HB Slip-On
exhaust	systems.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson

Sportster XL1200V Seventy-
Two 2012 2013 							374,98	€	
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P-KAT-029 Catalytic	converter	Set OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson

Sportster XL1200V Seventy-
Two 2012 2016 							276,22	€	

P-HDV1/1 Valve	system OP	-	Optional	part

With easy manual adjustment make the sound
you want for your ride. Switch is mounted on
the left side on the bike and can be activated
while riding. The valve system is activated
mechanically with wire rope. We use
investment casted housing with high-
temperature graphitebearing.The P-HSHD13VC
or P-HSHD13VB heat shield set is mandatory
when the valve system is used together with
the S-HDSPSO2-HC or S-HDSPSO2-HB Slip-On
exhaust	systems.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson

Sportster XL1200X Forty-
Eight 2010 2013 							374,98	€	

P-KAT-029 Catalytic	converter	Set OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson

Sportster XL1200X Forty-
Eight 2010 2016 							276,22	€	

S-HDRODR1-
BAVT

Open	Line	10th	A.E. RC	-	Racing

Enhance the looks, sound and performance of
your Harley-Davidson V-Rod with an Akrapovič
exhaust system.Chose our aftermarket Open
Line exhaust systemfor optimumperformance,
deep resonant sound and a unique looks.
Complete exhaust system includes stainless
steel header, carbon heat shield, noise
reduction insert, titanium muffler and
installation instructions.For perfect
performance, throttle response and durability
special developedmapping fromDynojet has to
be used.Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercom
mander/HarleyDavidsonExhaust is not
mountable if V-RodMid-Control-Kit is installed.
THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Custom Harley-
Davidson

V-Rod	VRSCDX	10th	A.	E. 2012 2012 							940,91	€	

S-HDRODR1-
BAVTBL Open	Line	Nightrod RC	-	Racing

Enhance the looks, sound and performance of
your Harley-Davidson V-Rod with an Akrapovič
exhaust system.Chose our aftermarket Open
Line exhaust systemfor optimumperformance,
deep resonant sound and a unique looks.
Complete exhaust system includes stainless
steel header, carbon heat shield, noise
reduction insert, black-coated titanium muffler
and installation instructions.Exhaust is not
mountable if V-Rod Mid-Control-Kit is
installed.For perfect performance, throttle
response and durability special developed
mapping from Dynojet has to be used.	Please
visit	
http://www.powercommander.com/powercom
mander/HarleyDavidson THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson V-Rod	VRSCDX	10th	A.	E. 2012 2012 							980,91	€	

V-TUV103 Optional	Noise	Damper	 OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval The noise damper is suitable for all riders that
want	to	lower	noise	emissions.

Motorcycle Road Harley-
Davidson

V-Rod	VRSCDX	10th	A.	E. 2012 2012 										42,00	€	

V-TUV103 Optional	Noise	Damper	 OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval The noise damper is suitable for all riders that
want	to	lower	noise	emissions.

Motorcycle Road Harley-
Davidson

V-Rod	VRSCDX	Night	Rod 2009 2016 										42,00	€	

S-HDRODR1-
BAVT Open	Line	Nightrod RC	-	Racing

Enhance the looks, sound and performance of
your Harley-Davidson V-Rod with an Akrapovič
exhaust system.Chose our aftermarket Open
Line exhaust systemfor optimumperformance,
deep resonant sound and a unique looks.
Complete exhaust system includes stainless
steel header, carbon heat shield, noise
reduction insert,titanium muffler and
installation instructions.Exhaust is not
mountable if V-Rod Mid-Control-Kit is
installed.For perfect performance, throttle
response and durability special developed
mapping from Dynojet has to be used.	Please
visit	
http://www.powercommander.com/powercom
mander/HarleyDavidson THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson V-Rod	VRSCDX	Night	Rod 2009 2016 							940,91	€	
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S-HDRODR1-
BAVTBL Open	Line	Nightrod RC	-	Racing

Enhance the looks, sound and performance of
your Harley-Davidson V-Rod with an Akrapovič
exhaust system.Chose our aftermarket Open
Line exhaust systemfor optimumperformance,
deep resonant sound and a unique looks.
Complete exhaust system includes stainless
steel header, carbon heat shield, noise
reduction insert, black-coated titanium muffler
and installation instructions.Exhaust is not
mountable if V-Rod Mid-Control-Kit is
installed.For perfect performance, throttle
response and durability special developed
mapping from Dynojet has to be used.	Please
visit	
http://www.powercommander.com/powercom
mander/HarleyDavidson THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Custom
Harley-
Davidson V-Rod	VRSCDX	Night	Rod 2009 2016 							980,91	€	

S-HDRODR1-
BAVTBL

Open	Line	Muscle RC	-	Racing

Enhance the looks, sound and performance of
your Harley-Davidson V-Rod with an Akrapovič
exhaust system.Chose our aftermarket Open
Line exhaust systemfor optimumperformance,
deep resonant sound and a unique looks.
Complete exhaust system includes stainless
steel header, carbon heat shield, noise
reduction insert, black-coated titanium muffler
and installation instructions.If passenger
footrest should be still used please order
optional fittingkit.Exhaust isnotmountable ifV-
Rod Mid-Control-Kit is installed.For perfect
performance, throttle response and durability
special developedmapping fromDynojet has to
be used.	Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercom
mander/HarleyDavidson THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Custom Harley-
Davidson

V-Rod	VRSCF	Muscle 2009 2016 							980,91	€	

V-TUV103 Optional	Noise	Damper	 OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval The noise damper is suitable for all riders that
want	to	lower	noise	emissions.

Motorcycle Road Harley-
Davidson

V-Rod	VRSCF	Muscle 2009 2016 										42,00	€	

S-HDRODR1-
BAVT

Open	Line	Muscle RC	-	Racing

Enhance the looks, sound and performance of
your Harley-Davidson V-Rod with an Akrapovič
exhaust system.Chose our aftermarket Open
Line exhaust systemfor optimumperformance,
deep resonant sound and a unique looks.
Complete exhaust system includes stainless
steel header, carbon heat shield, noise
reduction insert,titanium muffler and
installation instructions.If passenger footrest
shouldbe still used pleaseorder optional fitting
kit.Exhaust is not mountable if V-Rod Mid-
Control-Kit is installed.For perfect performance,
throttle response and durability special
developed mapping from Dynojet has to be
used.	Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercom
mander/HarleyDavidson THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Custom Harley-
Davidson

V-Rod	VRSCF	Muscle 2009 2016 							940,91	€	

P-X101 Passenger footrest fitting
kit

OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval This fitting kit is needed if the passenger
footrest	is	used.

Motorcycle Custom Harley-
Davidson

V-Rod	VRSCF	Muscle 2009 2016 										70,70	€	

L-H10SO5L/1 Optional	Link	Pipe	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Stainless steel link pipe for muffler of exhaust
system.Akrapovič Slip-On with optional link
pipe for Honda CB1000R must be used in
combination with ECU fuel mapping
enrichment, otherwise you risk severe engine
damage!For Dynojet Power Commander users:
PC III USB mappings for HONDA CB1000R
available on PC III USB mappings available for
HONDA	
CB1000Rwww.powercommander.com:M135-
504 (with DB killer)M135-505 (without DB
killer) THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CB	1000	R 2008 2016 							250,05	€	

S-H10SO7T-
HTC

Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
takingdesign very seriously is two different Slip-
On exhaust systems. Choose a model with
either a carbon fibre muffler outer sleeve or
titanium one. All Slip-Ons come with a carbon
fibre end cap and heat shields from the same
race-proven material.WARNING!The Akrapovič
Slip-On EC typeapproval withoptional linkpipe
for the Honda CB1000R must be used in
combination	with	ECU	fuel	mapping	enrichment	
to avoid the risk of severe engine damage.For
Dynojet Power Commander users: PC III USB
mappings	are	available	for	the	HONDA	CB1000R	
at	www.powercommander.comM135-504	(with	
DB	killer)M135-505	(without	DB	killer)

Motorcycle Road Honda CB	1000	R 2008 2016 							735,10	€	
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P-HSH10R3 Heat	shield	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval

Akrapovič carbon fibre heat shield to replace
stock heat shield. Cannot be used in
combination with the optional link pipe L-
H10SO5L/1.

Motorcycle Road Honda CB	1000	R 2008 2016 							126,21	€	

S-H10SO20-
HAPLT

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

This beautifully crafted muffler is constructed
from race-proven materials using lightweight
titanium andfinished witha hand-made carbon-
fibre end cap and heatshield. This entry-level
introduction to exhaust tuning already provides
that unique Akrapovič sound. It reducesweight
by over 54% from the stock system, leading to
improved handling and manoeuvrability. It has
a simple plug-and-play installation, and is fully
EC-	and	ECE-compliant.

Motorcycle Road Honda CB	1000	R 2018 2020 							710,25	€	

S-H10SO21-
ASZT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

Constructed from lightweight high-grade
titanium, with a carbon-fibre endcap, this
exhaust is aimed directly atmarkets whereEC-
ECE type approval is not valid. It offers an
increase in power and torque with a weight
savings. Designed with a short conical muffler,
the Slip-On Line (Titanium) produces a unique
sharper	racing	sound.	THIS	PRODUCT	DOES	NOT	
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CB	1000	R 2018 2020 							620,18	€	

E-H10R7 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

This offers the option to upgrade the Slip-On
Line muffler to a full, complete system. It is
made from perfectly welded stainless-steel
tubes. It delivers improved soundwhen used in
conjunctionwiththeSlip-On Line, which gives it
a racing note that will certainly be heard and
appreciated. Power and torque are improved
through the entire rpm range. Whenmounting
the optional headers to the EC/ECE type-
approved Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust
system, the EC/ECE type approval is no longer
valid.	For perfect performance, throttle
response, and durability, special mapping
developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D in
collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by
Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit	https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/	, where you can download the
mapping.&#65279;THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CB	1000	R 2018 2020 							595,00	€	

S-H3SO7-APC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler outer sleeve andend cap. Race-proven
materials.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CB	300	R 2018 2020 							478,20	€	

S-H5SO2-HRC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler outer sleeve andend cap. Race-proven
materials.

Motorcycle Road Honda CB	400/500F 2013 2015 							517,42	€	

S-H5SO2-HRC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler outer sleeve andend cap. Race-proven
materials.

Motorcycle Road Honda CB	400/500X 2013 2016 							517,42	€	

S-H5SO4-HRC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On
EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler outer sleeve andend cap. Race-proven
materials.

Motorcycle Road Honda CB	400/500X 2019 2020 							527,77	€	
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S-H5SO3-HRSS Slip-On	Line	(SS)	F SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in
the&nbsp;exhaust system&nbsp;tuning
process, and they offer a great balance
between price and performance. Change the
nature of your bike by adding more power,
improved performance, and the unique
Akrapovič&nbsp;sound. Everything packed in
stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The
result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The end cap
is made of carbon fibre.&nbsp;Race-proven
materials.

Motorcycle Road Honda CB	500	F 2016 2018 							494,01	€	

S-H5SO4-HRC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On
EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler outer sleeve andend cap. Race-proven
materials.

Motorcycle Road Honda CB	500	F 2016 2020 							527,77	€	

S-H6SO12-HZC
Slip-On Line (Carbon) CB
600F	HORNET SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler outer sleeve andend cap. Race-proven
materials.

Motorcycle Road Honda CB	600F	HORNET 2007 2013 							620,45	€	

SM-H6SO7T
Slip-On Line (Titanium) CB
600F	HORNET SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems. The GP-
styledMegaphone Slip-On Line system is a high-
performance system for race-oriented riders.
Made from titanium, a race-proven
material.The exhaust system modification
results in a major boost in performance and
weight reduction.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CB	600F	HORNET 2007 2013 							310,34	€	

S-H6R12-HAFT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output.A combination of racing materials like
titanium forthemuffler outer sleeve give these
exhaust systems a racing touch.The exhaust
system iscompliantwith EURO3 regulations.	EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic
converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Road Honda CB	650	F 2014 2016 				1.050,00	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	R OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Honda CB	650	F 2014 2016 										86,47	€	

S-H6R11-AFT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output.A combination of racing materials like
titanium forthemuffler outer sleeve give these
exhaust systemsa racing touch. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CB	650	F 2014 2018 							894,04	€	
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S-H6R14-
HEGEHT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
titanium for the muffler outer sleeve and
carbon fibre end cap give these exhaust
systemsa racing touch.ECtype-approval isvalid
only	when	catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Road Honda CB	650	F 2014 2018 				1.150,00	€	

P-KAT-063/1 Catalytic	converter RC	-	Racing EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound
and&nbsp;performance&nbsp;upgrades you’re
used to with Akrapovič&nbsp;exhaust systems.
The catalytic converter is a honeycombmetal
structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its
surface. These metals convert the poisonous
carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbons
found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide	and	water	vapor.

Motorcycle Road Honda CB	650	F 2014 2018 							137,17	€	

P-KAT-063/1 Catalytic	converter RC	-	Racing EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound
and&nbsp;performance&nbsp;upgrades you’re
used to with Akrapovič&nbsp;exhaust systems.
The catalytic converter is a honeycombmetal
structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its
surface. These metals convert the poisonous
carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbons
found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide	and	water	vapor.

Motorcycle Road Honda CB	650	R 2019 2020 							137,17	€	

S-H6R14-
HEGEHT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
titanium for the muffler outer sleeve and
carbon fibre end cap give these exhaust
systemsa racing touch.ECtype-approval isvalid
only	when	catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Road Honda CB	650	R 2019 2020 				1.150,00	€	

S-H6R11-AFT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output.A combination of racing materials like
titanium forthemuffler outer sleeve give these
exhaust systemsa racing touch. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CB	650	R 2019 2020 							894,04	€	

S-H10SO5T-
HWC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler outer sleeve andend cap. Race-proven
materials.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	 2006 2007 							799,40	€	

S-H10SO6T-TC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
takingdesign very seriously is two different Slip-
On exhaust systems. Choose a model with
either a carbon fibre muffler outer sleeve or
titanium one. All Slip-Ons come with a carbon
fibre end cap and heat shields from the same
race-proven material. THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	 2008 2013 							799,40	€	
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S-H10R7-TT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output.A combination of racing materials like
titanium for the muffler outer sleeve and
carbon fiberfor theend capgive theseexhaust
systems a racing touch.Exhaust can also be
mounted	on	"SP"	models.Warning:	When	fitting	
exhaust system on 2014-2015 models, please
make sure appropriate distance between
header pipeand stock lower left side fairing is
obtained to avoid possible heat damage to
stock fairing! THIS PRODUCT DOES NOTMEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	 2012 2016 				1.405,33	€	

S-H10R7-TC Racing	Line	(Carbon) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and
for the end cap give these exhaust systems a
racing touch.Exhaust can also be mounted on
"SP" models.Warning: When fitting exhaust
system	on	2014-2015	models,	please	make	sure	
appropriate distance between header pipeand
stock lower left side fairing isobtained toavoid
possible heat damage to stock fairing! THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	 2012 2016 				1.405,33	€	

S-H10R7-TC/1 Racing	Line	(Carbon) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and
for the end cap give these exhaust systems a
racing touch. Alternative combination of
matching components to suit specific visual or
performance needs. Slip-on EC type approved
muffler combined with Racing headers.Exhaust
can also be mounted on "SP"models.Warning:
When fitting exhaust system on 2014-2015
models, please makesure appropriate distance
between header pipe and stock lower left side
fairing is obtained to avoid
possible&#5734;heat damage to stock fairing!
THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSIclamp,
must be ordered.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET	EMI

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	 2012 2016 				1.312,17	€	

S-H10SO6T-TC
Slip-On Line (Carbon)
USA&JP SO	-	Slip-On

Fits only on USA and Japan model 2014!Slip-
Ons represent the first step in the	exhaust
system	tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved	performance	,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
takingdesign very seriously is two different Slip-
On exhaust systems. Choose a model with
either a carbon fibre muffler outer sleeve or
titanium one. All Slip-Ons come with a carbon
fibre end cap and heat shields from the
same	race-proven	material.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	 2014 2014 							799,40	€	

V-TUV158 Noise	damper OP	-	Optional	part Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	 2014 2016 										42,00	€	

S-H10SO14T-
HTC

Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Akrapovic Slip-On exhaust system is
designed for riders who do not want to make
major modifications to their stock exhaust
system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers
great looks as well as increased performance
for the bike.Exhaust can also be mounted on
&#34;SP&#34; models.USA&amp;Japan:
Exhaust system can not be mounted on 2014-
2016 CBR 1000 RR US model. Please use S-
H10SO6T-TC.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	 2014 2016 							997,88	€	
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S-H10SO11-T Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

The Akrapovic Slip-On exhaust system is
designed for riders who do not want to make
major modifications to their stock exhaust
system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers
great looks as well as increased performance
for the bike.Exhaust can also be mounted on
"SP" models.USA&amp;Japan: Exhaust system
can	not	be	mounted	on	2014-2015	CBR	1000	RR	
US model. Please use S-H10SO6T-TT. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	 2014 2016 							613,84	€	

S-H10SO17-
HAPXLT/1 Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Styled	and	designed	directly	from	the	WorldSBK	
exhaust, this muffler is constructed from race-
proven	materials	using	lightweight	titanium	and	
finished with a hand-made carbon-fibre
heatshield. This entry-level introduction to
exhaust tuning already provides that unique
Akrapovič sound. The muffler valve housing is
made in Akrapovič’s in-house titanium foundry.
It has a simple plug-and-play installation, andis
fully EC- and ECE-compliant. Optional headers
are available for enhanced power. If used with
optional headers, remapping is required.	For
perfect performance, throttle response, and
durability, special mapping developed by
Akrapovič R&amp;D in collaboration with our
partner Rapid Bike by Dimsport is
recommended. Please
visit	https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/, where you can download the
mapping. The exhaust system also fits on SP
and SP2 model. If passenger footrests are
removed optional carbon fibre muffler bracket
is	needed	(as	shown	on	the	product	image).	

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	 2017 2019 				1.130,80	€	

P-MBH10SO1 Muffler	bracket	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part

The optional muffler bracket is designed to be
used with the EC/ECE type-approved Slip-On
Line exhaust system when the passenger foot-
pegsare removed. It ismade fromrace-derived
handmade carbon fibre. It is beautifully crafted
and a stunning addition to the bike’s and
exhaust’s	appearance.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	 2017 2019 							140,23	€	

E-H10E1
Optional Header
(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part

This offers the option to upgrade the Slip-On
Line muffler to a full, complete system. It is
made from perfectly welded lightweight
titanium tubes. It delivers improved sound
whenused in conjunctionwiththe Slip-On Line,
delivering a powerful racing sound that
complements the bike’s performance and
racing pedigree. Power and torque are
improved through the entire rpm range.When
mounting the optional headers to the EC/ECE
type-approved Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust
system, the EC/ECE type approval is no longer
valid. With optional headers,ECU remapping is
required.For perfect performance, throttle
response, and durability, special mapping
developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D in
collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by
Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit	https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/, where you can download the
mapping. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	 2017 2019 				1.455,60	€	

E-H10R6 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

This offers the option to upgrade the Slip-On
Line muffler to a full, complete system. It is
made from perfectly welded stainless-steel
tubes. It delivers improved soundwhen used in
conjunctionwiththeSlip-On Line, which gives it
a racing note that will certainly be heard and
appreciated. Power and torque are improved
through the entire rpm range. Whenmounting
the optional headers to the EC/ECE type-
approved Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust
system, the EC/ECE type approval is no longer
valid. With optional headers,ECU remapping is
required.For perfect performance, throttle
response, and durability, special mapping
developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D in
collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by
Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit	https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/, where you can download the
mapping.&#65279;THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	 2017 2019 							845,70	€	
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S-H10SO18-
CBT

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

Constructed from high-grade ultra-lightweight
titanium with a weight savings of 70% over the
stock muffler, the Grand Prix–inspired design
has a smaller sportier appearance and that
exhilarating Akrapovič sound to heighten the
senses. It is made from race-proven materials
and is a simple plug-and-play installation with
remapping needed, and is designed for track
useandmarketswhereEC/ECE-type approval is
not required. There are optional headers for
improved torque and power from the mid-
range upwards. If used with optional headers,
remapping	is	required.For	perfect	performance,	
throttle response, and durability, special
mapping developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D in
collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by
Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit	https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/,		where you can download the
mapping.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	 2017 2019 							625,80	€	

S-H10E1-APLT Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

This top-of-the-range full system is made from
lightweight titanium that is over 40% lighter
than stock, providing a weight savings of 3 kg,
all designed toaidperformance and handling. It
isa directderivative of the systemthe Red Bull
Honda World Superbike Team is racing with.
With a deep, sporty sound with improved
power and torque through the whole range,
this is simply the best option for the Honda
CBR1000RR.Race-testedmaterialsgive thebike
a true racing feel, with design, performance,
and sound straight from the track. ECU re-
mapping is required.The exhaust system also
fitsonSPand SP2model.	If passenger footrests
are removed optional carbon fibre muffler
bracket is needed (as shown on the product
image).	For perfect performance, throttle
response, and durability, special mapping
developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D in
collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by
Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit	https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/, where you can download the
mapping. THIS PRODUCT Dclamp, must be
ordered.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION	COMPLIANCE	RE

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	 2017 2019 				2.080,30	€	

S-H10R8-APLT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

This full system is complete with a lightweight
titanium muffler and stainless steel headers,
providing a weight savings of over 20%
alongside increased power and torque gains.
The stunning sporty Akrapovič sound is ideally
suited to thebike’sracing culture. It is styledon
the current Red Bull Honda World Superbike
Teamsystemas used in competitionworldwide
and has easy installation. ECU remapping is
required.Theexhaust systemalso fitson SPand
SP2 model.	If passenger footrests are removed
optional carbon fibremuffler bracket isneeded
(as shown on the product image).For perfect
performance, throttle response, anddurability,
special mapping developed by Akrapovič
R&amp;D in collaboration with our partner
Rapid Bike by Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit	https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/, where you can download the
mapping. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	 2017 2019 				1.590,20	€	

P-MBH10E1 Muffler	bracket	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part

The optional muffler bracket is designed to be
used with the Evolution Line and Racing Line
exhaust systems whenthe passenger foot-pegs
are removed. It is made from race-derived
handmade carbon fibre. It is beautifully crafted
and a stunning addition to the bike’s and
exhaust’s	appearance.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	 2017 2019 							140,23	€	

S-H10SO10T-
HTT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made	of	carbon	fibre.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	ABS 2009 2013 				1.064,48	€	
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S-H10SO6T-TC Slip-On Line (Carbon) CBR
1000	RR	ABS

SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
takingdesign very seriously is two different Slip-
On exhaust systems. Choose a model with
either a carbon fibre muffler outer sleeve or
titanium one. All Slip-Ons come with a carbon
fibre end cap and heat shields from the same
race-proven material. THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	ABS 2009 2013 							799,40	€	

S-H10R7-TT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output.A combination of racing materials like
titanium for the muffler outer sleeve and
carbon fiberfor theend capgive theseexhaust
systems a racing touch.Exhaust can also be
mounted	on	"SP"	models.Warning:	When	fitting	
exhaust system on 2014-2015 models, please
make sure appropriate distance between
header pipeand stock lower left side fairing is
obtained to avoid possible heat damage to
stock fairing! THIS PRODUCT DOES NOTMEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	ABS 2009 2016 				1.405,33	€	

S-H10R7-TC Racing	Line	(Carbon) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and
for the end cap give these exhaust systems a
racing touch.Exhaust can also be mounted on
"SP" models.Warning: When fitting exhaust
system	on	2014-2015	models,	please	make	sure	
appropriate distance between header pipeand
stock lower left side fairing isobtained toavoid
possible heat damage to stock fairing! THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	ABS 2009 2016 				1.405,33	€	

S-H10R7-TC/1 Racing	Line	(Carbon) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and
for the end cap give these exhaust systems a
racing touch. Alternative combination of
matching components to suit specific visual or
performance needs. Slip-on EC type approved
muffler combined with Racing headers.Exhaust
can also be mounted on "SP"models.Warning:
When fitting exhaust system on 2014-2015
models, please makesure appropriate distance
between header pipe and stock lower left side
fairing is obtained to avoid
possible&#5734;heat damage to stock fairing!
THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSIDOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	ST

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	ABS 2009 2016 				1.312,17	€	
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S-H10SO6T-TC
Slip-On Line (Carbon)
USA&JP SO	-	Slip-On

Fits only on USA and Japan model 2014!Slip-
Ons represent the first step in the	exhaust
system	tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved	performance	,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
takingdesign very seriously is two different Slip-
On exhaust systems. Choose a model with
either a carbon fibre muffler outer sleeve or
titanium one. All Slip-Ons come with a carbon
fibre end cap and heat shields from the
same	race-proven	material.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	ABS 2014 2014 							799,40	€	

V-TUV158 Noise	damper OP	-	Optional	part Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	ABS 2014 2016 										42,00	€	

S-H10SO11-T Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

The Akrapovic Slip-On exhaust system is
designed for riders who do not want to make
major modifications to their stock exhaust
system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers
great looks as well as increased performance
for the bike.Exhaust can also be mounted on
"SP" models.USA&amp;Japan: Exhaust system
can	not	be	mounted	on	2014-2015	CBR	1000	RR	
US model. Please use S-H10SO6T-TT. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	ABS 2014 2016 							613,84	€	

S-H10SO14T-
HTC

Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Akrapovic Slip-On exhaust system is
designed for riders who do not want to make
major modifications to their stock exhaust
system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers
great looks as well as increased performance
for the bike.Exhaust can also be mounted on
&#34;SP&#34; models.USA&amp;Japan:
Exhaust system can not be mounted on 2014-
2016 CBR 1000 RR US model. Please use S-
H10SO6T-TC.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	ABS 2014 2016 							997,88	€	

P-MBH10E1 Muffler	bracket	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part

The optional muffler bracket is designed to be
used with the Evolution Line and Racing Line
exhaust systems whenthe passenger foot-pegs
are removed. It is made from race-derived
handmade carbon fibre. It is beautifully crafted
and a stunning addition to the bike’s and
exhaust’s	appearance.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	ABS 2017 2019 							140,23	€	

S-H10R8-APLT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

This full system is complete with a lightweight
titanium muffler and stainless steel headers,
providing a weight savings of over 20%
alongside increased power and torque gains.
The stunning sporty Akrapovič sound is ideally
suited to thebike’sracing culture. It is styledon
the current Red Bull Honda World Superbike
Teamsystemas used in competitionworldwide
and has easy installation. ECU remapping is
required.Theexhaust systemalso fitson SPand
SP2 model.	If passenger footrests are removed
optional carbon fibremuffler bracket isneeded
(as shown on the product image).For perfect
performance, throttle response, anddurability,
special mapping developed by Akrapovič
R&amp;D in collaboration with our partner
Rapid Bike by Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit	https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/, where you can download the
mapping. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	ABS 2017 2019 				1.590,20	€	

S-H10E1-APLT Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

This top-of-the-range full system is made from
lightweight titanium that is over 40% lighter
than stock, providing a weight savings of 3 kg,
all designed toaidperformance and handling. It
isa directderivative of the systemthe Red Bull
Honda World Superbike Team is racing with.
With a deep, sporty sound with improved
power and torque through the whole range,
this is simply the best option for the Honda
CBR1000RR.Race-testedmaterialsgive thebike
a true racing feel, with design, performance,
and sound straight from the track. ECU re-
mapping is required.The exhaust system also
fitsonSPand SP2model.	If passenger footrests
are removed optional carbon fibre muffler
bracket is needed (as shown on the product
image).	For perfect performance, throttle
response, and durability, special mapping
developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D in
collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by
Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit	https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/, where you can download the
mapping. THIS PRODUCT Dclamp, must be
ordered.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION	COMPLIANCE	RE

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	ABS 2017 2019 				2.080,30	€	
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S-H10SO18-
CBT

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

Constructed from high-grade ultra-lightweight
titanium with a weight savings of 70% over the
stock muffler, the Grand Prix–inspired design
has a smaller sportier appearance and that
exhilarating Akrapovič sound to heighten the
senses. It is made from race-proven materials
and is a simple plug-and-play installation with
remapping needed, and is designed for track
useandmarketswhereEC/ECE-type approval is
not required. There are optional headers for
improved torque and power from the mid-
range upwards. If used with optional headers,
remapping	is	required.For	perfect	performance,	
throttle response, and durability, special
mapping developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D in
collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by
Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit	https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/,		where you can download the
mapping.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	ABS 2017 2019 							625,80	€	

E-H10R6 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

This offers the option to upgrade the Slip-On
Line muffler to a full, complete system. It is
made from perfectly welded stainless-steel
tubes. It delivers improved soundwhen used in
conjunctionwiththeSlip-On Line, which gives it
a racing note that will certainly be heard and
appreciated. Power and torque are improved
through the entire rpm range. Whenmounting
the optional headers to the EC/ECE type-
approved Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust
system, the EC/ECE type approval is no longer
valid. With optional headers,ECU remapping is
required.For perfect performance, throttle
response, and durability, special mapping
developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D in
collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by
Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit	https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/, where you can download the
mapping.&#65279;THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	ABS 2017 2019 							845,70	€	

E-H10E1
Optional Header
(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part

This offers the option to upgrade the Slip-On
Line muffler to a full, complete system. It is
made from perfectly welded lightweight
titanium tubes. It delivers improved sound
whenused in conjunctionwiththe Slip-On Line,
delivering a powerful racing sound that
complements the bike’s performance and
racing pedigree. Power and torque are
improved through the entire rpm range.When
mounting the optional headers to the EC/ECE
type-approved Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust
system, the EC/ECE type approval is no longer
valid. With optional headers,ECU remapping is
required.For perfect performance, throttle
response, and durability, special mapping
developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D in
collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by
Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit	https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/, where you can download the
mapping. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	ABS 2017 2019 				1.455,60	€	

P-MBH10SO1 Muffler	bracket	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part

The optional muffler bracket is designed to be
used with the EC/ECE type-approved Slip-On
Line exhaust system when the passenger foot-
pegsare removed. It ismade fromrace-derived
handmade carbon fibre. It is beautifully crafted
and a stunning addition to the bike’s and
exhaust’s	appearance.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	ABS 2017 2019 							140,23	€	

S-H10SO17-
HAPXLT/1 Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Styled	and	designed	directly	from	the	WorldSBK	
exhaust, this muffler is constructed from race-
proven	materials	using	lightweight	titanium	and	
finished with a hand-made carbon-fibre
heatshield. This entry-level introduction to
exhaust tuning already provides that unique
Akrapovič sound. The muffler valve housing is
made in Akrapovič’s in-house titanium foundry.
It has a simple plug-and-play installation, andis
fully EC- and ECE-compliant. Optional headers
are available for enhanced power. If used with
optional headers, remapping is required.	For
perfect performance, throttle response, and
durability, special mapping developed by
Akrapovič R&amp;D in collaboration with our
partner Rapid Bike by Dimsport is
recommended. Please
visit	https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/, where you can download the
mapping. The exhaust system also fits on SP
and SP2 model. If passenger footrests are
removed optional carbon fibre muffler bracket
is	needed	(as	shown	on	the	product	image).	

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	ABS 2017 2019 				1.130,80	€	
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S-H10SO17-
HAPXLT/1

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Styled	and	designed	directly	from	the	WorldSBK	
exhaust, this muffler is constructed from race-
proven	materials	using	lightweight	titanium	and	
finished with a hand-made carbon-fibre
heatshield. This entry-level introduction to
exhaust tuning already provides that unique
Akrapovič sound. The muffler valve housing is
made in Akrapovič’s in-house titanium foundry.
It has a simple plug-and-play installation, andis
fully EC- and ECE-compliant. Optional headers
are available for enhanced power. If used with
optional headers, remapping is required.	For
perfect performance, throttle response, and
durability, special mapping developed by
Akrapovič R&amp;D in collaboration with our
partner Rapid Bike by Dimsport is
recommended. Please
visit	https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/, where you can download the
mapping. If passenger footrests are not
installed carbon fibre muffler bracket is
mandatory	(as	shown	on	the	product	image).	

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	SP	/	SP2 2017 2019 				1.130,80	€	

P-MBH10SO1 Muffler	bracket	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part

The optional muffler bracket is designed to be
used with the EC/ECE type-approved Slip-On
Line exhaust system when the passenger foot-
pegsare removed. It ismade fromrace-derived
handmade carbon fibre. It is beautifully crafted
and a stunning addition to the bike’s and
exhaust’s	appearance.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	SP	/	SP2 2017 2019 							140,23	€	

S-H10R8-APLT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

This full system is complete with a lightweight
titanium muffler and stainless steel headers,
providing a weight savings of over 20%
alongside increased power and torque gains.
The stunning sporty Akrapovič sound is ideally
suited to thebike’sracing culture. It is styledon
the current Red Bull Honda World Superbike
Teamsystemas used in competitionworldwide
and has easy installation. ECU remapping is
required.If passenger footrests are not installed
carbon fibre muffler bracket is mandatory (as
shown on the product image).For perfect
performance, throttle response, anddurability,
special mapping developed by Akrapovič
R&amp;D in collaboration with our partner
Rapid Bike by Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit	https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/, where you can download the
mapping.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	SP	/	SP2 2017 2019 				1.590,20	€	

S-H10E1-APLT Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

This top-of-the-range full system is made from
lightweight titanium that is over 40% lighter
than stock, providing a weight savings of 3 kg,
all designed toaidperformance and handling. It
isa directderivative of the systemthe Red Bull
Honda World Superbike Team is racing with.
With a deep, sporty sound with improved
power and torque through the whole range,
this is simply the best option for the Honda
CBR1000RR.Race-testedmaterialsgive thebike
a true racing feel, with design, performance,
and sound straight from the track. ECU re-
mapping is required.If passenger footrests are
not installed carbon fibre muffler bracket is
mandatory (as shown on the product
image).For perfect performance, throttle
response, and durability, special mapping
developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D in
collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by
Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit	https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/	, where you can download the
mapping.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
SDOES	NOT	MEET	EMISSIO

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	SP	/	SP2 2017 2019 				2.080,30	€	

E-H10E1
Optional Header
(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part

This offers the option to upgrade the Slip-On
Line muffler to a full, complete system. It is
made from perfectly welded lightweight
titanium tubes. It delivers improved sound
whenused in conjunctionwiththe Slip-On Line,
delivering a powerful racing sound that
complements the bike’s performance and
racing pedigree. Power and torque are
improved through the entire rpm range.When
mounting the optional headers to the EC/ECE
type-approved Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust
system, the EC/ECE type approval is no longer
valid. With optional headers,ECU remapping is
required.For perfect performance, throttle
response, and durability, special mapping
developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D in
collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by
Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit	https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/, where you can download the
mapping. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	SP	/	SP2 2017 2019 				1.455,60	€	
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E-H10R6 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

This offers the option to upgrade the Slip-On
Line muffler to a full, complete system. It is
made from perfectly welded stainless-steel
tubes. It delivers improved soundwhen used in
conjunctionwiththeSlip-On Line, which gives it
a racing note that will certainly be heard and
appreciated. Power and torque are improved
through the entire rpm range. Whenmounting
the optional headers to the EC/ECE type-
approved Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust
system, the EC/ECE type approval is no longer
valid. With optional headers,ECU remapping is
required.For perfect performance, throttle
response, and durability, special mapping
developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D in
collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by
Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit	https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/, where you can download the
mapping.&#65279;THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	SP	/	SP2 2017 2019 							845,70	€	

S-H10SO18-
CBT

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

Constructed from high-grade ultra-lightweight
titanium with a weight savings of 70% over the
stock muffler, the Grand Prix–inspired design
has a smaller sportier appearance and that
exhilarating Akrapovič sound to heighten the
senses. It is made from race-proven materials
and is a simple plug-and-play installation with
remapping needed, and is designed for track
useandmarketswhereEC/ECE-type approval is
not required. There are optional headers for
improved torque and power from the mid-
range upwards. If used with optional headers,
remapping	is	required.For	perfect	performance,	
throttle response, and durability, special
mapping developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D in
collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by
Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit	https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/,		where you can download the
mapping.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	SP	/	SP2 2017 2019 							625,80	€	

P-MBH10E1 Muffler	bracket	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part

The optional muffler bracket is designed to be
used with the Evolution Line and Racing Line
exhaust systems whenthe passenger foot-pegs
are removed. It is made from race-derived
handmade carbon fibre. It is beautifully crafted
and a stunning addition to the bike’s and
exhaust’s	appearance.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	1000	RR	SP	/	SP2 2017 2019 							140,23	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	R OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Honda CBR	125	R 2011 2016 										86,47	€	

S-H125R10-ZC Racing	Line	(Carbon) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and
for the end cap give these exhaust systems a
racing touch. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOTMEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	125	R 2011 2016 							543,78	€	

S-H125R10-ZC Racing	Line	(Carbon) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and
for the end cap give these exhaust systems a
racing touch. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOTMEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	150	R 2011 2016 							543,78	€	
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P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	R OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Honda CBR	150	R 2011 2016 										86,47	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	R OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Honda CBR	250	R 2011 2016 										86,47	€	

H-H25R1/1 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound.Exhaust system can't be
mounted on Honda CBR 250 R 2014-2015
model sold in Japan. THIS PRODUCT DOESNOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	250	R 2011 2016 							159,43	€	

S-H25SO1-
HRSS

Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.Theᙦend cap is madeof
carbon fibre.Race-proven materials.Addingthe
catalytic converter makes the Slip-On exhaust
system EC Typeapproved.Exhaust systemcan't
be mounted on Honda CBR 250 R 2014-2015
model	sold	in	Japan.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	250	R 2011 2016 							425,07	€	

S-H2SO6-APC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On

	Slip-Ons represent thefirst step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler outer sleeve andend cap. Race-proven
materials.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	250	RR 2017 2020 							397,80	€	

E-H2R3 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	250	RR 2017 2020 							290,00	€	

S-H3SO3-RC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On

The Akrapovic Slip-On exhaust system is
designed for riders who do not want to make
major modifications to their stock exhaust
system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers
great looks as well as increased performance
for the bike.The system fits alsoon HondaCBR
250R 2014-2015 that is sold in Japan. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	300	R 2014 2016 							496,36	€	

S-H5SO2-HRC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler outer sleeve andend cap. Race-proven
materials.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	400/500	R 2013 2015 							517,42	€	

S-H5SO3-HRSS Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in
the&nbsp;exhaust system&nbsp;tuning
process, and they offer a great balance
between price and performance. Change the
nature of your bike by adding more power,
improved performance, and the unique
Akrapovič&nbsp;sound. Everything packed in
stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The
result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system.The end cap
is made of carbon fibre.&nbsp;Race-proven
materials.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	400/500	R 2016 2018 							494,01	€	
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S-H5SO4-HRC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On
EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler outer sleeve andend cap. Race-proven
materials.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	400/500	R 2016 2020 							527,77	€	

S-H6SO12-HZC
Slip-On Line (Carbon) CBR
600	F SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler outer sleeve andend cap. Race-proven
materials.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	600	F 2007 2013 							620,45	€	

SM-H6SO7T
Slip-On Line (Titanium)
CBR	600	F SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems. The GP-
styledMegaphone Slip-On Line system is a high-
performance system for race-oriented riders.
Made from titanium, a race-proven
material.The exhaust system modification
results in a major boost in performance and
weight reduction.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	600	F 2007 2013 							310,34	€	

S-H6SO11-
HACT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made	of	carbon	fibre.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	600	RR 2007 2008 							735,10	€	

S-H6SO13-
HACT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made	of	carbon	fibre.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	600	RR 2009 2012 							735,10	€	

S-H6SO16-
HACT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made	of	carbon	fibre.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	600	RR 2013 2018 							735,10	€	

E-H6R8 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	600	RR 2013 2018 							813,21	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	R OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Honda CBR	650	F 2014 2016 										86,47	€	
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S-H6R12-HAFT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output.A combination of racing materials like
titanium forthemuffler outer sleeve give these
exhaust systems a racing touch.The exhaust
system iscompliantwith EURO3 regulations.	EC
type-approval is valid only when optional
catalytic	converter	is	installed.	

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	650	F 2014 2016 				1.050,00	€	

S-H6R11-AFT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output.A combination of racing materials like
titanium forthemuffler outer sleeve give these
exhaust systemsa racing touch. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	650	F 2014 2018 							894,04	€	

S-H6R14-
HEGEHT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
titanium for the muffler outer sleeve and
carbon fibre end cap give these exhaust
systemsa racing touch.ECtype-approval isvalid
only	when	catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	650	F 2014 2018 				1.150,00	€	

P-KAT-063/1 Catalytic	converter RC	-	Racing EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound
and&nbsp;performance&nbsp;upgrades you’re
used to with Akrapovič&nbsp;exhaust systems.
The catalytic converter is a honeycombmetal
structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its
surface. These metals convert the poisonous
carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbons
found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide	and	water	vapor.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	650	F 2014 2018 							137,17	€	

P-KAT-063/1 Catalytic	converter RC	-	Racing EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound
and&nbsp;performance&nbsp;upgrades you’re
used to with Akrapovič&nbsp;exhaust systems.
The catalytic converter is a honeycombmetal
structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its
surface. These metals convert the poisonous
carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbons
found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide	and	water	vapor.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	650	R 2019 2020 							137,17	€	

S-H6R14-
HEGEHT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
titanium for the muffler outer sleeve and
carbon fibre end cap give these exhaust
systemsa racing touch.ECtype-approval isvalid
only	when	catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	650	R 2019 2020 				1.150,00	€	

S-H6R11-AFT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output.A combination of racing materials like
titanium forthemuffler outer sleeve give these
exhaust systemsa racing touch. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CBR	650	R 2019 2020 							894,04	€	
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S-H2MET7-
BNTA Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOTINTENDEDFOR STREETUSE.The flagshipof
the Akrapovič exhaust system range, used and
tested by our top factory teams in motorcycle
racing. It’s simply the finest exhaust system
available. Each model is unique and dedicated
to maximizing the engine’s performance,while
reducing overall weight for optimized overall
handling of themotorcycle. It is made entirely
of titanium. Our 2013 exhaust systems meet
new FIM 2013 noise limits, feature a more
durable welded bracket and titanium end cap.
Performance exhaust systems also feature a
new coating forthe silencerouter sleeve giving
better	scratch	resistance	and	easier	cleaning.

Motorcycle Off-Road Honda CRF	250	R	/	RX 2011 2013 							694,58	€	

S-H2MR8-QTA Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOT INTENDED FOR STREET USE.A complete
high-quality exhaust system made from
stainless steel tubes and a titanium muffler
outer sleeve with precision handcrafting and
attention to detail. Its unique design yields the
maximum output for each specific motorcycle
model while significantly reducing overall
weight fortop performance. It’s identical toour
top-range Evolution Line exhaust system. The
only difference is in the material used.Our
exhaust systems meet FIMnoise limits, feature
a more durable welded bracket and titanium
end cap. Performance exhaust systems also
feature a new coating for the silencer outer
sleeve giving better scratch resistance and
easier	cleaning.

Motorcycle Off-Road Honda CRF	250	R	/	RX 2014 2015 							800,02	€	

S-H2MET8-
QTA Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOTINTENDEDFOR STREETUSE.The flagshipof
the Akrapovič exhaust system range, used and
tested by our top factory teams in motorcycle
racing. It’s simply the finest exhaust system
available. Each model is unique and dedicated
to maximizing the engine’s performance,while
reducing overall weight for optimized overall
handling of themotorcycle. It is made entirely
of titanium. Our exhaust systems meet FIM
noise limits, feature a more durable welded
bracket and titanium end cap. Performance
exhaust systems also feature a new coatingfor
the silencer outer sleeve giving better scratch
resistance	and	easier	cleaning.

Motorcycle Off-Road Honda CRF	250	R	/	RX 2014 2015 				1.104,79	€	

S-H2SO5-QTA Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOT INTENDED FORSTREET USE.TheAkrapovič
Slip-On system is designed for recreational
riders and deliversan outstandingcombination
of performance, design, and durability plus the
well-known Akrapovič quality, ease of
installation, and genuine affordability.Our
exhaust systems meet FIMnoise limits, feature
a more durable welded bracket and titanium
end	cap.

Motorcycle Off-Road Honda CRF	250	R	/	RX 2016 2017 							690,00	€	

S-H2MR9-QTA Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOT INTENDED FOR STREET USE.A complete
high-quality exhaust system made from
stainless steel tubes and a titanium muffler
outer sleeve with precision handcrafting and
attention to detail. Its unique design yields the
maximum output for each specific motorcycle
model while significantly reducing overall
weight fortop performance. It’s identical toour
top-range Evolution Line exhaust system. The
only difference is in the material used.Our
exhaust systems meet FIMnoise limits, feature
a more durable welded bracket and titanium
end	cap.

Motorcycle Off-Road Honda CRF	250	R	/	RX 2016 2017 							990,00	€	

S-H2MET9-
QTA

Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOTINTENDEDFOR STREETUSE.The flagshipof
the Akrapovič exhaust system range, used and
tested by our top factory teams in motorcycle
racing. It’s simply the finest exhaust system
available. Each model is unique and dedicated
to maximizing the engine’s performance,while
reducing overall weight for optimized overall
handling of themotorcycle. It is made entirely
of titanium. Our exhaust systems meet FIM
noise limits, feature a more durable welded
bracket	and	titanium	end	cap.

Motorcycle Off-Road Honda CRF	250	R	/	RX 2016 2017 				1.290,00	€	

S-H2MET10-
CIQTA

Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOTINTENDEDFOR STREETUSE.The flagshipof
the Akrapovič exhaust system range, used and
tested by our top factory teams in motorcycle
racing. It’s simply the finest exhaust system
available. Each model is unique and dedicated
to maximizing the engine’s performance,while
reducing overall weight for optimized overall
handling of themotorcycle. It is made entirely
of titanium. Our exhaust systems meet FIM
noise limits, feature a more durable welded
bracket and titanium end cap.	The system
comes with spark arresters to comply with
North	American	off-road	regulations.

Motorcycle Off-Road Honda CRF	250	R	/	RX 2018 2019 				1.390,00	€	
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S-H2MET11-
CIQTA

Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOTINTENDEDFOR STREETUSE.The flagshipof
the Akrapovič exhaust system range, used and
tested by our top factory teams in motorcycle
racing. It’s simply the finest exhaust system
available. Each model is unique and dedicated
to maximizing the engine’s performance,while
reducing overall weight for optimized overall
handling of themotorcycle. It is made entirely
of titanium.Our exhaust systems meet FIM
noise limits, feature a more durable welded
bracket and titanium end cap. The system
comes with spark arresters to comply with
North	American	off-road	regulations.

Motorcycle Off-Road Honda CRF	250	R	/	RX 2020 2020 				1.390,00	€	

S-H4MET14-
QTA

Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOTINTENDEDFOR STREETUSE.The flagshipof
the Akrapovič exhaust system range, used and
tested by our top factory teams in motorcycle
racing. It’s simply the finest exhaust system
available. Each model is unique and dedicated
to maximizing the engine’s performance,while
reducing overall weight for optimized overall
handling of themotorcycle. It is made entirely
of titanium. Exhaust systems meet FIM noise
limits, feature a more durable welded bracket
and	titanium	end	cap.

Motorcycle Off-Road Honda CRF	450	R	/	RX 2015 2016 				1.290,00	€	

S-H4MR15-
QTA

Racing	Line	(Titanium)	 RC	-	Racing

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOT INTENDED FOR STREET USE.A complete
high-quality exhaust system made from
stainless steel tubes and a titanium muffler
outer sleeve with precision handcrafting and
attention to detail. Its unique design yields the
maximum output for each specific motorcycle
model while significantly reducing overall
weight fortop performance. It’s identical toour
top-range Evolution Line exhaust system. The
only difference is in the material used.Our
exhaust systems meet FIMnoise limits, feature
a more durable welded bracket and titanium
end	cap.

Motorcycle Off-Road Honda CRF	450	R	/	RX 2015 2016 							990,00	€	

S-H4SO8-
CIQTA

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOT INTENDED FOR STREET USE.Increased
performance, weight reduction, and
outstanding durability makes the Slip-On Line
an easy-to-install system that offers a perfect
balance between performance and
affordability. Made from stainless steel, this
system comes with a titanium muffler outer
sleeve and titanium end-cap, and features a
unique Akrapovič sound ideally suited to the
bike’s character. Designed to fit within the
limited space of the bike’s design. Meets FIM
noise limits. Relief imprint on the titanium end-
cap for added visual impact. Finished with a
durable	coating,	giving	better	scratch	resistance	
and	easier	cleaning.

Motorcycle Off-Road Honda CRF	450	R	/	RX 2017 2018 							760,00	€	

S-H4MR16-
CIQTA Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOT INTENDED FOR STREET USE.The Racing
Line is a complete system constructed from
stainless steel with a titanium muffler outer
sleeve. The headers are also made from high-
grade stainless steel, whilst our legendary
attention to detail is shown in the perfectly
finished imprinted titanium end-cap. Providing
improvedperformance, this full system offers a
complete exhaust upgrade with a reduction in
weight over stock. Finished with a scratch-
resistant	coating	for	increased	durability.	Meets	
FIM	noise	limits.

Motorcycle Off-Road Honda CRF	450	R	/	RX 2017 2020 							990,00	€	

S-H4MET15-
CIQTA

Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOT INTENDED FOR STREET USE.The flagship
exhaust system in the range, the Evolution Line
is used by race teams. Constructed from ultra-
lightweight titanium to significantly reduce
weight	and	assist	with	handling.	This	full	system	
features titanium headers, which give a
performance increase over theSlip-On Line and
a racing sound. Simple to install, the systemhas
a durable coating, easier cleaning, and
increased scratch resistance. Meets FIM noise
limits.

Motorcycle Off-Road Honda CRF	450	R	/	RX 2017 2020 				1.290,00	€	
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S-H10SO15-
HWT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

With a design inspired by Akrapovič-equipped
cross-country rally-winning motorcycles –
including rallies in Africa, the continent that
gavebirth toHonda’s iconic machine – theSlip-
On Line is every bit an exhaust that has been
developed under the harshest and most
gruellingof conditions. The double-flowmuffler
is a unique combination of a hexagonal shape
and a more classic rear endcap, finished witha
durable titanium muffler sleeve and robust
carbon-fibre clamp. This EC/ECE type-approved
exhaust provides a performance increase at
lowerandhigher revs. A deeper moreenriching
sound is achieved by using the best
characteristics of the Honda’s 270° twin-
cylinder engine and delivering a pulsatingbeat.
The plug-and-play exhaust is simple to install
without any need for remapping and comes
with full instructions.Exhaust system is
compatible with Honda side cases and central
stand.

Motorcycle Road Honda CRF1000L	Africa	Twin 2016 2017 							696,90	€	

S-H10SO16-
WT

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

This Slip-On Line exhaust is manufactured to
withstand the harshest of conditions and has
been developed from Akrapovič’s winning
involvement in cross-country rallies. Offered
alongside the EC/ECE type-approved systemfor
the Africa Twin, this superbly designed and
finishedexhaust has an evendeeper sound that
creates a stunning sound as the throttle opens
and the revs rise. Manufactured with a unique
combination of a hexagonal shape and a more
classic rear endcap, this double-flow muffler is
finished in durable titanium andsupplied witha
robust carbon-fibre clamp to cope with the
extreme conditions it is designed to face.
Delivering performance increases throughout
the entire rev range this exhaust makes the
most of the Honda’s thumping twin-cylinder
engine. An even greater power increase can
also be achieved with the addition of the
optional stainless-steel headers to take the
performance to higher levels.&#65279;Exhaust
system	is	compatible	with	Honda	side	cases	and	
central stand.THISPRODUCTDOES NOTMDOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HI

Motorcycle Road Honda CRF1000L	Africa	Twin 2016 2019 							595,90	€	

P-SA022SET Spark	Arrester	Set SO	-	Slip-On
To comply with North American off-road
regulations, a	set of	spark arresters is available
for	the	US	market.

Motorcycle Road Honda CRF1000L	Africa	Twin 2016 2019 										80,00	€	

E-H10R5/1 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Designed for riders that want to get themost
from their Akrapovič Slip-On Line–equipped
Africa Twins. Made from perfectly finished
stainless steel, these optional headers are an
easy-to-fit performance upgrade that will
provide power gains right through the rev
range, especially when fitted to the open
version, where the increases are very
impressive.Whencombinedwith eitherSlip-On
Line exhaust, the complete system delivers an
enhanced sound that makes the beating heart
of theAfrica Twin sound superb.THISPRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda CRF1000L	Africa	Twin 2016 2019 							566,50	€	

S-H10SO22-
HWT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

With a design inspired by Akrapovič-equipped
cross-country rally-winning motorcycles –
including rallies in Africa, the continent that
gavebirth toHonda’s iconic machine – theSlip-
On Line is every bit an exhaust that has been
developed under the harshest and most
gruellingof conditions. The double-flowmuffler
is a unique combination of a hexagonal shape
and a more classic rear endcap, finished witha
durable titanium muffler sleeve and robust
carbon-fibre clamp. This EC/ECE type-approved
exhaust provides a performance increase at
lowerandhigher revs. A deeper moreenriching
sound is achieved by using the best
characteristics of the Honda’s 270° twin-
cylinder engine and delivering a pulsatingbeat.
The plug-and-play exhaust is simple to install
without any need for remapping and comes
with full instructions.Exhaust system is
compatible with Honda side cases and central
stand.

Motorcycle Road Honda CRF1000L	Africa	Twin 2018 2019 							696,90	€	
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S-H10SO22-
HWT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

With a design inspired by Akrapovič-equipped
cross-country rally-winning motorcycles –
including rallies in Africa, the continent that
gavebirth toHonda’s iconic machine – theSlip-
On Line is every bit an exhaust that has been
developed under the harshest and most
gruellingof conditions. The double-flowmuffler
is a unique combination of a hexagonal shape
and a more classic rear endcap, finished witha
durable titanium muffler sleeve and robust
carbon-fibre clamp. This EC/ECE type-approved
exhaust provides a performance increase at
lowerandhigher revs. A deeper moreenriching
sound is achieved by using the best
characteristics of the Honda’s 270° twin-
cylinder engine and delivering a pulsatingbeat.
The plug-and-play exhaust is simple to install
without any need for remapping and comes
with full instructions.Exhaust system is
compatible with Honda side cases and central
stand.

Motorcycle Road Honda
CRF1000L Africa Twin
Adventure	Sports 2018 2019 							696,90	€	

E-H10R5/1 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Designed for riders that want to get themost
from their Akrapovič Slip-On Line–equipped
Africa Twins. Made from perfectly finished
stainless steel, these optional headers are an
easy-to-fit performance upgrade that will
provide power gains right through the rev
range, especially when fitted to the open
version, where the increases are very
impressive.Whencombinedwith eitherSlip-On
Line exhaust, the complete system delivers an
enhanced sound that makes the beating heart
of theAfrica Twin sound superb.THISPRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda
CRF1000L Africa Twin
Adventure	Sports 2018 2019 							566,50	€	

P-SA022SET Spark	Arrester	Set SO	-	Slip-On
To comply with North American off-road
regulations, a	set of	spark arresters is available
for	the	US	market.

Motorcycle Road Honda
CRF1000L Africa Twin
Adventure	Sports 2018 2019 										80,00	€	

S-H10SO16-
WT

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

This Slip-On Line exhaust is manufactured to
withstand the harshest of conditions and has
been developed from Akrapovič’s winning
involvement in cross-country rallies. Offered
alongside the EC/ECE type-approved systemfor
the Africa Twin, this superbly designed and
finishedexhaust has an evendeeper sound that
creates a stunning sound as the throttle opens
and the revs rise. Manufactured with a unique
combination of a hexagonal shape and a more
classic rear endcap, this double-flow muffler is
finished in durable titanium andsupplied witha
robust carbon-fibre clamp to cope with the
extreme conditions it is designed to face.
Delivering performance increases throughout
the entire rev range this exhaust makes the
most of the Honda’s thumping twin-cylinder
engine. An even greater power increase can
also be achieved with the addition of the
optional stainless-steel headers to take the
performance to higher levels.&#65279;Exhaust
system	is	compatible	with	Honda	side	cases	and	
central stand.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
Mclamp,must be ordered.THIS PRODUCTDOES
NOT	MEET	EMISSION	COMP

Motorcycle Road Honda CRF1000L Africa Twin
Adventure	Sports

2018 2019 							595,90	€	

P-KAT-038 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Road Honda Forza	125 2015 2016 										86,47	€	

S-H125R3-
HRSS Racing	Line	(SS) RC	-	Racing

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibrefor theend capgive theseexhaust
systems a racing touch.Adding the catalytic
converter makes the exhaust system EC Type
approved.

Motorcycle Scooter Honda Forza	125 2015 2016 							476,95	€	
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S-H125R5-
HRSS Racing	Line	(SS) RC	-	Racing

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibrefor theend capgive theseexhaust
systems a racing touch.Adding the catalytic
converter makes the exhaust system EC Type
approved.

Motorcycle Scooter Honda Forza	125 2017 2020 							494,74	€	

P-KAT-062/1 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.	The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Honda Forza	125 2017 2020 							133,05	€	

S-H3SO5-HRSS Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination of price and performance. With
theAkrapovič Slip-On system youwill getmore
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest carbon fibre end caps. Adding the
catalytic converter makes the Slip-On exhaust
systemEC Typeapproved.EC/ECE typeapproval
is	valid	only	for	Forza	300	model.

Motorcycle Scooter Honda Forza	250 2018 2020 							530,00	€	

S-H3SO5-HRSS Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination of price and performance. With
theAkrapovič Slip-On system youwill getmore
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest carbon fibre end caps. Adding the
catalytic converter makes the Slip-On exhaust
systemEC Typeapproved.EC/ECE typeapproval
is	valid	only	for	Forza	300	model.

Motorcycle Scooter Honda Forza	300 2018 2020 							530,00	€	

P-KAT-071 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Honda Forza	300 2018 2020 										86,47	€	

S-H7SO1-HT
Slip-On Line (Titanium)
Integra SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest carbon fibre end caps. Thenoise insert is
removable.The exhaust system is compliant
with	EURO3	regulations.	

Motorcycle Road Honda Integra 2012 2015 							579,18	€	

S-H7SO2-HRC
Slip-On Line (Carbon)
Integra SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On systemgives yourmotorcycle
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest carbon fibre end caps. Exhaust system is
compatible with Honda side cases and central
stand.

Motorcycle Road Honda Integra 2012 2020 							617,10	€	
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S-H7SO2-HRT
Slip-On Line (Titanium)
Integra SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On systemgives yourmotorcycle
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest carbon fibre end caps.Exhaust system is
compatible with Honda side cases and central
stand.

Motorcycle Road Honda Integra 2012 2020 							590,85	€	

E-H125R1 Optional	Header	(SS) RC	-	Racing

Optional available header from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda Monkey 2019 2020 							195,00	€	

P-HSH125R1 Heat	shield	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part

A hand-crafted carbon-fibre heat shield is
available as an option to replace the stock
version. Itwill addto theoverall appearanceof
the	exhaust	and	the	bike.

Motorcycle Road Honda Monkey 2019 2020 							135,00	€	

S-H125SO3-
FFSS Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

This beautifully shaped exhaust perfectly
matches the Monkey’s unique character. The
twin conical mufflers are	 constructed from
stainless steel, featuring muffler sleeves in
titanium, a race-proven material. The exhaust
system offers power gains through the entire
rpmrangeandreducedweight, andit deliversa
deep, rewarding sound. The sporty but classic
appearance canbe furtherenhanced byadding
the specially designed carbon-fibre heat shield.
An optional header in stainless steel isavailable
for an upgrade to a full system.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda Monkey 2019 2020 							520,20	€	

E-H125E1 Optional Header
(Titanium)

OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
titanium offeran upgrade toa full systemwhen
used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda MSX	125	/	Grom 2013 2015 							235,66	€	

S-H125SO1-
HAPC

Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is
designed for riders who do not want to make
major modifications to their stock exhaust
system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers
great looks as well as increased performance
for	the	bike.

Motorcycle Road Honda MSX	125	/	Grom 2013 2015 							417,85	€	

S-H125R6-
ASZT/1

Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

The Akrapovič Racing system is designed for
riders who demand maximum performance.
Racing system is lighter if compared to stock
exhaust system and features exceptional
production quality, hi-tech materials and of
course increased engine performance
combined with pure racing sound output.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Honda MSX	125	/	Grom 2016 2020 							645,00	€	

S-H7SO1-HT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On systemgives yourmotorcycle
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest carbon fibre end caps. Thenoise insert is
removable. The exhaust system is compliant
with	EURO3	regulations.	

Motorcycle Road Honda NC	700/750S 2012 2015 							579,18	€	

S-H7SO2-HRT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium)	S SO	-	Slip-On
EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On systemgives yourmotorcycle
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest carbon fibre end caps.Exhaust system is
compatible with Honda side cases and central
stand.

Motorcycle Road Honda NC	700/750S 2012 2020 							590,85	€	
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S-H7SO2-HRC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon)	S SO	-	Slip-On
EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On systemgives yourmotorcycle
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest carbon fibre end caps. Exhaust system is
compatible with Honda side cases and central
stand.

Motorcycle Road Honda NC	700/750S 2012 2020 							617,10	€	

S-H7SO1-HT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On systemgives yourmotorcycle
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest carbon fibre end caps. Thenoise insert is
removable. The exhaust system is compliant
with	EURO3	regulations.	

Motorcycle Road Honda NC	700/750X 2012 2015 							579,18	€	

S-H7SO2-HRT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On
EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On systemgives yourmotorcycle
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest carbon fibre end caps.Exhaust system is
compatible with Honda side cases and central
stand.

Motorcycle Road Honda NC	700/750X 2012 2020 							590,85	€	

S-H7SO2-HRC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On
EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On systemgives yourmotorcycle
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest carbon fibre end caps. Exhaust system is
compatible with Honda side cases and central
stand.

Motorcycle Road Honda NC	700/750X 2012 2020 							617,10	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Honda PCX	125/150 2014 2016 										86,47	€	

S-H125R4-
HRSS Racing	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibrefor theend capgive theseexhaust
systems a racing touch.Adding the catalytic
converter makes the exhaust system EC Type
approved.

Motorcycle Scooter Honda PCX	125/150 2014 2016 							490,00	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Honda PS	125i/150i 2006 2012 										86,47	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Honda SH	125i 2006 2016 										86,47	€	
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S-H125R2-
HRSS Racing	Line	(SS) RC	-	Racing

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibrefor theend capgive theseexhaust
systems a racing touch.Adding the catalytic
converter makes the exhaust system EC Type
approved.

Motorcycle Scooter Honda SH	125i 2013 2016 							490,00	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Honda SH	150i 2005 2016 										86,47	€	

S-H125R2-
HRSS Racing	Line	(SS) RC	-	Racing

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibrefor theend capgive theseexhaust
systems a racing touch.Adding the catalytic
converter makes the exhaust system EC Type
approved.

Motorcycle Scooter Honda SH	150i 2013 2016 							490,00	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Honda SH	300i 2007 2015 										86,47	€	

S-H3SO4-HRSS Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On
EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination of price and performance. With
theAkrapovič Slip-On system youwill getmore
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest carbon fibre end caps. Adding the
catalytic converter makes the Slip-On exhaust
system	EC	Type	approved.

Motorcycle Scooter Honda SH	300i 2016 2020 							475,00	€	

P-KAT-053 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Honda SH	300i 2016 2020 										86,47	€	

S-H12SO1-HRT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made	of	carbon	fibre.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Honda VFR	1200F 2010 2015 							882,92	€	

S-H12SO3-HRT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made	of	carbon	fibre.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Honda VFR	1200X	Crosstourer 2012 2015 							706,62	€	
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S-H12SO4-
HZAAT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made of carbon fibre. Race-proven
materials.Exhaust system is compatible with
Honda	side	cases	and	central	stand.

Motorcycle Road Honda VFR	1200X	Crosstourer 2016 2020 							760,00	€	

S-H8SO3-HRT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On
EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is
designed for riders who do not want to make
major modifications to their stock exhaust
system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers
great looks as well as increased performance
for the bike.Akrapovic exhaust is also
compatible	with	Honda	aftermarket	side	cases.	

Motorcycle Road Honda VFR	800F 2014 2016 							617,92	€	

S-H8SO4-HRT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On
EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system. The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made of carbon fibre. Race-proven
materials.Exhaust system is compatible with
Honda	side	cases	and	central	stand.

Motorcycle Road Honda VFR	800F 2017 2020 							620,80	€	

S-H8SO2-HRT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made	of	carbon	fibre.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Honda VFR	800X	Crossrunner 2011 2014 							692,76	€	

S-H8SO3-HRT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is
designed for riders who do not want to make
major modifications to their stock exhaust
system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers
great looks as well as increased performance
for	the	bike.

Motorcycle Road Honda VFR	800X	Crossrunner 2015 2016 							617,92	€	

S-H8SO4-HRT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On
EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system. The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made of carbon fibre. Race-proven
materials.Exhaust system is compatible with
Honda	side	cases	and	central	stand.

Motorcycle Road Honda VFR	800X	Crossrunner 2017 2020 							620,80	€	

S-H7SO3-HRT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On
EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

This beautifully designed Slip-On Line exhaust
with its titanium outer sleeve, perfectly
finished with a carbon-fibre endcap and
heatshield, adds a stylish touch to this new
form of crossover machine and enhances the
bike’sstriking looks.	The sound is enrichedwith
a deeper Akrapovič tone to match the sporty
good looks. Torque and power outputs are
improvedthroughout theentirerpmrange. It is
lighterthan thestandard exhaust and needsno
remapping.This exhaust is EC- and ECE-
compliant, andis fully compatible withHonda's
side	cases.

Motorcycle Scooter Honda X-ADV 2017 2020 							645,00	€	

E-H7R1 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Scooter Honda X-ADV 2017 2020 							280,00	€	

S-K14SO5-
HZAAT

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is
designed for riders who do not want to make
major modifications to their stock exhaust
system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers
great looks as well as increased performance
for	the	bike.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki 1400	GTR 2008 2017 							830,24	€	

S-K14SO5-
HZAAT

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is
designed for riders who do not want to make
major modifications to their stock exhaust
system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers
great looks as well as increased performance
for	the	bike.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki CONCOURS	14 2008 2017 							830,24	€	
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P-KAT-009 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki ER-6	N/F 2006 2008 							110,39	€	

SS-K6SO4-HTT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve is made of titaniumWARNING!EC Type
approval is valid only for model years until
2006.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki ER-6	N/F 2006 2008 							429,53	€	

S-K6R7-HT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing EC	Type	Approval

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
titanium for the muffler outer sleeve and
carbon fibrefor theend capgive theseexhaust
systemsa racing touch.ECtype-approval isvalid
only	catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki ER-6	N/F 2012 2016 							753,38	€	

P-KAT-036 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki ER-6	N/F 2012 2016 							152,58	€	

P-HSK2M1 Heat	shield	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval Akrapovič carbon fibre heat shield to replace
stock	heat	shield.

Motorcycle Off-Road Kawasaki KX	250	F 2006 2007 										58,44	€	

S-K2MET8-
BNTA

Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOTINTENDEDFOR STREETUSE.The flagshipof
the Akrapovič exhaust system range, used and
tested by our top factory teams in motorcycle
racing. It’s simply the finest exhaust system
available. Each model is unique and dedicated
to maximizing the engine’s performance,while
reducing overall weight for optimized overall
handling of themotorcycle. It is made entirely
of titanium. Our exhaust systems meet FIM
noise limits, feature a more durable welded
bracket	and	titanium	end	cap.

Motorcycle Off-Road Kawasaki KX	250	F 2009 2016 				1.031,94	€	

S-K2MET9-
BNTA

Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOTINTENDEDFOR STREETUSE.The flagshipof
the Akrapovič exhaust system range, used and
tested by our top factory teams in motorcycle
racing. It’s simply the finest exhaust system
available. Each model is unique and dedicated
to maximizing the engine’s performance,while
reducing overall weight for optimized overall
handling of themotorcycle. It is made entirely
of titanium.	Our exhaust systems meet FIM
noise limits, feature a more durable welded
bracket	and	titanium	end	cap.

Motorcycle Off-Road Kawasaki KX	250	F 2017 2019 				1.031,94	€	

S-K2SO9-BNTA Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOT INTENDED FOR STREET
USE.The	Akrapovič	Slip-On system is designed
for recreational riders and delivers an
outstanding combination of performance,
design, and	durability	plus the well-known
Akrapovič quality, ease of installation, and
genuine	affordability.Our	exhaust	systems	meet	
FIM	noise	limits,	feature	a	more	durable	welded	
bracket	and	titanium	end	cap.

Motorcycle Off-Road Kawasaki KX	250	F 2017 2019 							541,48	€	

S-K2MR9-
BNTA

Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOT INTENDED FOR STREET USE.A complete
high-quality	exhaust system	made from
stainless steel tubes and atitanium	muffler
outer sleeve with precision handcrafting and
attention to detail. Its unique design yields the
maximum output for each specific motorcycle
model while significantly	reducing overall
weight	fortop performance. It’s identical toour
top-range Evolution Line exhaust system. The
only difference is in the material used. Our
exhaust systems meet FIMnoise limits, feature
a more durable welded bracket and titanium
end	cap.

Motorcycle Off-Road Kawasaki KX	250	F 2017 2019 							833,82	€	
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S-K4MR7-
BNTA

Racing	Line	(Titanium)	 RC	-	Racing

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOT INTENDED FOR STREET USE.A complete
high-quality exhaust system made from
stainless steel tubes and a titanium muffler
outer sleeve with precision handcrafting and
attention to detail. Its unique design yields the
maximum output for each specific motorcycle
model while significantly reducing overall
weight fortop performance. It’s identical toour
top-range Evolution Line exhaust system. The
only difference is in the material used.Our
exhaust systems meet FIMnoise limits, feature
a more durable welded bracket and titanium
end	cap.

Motorcycle Off-Road Kawasaki KX	450	F 2016 2018 							822,82	€	

S-K4MET7-
BNTA

Evolution	Line	(Titanium)	 EV	-	Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOTINTENDEDFOR STREETUSE.The flagshipof
the Akrapovič exhaust system range, used and
tested by our top factory teams in motorcycle
racing. It’s simply the finest exhaust system
available. Each model is unique and dedicated
to maximizing the engine’s performance,while
reducing overall weight for optimized overall
handling of themotorcycle. It is made entirely
of titanium. Our exhaust systems meet FIM
noise limits, feature a more durable welded
bracket	and	titanium	end	cap.

Motorcycle Off-Road Kawasaki KX	450	F 2016 2018 				1.031,94	€	

S-K4MET8-
BNTA

Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOTINTENDEDFOR STREETUSE.The flagshipof
the Akrapovič exhaust system range, used and
tested by our top factory teams in motorcycle
racing. It’s simply the finest exhaust system
available. Each model is unique and dedicated
to maximizing the engine’s performance,while
reducing overall weight for optimized overall
handling of themotorcycle. It is made entirely
of titanium. Our exhaust systems meet FIM
noise limits, feature a more durable welded
bracket	and	titanium	end	cap.

Motorcycle Off-Road Kawasaki KX	450	F 2019 2020 				1.035,00	€	

S-K2SO8-CUBT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is
designed for riders who do not want to make
major modifications to their stock exhaust
system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers
great looks as well as increased performance
for the bike.Fitment notice: The system does
not fit onZ 125/ PROmodel (mininaked).THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	125	/	Z125	(11kW) 2019 2020 							320,00	€	

S-K4SO6-APC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler outer sleeve andend cap. Race-proven
materials.In	combination	with	optional	headers,	
we recommend to use the noise insert that
comes with the slip-on system in order to
achieve the best possible performance.		THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	250 2018 2019 							425,25	€	

E-K4R1 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	250 2018 2019 							290,20	€	

S-K4SO5-HRT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The end cap is madeof
carbon	fibre.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	250 2018 2019 							499,80	€	

S-K3SO1-ZC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler outer sleeve andend cap. Race-proven
materials.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	250R 2013 2016 							450,00	€	
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S-K2SO8-CUBT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is
designed for riders who do not want to make
major modifications to their stock exhaust
system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers
great looks as well as increased performance
for the bike.Fitment notice: The system does
not fit onZ 125/ PROmodel (mininaked).THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	250SL 2015 2017 							320,00	€	

S-K3SO1-ZC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler outer sleeve andend cap. Race-proven
materials.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	300 2013 2016 							450,00	€	

S-K4SO5-HRT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The end cap is madeof
carbon	fibre.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	400 2018 2020 							499,80	€	

E-K4R1 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	400 2018 2020 							290,20	€	

S-K4SO6-APC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler outer sleeve andend cap. Race-proven
materials.In	combination	with	optional	headers,	
we recommend to use the noise insert that
comes with the slip-on system in order to
achieve the best possible performance.		THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	400 2018 2020 							425,25	€	

P-KAT-009 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	650 2006 2008 							110,39	€	

SS-K6SO4-HTT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve is made of titaniumWARNING!EC Type
approval is valid only for model years until
2006.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	650 2006 2008 							429,53	€	

S-K6R7-HT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing EC	Type	Approval

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
titanium for the muffler outer sleeve and
carbon fibrefor theend capgive theseexhaust
systemsa racing touch.ECtype-approval isvalid
only	catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	650 2012 2016 							753,38	€	
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P-KAT-036 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	650 2012 2016 							152,58	€	

S-K6R9-AFCRT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

Designed for track-day use, the&nbsp;Racing
Line&nbsp;represents a full step in exhaust
tuning. Power and torque are improved across
the range for
increased&nbsp;performance&nbsp;levels. It is
made from
lightweight&nbsp;titanium&nbsp;for the
muffler outer sleeve with&nbsp;stainless-
steel&nbsp;headers toprovide a weight savings
over the stock system andimprove handling. It
delivers a deeper and&nbsp;sportier
sound&nbsp;for enhanced enjoyment. The
simple&nbsp;plug-and-play&nbsp;installation	
requires no remapping.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	650 2017 2019 							797,95	€	

S-K6R8-HEGEH Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing
EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

This is a full system consisting of a high-grade
lightweight titanium muffler andstainless-steel
headers, and finished with a beautifully
handmade carbon-fibre endcap. It offers
increased performance across the rev-range
and a weight decrease over the stock system,
which will aid handling, and isalso EC/ECE type
approved. It has a deeper, sportier sound that
adds to desirability. With easy-to-follow
installation instructions, the Racing Line is a
simple plug-and-play system that needs no
remapping.EC type-approval is valid only when
catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	650 2017 2019 							950,00	€	

P-KAT-061 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound
and	performance	upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič	exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	650 2017 2019 							141,29	€	

S-K6R12-
HEGEHT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

This is a full system consisting of a high-grade
lightweight titanium muffler andstainless-steel
headers, and finished with a beautifully
handmade carbon-fibre endcap. It offers
increased performance across the rev-range
and a weight decrease over the stock system,
which will aid handling, and isalso EC/ECE type
approved. It has a deeper, sportier sound that
adds to desirability. With easy-to-follow
installation instructions, the Racing Line is a
simple plug-and-play system that needs no
remapping.EC type-approval is valid only when
catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	650 2020 2020 							990,00	€	

S-K6R13-
AFCRT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

Designed for track-day use, the Racing Line
represents a full step in exhaust tuning. Power
and torque are improved across the range for
increased performance levels. It is made from
lightweight titanium for the muffler outer
sleeve withstainless-steel headersto provide a
weight savings over the stock system and
improve handling. It delivers a deeper and
sportier sound for enhanced enjoyment. The
simple plug-and-play installation requires no
remapping.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	650 2020 2020 							797,95	€	

P-KAT-076 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

	Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound
and	performance	upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič	exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	650 2020 2020 							180,00	€	
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S-K10E3-HX2C Evolution	Line	(Carbon) EV	-	Evolution

Manufactured from lightweight carbon fibre
and	titanium,	the	Evolution	Line	exhaust	system	
fortheKawasaki NinjaH2 takes performance to
a whole new level. Designed for track use, the
Evolution Line reduces weight from the stock
system by over 63%, which aids handling and
manoeuvrability.	Performance	is	improved	right	
through the rev range, with power and torque
increases designed to get the most from the
Ninja H2’s supercharged engine. The
(r)evolutionary	muffler	design	fits	perfectly	with	
the bike’s sleek lines, and the loud, sporty
racing sound shows that this is an exhaust
system that means business.	For perfect
performance, throttle response and durability
special developed mapping from Dynojet is
recommended. Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercom
mander. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	H2 2015 2016 				3.190,00	€	

S-K10SO15-
HHX2C

Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Developed from the (r)evolutionary Akrapovič
concept system first seen atthe 2014 Intermot
show, the all-new Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system	is	constructed	from	light-weight	carbon-
fiberandtitanium to give this innovativedesign
a noticeable weight saving. This stunning
exhaust has been perfectly matched to the
contours of the high-performance Kawasaki
Ninja H2 and the machine can be further
enhanced with the addition of the Akrapovič
exhaust. Making the most of the Ninja H2’s
power, this unique system will deliver optimal
performance from the bike and add even
greater appeal through its innovative design.
The Slip-On exhaust system is supplied with a
light-weight carbon-fiber bracket and an easy-
to-follow mounting manual. This plug-and-play
system needs no remapping or other parts to
make the Kawasaki Ninja H2 an even greater
machine.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	H2 2015 2016 				1.300,00	€	

S-K10SO15-
HX2C

Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On

Developed from
the&nbsp;(r)evolutionary&nbsp;Akrapovič	
concept system first seen atthe 2014 Intermot
show, the all-new Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system	is	constructed	from	light-weight	carbon-
fiberandtitanium to give this innovativedesign
a noticeable weight saving.
This&nbsp;stunning&nbsp;exhaust has been
perfectly matched to the contours of thehigh-
performance Kawasaki Ninja H2 and the
machine can be further enhanced with the
addition of the Akrapovič exhaust. Making the
most of the Ninja H2’s power, this unique
system will deliver&nbsp;optimal
performance&nbsp;fromthebikeand addeven
greater appeal through its innovative design.
The Slip-On exhaust system is supplied with a
light-weight carbon-fiber bracket and an easy-
to-follow mounting manual. This plug-and-play
system needs no remapping or other parts to
make the Kawasaki Ninja H2 an even greater
machine.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	H2 2015 2020 				1.250,00	€	

S-K10E3-HX2C Evolution	Line	(Carbon) EV	-	Evolution

Manufactured from lightweight carbon fibre
and	titanium,	the	Evolution	Line	exhaust	system	
fortheKawasaki NinjaH2 takes performance to
a whole new level. Designed for track use, the
Evolution Line reduces weight from the stock
system by over 63%, which aids handling and
manoeuvrability.	Performance	is	improved	right	
through the rev range, with power and torque
increases designed to get the most from the
Ninja H2’s supercharged engine. The
(r)evolutionary	muffler	design	fits	perfectly	with	
the bike’s sleek lines, and the loud, sporty
racing sound shows that this is an exhaust
system that means business.	Shock absorber
bracket is mandatory for mounting the
Evolution Line Carbon) - S-K10E3-HX2C on
Kawasaki Ninja H2R (2017 model year on).For
perfect performance, throttle response and
durability special developed mapping from
Dynojet is recommended. Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercom
mander.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	H2 2017 2020 				3.190,00	€	

P-X188 Shock	absorber	bracket EV	-	Evolution

Shock absorber bracket is mandatory for
mounting theEvolution LineCarbon) - S-K10E3-
HX2C on 2017 model year Kawasaki Ninja H2
and	H2R.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	H2 2017 2020 										44,17	€	
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S-K10SO21-
HRAABL

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Presented at EICMA 2017 when the bike was
first launched, this exhaust has been uniquely
designed to match the Kawasaki Ninja H2 SX’s
lines. With relief imprints on the handmade
carbon-fibre end cap and heatshield, the Slip-
On	Line	follows	the	bike’s	shape	seamlessly.	It	is	
constructed from high-grade stainless steel
witha lightweight titanium outer sleeve forthe
muffler, which is then coated in black for a
more sporty and eye-catching look. Weight
savings are in excessof 33% over stock system.
The sound of the exhaust has been perfectly
tuned togive a deeperandfull motorcycle tone
fromthesupercharged engine. Power increases
at thetop of the rev range. It is easy to fit, and
EC- and ECE-compliant with no need for
remapping. It is compatiblewith theKawasaki’s
side	cases.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	H2	SX 2018 2020 							955,80	€	

S-K10E3-HX2C Evolution	Line	(Carbon) EV	-	Evolution

Designed to reduce noise levels to make the
Kawasaki Ninja H2R compliant with stringent
decibel limits at some racetracks, the carbon
Evolution Line exhaust system has been
developed by Akrapovič with the latest sound
technologies to decrease the levelfrom 118db
to 98 db. This has been achieved without
compromising performance, with mid-range
power increasing over stock levels to further
enhance the performance of the supercharged
engine. Constructed from carbon fibre and
titanium and incorporating the (r)evolutionary
muffler design first used on the Slip-On Line
exhaust for the Ninja H2, the Evolution Line
design fits perfectly with the bike’s futuristic
image. With the reduction in noise levels, the
Akrapovič engineers have worked hard to coax
a sound from the engine that is perfectly
matched to the machine and offers even
greater appeal for all to enjoy.	&#65279; For
perfect performance, throttle response and
durability special developed mapping from
Dynojet is recommended. Please visit
http://www.powercDOES NOTMEETEMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.provide ideal aural desirability.
With	si

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	H2R 2015 2016 				3.190,00	€	

P-X188 Shock	absorber	bracket EV	-	Evolution

Shock absorber bracket is mandatory for
mounting theEvolution LineCarbon) - S-K10E3-
HX2C on 2017 model year Kawasaki Ninja H2
and	H2R.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	H2R 2017 2020 										44,17	€	

S-K10E3-HX2C Evolution	Line	(Carbon) EV	-	Evolution

Designed to reduce noise levels to make the
Kawasaki Ninja H2R compliant with stringent
decibel limits at some racetracks, the carbon
Evolution Line exhaust system has been
developed by Akrapovič with the latest sound
technologies to decrease the levelfrom 118db
to 98 db. This has been achieved without
compromising performance, with mid-range
power increasing over stock levels to further
enhance the performance of the supercharged
engine. Constructed from carbon fibre and
titanium and incorporating the (r)evolutionary
muffler design first used on the Slip-On Line
exhaust for the Ninja H2, the Evolution Line
design fits perfectly with the bike’s futuristic
image. With the reduction in noise levels, the
Akrapovič engineers have worked hard to coax
a sound from the engine that is perfectly
matched to the machine and offers even
greater appeal for all to enjoy.	Shock absorber
bracket is mandatory for mounting the
Evolution Line Carbon) - S-K10E3-HX2C on
Kawasaki Ninja H2R (2017 model year on).For
perfect perforDOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.provide ideal aural desirability.
With simple plug-and-play installation and
EC/ECE–compliant,	this	is	a	system	that	takes	

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	H2R 2017 2020 				3.190,00	€	

S-K10SO2-HZC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with plenty of carbon
fibre	parts.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-10R 2004 2005 							643,36	€	

L-K10SO4/1 Optional	Link	Pipe	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional link pipe can be combined with our
Slip-On system. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-10R 2008 2010 							186,72	€	
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S-K10E1-ZT/1 Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

Alternative combination of matching
components to suit specific visual or
performance needs. Evolution headers with EC
type approved muffler.Akrapovič titanium
Evolution systems are designed for riders that
demand maximum performance from their
motorcycle.	The	systems	are	significantly	lighter	
compared to the stock exhaust system and
feature exceptional production quality, hi-tech
materials, and of course increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. Perfect welds and a combination of
racing materials like titanium and carbon fibre.
THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-10R 2010 2010 				1.686,48	€	

P-
MBK10R3/A1

Muffler	bracket	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval If passenger footrest are removed this optional
carbon	fibre	muffler	bracket	is	needed.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-10R 2011 2015 							140,28	€	

L-K10SO5/1
Optional Link Pipe
(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional titanium link pipe can be combined
with our Slip-On system.For perfect
performance, throttle response and durability
special developed mapping from Dynojet is
recommended. Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercom
manderTHIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-10R 2011 2015 							190,34	€	

S-K10SO7T-
HASZ Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system witha titaniummuffler
outer sleeve and plenty of carbon fibre parts.
Race-proven materials.The exhaust system
modification results in a major boost in
performance and weight reduction.When Slip-
On System is combined withoptional linkpipe,
optional	heat	shield	can	not	be	mounted.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-10R 2011 2015 							695,02	€	

S-K10SO13-ZT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system with link
pipe is developed for the race track.It will
replace stock muffler, stock valve and stock
catalytic converter link pipe.The Slip-On
exhaust delivers increased performance and
reduces the weight substantial. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-10R 2011 2015 							668,28	€	

S-K10E9-ZC Evolution	Line	(Carbon) EV	-	Evolution

This is a full system constructed from a high-
grade and race-proven lightweight titanium
alloy that provides an impressive increase in
power across the entire rev range while also
improving torque delivery. The weight is
decreased by over 5 kg. The system is finished
with a hand-crafted carbon-fibre hexagonal
muffler with a carbon-fibre endcap – inspired
by Tom Sykes’s and Jonathan Rea's World
Superbike–winning machine. A power increase
in excess of 16 HP (12.1 kW) and a unique
deeper, sporty sound enhance the system’s
sporty heritage. An optional carbon-fibre
muffler bracket is available to further
complement the entire system. The bike’s ECU
must be remapped when the Evolution Line
system is installed.For perfect performance,
throttle response, and durability, special
mapping developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D in
collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by
Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit	https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/, where you can download the
mapping.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSIDOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE	REQUIREMENTS	FOR	ST

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-10R 2016 2020 				2.090,00	€	
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L-K10SO7T Optional Link Pipe
(Titanium)

OP	-	Optional	part

Made from lightweight titanium, the optional
link-pipe is designed to be used with both the
Slip-On Line (Carbon) and Slip-On Line
(Titanium) exhausts. It delivers an increase in
power and torque, and creates an improved
linear curve across the entire rev range,
coupledwithweight savings.When installedon
the Slip-On Line (Carbon), the sound becomes
louder toboost to the senses, and whenadded
to theSlip-On Line (Titanium) the unique sound
is further increased, displaying the exhaust’s
true racing spirit. When fitting the link pipe to
the Slip-On Line exhaust, the bike’s ECU must
be remapped. The optional noise insert should
be used when the Slip-On Line (Titanium) and
optional link-pipe are used in conjunction with
each other.For perfect performance, throttle
response, and durability, special mapping
developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D in
collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by
Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit	https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/, where you can download the
mapping. THIclamp, must be ordered.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE	REQUIREMENTS	

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-10R 2016 2020 							262,50	€	

S-K10R9-ZC Racing	Line	(Carbon) RC	-	Racing

This is a full stainless-steelexhaust systemwith
a beautifully finished carbon-fibre muffler
sleeve and endcap. The Racing Line provides a
great increase in power and torque, coupled
withmorelinear delivery right across theentire
rev range. It comes with a hexagonal muffler –
including titanium inner partsto reduceweight
– and an improved deeper sporty sound. An
option to add a carbon-fibre muffler bracket is
also available to complement the beautiful
finish of this impressive system. The bike’sECU
must be remapped when the Racing Line
system is installed.For perfect performance,
throttle response, and durability, special
mapping developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D in
collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by
Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit	https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/, where you can download the
mapping. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-10R 2016 2020 				1.554,00	€	

S-K10SO16-
HZC

Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

This race-inspired hexagonal muffler and
endcap are made from beautifully crafted
carbon fibre. The EC-ECE type-approved
exhaust delivers an increase in both powerand
torque across the rev range. The use of
titanium for the pipes and muffler inner parts
creates an additional reduction in weight. An
optional link-pipe is available to improve
performance and an optional carbon-fibre
muffler bracket to enhance the appearance.
Whenused withthe linkpipe, theECU mustbe
remapped.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-10R 2016 2020 							798,81	€	

P-MBK10E2
Muffler bracket with
Muffler	clamp	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval

If passenger footrest are removed this optional
carbon fibre muffler bracket with different
carbon	muffler	clamp	is	needed.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-10R 2016 2020 							230,28	€	

S-K10SO17-
ASZ

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

Constructed from lightweight high-grade
titanium, with a carbon-fibre endcap, this
exhaust is aimed directly atmarkets whereEC-
ECE type approval is not valid. It offers an
increase in power and torque with a weight
savings. Designed with a short conical muffler,
the Slip-On Line (Titanium) produces a unique
sharper racing sound. An optional link-pipe is
also available, designed to take the exhaust
tuning process to the next step. When used
with the link pipe, the ECU must be
remapped.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-10R 2016 2020 							656,68	€	

V-TUV109/1 Optional	Noise	Damper SO	-	Slip-On W/O	Approval The optional noise dumper fits on	S-K10SO17-
ASZ	(Slip-On	Line	Titanium).

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-10R 2016 2020 										42,00	€	

V-TUV109/1 Optional	Noise	Damper SO	-	Slip-On W/O	Approval The optional noise dumper fits on	S-K10SO17-
ASZ	(Slip-On	Line	Titanium).

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-10R	SE 2018 2020 										42,00	€	

S-K10SO17-
ASZ

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

Constructed from lightweight high-grade
titanium, with a carbon-fibre endcap, this
exhaust is aimed directly atmarkets whereEC-
ECE type approval is not valid. It offers an
increase in power and torque with a weight
savings. Designed with a short conical muffler,
the Slip-On Line (Titanium) produces a unique
sharper racing sound. An optional link-pipe is
also available, designed to take the exhaust
tuning process to the next step. When used
with the link pipe, the ECU must be
remapped.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-10R	SE 2018 2020 							656,68	€	

P-MBK10E2
Muffler bracket with
Muffler	clamp	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval

If passenger footrest are removed this optional
carbon fibre muffler bracket with different
carbon	muffler	clamp	is	needed.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-10R	SE 2018 2020 							230,28	€	
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S-K10SO16-
HZC

Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

This race-inspired hexagonal muffler and
endcap are made from beautifully crafted
carbon fibre. The EC-ECE type-approved
exhaust delivers an increase in both powerand
torque across the rev range. The use of
titanium for the pipes and muffler inner parts
creates an additional reduction in weight. An
optional link-pipe is available to improve
performance and an optional carbon-fibre
muffler bracket to enhance the appearance.
Whenused withthe linkpipe, theECU mustbe
remapped.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-10R	SE 2018 2020 							798,81	€	

S-K10R9-ZC Racing	Line	(Carbon) RC	-	Racing

This is a full stainless-steelexhaust systemwith
a beautifully finished carbon-fibre muffler
sleeve and endcap. The Racing Line provides a
great increase in power and torque, coupled
withmorelinear delivery right across theentire
rev range. It comes with a hexagonal muffler –
including titanium inner partsto reduceweight
– and an improved deeper sporty sound. An
option to add a carbon-fibre muffler bracket is
also available to complement the beautiful
finish of this impressive system. The bike’sECU
must be remapped when the Racing Line
system is installed.For perfect performance,
throttle response, and durability, special
mapping developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D in
collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by
Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit	https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/, where you can download the
mapping. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-10R	SE 2018 2020 				1.554,00	€	

L-K10SO7T Optional Link Pipe
(Titanium)

OP	-	Optional	part

Made from lightweight titanium, the optional
link-pipe is designed to be used with both the
Slip-On Line (Carbon) and Slip-On Line
(Titanium) exhausts. It delivers an increase in
power and torque, and creates an improved
linear curve across the entire rev range,
coupledwithweight savings.When installedon
the Slip-On Line (Carbon), the sound becomes
louder toboost to the senses, and whenadded
to theSlip-On Line (Titanium) the unique sound
is further increased, displaying the exhaust’s
true racing spirit. When fitting the link pipe to
the Slip-On Line exhaust, the bike’s ECU must
be remapped. The optional noise insert should
be used when the Slip-On Line (Titanium) and
optional link-pipe are used in conjunction with
each other.For perfect performance, throttle
response, and durability, special mapping
developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D in
collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by
Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit	https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/, where you can download the
mapping. THIDOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.provide	id

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-10R	SE 2018 2020 							262,50	€	

S-K10E9-ZC Evolution	Line	(Carbon) EV	-	Evolution

This is a full system constructed from a high-
grade and race-proven lightweight titanium
alloy that provides an impressive increase in
power across the entire rev range while also
improving torque delivery. The weight is
decreased by over 5 kg. The system is finished
with a hand-crafted carbon-fibre hexagonal
muffler with a carbon-fibre endcap – inspired
by Tom Sykes’s and Jonathan Rea's World
Superbike–winning machine. A power increase
in excess of 16 HP (12.1 kW) and a unique
deeper, sporty sound enhance the system’s
sporty heritage. An optional carbon-fibre
muffler bracket is available to further
complement the entire system. The bike’s ECU
must be remapped when the Evolution Line
system is installed.For perfect performance,
throttle response, and durability, special
mapping developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D in
collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by
Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit	https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/, where you can download the
mapping.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSIclamp, must be ordered.THIS PRODUCT
DOES	NOT	MEET	EMI

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-10R	SE 2018 2020 				2.090,00	€	
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S-K10E9-ZC Evolution	Line	(Carbon) EV	-	Evolution

This is a full system constructed from a high-
grade and race-proven lightweight titanium
alloy that provides an impressive increase in
power across the entire rev range while also
improving torque delivery. The weight is
decreased by over 5 kg. The system is finished
with a hand-crafted carbon-fibre hexagonal
muffler with a carbon-fibre endcap – inspired
by Tom Sykes’s and Jonathan Rea's World
Superbike–winning machine. A power increase
in excess of 16 HP (12.1 kW) and a unique
deeper, sporty sound enhance the system’s
sporty heritage. An optional carbon-fibre
muffler bracket is available to further
complement the entire system. The bike’s ECU
must be remapped when the Evolution Line
system is installed.For perfect performance,
throttle response, and durability, special
mapping developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D in
collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by
Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit	https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/, where you can download the
mapping.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSIDOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE	REQUIREMENTS	FOR	ST

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-10RR 2017 2020 				2.090,00	€	

L-K10SO7T Optional Link Pipe
(Titanium)

OP	-	Optional	part

Made from lightweight titanium, the optional
link-pipe is designed to be used with both the
Slip-On Line (Carbon) and Slip-On Line
(Titanium) exhausts. It delivers an increase in
power and torque, and creates an improved
linear curve across the entire rev range,
coupledwithweight savings.When installedon
the Slip-On Line (Carbon), the sound becomes
louder toboost to the senses, and whenadded
to theSlip-On Line (Titanium) the unique sound
is further increased, displaying the exhaust’s
true racing spirit. When fitting the link pipe to
the Slip-On Line exhaust, the bike’s ECU must
be remapped. The optional noise insert should
be used when the Slip-On Line (Titanium) and
optional link-pipe are used in conjunction with
each other.For perfect performance, throttle
response, and durability, special mapping
developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D in
collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by
Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit	https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/, where you can download the
mapping. THIclamp, must be ordered.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE	REQUIREMENTS	

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-10RR 2017 2020 							262,50	€	

S-K10R9-ZC Racing	Line	(Carbon) RC	-	Racing

This is a full stainless-steelexhaust systemwith
a beautifully finished carbon-fibre muffler
sleeve and endcap. The Racing Line provides a
great increase in power and torque, coupled
withmorelinear delivery right across theentire
rev range. It comes with a hexagonal muffler –
including titanium inner partsto reduceweight
– and an improved deeper sporty sound. An
option to add a carbon-fibre muffler bracket is
also available to complement the beautiful
finish of this impressive system. The bike’sECU
must be remapped when the Racing Line
system is installed.For perfect performance,
throttle response, and durability, special
mapping developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D in
collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by
Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit	https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/, where you can download the
mapping. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-10RR 2017 2020 				1.554,00	€	

S-K10SO16-
HZC

Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

This race-inspired hexagonal muffler and
endcap are made from beautifully crafted
carbon fibre. The EC-ECE type-approved
exhaust delivers an increase in both powerand
torque across the rev range. The use of
titanium for the pipes and muffler inner parts
creates an additional reduction in weight. An
optional link-pipe is available to improve
performance and an optional carbon-fibre
muffler bracket to enhance the appearance.
Whenused withthe linkpipe, theECU mustbe
remapped.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-10RR 2017 2020 							798,81	€	

P-MBK10E2
Muffler bracket with
Muffler	clamp	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval

If passenger footrest are removed this optional
carbon fibre muffler bracket with different
carbon	muffler	clamp	is	needed.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-10RR 2017 2020 							230,28	€	
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S-K10SO17-
ASZ

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

Constructed from lightweight high-grade
titanium, with a carbon-fibre endcap, this
exhaust is aimed directly atmarkets whereEC-
ECE type approval is not valid. It offers an
increase in power and torque with a weight
savings. Designed with a short conical muffler,
the Slip-On Line (Titanium) produces a unique
sharper racing sound. An optional link-pipe is
also available, designed to take the exhaust
tuning process to the next step. When used
with the link pipe, the ECU must be
remapped.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-10RR 2017 2020 							656,68	€	

V-TUV109/1 Optional	Noise	Damper SO	-	Slip-On W/O	Approval The optional noise dumper fits on	S-K10SO17-
ASZ	(Slip-On	Line	Titanium).

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-10RR 2017 2020 										42,00	€	

S-K6SO5-HACT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made	of	carbon	fibre.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-6R 2007 2008 							727,82	€	

S-K6R6-ZT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output.A combination of racing materials like
titanium forthemuffler outer sleeve give these
exhaust systemsa racing touch. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-6R 2009 2018 				1.338,41	€	

L-K6SO8/1 Optional	Link	Pipe	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional link pipe can be combined with our
Slip-On system. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-6R 2009 2020 							190,34	€	

P-MBK6R2/A1 Muffler	bracket	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval Needed if passenger foot rest should be
removed.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-6R 2009 2020 							138,84	€	

S-K6SO7-ZC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with plenty of carbon
fibre parts. Race-proven materials.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-6R 2009 2020 							680,00	€	

S-K6R11-RC Racing	Line	(Carbon) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and
for the end cap give these exhaust systems a
racing touch.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-6R 2009 2020 				1.365,18	€	

S-K6SO7-HZC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On
EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with plenty of carbon
fibreparts. Race-provenmaterials. EC/ECE type
approved.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-6R 2009 2020 							877,55	€	
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S-K6R6-ZT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output.A combination of racing materials like
titanium forthemuffler outer sleeve give these
exhaust systemsa racing touch. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-6R	636 2013 2018 				1.338,41	€	

L-K6SO8/1 Optional	Link	Pipe	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional link pipe can be combined with our
Slip-On system. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-6R	636 2013 2020 							190,34	€	

P-MBK6R2/A1 Muffler	bracket	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval Needed if passenger foot rest should be
removed.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-6R	636 2013 2020 							138,84	€	

S-K6SO7-HZC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On
EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with plenty of carbon
fibreparts. Race-provenmaterials. EC/ECE type
approved.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-6R	636 2013 2020 							877,55	€	

S-K6R11-RC Racing	Line	(Carbon) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and
for the end cap give these exhaust systems a
racing touch.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-6R	636 2013 2020 				1.365,18	€	

S-K6SO7-ZC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with plenty of carbon
fibre parts. Race-proven materials.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Ninja	ZX-6R	636 2013 2020 							680,00	€	

S-K10SO14-
HZT

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made of carbon fibre.The exhaust system is
compliant	with	EURO3	regulations.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Versys	1000 2012 2016 							562,16	€	

P-HSK10R4 Heat	shield	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval Akrapovič carbon fibre heat shield to replace
stock	heat	shield.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Versys	1000 2012 2018 							113,59	€	

S-K10SO20-
HZT

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in
the&nbsp;exhaust system&nbsp;tuning
process, and they offer a great balance
between price and performance. Change the
nature of your bike by adding more power,
improved performance, and the unique
Akrapovič&nbsp;sound. Everything packed in
stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The
result of taking design very seriously is
a&nbsp;beautifully crafted&nbsp;exhaust
system.The muffler outer sleeve is made of
titanium, while the end cap is made of carbon
fibre.Exhaust system is compatible with
Kawasaki	side	cases.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Versys	1000 2012 2018 							562,16	€	
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S-K10SO20-
HZC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in
the&nbsp;exhaust system&nbsp;tuning
process, and they offer a great balance
between price and performance. Change the
nature of your bike by adding more power,
improved performance, and the unique
Akrapovič&nbsp;sound. Everything packed in
stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The
result of taking design very seriously is a
beautifully crafted exhaust system with plenty
of carbon fibre parts.&nbsp;Race-
proven&nbsp;materials.Exhaust system is
compatible	with	Kawasaki	side	cases.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Versys	1000 2012 2018 							586,50	€	

S-K10SO22-
HWT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made of carbon fibre.Exhaust system is
compatible with Kawasaki central stand and
side	cases.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Versys	1000 2019 2020 							710,00	€	

S-K6R10-
HEGEHT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

This is a full system consisting of a high-grade
lightweight titanium muffler andstainless-steel
headers, and finished with a beautifully
handmade carbon-fibre endcap. It offers
increased performance across the rev-range
and a weight decrease over the stock system,
which will aid handling, and isalso EC/ECE type
approved. It has a deeper, sportier sound that
adds to desirability. With easy-to-follow
installation instructions, the Racing Line is a
simple plug-and-play system that needs no
remapping.EC type-approval is valid only when
catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Versys	650 2017 2020 							990,00	€	

P-KAT-061 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound
and	performance	upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič	exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Versys	650 2017 2020 							141,29	€	

S-K3SO2-HZT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning	process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change the nature of your bike by adding
more	power	, improved performance, and the
unique Akrapovič	sound	. Everything packed in
stylishly designed Slip-On	exhaust systems.The
result of taking design very seriously is two
different Slip-On exhaust systems. Choose a
model with either a carbon fibremuffler outer
sleeve or titanium one.All Slip-Onscome witha
carbon fibre end cap. A	race-
proven	material.The system is compatible with
Kawasaki	side	cases.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Versys-X	250/300 2017 2020 							494,23	€	

P-HSK3SO1 Heat	shield	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part Akrapovič carbon fibre heat shield to replace
stock	heat	shield.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Versys-X	250/300 2017 2020 										88,35	€	

SM-K10SO1T Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems. The GP-
styledMegaphone Slip-On Line system is a high-
performance system for race-oriented riders.
Made from titanium, a race-proven
material.The exhaust system modification
results in a major boost in performance and
weight reduction. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z1000 2010 2013 							553,04	€	

S-K10R6-ZC Racing	Line	(Carbon) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and
for the end cap give these exhaust systems a
racing touch.Exhaust system is not compatible
with Kawasaki side cases. THIS PRODUCTDOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z1000 2010 2013 				1.173,73	€	
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S-K10R6-ZT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output.A combination of racing materials like
titanium for the muffler outer sleeve and
carbon fibrefor theend capgive theseexhaust
systems a racing touch.Exhaust system is not
compatible with Kawasaki side cases. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z1000 2010 2013 				1.173,73	€	

S-K10SO6-HZC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
takingdesign very seriously is two different Slip-
On exhaust systems. Choose a model with
either a carbon fibre muffler outer sleeve or
titanium one. All Slip-Ons come with a carbon
fibre end cap. Race-proven materials.Slip-On
systems are compatible with Kawasaki side
cases.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z1000 2010 2013 				1.143,32	€	

E-K10R3 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z1000 2010 2013 							624,24	€	

S-K10SO10-
HZC

Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with plenty of carbon
fibre parts. Race-proven materials.Systemdoes
not fit with sidecases.The exhaust system is
compliant	with	EURO3	regulations.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z1000 2014 2016 				1.167,83	€	

S-K10SO10-
HZT

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made of carbon fibre.System does not fit with
sidecases.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z1000 2014 2016 				1.133,60	€	

S-K10R8-ZC Racing	Line	(Carbon) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and
for the end cap give these exhaust systems a
racing touch.Exhaust system is not compatible
with Kawasaki side cases. THIS PRODUCTDOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z1000 2014 2019 				1.221,27	€	

E-K10R4 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z1000 2014 2019 							624,61	€	
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SM-K10SO2T Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems. The GP-
styledMegaphone Slip-On Line system is a high-
performance system for race-oriented riders.
Made from titanium, a race-proven
material.The exhaust system modification
results in a major boost in performance and
weight reduction. System does not fit with
sidecases.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z1000 2014 2019 							584,94	€	

P-HSK10R5 Heat	shield	set	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval Akrapovič carbon fibre heat shield to replace
stock	heat	shield.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z1000 2014 2019 							188,68	€	

S-K10SO18-
HZC

Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with plenty of carbon
fibre parts. Race-proven
materials.&nbsp;System does not fit with
sidecases.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z1000 2014 2019 				1.160,00	€	

E-K10R3 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z1000SX	/	Ninja	1000 2010 2013 							624,24	€	

S-K10SO6-HZC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
takingdesign very seriously is two different Slip-
On exhaust systems. Choose a model with
either a carbon fibre muffler outer sleeve or
titanium one. All Slip-Ons come with a carbon
fibre end cap. Race-proven materials.Slip-On
systems are compatible with Kawasaki side
cases.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z1000SX	/	Ninja	1000 2010 2013 				1.143,32	€	

S-K10R6-ZT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output.A combination of racing materials like
titanium for the muffler outer sleeve and
carbon fibrefor theend capgive theseexhaust
systems a racing touch.Exhaust system is not
compatible with Kawasaki side cases. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z1000SX	/	Ninja	1000 2010 2013 				1.173,73	€	

S-K10R6-ZC Racing	Line	(Carbon) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and
for the end cap give these exhaust systems a
racing touch.Exhaust system is not compatible
with Kawasaki side cases. THIS PRODUCTDOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z1000SX	/	Ninja	1000 2010 2013 				1.173,73	€	
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SM-K10SO1T Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems. The GP-
styledMegaphone Slip-On Line system is a high-
performance system for race-oriented riders.
Made from titanium, a race-proven
material.The exhaust system modification
results in a major boost in performance and
weight reduction. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z1000SX	/	Ninja	1000 2010 2013 							553,04	€	

S-K10SO9-HZC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
takingdesign very seriously is two different Slip-
On exhaust systems. Choose a model with
either a carbon fibre muffler outer sleeve or
titanium one. All Slip-Ons come with a carbon
fibre end cap. Race-proven materials.Slip-On
systems are compatible with Kawasaki side
cases.The exhaust system is compliant with
EURO3	regulations.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z1000SX	/	Ninja	1000 2014 2016 				1.156,27	€	

S-K10R8-ZC Racing	Line	(Carbon) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and
for the end cap give these exhaust systems a
racing touch.Exhaust system is not compatible
with Kawasaki side cases. THIS PRODUCTDOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z1000SX	/	Ninja	1000 2014 2019 				1.221,27	€	

SM-K10SO2T Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems. The GP-
styledMegaphone Slip-On Line system is a high-
performance system for race-oriented riders.
Made from titanium, a race-proven
material.The exhaust system modification
results in a major boost in performance and
weight reduction. System does not fit with
sidecases.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z1000SX	/	Ninja	1000 2014 2019 							584,94	€	

E-K10R4 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z1000SX	/	Ninja	1000 2014 2019 							624,61	€	

S-K10SO19-
HZC

Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
takingdesign very seriously is two different Slip-
On exhaust systems. Choose a model with
either a carbon fibre muffler outer sleeve or
titanium one. All Slip-Ons come with a carbon
fibre end cap. Race-proven
materials.&nbsp;Slip-On system is compatible
with	Kawasaki	side	cases.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z1000SX	/	Ninja	1000 2014 2019 				1.160,00	€	

S-K3SO1-ZC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon)	Z SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler outer sleeve andend cap. Race-proven
materials.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z250 2013 2016 							450,00	€	
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S-K2SO8-CUBT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium)	Z SO	-	Slip-On

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is
designed for riders who do not want to make
major modifications to their stock exhaust
system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers
great looks as well as increased performance
for the bike.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z250SL 2015 2017 							320,00	€	

S-K3SO1-ZC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon)	Z SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler outer sleeve andend cap. Race-proven
materials.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z300 2015 2016 							450,00	€	

E-K4R1 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z400 2019 2020 							290,20	€	

S-K4SO6-APC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler outer sleeve andend cap. Race-proven
materials.In	combination	with	optional	headers,	
we recommend to use the noise insert that
comes with the slip-on system in order to
achieve the best possible performance.		THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z400 2019 2020 							425,25	€	

S-K4SO5-HRT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The end cap is madeof
carbon	fibre.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z400 2019 2020 							499,80	€	

P-KAT-061 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound
and	performance	upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič	exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z650 2017 2019 							141,29	€	

S-K6R9-AFCRT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

Designed for track-day use, the&nbsp;Racing
Line&nbsp;represents a full step in exhaust
tuning. Power and torque are improved across
the range for
increased&nbsp;performance&nbsp;levels. It is
made from
lightweight&nbsp;titanium&nbsp;for the
muffler outer sleeve with&nbsp;stainless-
steel&nbsp;headers toprovide a weight savings
over the stock system andimprove handling. It
delivers a deeper and&nbsp;sportier
sound&nbsp;for enhanced enjoyment. The
simple&nbsp;plug-and-play&nbsp;installation	
requires no remapping.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z650 2017 2019 							797,95	€	

S-K6R8-HEGEH Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing
EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

This is a full system consisting of a high-grade
lightweight titanium muffler andstainless-steel
headers, and finished with a beautifully
handmade carbon-fibre endcap. It offers
increased performance across the rev-range
and a weight decrease over the stock system,
which will aid handling, and isalso EC/ECE type
approved. It has a deeper, sportier sound that
adds to desirability. With easy-to-follow
installation instructions, the Racing Line is a
simple plug-and-play system that needs no
remapping.EC type-approval is valid only when
catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z650 2017 2019 							950,00	€	
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P-KAT-076 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

	Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound
and	performance	upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič	exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z650 2020 2020 							180,00	€	

S-K6R13-
AFCRT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

Designed for track-day use, the Racing Line
represents a full step in exhaust tuning. Power
and torque are improved across the range for
increased performance levels. It is made from
lightweight titanium for the muffler outer
sleeve withstainless-steel headersto provide a
weight savings over the stock system and
improve handling. It delivers a deeper and
sportier sound for enhanced enjoyment. The
simple plug-and-play installation requires no
remapping.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z650 2020 2020 							797,95	€	

S-K6R12-
HEGEHT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

This is a full system consisting of a high-grade
lightweight titanium muffler andstainless-steel
headers, and finished with a beautifully
handmade carbon-fibre endcap. It offers
increased performance across the rev-range
and a weight decrease over the stock system,
which will aid handling, and isalso EC/ECE type
approved. It has a deeper, sportier sound that
adds to desirability. With easy-to-follow
installation instructions, the Racing Line is a
simple plug-and-play system that needs no
remapping.EC type-approval is valid only when
catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z650 2020 2020 							990,00	€	

S-K7SO2-ZC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with plenty of carbon
fibre parts. Race-proven materials. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z750	/	Z750R 2007 2012 							675,92	€	

S-K7SO4-HZT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems. The muffler
of each exhaust system forthe Z750/ Z750Ris
available with a titanium outer sleeve and
carbon	fibre	end	cap.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z750	/	Z750R 2007 2012 							652,53	€	

S-K8SO2-HRC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
takingdesign very seriously is two different Slip-
On exhaust systems. Choose a model with
either a carbon fibre muffler outer sleeve or
titanium one. All Slip-Ons come with a carbon
fibre end cap and heat shields from the same
race-proven	material.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z800 2013 2016 							667,82	€	

E-K8R1 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z800 2013 2016 							578,45	€	

S-K8SO1-HRC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with plenty of carbon
fibre	parts.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z800	e	version 2013 2016 							619,30	€	
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S-K9SO3-HZT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Slip-On Line represents the first step in
exhaust tuning and gives a performance
increase to the Z900. It has a smaller, shorter,
conical design,all aimedatimproving thebike’s
appearance.	It	is	manufactured	from	high-grade	
lightweight titanium, offering a big weight
savings over the stock muffler, and is finished
witha hand-built carbon-fibre endcapto addto
the looks and desirability. It delivers an
enriched sound for enhanced enjoyment.
MeetingEC/ECE type approval with simple plug-
and-play installation, with no remapping
needed, this exhaust is an easy upgrade
designed to improve the bike’s
performance.Optional headers do not fit on
Z900	A2	model.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z900 2017 2019 							672,00	€	

S-K9SO3-HZC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

This beautifully designed exhaust has a more
compact shape to fitwith thebike’s naked and
sporty	appearance.	It	is	constructed	using	hand-
crafted carbon fibre parts and finished withan
end-cap in the same perfectly finished race-
proven material. Power and torque increases
throughout therangeandaweight savings over
the stock system all add to improved
performance. It serves up an enriched tonefor
added aural enjoyment and is EC/ECE type
approved. Easy-to-follow plug-and-play
instructions with no remapping makes this a
simple upgrade to improve the Z900.Optional
headers	do	not	fit	on	Z900	A2	model.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z900 2017 2019 							693,60	€	

S-K9SO4-ASZT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

Designed for markets where EC/ECE type
approvals	are	not	required,	or	for	track-day	use,	
this titanium exhaust offers a weight savings
over the stock system allied to a performance
increase for the Z900. It is finished with a
carbon-fibre endcap to improve looks and
features a new conical muffler design that fits
perfectly within the lines of the bike. The Slip-
On Line (Titanium) delivers a louder, deeper,
and even crisper sound. Simple plug-and-play
installation, with no remapping needed,makes
this an easy performance upgrade for the
Z900.Optional headers do not fit on Z900 A2
model.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z900 2017 2019 							595,20	€	

E-K9R2 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

The performance of the Slip-On Line exhausts
can be further enhanced with the addition of
the optional stainless-steel header. When this
beautifully finished header is added to any Slip-
On Line exhaust for the Z900, it turns the
muffler into a complete racing system and
increases power to even greater levels of
enjoyment. The addition of theheader will also
improve the sound of the	exhaust, giving it a
crisper racing tone.Optional headers do not fit
on Z900 A2 model.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z900 2017 2019 							595,99	€	

P-HSK9SO1 Heat	shield	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval

Finish off the look of the Slip-On Line exhaust
with this perfectly constructed hand-crafted
carbon-fibre heatshield. This optional extra
adds	a	further	touch	of	prestige	to	the	Z900.The	
carbon-fibre heatshield can be used when
mounting every Slip-On system for the
Kawasaki	Z900	(when	the	optional	header	is	not	
used).

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z900 2017 2020 							100,50	€	

V-TUV201 Optional	Noise	Damper OP	-	Optional	part The optional noise dumper fits on S-K9SO4-
ASZT	(Slip-On	Line	Titanium).

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z900 2017 2020 										42,00	€	

S-K9SO6-HZT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Slip-On Line represents the first step in
exhaust tuning and gives a performance
increase to the Z900. It has a smaller, shorter,
conical design,all aimedatimproving thebike’s
appearance.	It	is	manufactured	from	high-grade	
lightweight titanium, offering a big weight
savings over the stock muffler, and is finished
witha hand-built carbon-fibre endcapto addto
the looks and desirability. It delivers an
enriched sound for enhanced enjoyment.
MeetingEC/ECE type approval with simple plug-
and-play installation, with no remapping
needed, this exhaust is an easy upgrade
designed	to	improve	the	bike’s	performance.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z900 2020 2020 							672,00	€	

S-K9SO6-HZC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On
EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

This beautifully designed exhaust has a more
compact shape to fitwith thebike’s naked and
sporty	appearance.	It	is	constructed	using	hand-
crafted carbon fibre parts and finished withan
end-cap in the same perfectly finished race-
proven material. Power and torque increases
throughout therangeandaweight savings over
the stock system all add to improved
performance. It serves up an enriched tonefor
added aural enjoyment and is EC/ECE type
approved. Easy-to-follow plug-and-play
instructions with no remapping makes this a
simple	upgrade	to	improve	the	Z900.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z900 2020 2020 							693,60	€	
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S-K9SO7-ASZT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

Designed for markets where EC/ECE type
approvals	are	not	required,	or	for	track-day	use,	
this titanium exhaust offers a weight savings
over the stock system allied to a performance
increase for the Z900. It is finished with a
carbon-fibre endcap to improve looks and
features a new conical muffler design that fits
perfectly within the lines of the bike. The Slip-
On Line (Titanium) delivers a louder, deeper,
and even crisper sound. Simple plug-and-play
installation, with no remapping needed,makes
this an easy performance upgrade for the
Z900.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z900 2020 2020 							595,20	€	

E-K9R4 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

The performance of the Slip-On Line exhausts
can be further enhanced with the addition of
the optional stainless-steel header. When this
beautifully finished header is added to any Slip-
On Line exhaust for the Z900, it turns the
muffler into a complete racing system and
increases power to even greater levels of
enjoyment. The addition of theheader will also
improve the sound of the	exhaust, giving it a
crisper racing tone.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z900 2020 2020 							595,99	€	

S-K9SO4-ASZT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

Designed for markets where EC/ECE type
approvals	are	not	required,	or	for	track-day	use,	
this titanium exhaust offers a weight savings
over the stock system allied to a performance
increase for the Z900. It is finished with a
carbon-fibre endcap to improve looks and
features a new conical muffler design that fits
perfectly within the lines of the bike. The Slip-
On Line (Titanium) delivers a louder, deeper,
and even crisper sound. Simple plug-and-play
installation, with no remapping needed,makes
this an easy performance upgrade for the
Z900.Optional headers do not fit on Z900 A2
model.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z900	(A2) 2018 2019 							595,20	€	

S-K9SO3-HZC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

This beautifully designed exhaust has a more
compact shape to fitwith thebike’s naked and
sporty	appearance.	It	is	constructed	using	hand-
crafted carbon fibre parts and finished withan
end-cap in the same perfectly finished race-
proven material. Power and torque increases
throughout therangeandaweight savings over
the stock system all add to improved
performance. It serves up an enriched tonefor
added aural enjoyment and is EC/ECE type
approved. Easy-to-follow plug-and-play
instructions with no remapping makes this a
simple upgrade to improve the Z900.Optional
headers	do	not	fit	on	Z900	A2	model.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z900	(A2) 2018 2019 							693,60	€	

S-K9SO3-HZT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Slip-On Line represents the first step in
exhaust tuning and gives a performance
increase to the Z900. It has a smaller, shorter,
conical design,all aimedatimproving thebike’s
appearance.	It	is	manufactured	from	high-grade	
lightweight titanium, offering a big weight
savings over the stock muffler, and is finished
witha hand-built carbon-fibre endcapto addto
the looks and desirability. It delivers an
enriched sound for enhanced enjoyment.
MeetingEC/ECE type approval with simple plug-
and-play installation, with no remapping
needed, this exhaust is an easy upgrade
designed to improve the bike’s
performance.Optional headers do not fit on
Z900	A2	model.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z900	(A2) 2018 2019 							672,00	€	

V-TUV201 Optional	Noise	Damper OP	-	Optional	part The optional noise dumper fits on S-K9SO4-
ASZT	(Slip-On	Line	Titanium).

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z900	(A2) 2018 2019 										42,00	€	

P-HSK9SO1 Heat	shield	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval

Finish off the look of the Slip-On Line exhaust
with this perfectly constructed hand-crafted
carbon-fibre heatshield. This optional extra
adds	a	further	touch	of	prestige	to	the	Z900.The	
carbon-fibre heatshield can be used when
mounting every Slip-On system for the
Kawasaki	Z900	(when	the	optional	header	is	not	
used).

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z900	(A2) 2018 2019 							100,50	€	

S-K9SO5-
HBAVTBL

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Perfectly designed to fit within the lines of the
RS, this Slip-On Line has a classic retro racing-
style muffler with a modern adaptation. It is
finished in a beautiful black coating and
constructed from lightweight titanium. EC/ECE
type approved and with a simple-to-fit
installation, this exhaust offers an immediate
upgrade to the bike’s performance potential,
which can be further enhancedby theaddition
of the optional header, which will increase
power and torque levels and deliver a deeper
sound.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z900	RS	/	Cafe 2018 2020 							685,00	€	
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E-K9R3 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Built from perfectly welded, high-grade
stainless-steeltubes, theseheaders convert the
Slip-On Line muffler to upgrade it to a full
system. They give the bike a true Akrapovič
sporty and deep sound, and increase power
and torque levels throughout the entire rev
range.Exhaust system is compatible with
Kawasaki central stand.For perfect
performance, throttle response, anddurability,
special mapping developed by Akrapovič
R&amp;D in collaboration with our partner
Rapid Bike by Dimsport is recommended.
Please visit	https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/	, where you can download the
mapping.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki Z900	RS	/	Cafe 2018 2020 							595,00	€	

P-KAT-035 Catalytic	converter	Set OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.Catalytic converter set P-KAT-035
contains	2	pieces	of	P-KAT-033.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki ZZR	1400,	ZX14R 2012 2015 							256,65	€	

E-K14R1 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki ZZR	1400,	ZX14R 2012 2020 							578,45	€	

S-K14R3-ZAAT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output.A combination of racing materials like
titanium for the muffler outer sleeve and
carbon fibrefor theend capgive theseexhaust
systems a racing touch. THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki ZZR	1400,	ZX14R 2012 2020 				2.281,53	€	

S-K14SO6-
HZAAT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made of carbon fibre.EC Type-approval is valid
only when catalytic converter is
installed.&nbsp;

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki ZZR	1400,	ZX14R 2012 2020 				1.617,83	€	

P-KAT-054 Catalytic	converter	Set OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.Catalytic converter set P-KAT-054
contains	2	pieces	of	P-KAT-052.

Motorcycle Road Kawasaki ZZR	1400,	ZX14R 2016 2020 							256,65	€	

P-KAT-068 Catalytic	converter SO	-	Slip-On

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Kymco AK	550 2017 2020 							167,40	€	
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S-KY5SO1-
HRAASSBL Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination of price and performance. With
theAkrapovič Slip-On system youwill getmore
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound. Special black muffler dramatically
changes its visual appearance. Each product
features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end
caps.	EC type-approval is valid only when
catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Scooter Kymco AK	550 2017 2020 							698,80	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter MBK Cityliner	125 2008 2011 										86,47	€	

S-Y125SO3-
HRSS

Slip-On	Line	(SS)	MBK SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest	carbon	fibre	end	caps.	EC	type-approval	is	
valid only when catalytic converter is installed.
Please note that exhaust system cannot be
used	for	ABS	Version.

Motorcycle Scooter MBK Cityliner	125 2008 2011 							460,02	€	

S-Y4SO10-
HZAASS Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest	carbon	fibre	end	caps.	EC	type-approval	is	
valid	only	when	catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Scooter MBK Evolis	400 2013 2016 							488,00	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter MBK Evolis	400 2013 2016 										86,47	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter MBK Skycruiser	125 2008 2011 										86,47	€	

S-Y125SO3-
HRSS

Slip-On	Line	(SS)	MBK SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest	carbon	fibre	end	caps.	EC	type-approval	is	
valid only when catalytic converter is installed.
Please note that exhaust system cannot be
used	for	ABS	Version.

Motorcycle Scooter MBK Skycruiser	125 2008 2011 							460,02	€	

S-Y125SO4-
HRSS

Slip-On Line (SS) MBK 125
ABS SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest	carbon	fibre	end	caps.	EC	type-approval	is	
valid	only	when	catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Scooter MBK Skycruiser	125	ABS 2011 2011 							460,02	€	
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P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter MBK Skycruiser	125	ABS 2011 2011 										86,47	€	

P-GUV007 Wash	Plug XX	-	Other W/O	Approval

To	keep	the	exhaust	system	dry	during	washing,	
use theAkrapovičwash plug. Thispart, which is
indispensable for maintaining the exhaust
system, issuitable forall silencers with22 to55
mm	outlet	innerdiameter.

Motorcycle Others Others Default 												8,75	€	

S-PI4SO3-HRSS Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest	carbon	fibre	end	caps.	EC	type-approval	is	
valid	only	when	catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Scooter Peugeot Satelis	400 2008 2011 							553,00	€	

S-PI4SO3-
HRSSBL Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound. Special black muffler dramatically
changes its visual appearance. Each product
features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end
caps. EC type-approval is valid only when
catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Scooter Peugeot Satelis	400 2008 2011 							572,00	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Peugeot Satelis	400 2008 2011 										86,47	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Peugeot Satelis	500 2008 2011 										86,47	€	

S-PI4SO3-
HRSSBL Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound. Special black muffler dramatically
changes its visual appearance. Each product
features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end
caps. EC type-approval is valid only when
catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Scooter Peugeot Satelis	500 2008 2011 							572,00	€	

S-PI4SO3-HRSS Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest	carbon	fibre	end	caps.	EC	type-approval	is	
valid	only	when	catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Scooter Peugeot Satelis	500 2008 2011 							553,00	€	
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P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Piaggio Beverly	125 2009 2016 										86,47	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Piaggio Beverly	300 2009 2016 										86,47	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Piaggio Beverly	350	Sport	Touring 2012 2016 										86,47	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Piaggio Beverly	400 2008 2013 										86,47	€	

S-PI4SO3-HRSS Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest	carbon	fibre	end	caps.	EC	type-approval	is	
valid	only	when	catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Scooter Piaggio Beverly	400 2008 2013 							553,00	€	

S-PI4SO3-
HRSSBL Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound. Special black muffler dramatically
changes its visual appearance. Each product
features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end
caps. EC type-approval is valid only when
catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Scooter Piaggio Beverly	400 2008 2013 							572,00	€	

S-PI4SO3-HRSS
Slip-On Line (SS) Beverly
500 SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest	carbon	fibre	end	caps.	EC	type-approval	is	
valid	only	when	catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Scooter Piaggio Beverly	500 2007 2013 							553,00	€	

S-PI4SO3-
HRSSBL

Slip-On Line (SS) Beverly
500 SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound. Special black muffler dramatically
changes its visual appearance. Each product
features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end
caps. EC type-approval is valid only when
catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Scooter Piaggio Beverly	500 2007 2013 							572,00	€	
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P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Piaggio Beverly	500 2007 2013 										86,47	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Piaggio Carnaby	Cruiser	300 2009 2013 										86,47	€	

P-KAT-038 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Road Piaggio LIBERTY	125/150	3V 2013 2015 										86,47	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Piaggio MP3	125 2008 2014 										86,47	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Piaggio MP3	250/250	LT 2008 2013 										86,47	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Piaggio MP3	300/300	LT 2008 2016 										86,47	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Piaggio MP3	400	RST 2008 2013 										86,47	€	

S-PI4SO3-
HRSSBL Slip-On	Line	(SS)	MP3 SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound. Special black muffler dramatically
changes its visual appearance. Each product
features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end
caps. EC type-approval is valid only when
catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Scooter Piaggio MP3	400	RST 2008 2013 							572,00	€	
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S-PI4SO3-HRSS Slip-On	Line	(SS)	MP3 SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest	carbon	fibre	end	caps.	EC	type-approval	is	
valid only optional catalytic converter is
installed.

Motorcycle Scooter Piaggio MP3	400	RST 2008 2013 							553,00	€	

S-PI4SO3-HRSS Slip-On	Line	(SS)	MP3 SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest	carbon	fibre	end	caps.	EC	type-approval	is	
valid only optional catalytic converter is
installed.

Motorcycle Scooter Piaggio MP3	400/400	LT 2008 2013 							553,00	€	

S-PI4SO3-
HRSSBL Slip-On	Line	(SS)	MP3 SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound. Special black muffler dramatically
changes its visual appearance. Each product
features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end
caps. EC type-approval is valid only when
catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Scooter Piaggio MP3	400/400	LT 2008 2013 							572,00	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Piaggio MP3	400/400	LT 2008 2013 										86,47	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Piaggio MP3	500/500	LT 2008 2016 										86,47	€	

S-PI4SO3-
HRSSBL Slip-On	Line	(SS)	MP3 SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound. Special black muffler dramatically
changes its visual appearance. Each product
features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end
caps. EC type-approval is valid only when
catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Scooter Piaggio MP3	500/500	LT 2008 2016 							572,00	€	

S-PI4SO3-HRSS Slip-On	Line	(SS)	MP3 SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest	carbon	fibre	end	caps.	EC	type-approval	is	
valid only optional catalytic converter is
installed.

Motorcycle Scooter Piaggio MP3	500/500	LT 2008 2016 							553,00	€	
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S-PI5SO1-
HRAASSBL

Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination of price and performance.	With
theAkrapovič Slip-On system youwill getmore
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound. Special black muffler dramatically
changes its visual appearance. Each product
features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end
caps.EC type-approval is valid only when
catalytic converter is installed.	The exhaust fits
and	is	homologated	also	for	HPE	model.

Motorcycle Scooter Piaggio MP3	500/500	LT 2008 2020 							698,80	€	

P-KAT-069 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Piaggio MP3	500/500	LT 2008 2020 							195,80	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Piaggio MP3	Hybrid	300/300	LT 2008 2014 										86,47	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Piaggio MP3	Yourban	300/300	LT 2011 2016 										86,47	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Piaggio X10	125 2012 2016 										86,47	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Piaggio X10	350 2012 2016 										86,47	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Piaggio XEvo	400 2007 2013 										86,47	€	

S-PI4SO3-
HRSSBL Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound. Special black muffler dramatically
changes its visual appearance. Each product
features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end
caps. EC type-approval is valid only when
catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Scooter Piaggio XEvo	400 2007 2013 							572,00	€	
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S-PI4SO3-HRSS Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest	carbon	fibre	end	caps.	EC	type-approval	is	
valid	only	when	catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Scooter Piaggio XEvo	400 2007 2013 							553,00	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	C OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter
Star	
Motorcycles Bolt 2014 2016 										86,47	€	

S-Y9SO3-
HBBOSSBL/2

Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The result of taking design very seriously is a
very stylishly shapedblack-coated muffler.Slip-
Ons represent the first step in the exhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Installation is a snap. In addition to design
effects and improved power delivery, Slip-Ons
also	enhance	the	sound.	Let	your	bike	stand	out	
with more power, beautiful design, and the
unique Akrapovič sound of Slip-Ons.EC type-
approval is valid only when catalytic converter
is	installed.

Motorcycle Custom Star	
Motorcycles

Bolt 2014 2016 							547,04	€	

C-Y17SO1T/1 Optional Collector
(Titanium)

OP	-	Optional	part

The collector with interference crossovertubes
isentirelymadeof special titanium, whichgives
a special hi-tech touch to this upgrade of the
Slip-On Line exhaust system. The collector
features additional weight savings and a
performance upgrade compared to the stock
system. The greatest improvement can be
heard because the upgraded Slip-On exhaust
system has a unique sound. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Star	
Motorcycles

VMAX 2009 2016 							774,74	€	

V-TUV104SET
Optional Noise Damper
Set OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval

A simple solution to lowernoise emissionsfrom
the	exhaust	system	(from	102	dB	to	100	dB). Motorcycle Road

Star	
Motorcycles VMAX 2009 2016 										84,00	€	

S-Y17SO1-
HBAV Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Sporty and lightweight Slip-On Line exhaust
systems area perfectmatch. Titaniummufflers
with CNCmachined aluminum end caps, fit the
exterior line of the V-MAX perfectly and add a
clean powerful image. In addition to design
effects and improved power delivery, Slip-Ons
also	enhance	the	sound.	Let	your	bike	stand	out	
with more power, beautiful design, and the
unique Akrapovič soundof Slip-Ons. Installation
is	a	snap.

Motorcycle Road
Star	
Motorcycles VMAX 2009 2016 				1.181,22	€	

S-S6SO7-HZC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler	outer	sleeve.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki Gladius 2009 2015 							608,51	€	

S-S12SO3-HRC Slip-On Line (Carbon) GSF
1250	BANDIT	

SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler	outer	sleeve.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSF	1250	BANDIT	 2007 2015 							656,23	€	

S-S12SO3-HRC Slip-On Line (Carbon) GSF
650	BANDIT

SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler	outer	sleeve.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSF	650	BANDIT 2007 2008 							656,23	€	
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S-S12SO4-HRT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system witha titaniummuffler
outer sleeve and carbon fibre end cap. Race-
proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSF	650	BANDIT 2009 2015 							584,65	€	

S-S7SO1-HRC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
takingdesign very seriously is two different Slip-
On exhaust systems. Choose a model with
either a carbon fibre muffler outer sleeve or
titanium one. All Slip-Ons come with a carbon
fibre	end	cap.	A	race-proven	material.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSR	750 2011 2016 							656,23	€	

SM-S7SO1T Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems. The GP-
styledMegaphone Slip-On Line system is a high-
performance system for race-oriented riders.
Made from titanium, a race-proven
material.The exhaust system modification
results in a major boost in performance and
weight reduction.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSR	750 2011 2016 							322,50	€	

S-S12SO4-HRT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system witha titaniummuffler
outer sleeve and carbon fibre end cap. Race-
proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSX	1250	FA 2010 2016 							584,65	€	

S-S12SO3-HRC Slip-On Line (Carbon) GSX
650	F

SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler	outer	sleeve.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSX	650	F 2008 2016 							656,23	€	

S-S10SO2-HZC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler	outer	sleeve.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSX-R	1000 2005 2006 							656,23	€	

S-S10SO3-HZC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler	outer	sleeve.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSX-R	1000 2007 2008 				1.175,25	€	

S-S10RFT7T-XT Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

Akrapovič titanium Evolution systems are
designed for riders that demand maximum
performance from their motorcycle. The
systems are significantly lighter compared to
the stock exhaust system and feature
exceptional production quality, hi-tech
materials, and of course increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. Perfect welds and a combination of
racing materials like titanium and carbon fibre.
THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSX-R	1000 2009 2011 				2.865,10	€	
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SM-S10SO1T Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems. The GP-
styledMegaphone Slip-On Line system is a high-
performance system for race-oriented riders.
Made from titanium, a race-proven
material.The exhaust system modification
results in a major boost in performance and
weight reduction.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSX-R	1000 2009 2011 							566,74	€	

P-MBS10R5R Muffler bracket right
(Carbon)

OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval If passenger footrest are removed this optional
carbon	fibre	muffler	bracket	is	needed.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSX-R	1000 2009 2011 							126,21	€	

S-S10R10-RC Racing	Line	(Carbon) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and
for the end cap give these exhaust systems a
racing touch. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOTMEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSX-R	1000 2012 2016 				1.338,99	€	

S-S10R10-RC/1 Racing	Line	(Carbon) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and
for the end cap give these exhaust systems a
racing touch.Racing headers and with EC type
approved	Slip-On	muiffler.	THIS	PRODUCT	DOES	
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSX-R	1000 2012 2016 				1.427,39	€	

S-S10SO8-HRC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler	outer	sleeve.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSX-R	1000 2012 2016 							715,89	€	

S-S10SO12-
HRC

Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

This is a hexagonal muffler design constructed
from lightweight titanium with a carbon-fibre
outer sleeve, endcap, and heatshield. The
distinctive Akrapovič sound has a deeper tone.
The entry level in exhaust tuning offers
improved torque and power throughout the
whole rev range. The muffler is smaller than
stock to offer a more striking and sporty
appearance, and it weighs approximately 40%
less than thestandardexhaust. It isEC- andECE-
compliant, there isno need for remapping, and
it has a simple plug-and-play installation.There
are optional headers for improved torque and
power in the mid range and high end of the
power curve. If used with optional headers,
remapping	is	needed.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSX-R	1000 2017 2020 							720,80	€	
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S-S10E3-APLT Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

This isa top-of-the-rangefull systembeautifully
crafted from high-grade ultra-lightweight
titanium. It is the lightest Akrapovič complete
exhaust system, weighing just 4.4 kg – which is
over 57% lighter than the stock system. The
muffler and headers are constructed entirely
from titanium. Its distinctive shape was
developed especially for the Suzuki GSX-R1000
based on Akrapovič’s vast racing experience.
Increasedpowerand torque through thewhole
rpm range, especially in themid range andtop
end, add over 10 hp at 9,000 rpm and more
than 9 Nm at 7,600 rpm, making this the best
Akrapovič exhaust upgrade for performance.
The deep, true racing sound is perfectly tuned
to match the increased performance. It offers
easy-to-fit installation.For perfect performance,
throttle response, and durability, special
mapping developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D in
collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by
Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit	https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/, where you can download the
mappclamp, must be ordered.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STR

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSX-R	1000 2017 2020 				2.010,70	€	

S-S10R11-
APLT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

This full racing system is constructed with a
titaniummuffler andstainless-steel headersfor
a second full-system option. The new shape is
modelled on the design being raced in many
championships. The increased power and
torque throughthewhole rpm range, especially
in mid range and top end, add over 10 hp at
9,000 rpmandmorethan9Nm at7,600 rpm. It
weighs	over	40%	less	than	the	standard	exhaust	
and offers easy-to-fit installation. The deep
racing sound perfectly matches the bike’s
sporting abilities.For perfect performance,
throttle response, and durability, special
mapping developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D in
collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by
Dimsport has to be used. Please visit
https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/, where you can download the
mapping.&#65279;THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSX-R	1000 2017 2020 				1.490,60	€	

S-S10SO13-
CUBT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

Constructed from high-grade ultra-lightweight
titanium, this system provides an over 70%
weight savings compared to the stock muffler.
It is small and sporty, with a Grand
Prix–inspired design, delivering increases in
power and torque throughout the rpm curve.
The stunning sound gives a real sense of racing
andtotalexhilaration. The simple plug-and-play
installation means there is no need for
remapping. It is designed for track use and
markets where EC/ECE type approval is not
required.There are optional headers for
improved	torque	and	power	in	mid	and	high	rev	
range.	If	used	with	optional	headers,	remapping	
is needed.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSX-R	1000 2017 2020 							610,20	€	

E-S10R6 Optional	Header	(SS) RC	-	Racing

This	option	upgrades	the	Slip-On	Line	muffler	to	
a full, complete system. It is made from
perfectly welded stainless steel tubes. It
improves soundwhen used in conjunctionwith
the Slip-On Line (Carbon) to produce a true
sporty tone, andwhenfitted to the Slip-On Line
(Titanium) it delivers a racing sound that will
certainly be noticed and appreciated. Power
and	torque	are	improved	through	the	whole	rev	
range.When mounting the optional headers to
the EC/ECE type-approved Slip-On Line
(Carbon) exhaust system, the EC/ECE type
approval is no longer valid. For perfect
performance, throttle response, anddurability,
special mapping developed by Akrapovič
R&amp;D in collaboration with our partner
Rapid Bike by Dimsport has to be used. Please
visit	
&#65279;https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/&#65279; , where you can
download the mapping.&#65279;THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSX-R	1000 2017 2020 							820,40	€	
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S-S13R2-RC Racing	Line	(Carbon) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and
for the end cap give these exhaust systems a
racing touch. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOTMEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSX-R	1300	Hayabusa 2008 2017 				1.277,39	€	

S-S13SO2-HRC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler	outer	sleeve.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSX-R	1300	Hayabusa 2008 2017 				1.217,13	€	

S-S6SO3-HZC Slip-On Line (Carbon)GSX-
R	600

SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler outer sleeve. Race-proven
materials.Warning!EC Type approval is valid
only	for	model	years	until	2006.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSX-R	600 2006 2007 							656,23	€	

S-S6SO5-TC Slip-On Line (Carbon)GSX-
R	600

SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler outer sleeve. Race-proven
materials.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE
&#65279;REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSX-R	600 2006 2007 							477,26	€	

S-S6SO6-HZC Slip-On Line (Carbon)GSX-
R	600

SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler	outer	sleeve.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSX-R	600 2008 2010 							656,23	€	

SM-S6S01T
Slip-On Line (Titanium)
GSX-R	600 SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems. The GP-
styledMegaphone Slip-On Line system is a high-
performance system for race-oriented riders.
Made from titanium, a race-proven
material.The exhaust system modification
results in a major boost in performance and
weight reduction.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSX-R	600 2008 2010 							322,50	€	

SM-S6S02T
Slip-On Line (Titanium)
GSX-R	600	11- SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems. The GP-
styledMegaphone Slip-On Line system is a high-
performance system for race-oriented riders.
Made from titanium, a race-proven
material.The exhaust system modification
results in a major boost in performance and
weight reduction.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSX-R	600 2011 2017 							322,50	€	
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S-S6SO8-HZC Slip-On Line (Carbon)GSX-
R	600	11-

SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler	outer	sleeve.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSX-R	600 2011 2017 							675,92	€	

E-S6R6 Optional	Header	(SS) RC	-	Racing

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSX-R	600 2011 2017 							755,00	€	

S-S6SO5-TC
Slip-On Line (Carbon)GSX-
R	750 SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler outer sleeve. Race-proven
materials.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSX-R	750 2006 2007 							477,26	€	

S-S6SO3-HZC Slip-On Line (Carbon)GSX-
R	750

SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler outer sleeve. Race-proven
materials.Warning!EC Type approval is valid
only	for	model	years	until	2006.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSX-R	750 2006 2007 							656,23	€	

S-S6SO6-HZC Slip-On Line (Carbon)GSX-
R	750

SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler	outer	sleeve.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSX-R	750 2008 2010 							656,23	€	

SM-S6S01T
Slip-On Line (Titanium)
GSX-R	750 SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems. The GP-
styledMegaphone Slip-On Line system is a high-
performance system for race-oriented riders.
Made from titanium, a race-proven
material.The exhaust system modification
results in a major boost in performance and
weight reduction.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSX-R	750 2008 2010 							322,50	€	

SM-S6S02T
Slip-On Line (Titanium)
GSX-R	750	11- SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems. The GP-
styledMegaphone Slip-On Line system is a high-
performance system for race-oriented riders.
Made from titanium, a race-proven
material.The exhaust system modification
results in a major boost in performance and
weight reduction.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSX-R	750 2011 2017 							322,50	€	

S-S6SO8-HZC Slip-On Line (Carbon)GSX-
R	750	11-

SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler	outer	sleeve.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSX-R	750 2011 2017 							675,92	€	
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E-S6R6 Optional	Header	(SS) RC	-	Racing

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSX-R	750 2011 2017 							755,00	€	

S-S10SO11-
HASZ Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Designed to increase power and torque while
lowing weight over the stock system. The Slip-
On Line (Titanium) exhaust is manufactured
from race-bred materials and is constructed
using a titanium outer sleeve for a real racing
look. The muffler assembly has beenoptimised
to produce the best performance to meet
EC/ECE-type approval without compromising
the improved and sporty sound. The carbon-
fibre heatshield and end cap give the exhaust
extra visual appeal. Simple plug-and-play
installation,without any need forother partsor
re-mapping.	

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSX-S	1000	/	F 2015 2020 							690,40	€	

S-S10SO15-
HAPT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Designed to increase power and torque while
lowing weight over the stock system. The Slip-
On Line (Titanium) exhaust is manufactured
from race-bred materials and is constructed
using a titanium outer sleeve for a real racing
look. The muffler assembly has beenoptimised
to produce the best performance to meet
EC/ECE-type approval without compromising
the improved and sporty sound. The carbon-
fibre heatshield and end cap give the exhaust
extra visual appeal. Simple plug-and-play
installation,without any need forother partsor
re-mapping.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSX-S	1000	/	F 2015 2020 							690,40	€	

S-S7SO1-HRC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
takingdesign very seriously is two different Slip-
On exhaust systems. Choose a model with
either a carbon fibre muffler outer sleeve or
titanium one. All Slip-Ons come with a carbon
fibre	end	cap.	A	race-proven	material.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSX-S	750 2015 2016 							656,23	€	

SM-S7SO1T Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems. The GP-
styledMegaphone Slip-On Line system is a high-
performance system for race-oriented riders.
Made from titanium, a race-proven
material.The exhaust system modification
results in a major boost in performance and
weight reduction.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSX-S	750 2015 2016 							322,50	€	

S-S7SO2-HRC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler	outer	sleeve.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki GSX-S	750 2017 2020 							635,00	€	

S-S10SO15-
HAPT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Designed to increase power and torque while
lowing weight over the stock system. The Slip-
On Line (Titanium) exhaust is manufactured
from race-bred materials and is constructed
using a titanium outer sleeve for a real racing
look. The muffler assembly has beenoptimised
to produce the best performance to meet
EC/ECE-type approval without compromising
the improved and sporty sound. The carbon-
fibre heatshield and end cap give the exhaust
extra visual appeal. Simple plug-and-play
installation,without any need forother partsor
re-mapping.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki Katana 2019 2020 							690,40	€	

S-S2SO4-DTA Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOT INTENDED FORSTREET USE.TheAkrapovič
Slip-On system is designed for recreational
riders and deliversan outstandingcombination
of performance, design, and durability plus the
well-known Akrapovič quality, ease of
installation,	and	genuine	affordability.

Motorcycle Off-Road Suzuki RM-Z	250 2010 2016 							396,90	€	
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S-S2MR5-
BNTA

Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOT INTENDED FOR STREET USE.A complete
high-quality exhaust system made from
stainless steel tubes and a titanium muffler
outer sleeve with precision handcrafting and
attention to detail. Its unique design yields the
maximum output for each specific motorcycle
model while significantly reducing overall
weight fortop performance. It’s identical toour
top-range Evolution Line exhaust system. The
only difference is in the material used.Our
exhaust systems meet FIMnoise limits, feature
a more durable welded bracket and titanium
end	cap.

Motorcycle Off-Road Suzuki RM-Z	250 2010 2018 							822,82	€	

S-S2SO5-BNTA Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOT INTENDED FORSTREET USE.TheAkrapovič
Slip-On system is designed for recreational
riders and deliversan outstandingcombination
of performance, design, and durability plus the
well-known Akrapovič quality, ease of
installation, and genuine affordability.Our
exhaust systems meet FIMnoise limits, feature
a more durable welded bracket and titanium
end	cap.

Motorcycle Off-Road Suzuki RM-Z	250 2010 2018 							541,48	€	

S-S2MET6-
BNTA

Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOTINTENDEDFOR STREETUSE.The flagshipof
the Akrapovič exhaust system range, used and
tested by our top factory teams in motorcycle
racing. It’s simply the finest exhaust system
available. Each model is unique and dedicated
to maximizing the engine’s performance,while
reducing overall weight for optimized overall
handling of themotorcycle. It is made entirely
of titanium. Our exhaust systems meet FIM
noise limits, feature a more durable welded
bracket	and	titanium	end	cap.

Motorcycle Off-Road Suzuki RM-Z	250 2019 2020 				1.090,00	€	

S-S2SO4-DTA Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOT INTENDED FORSTREET USE.TheAkrapovič
Slip-On system is designed for recreational
riders and deliversan outstandingcombination
of performance, design, and durability plus the
well-known Akrapovič quality, ease of
installation,	and	genuine	affordability.

Motorcycle Off-Road Suzuki RM-Z	250	/	Enduro 2010 2014 							396,90	€	

S-S4SO8-BNTA Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOT INTENDED FORSTREET USE.TheAkrapovič
Slip-On system is designed for recreational
riders and deliversan outstandingcombination
of performance, design, and durability plus the
well-known Akrapovič quality, ease of
installation, and genuine affordability.Our
exhaust systems meet FIMnoise limits, feature
a more durable welded bracket and titanium
end	cap.

Motorcycle Off-Road Suzuki RM-Z	450 2008 2017 							492,25	€	

S-S4MET10-
BNTA

Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOTINTENDEDFOR STREETUSE.The flagshipof
the Akrapovič exhaust system range, used and
tested by our top factory teams in motorcycle
racing. It’s simply the finest exhaust system
available. Each model is unique and dedicated
to maximizing the engine’s performance,while
reducing overall weight for optimized overall
handling of themotorcycle. It is made entirely
of titanium. Our exhaust systems meet FIM
noise limits, feature a more durable welded
bracket	and	titanium	end	cap.

Motorcycle Off-Road Suzuki RM-Z	450 2008 2017 				1.031,94	€	

S-S4MET11-
BNTA

Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOT INTENDED FOR STREET USE.Derived from
the world-championship RM-Z450WS exhaust,
the Evolution Line is constructed from high-
grade lightweight titanium, which saves over
20% in weight compared to a stock system,
enhancing handling. It is coated in a durable
finish for increased scratch resistance and
easier cleaning. It has improved throttle
response and the unique Akrapovič sound –
which is within FIM limits – and is easy to
install. The system comes witha spark arrester
to comply with North American off-road
regulations.

Motorcycle Off-Road Suzuki RM-Z	450 2018 2020 				1.090,00	€	

S-S6SO9-
HRC/1

Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler	outer	sleeve.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki SV	650 2016 2020 							540,00	€	

S-S6SO9-
HRC/1

Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler	outer	sleeve.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki SV	650	X 2018 2020 							540,00	€	
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S-S10SO9-
HAFT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is
designed for riders who do not want to make
major modifications to their stock exhaust
system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers
great looks as well as increased performance
for the bike.The exhaust system is compliant
with	EURO3	regulations.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki V-Strom	1000 2014 2016 							762,93	€	

S-S10SO14-
HAFT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made of carbon fibre.Exhaust system is
compatible with Suzuki side cases and central
stand.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki V-Strom	1000 2014 2019 							790,00	€	

S-S65SO2-RT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system witha titaniummuffler
outer sleeve. Race-proven materials.Exhaust
system can't be mounted with side cases.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki V-Strom	650 2004 2011 							772,03	€	

S-S65SO3-RC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler outer sleeve. Race-proven
materials.Exhaust system can't be mounted
with side cases. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki V-Strom	650 2004 2016 							787,48	€	

S-S6R9-WT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output.A combination of racing materials like
titanium forthemuffler outer sleeve give these
exhaust systems a racing touch.Exhaust system
iscompatiblewithSuzuki side cases andcentral
stand.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Suzuki V-Strom	650 2017 2020 							755,00	€	

S-T12SO4-
HCQT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system witha titaniummuffler
outer sleeve. Race-provenmaterials.Mandatory
heat shield shouldbe orderedseparetely. UseP-
HST12SO3 for T120 model and P-HST12SO4 for
T100	model.	

Motorcycle Road Triumph Bonneville	T100 2017 2020 							920,00	€	

P-HST12SO4 Heat	shield	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On Mandatory heat shield for Boneville T100. To
be	used	with	slip-on	system	S-T12SO4-HCQT.

Motorcycle Road Triumph Bonneville	T100 2017 2020 										65,00	€	

S-T12SO4-
HCQT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system witha titaniummuffler
outer sleeve. Race-provenmaterials.Mandatory
heat shield shouldbe orderedseparetely. UseP-
HST12SO3 for T120 model and P-HST12SO4 for
T100	model.	

Motorcycle Road Triumph Bonneville	T120 2016 2020 							920,00	€	

P-HST12SO3 Heat	shield	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On Mandatory heat shield for Boneville T120. To
be	used	with	slip-on	system	S-T12SO4-HCQT.

Motorcycle Road Triumph Bonneville	T120 2016 2020 										65,00	€	
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S-T675SO3-
HACT

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium)	06-
08 SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system witha titaniummuffler
outer sleeve and carbon fibre end cap. Race-
proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Triumph Daytona	675 2006 2008 							727,82	€	

S-T675SO3-
HACT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium)	09- SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system witha titaniummuffler
outer sleeve and carbon fibre end cap. Race-
proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Triumph Daytona	675 2009 2012 							727,82	€	

S-T675SO3-
HACT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium)	09- SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system witha titaniummuffler
outer sleeve and carbon fibre end cap. Race-
proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Triumph Daytona	675R 2011 2012 							727,82	€	

S-T12SO3-
HCQT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system witha titaniummuffler
outer	sleeve.	Race-proven	materials.The	system	
features insulated linkpipes to reduce theheat
on	the	side	of	the	bike	near	the	rider's	leg.

Motorcycle Road Triumph Scrambler	1200 2019 2020 							990,00	€	

S-T10SO1-HRC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler	outer	sleeves	and	end	caps.

Motorcycle Road Triumph Speed	Triple	1050 2011 2015 				1.249,96	€	

P-HST10CA Heat	shield	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval Akrapovič carbon fibre heat shield to replace
stock	heat	shield.

Motorcycle Road Triumph Speed	Triple	1050 2011 2015 							139,13	€	

P-HST10CA Heat	shield	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval Akrapovič carbon fibre heat shield to replace
stock	heat	shield.

Motorcycle Road Triumph Speed	Triple	R	1050 2012 2015 							139,13	€	

S-T10SO1-HRC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler	outer	sleeves	and	end	caps.

Motorcycle Road Triumph Speed	Triple	R	1050 2012 2015 				1.249,96	€	

S-T12SO2-
HCQTBL

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system witha titaniummuffler
outer	sleeve.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Triumph Speed	Twin 2019 2020 				1.050,00	€	

S-T7SO1-HAPC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On
EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler outer sleeve andend cap. Race-proven
materials.

Motorcycle Road Triumph Street	Triple	765	S	/	R	/	RS 2017 2019 							799,00	€	
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S-T7SO2-APC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler outer sleeve andend cap. Race-proven
materials.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Triumph Street	Triple	765	S	/	R	/	RS 2017 2020 							635,00	€	

S-T12SO2-
HCQTBL

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system witha titaniummuffler
outer	sleeve.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Triumph Thruxton	1200	/	R	/	RS 2016 2020 				1.050,00	€	

S-T12SO1-
HAFTBL Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made of carbon fibre. Race-proven
materials.Exhaust system is compatible with
Triumph	side	cases.

Motorcycle Road Triumph
Tiger 1200
XR/XRx/XRT/XCx/XCA 2018 2020 							860,00	€	

S-T800SO1-
HZAAT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent thefirst step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system witha titaniummuffler
outer sleeve and carbon fibre end cap. Race-
proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Triumph
Tiger 800
XC/XR/XRx/XCx/XRT/XCA 2011 2016 							799,00	€	

S-T8SO2-
HZAAT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made of carbon fibre. Race-proven
materials.Exhaust system is compatible with
Triumph	side	cases.

Motorcycle Road Triumph
Tiger 800
XC/XR/XRx/XCx/XRT/XCA 2018 2020 							799,00	€	

P-HSVE3SO1 Heat	shield	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part
Finish off the look of the Slip-On Line exhaust
with this perfectly constructed hand-crafted
carbon-fibre	heatshield.

Motorcycle Scooter Vespa GTS	125/150	i.e	Super 2009 2016 										75,73	€	

S-VE3SO9-
HRSSBL Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination of price and performance. With
theAkrapovič Slip-On system youwill getmore
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest	carbon	fibre	end	caps.	EC	type-approval	is	
valid	only	when	catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Scooter Vespa GTS	125/150	i.e	Super 2009 2016 							520,00	€	

S-VE3SO9-
HRSS Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination of price and performance. With
theAkrapovič Slip-On system youwill getmore
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest	carbon	fibre	end	caps.	EC	type-approval	is	
valid only when catalytic converter is
installed.The Akrapovič exhaust system is not
compatible for combination with the Vespa
original	chrome	kit	or	rear	side	protection.

Motorcycle Scooter Vespa GTS	125/150	i.e	Super 2009 2016 							490,00	€	
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P-KAT-051/1 Catalytic	converter RC	-	Racing EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.	The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Vespa GTS	125/150	i.e	Super 2009 2016 							141,29	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Vespa GTS	125/150	i.e	Super 2009 2016 										86,47	€	

S-VE125SO1-
HZBL Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination of price and performance. With
theAkrapovič Slip-On system youwill getmore
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound. Special black muffler dramatically
changes its visual appearance. Each product
features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end
caps. EC type-approval is valid only when
catalytic	converter	is	installed.	

Motorcycle Scooter Vespa GTS	125/150	i.e	Super 2017 2020 							460,90	€	

P-KAT-067 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Vespa GTS	125/150	i.e	Super 2017 2020 										83,95	€	

P-KAT-051/1 Catalytic	converter RC	-	Racing EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.	The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Vespa GTS	250 2005 2013 							141,29	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Vespa GTS	250 2005 2013 										86,47	€	

S-VE3SO9-
HRSS Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination of price and performance. With
theAkrapovič Slip-On system youwill getmore
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest	carbon	fibre	end	caps.	EC	type-approval	is	
valid only when catalytic converter is
installed.The Akrapovič exhaust system is not
compatible for combination with the Vespa
original	chrome	kit	or	rear	side	protection.

Motorcycle Scooter Vespa GTS	250 2005 2013 							490,00	€	

S-VE3SO9-
HRSSBL Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination of price and performance. With
theAkrapovič Slip-On system youwill getmore
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest	carbon	fibre	end	caps.	EC	type-approval	is	
valid	only	when	catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Scooter Vespa GTS	250 2005 2013 							520,00	€	

P-HSVE3SO1 Heat	shield	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part
Finish off the look of the Slip-On Line exhaust
with this perfectly constructed hand-crafted
carbon-fibre	heatshield.

Motorcycle Scooter Vespa GTS	250 2005 2013 										75,73	€	
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P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Vespa GTS	300	/	Sei	Giorni	/	HPE 2008 2016 										86,47	€	

P-KAT-051/1 Catalytic	converter RC	-	Racing EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.	The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Vespa GTS	300	/	Sei	Giorni	/	HPE 2008 2020 							141,29	€	

P-HSVE3SO1 Heat	shield	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part
Finish off the look of the Slip-On Line exhaust
with this perfectly constructed hand-crafted
carbon-fibre	heatshield.

Motorcycle Scooter Vespa GTS	300	/	Sei	Giorni	/	HPE 2008 2020 										75,73	€	

S-VE3SO9-
HRSSBL Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination of price and performance. With
theAkrapovič Slip-On system youwill getmore
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest	carbon	fibre	end	caps.	EC	type-approval	is	
valid	only	when	catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Scooter Vespa GTS	300	/	Sei	Giorni	/	HPE 2008 2020 							520,00	€	

S-VE3SO9-
HRSS Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination of price and performance. With
theAkrapovič Slip-On system youwill getmore
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest	carbon	fibre	end	caps.	EC	type-approval	is	
valid only when catalytic converter is
installed.The Akrapovič exhaust system is not
compatible for combination with the Vespa
original	chrome	kit	or	rear	side	protection.

Motorcycle Scooter Vespa GTS	300	/	Sei	Giorni	/	HPE 2008 2020 							490,00	€	

S-VE3SO9-
HRSS Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination of price and performance. With
theAkrapovič Slip-On system youwill getmore
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest	carbon	fibre	end	caps.	EC	type-approval	is	
valid only when catalytic converter is
installed.The Akrapovič exhaust system is not
compatible for combination with the Vespa
original	chrome	kit	or	rear	side	protection.

Motorcycle Scooter Vespa GTV	250 2006 2013 							490,00	€	

S-VE3SO9-
HRSSBL Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination of price and performance. With
theAkrapovič Slip-On system youwill getmore
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest	carbon	fibre	end	caps.	EC	type-approval	is	
valid	only	when	catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Scooter Vespa GTV	250 2006 2013 							520,00	€	

P-HSVE3SO1 Heat	shield	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part
Finish off the look of the Slip-On Line exhaust
with this perfectly constructed hand-crafted
carbon-fibre	heatshield.

Motorcycle Scooter Vespa GTV	250 2006 2013 										75,73	€	

P-KAT-051/1 Catalytic	converter RC	-	Racing EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.	The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Vespa GTV	250 2006 2013 							141,29	€	
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P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Vespa GTV	250 2006 2013 										86,47	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Vespa GTV	300 2010 2016 										86,47	€	

P-KAT-051/1 Catalytic	converter RC	-	Racing EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.	The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Vespa GTV	300 2010 2017 							141,29	€	

P-HSVE3SO1 Heat	shield	(Carbon) OP	-	Optional	part
Finish off the look of the Slip-On Line exhaust
with this perfectly constructed hand-crafted
carbon-fibre	heatshield.

Motorcycle Scooter Vespa GTV	300 2010 2017 										75,73	€	

S-VE3SO9-
HRSSBL Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination of price and performance. With
theAkrapovič Slip-On system youwill getmore
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest	carbon	fibre	end	caps.	EC	type-approval	is	
valid	only	when	catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Scooter Vespa GTV	300 2010 2017 							520,00	€	

S-VE3SO9-
HRSS Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination of price and performance. With
theAkrapovič Slip-On system youwill getmore
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest	carbon	fibre	end	caps.	EC	type-approval	is	
valid only when catalytic converter is
installed.The Akrapovič exhaust system is not
compatible for combination with the Vespa
original	chrome	kit	or	rear	side	protection.

Motorcycle Scooter Vespa GTV	300 2010 2017 							490,00	€	

P-KAT-038 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Road Vespa LX/LXV	125ie	3V 2013 2016 										86,47	€	

P-KAT-038 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Road Vespa LX/LXV	150ie	3V 2013 2016 										86,47	€	

P-KAT-038 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Road Vespa Primavera	125ie	3V 2014 2016 										86,47	€	
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P-KAT-064 Catalytic	converter RC	-	Racing EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Vespa Primavera	125ie	3V 2017 2020 										86,47	€	

S-VE125R2-
HZBL

Racing	Line	(SS) RC	-	Racing EC	Type	Approval

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price
and&nbsp;optimum performance. Racing
performance exhaust systems are designed for
riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter
compared to the stock&nbsp;exhaust
system&nbsp;and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibrefor theend capgive theseexhaust
systems a&nbsp;racing&nbsp;touch.Adding the
catalytic converter makes the exhaust system
EC Type approved.Fittment notice: S-VE125R2-
HZBL fitson theVespa Primavera 125/150ie3V,
Sprint 125/150ie 3V and Piaggio Liberty
125/150 3V&nbsp;- 2016 models with iGet
engines.

Motorcycle Scooter Vespa Primavera	125ie	3V 2017 2020 							510,00	€	

P-KAT-038 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Road Vespa Primavera	150ie	3V 2014 2016 										86,47	€	

S-VE125R2-
HZBL

Racing	Line	(SS) RC	-	Racing EC	Type	Approval

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price
and&nbsp;optimum performance. Racing
performance exhaust systems are designed for
riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter
compared to the stock&nbsp;exhaust
system&nbsp;and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibrefor theend capgive theseexhaust
systems a&nbsp;racing&nbsp;touch.Adding the
catalytic converter makes the exhaust system
EC Type approved.Fittment notice: S-VE125R2-
HZBL fitson theVespa Primavera 125/150ie3V,
Sprint 125/150ie 3V and Piaggio Liberty
125/150 3V&nbsp;- 2016 models with iGet
engines.

Motorcycle Scooter Vespa Primavera	150ie	3V 2017 2020 							510,00	€	

P-KAT-064 Catalytic	converter RC	-	Racing EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Vespa Primavera	150ie	3V 2017 2020 										86,47	€	

P-KAT-038 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Road Vespa Sprint	125ie	3V 2014 2016 										86,47	€	

P-KAT-064 Catalytic	converter RC	-	Racing EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Vespa Sprint	125ie	3V 2017 2020 										86,47	€	
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S-VE125R2-
HZBL

Racing	Line	(SS) RC	-	Racing EC	Type	Approval

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price
and&nbsp;optimum performance. Racing
performance exhaust systems are designed for
riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter
compared to the stock&nbsp;exhaust
system&nbsp;and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibrefor theend capgive theseexhaust
systems a&nbsp;racing&nbsp;touch.Adding the
catalytic converter makes the exhaust system
EC Type approved.Fittment notice: S-VE125R2-
HZBL fitson theVespa Primavera 125/150ie3V,
Sprint 125/150ie 3V and Piaggio Liberty
125/150 3V&nbsp;- 2016 models with iGet
engines.

Motorcycle Scooter Vespa Sprint	125ie	3V 2017 2020 							510,00	€	

P-KAT-038 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Road Vespa Sprint	150ie	3V 2014 2016 										86,47	€	

S-VE125R2-
HZBL

Racing	Line	(SS) RC	-	Racing EC	Type	Approval

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price
and&nbsp;optimum performance. Racing
performance exhaust systems are designed for
riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems are lighter
compared to the stock&nbsp;exhaust
system&nbsp;and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibrefor theend capgive theseexhaust
systems a&nbsp;racing&nbsp;touch.Adding the
catalytic converter makes the exhaust system
EC Type approved.Fittment notice: S-VE125R2-
HZBL fitson theVespa Primavera 125/150ie3V,
Sprint 125/150ie 3V and Piaggio Liberty
125/150 3V&nbsp;- 2016 models with iGet
engines.

Motorcycle Scooter Vespa Sprint	150ie	3V 2017 2020 							510,00	€	

P-KAT-064 Catalytic	converter RC	-	Racing EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Vespa Sprint	150ie	3V 2017 2020 										86,47	€	

S-Y13SO1-HT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made of carbon fibre.Mounting is alsopossible
with original side cases. The noise insert is
removable. The exhaust system is compliant
with EURO3 regulations. Adding the catalytic
convertermakesthe Slip-On exhaust systemEC
Type	approved.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha FJR	1300 2006 2012 				1.238,60	€	

P-KAT-035 Catalytic	converter	Set OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.Catalytic converter set P-KAT-035
contains	2	pieces	of	P-KAT-033.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha FJR	1300 2006 2012 							256,65	€	
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S-Y13SO3-HT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in
the&nbsp;exhaust system&nbsp;tuning
process, and they offer a great balance
between price and performance. Change the
nature of your bike by adding more power,
improved performance, and
the&nbsp;unique&nbsp;Akrapovič sound.
Everything packed in stylishly designed Slip-On
exhaust systems. The result of taking design
very seriously is a&nbsp;beautifully
crafted&nbsp;exhaust system.The muffler
outer sleeve is madeof titanium,while theend
cap is made of carbon fibre.Mounting is also
possible	with	original	side	cases.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha FJR	1300 2013 2020 				1.238,60	€	

P-KAT-008/3 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Others Yamaha FZ	1	FAZER 2006 2015 							110,39	€	

S-Y10SO7-HRC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler outer sleeve. Race-proven
materials.Warning! EC Type approval is valid
only for model years until 2006.	EC type-
approval is valid only when catalytic converter
is	installed.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha FZ	1	FAZER 2006 2015 							620,45	€	

SS-Y6SO4-HET Slip-On Line (Titanium) FZ
6	S2,	FZ	6	FAZER	S2

SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve	is	made	of	titanium.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha FZ	6	S2,	FZ	6	FAZER	S2 2004 2009 							772,03	€	

SS-Y6SO4-HET Slip-On Line (Titanium) FZ
6,	FZ6	FAZER

SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve	is	made	of	titanium.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha FZ	6,	FZ6	FAZER 2004 2009 							772,03	€	

S-Y8SO1-HRC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
takingdesign very seriously is two different Slip-
On exhaust systems. Choose a model with
either a carbon fibre muffler outer sleeve or
titanium one. All Slip-Ons come with a carbon
fibre	end	cap.	A	race-proven	material.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha FZ	8,	FZ8	FAZER 2010 2015 							584,65	€	

S-Y4SO10-
HZAASS Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest	carbon	fibre	end	caps.	EC	type-approval	is	
valid	only	when	catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Scooter Yamaha Majesty	400 2007 2015 							488,00	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Yamaha Majesty	400 2007 2015 										86,47	€	
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S-Y2SO11-
AHCSS

Slip-On	Line	(SS)	MT-03 SO	-	Slip-On

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is
designed for riders who do not want to make
major modifications to their stock exhaust
system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers
great looks as well as increased performance
for the bike. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOTMEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha MT-03 2016 2019 							265,65	€	

S-Y2R1-CUBSS Racing	Line	(SS)	MT-03 RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and
for the end cap give these exhaust systems a
racing touch.The system fits only if the belly
pan is removed! THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha MT-03 2016 2019 							530,00	€	

S-Y3R1-APC Racing Line (Carbon) MT-
03

RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and
for the end cap give these exhaust systems a
racing touch. Both M12 and M18 lambda
sensors can be used on this system.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha MT-03 2016 2019 							691,56	€	

S-Y2SO16-
HAPC/1

Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is
designed for riders who do not want to make
major modifications to their stock exhaust
system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers
great looks as well as increased performance
for	the	bike.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha MT-03 2016 2019 							430,76	€	

P-HSY3SO1 Heat	shield	(Carbon) XX	-	Other

Akrapovič carbon fibre heat shield to replace
stock heat shield. It can be used with Slip-On
Line (SS) - S-Y2SO11-AHCSS and Slip-On Line
(Carbon)	-	S-Y2SO16-HAPC,	S-Y2SO12-HAPC.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha MT-03 2016 2020 										95,00	€	

P-X179 Muffler	bracket	(SS) EV	-	Evolution W/O	Approval

If the passenger footrests are removed, this
optional stainless steel muffler bracket is
needed. With the use of this optional muffler
bracket, the position of the muffler is
approximately 30 mm higher.Optional product
to	S-Y3R1-APC	-	Racing	Line	(Carbon).

Motorcycle Road Yamaha MT-03 2016 2020 										48,08	€	

S-Y2SO16-
HAPC/1

Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is
designed for riders who do not want to make
major modifications to their stock exhaust
system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers
great looks as well as increased performance
for	the	bike.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha MT-03 2020 2020 							430,76	€	

S-Y3R1-APC Racing Line (Carbon) MT-
03

RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and
for the end cap give these exhaust systems a
racing touch. Both M12 and M18 lambda
sensors can be used on this system.Fitment
notice for MT-03 2020 model year: For
installing the racing system, thestock belly pan
has to be cut. Please read the instructions
carefully before the start of the
installation.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha MT-03 2020 2020 							691,56	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	R OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Yamaha MT-07/FZ-07 2014 2016 										86,47	€	
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S-Y7R1-HAFT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output.A combination of racing materials like
titanium forthemuffler outer sleeve give these
exhaust systems a racing touch.The exhaust
system iscompliantwithEURO3 regulations.EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic
converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha MT-07/FZ-07 2014 2016 							864,53	€	

S-Y7R2-AFC Racing	Line	(Carbon) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve give
these exhaust systems a racing touch. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha MT-07/FZ-07 2014 2020 							701,70	€	

P-KAT-051 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.&nbsp;The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha MT-07/FZ-07 2014 2020 							141,29	€	

S-Y7R5-HEGEH
Racing	Line	(Titanium)	MT-
07 RC	-	Racing

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Racing Line is a complete system with a
newmuffler shapemade from lightweight high-
grade	titanium.	It	has	headers	constructed	from	
stainless steel and a handmade carbon-fibre
endcap. It has increased top-end power and
mid-range torque levels, with improvedengine
response for enhanced rideability and a huge
weight saving of over 23% on stock. A deeper,
sportier	sound	enhances	the	overall	enjoyment.	
It is EC/ECE type-approved. No remapping is
requiredandit iseasy to fit.EC type-approval is
valid	only	when	catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha MT-07/FZ-07 2014 2020 							916,98	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	R OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Yamaha MT-09/FZ-09 2014 2016 										86,47	€	

S-Y9R2-AFC Racing	Line	(Carbon) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve give
these exhaust systems a racing touch.Racing
Line system can't be mounted if motorcycle's
central standisused. THIS PRODUCT DOESNOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha MT-09/FZ-09 2014 2016 							775,87	€	

S-Y9R3-HAFT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output.A combination of racing materials like
titanium forthemuffler outer sleeve give these
exhaust systems a racing touch.The exhaust
system iscompliantwithEURO3 regulations.EC
type-approval is valid only when optional
catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha MT-09/FZ-09 2014 2016 							995,03	€	
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S-Y9R8-
HEGEHT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that
demand	maximum performance	from their
motorcycle. The systems are	lighter	compared
to the stock exhaust system and feature
exceptional production quality and increased
engine	performance	combined with	pure racing
sound	output. A combination of racing
materials like	titanium	for the muffler outer
sleeve and	carbon fibre	end cap give these
exhaust systems a racing touch.Exhaust can
also be mounted on MT-09 SP model.EC type-
approval is valid only when catalytic converter
is	installed.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha MT-09/FZ-09 2014 2020 				1.004,95	€	

P-KAT-057 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound
and	performance	upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič	exhaust systems. The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha MT-09/FZ-09 2014 2020 							120,69	€	

S-Y9R2-AFC Racing	Line	(Carbon) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve give
these exhaust systems a racing touch.Exhaust
can also be mounted on MT-09 SP
model.Racing Line system can't be mounted if
motorcycle's central stand is used. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha MT-09/FZ-09 2017 2020 							775,87	€	

S-Y10SO15-
HAPT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Akrapovič’s Slip-On Line represents the first
step in the exhaust systemtuning process,and
this all-new product for the Yamaha MT-10 is
no exception. Featuring a completely new-
shape muffler design—inspired by Akrapovič’s
involvement with top-class race teams—and
made entirely of titanium, the Slip-On Line
exhaust will give thebikethat “Grand Prix” look
and also totally transform the bike by adding
more power, improving performance, and
giving it that unique sporty Akrapovič sound.
Thisbeautifully craftedmuffler ismanufactured
with race-proven materials and comes with a
carbon fibre heat shield to further enhance the
look.Exhaustcanalsobe mounted on MT-10 SP
and	MT-10	Tourer	Edition	models.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha MT-10/FZ-10 2016 2020 							712,98	€	

S-Y10R14-
HX2T

Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

Developed from the (r)evolutionary Akrapovič
concept and the company’s experience in top-
level motorcycle racing, the all-new Akrapovič
Racing Line exhaust systemfor theYamaha	MT-
10 isaimedatriders thatwant to goall theway
in the exhaust-tuning process. It offers a great
balance between optimum performance and
affordability.	The	latest	muffler	design	is	crafted	
from lightweight titanium and carbon-fibre,
with the rest of the system built from high-
grade stainless steel, making it lighter than the
stock system. The design is perfectly matched
to the contours of the high-performance MT-
10. The Racing Line exhaust provides improved
performance, higher torque output and that
unique Akrapovič racing sound to make the
bike look and sound as well as it
performs.Exhaust can also be mounted onMT-
10 SP and MT-10 Tourer Edition models.For
perfect performance, throttle response and
durability special developed mapping from
Dynojet has to be used. Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercom
mander.THIS PRODOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.provi

Motorcycle Road Yamaha MT-10/FZ-10 2016 2020 				1.690,00	€	
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L-Y10SO15T Optional Link
Pipe/Collector	(Titanium)

OP	-	Optional	part

Designed exclusively for use with the titanium
Slip-On Line muffler, this optional lightweight
titanium link pipe will transform the exhaust
and take the Yamaha	MT-10 to a higher
performance level. Providing more power and
increased	torque,	the	link	pipe	makes	full	use	of	
the machine’s potential.Optional Link
Pipe/Collector can also be mounted on MT-10
SP and MT-10 Tourer Edition models.For
perfect performance, throttle response and
durability special developed mapping has tobe
used.	THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha MT-10/FZ-10 2016 2020 							545,90	€	

P-KAT-038 Catalytic	converter	R OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič	exhaust	systems.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha MT-125 2014 2016 										86,47	€	

S-Y125R2-HRT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Akrapovič Racing system is designed for
riders who demand maximum performance.
Racing system is lighter if compared to stock
exhaust system and features exceptional
production quality, hi-tech materials and of
course increased engine performance
combined with pure racing sound output.EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic
converter is installed.	The exhaust system is
compliant	with	EURO3	regulations.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha MT-125 2014 2016 							584,44	€	

S-Y125R4-HRT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing
EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Akrapovič Racing system is designed for
riders who demand maximum performance.
Racing system is lighter if compared to stock
exhaust system and features exceptional
production quality, hi-tech materials and of
course increased engine performance
combined with pure racing sound output.EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic
converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha MT-125 2014 2019 							587,40	€	

P-KAT-064 Catalytic	converter	R RC	-	Racing EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Yamaha MT-125 2014 2020 										86,47	€	

S-Y125R6-HZT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing
EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

	The Akrapovič Racing system is designed for
riders who demand maximum performance.
Racing system is lighter if compared to stock
exhaust system and features exceptional
production quality, hi-tech materials and of
course increased engine performance
combined with pure racing sound output.EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic
converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha MT-125 2020 2020 							580,00	€	

S-Y9R10-
HEGEHT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
titanium for the muffler outer sleeve and
carbon fibre end cap give these exhaust
systemsa racing touch.ECtype-approval isvalid
only	when	catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha Niken 2019 2020 				1.050,00	€	

P-KAT-057 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound
and	performance	upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič	exhaust systems. The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha Niken 2019 2020 							120,69	€	

P-KAT-061 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound
and	performance	upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič	exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha SCR950 2017 2020 							141,29	€	
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S-Y9SO4-
HBBOSSBL/1 Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The result of taking design very seriously is a
very stylishly shapedblack-coated muffler.Slip-
Ons represent the first step in the exhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Installation is a snap. In addition to design
effects and improved power delivery, Slip-Ons
also	enhance	the	sound.	Let	your	bike	stand	out	
with more power, beautiful design, and the
unique Akrapovič sound of Slip-Ons.EC type-
approval is valid only when catalytic converter
is installed.Within the system code S-Y9SO4-
HBBOSSBL, 2 different link pipes are included
togetherwiththemuffler: L-Y9SO3SS formodel
SCR950	and	L-Y9SO4SS	for	model	XV950.

Motorcycle Custom Yamaha SCR950 2017 2020 							620,00	€	

S-Y7SO2-HFTT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On
EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system. The muffler outer
sleeve and end cap are made of titanium.
Featuring carbon fiber muffler clamp and heat
shield.Ithas a simple plug-and-play installation,
and	is	fully	EC-	and	ECE-compliant.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha Ténéré	700 2019 2020 							660,00	€	

E-Y7R1 Optional	Header	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound.For perfect performance,
throttle response, and durability, special
mapping developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D in
collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by
Dimsport is recommended. Please
visit	https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/, where you can download the
mapping.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha Ténéré	700 2019 2020 							575,00	€	

SS-Y5S1-HDC Racing	Line	(Carbon) RC	-	Racing EC	Type	Approval

A complete high-quality stainless steel exhaust
systemwitha carbon fibremuffler outer sleeve
is made with precision handcrafting and real
attention	to	detail.	It’s	simply	the	finest	exhaust	
system available for scooters. The design
enables themaximum output for each specific
model of scooter while reducing overallweight
for enhanced and useable performance in
everyday riding.These products deliver that
unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound.
Each Racing exhaust system features
Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end
caps.WARNING! EC Type approval is valid only
for	model	years	until	2006.

Motorcycle Scooter Yamaha TMAX 2001 2007 							690,34	€	

S-Y5R2-HCRT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing EC	Type	Approval

A complete high-quality stainless steel exhaust
system with a titanium muffler outer sleeve is
made with precision handcrafting and real
attention	to	detail.	It’s	simply	the	finest	exhaust	
system available for scooters. The design
enables themaximum output for each specific
model of scooter while reducing overallweight
for enhanced and useable performance in
everyday riding.These products deliver that
unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound.
Each Racing exhaust system features
Akrapovič’s	finest	carbon	fibre	end	caps.

Motorcycle Scooter Yamaha TMAX 2008 2016 							895,10	€	

S-Y5R2-RT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

A complete high-quality stainless steel exhaust
system with a titanium muffler outer sleeve is
made with precision handcrafting and real
attention	to	detail.	It’s	simply	the	finest	exhaust	
system available for scooters. The design
enables themaximum output for each specific
model of scooter while reducing overallweight
for enhanced and useable performance in
everyday riding.These products deliver that
unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič sound.
Each Racing exhaust system features
Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end caps. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Scooter Yamaha TMAX 2008 2016 							805,60	€	
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S-Y5R3-
HZEMT/1 Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Developed	from	a	concept	that	was	first
airedatEICMA2015, theRacing Line (Titanium)
fits	perfectly	within	the
sporty linesof the YamahaTMAX. Thisultimate
sports	maxi	scooter	already	has
a presenceon theroad, and theaddition of this
stunningly	designed	Akrapovič
exhaust system will take it to new aesthetic
heights	as	it	perfectly	enhances
the TMAX’s design. The unique shape of the
muffler,	with	its	embossed	Akrapovič
logo imprints that run all the way along the
exhaust	and	blend	in	seamlessly
with the hand-crafted carbon fibre endcap,
takes	design	to	new	levels	and
demonstrates that the Slovenian exhaust
specialists	are	constantly	looking
towards the future with their innovative and
high-tech	exhaust	technology.	To
compliment thestunning looks, the Racing Line
exhaust	system	also	delivers	more
power than the stock system, and the use of
high-grade	lightweight	material
means it also has a significant weight saving,
which	aids	handling.	The
impressive visual appearances and improved
performance are fuDOES NOTMEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE	REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	

Motorcycle Scooter Yamaha TMAX 2017 2019 							928,00	€	

P-KAT-059 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Yamaha TMAX 2017 2019 							110,39	€	

S-Y5R6-HZEMT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing
EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Developed from a concept that was first aired
at EICMA 2015, the Racing Line (Titanium) fits
perfectly within the sporty linesof theYamaha
TMAX. This ultimate sports maxi scooter
already has a presence on the road, and the
addition of this stunningly designed Akrapovič
exhaust system will take it to new aesthetic
heights as it perfectly enhances the TMAX’s
design. The unique shape of the muffler, with
its embossed Akrapovič logo imprints that run
all the way along the exhaust and blend in
seamlessly with the hand-crafted carbon fibre
endcap, takes design to new levels and
demonstrates that the Slovenian exhaust
specialists are constantly looking towards the
future with their innovative and high-tech
exhaust technology. To compliment the
stunning looks, the Racing Line exhaust system
also delivers more power than the stock
system, and the use of high-grade lightweight
material means it also has a significant weight
saving, which aids handling. The impressive
visual appearances and improved performance
are fuDOES NOTMEET EMISSIONCOMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY
USE.provide	ideal	aural	desirability.	With	simple	
plug-and-play installation and
EC/ECE–compliant,	this	is	a	system	that	takes	

Motorcycle Scooter Yamaha TMAX 2020 2020 				1.235,00	€	

S-Y7R2-AFC Racing Line (Carbon)
Tracer	700

RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve give
these exhaust systems a racing touch.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha TRACER	700	/	GT 2016 2019 							701,70	€	

S-Y7R5-HEGEH Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing
EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Racing Line is a complete system with
a	new muffler shape made from	lightweight
high-grade titanium. It has headersconstructed
from stainless steel and a handmade	carbon-
fibre endcap. It has increased top-end power
and mid-range torque levels, with	improved
engine response	for enhanced rideability anda
huge	weight saving	of over 23% on stock. A
deeper,	sportier sound	enhances the overall
enjoyment. It is EC/ECE type-approved. No
remapping is required and it is easy to fit.EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic
converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha TRACER	700	/	GT 2016 2019 							916,98	€	
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P-KAT-051 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.&nbsp;The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha TRACER	700	/	GT 2016 2019 							141,29	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	R OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Yamaha TRACER	900/900	GT/FJ-09 2015 2016 										86,47	€	

S-Y9R3-HAFT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output.A combination of racing materials like
titanium forthemuffler outer sleeve give these
exhaust systems a racing touch.The exhaust
system iscompliantwithEURO3 regulations.EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic
converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha TRACER	900/900	GT/FJ-09 2015 2016 							995,03	€	

P-KAT-057 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound
and	performance	upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič	exhaust systems. The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha TRACER	900/900	GT/FJ-09 2015 2020 							120,69	€	

S-Y9R8-
HEGEHT

Racing Line (Titanium)
Tracer	900

RC	-	Racing EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that
demand&nbsp;maximum	
performance&nbsp;from their motorcycle. The
systems are&nbsp;lighter&nbsp;compared to
the stock exhaust system and feature
exceptional production quality and increased
engine&nbsp;performance&nbsp;combined	
with&nbsp;pure racing sound&nbsp;output. A
combination of racing materials
like&nbsp;titanium&nbsp;for themuffler outer
sleeve and&nbsp;carbon fibre&nbsp;end cap
give these exhaust systems a racing touch.EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic
converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha TRACER	900/900	GT/FJ-09 2015 2020 				1.004,95	€	

S-Y17SO1-
HBAV Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Sporty and lightweight Slip-On Line exhaust
systems area perfectmatch. Titaniummufflers
with CNCmachined aluminum end caps, fit the
exterior line of the V-MAX perfectly and add a
clean powerful image. In addition to design
effects and improved power delivery, Slip-Ons
also	enhance	the	sound.	Let	your	bike	stand	out	
with more power, beautiful design, and the
unique Akrapovič soundof Slip-Ons. Installation
is	a	snap.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha VMAX 2009 2016 				1.181,22	€	

V-TUV104SET
Optional Noise Damper
Set OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval

A simple solution to lowernoise emissionsfrom
the	exhaust	system	(from	102	dB	to	100	dB). Motorcycle Road Yamaha VMAX 2009 2016 										84,00	€	

C-Y17SO1T/1 Optional Collector
(Titanium)

OP	-	Optional	part

The collector with interference crossovertubes
isentirelymadeof special titanium, whichgives
a special hi-tech touch to this upgrade of the
Slip-On Line exhaust system. The collector
features additional weight savings and a
performance upgrade compared to the stock
system. The greatest improvement can be
heard because the upgraded Slip-On exhaust
system has a unique sound. THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha VMAX 2009 2016 							774,74	€	
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S-Y2MR15-
CIBNTA

Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOT INTENDED FOR STREET USE.A complete
high-quality	exhaust system	made from
stainless steel tubes and atitanium	muffler
outer sleeve with precision handcrafting and
attention to detail. Its unique design yields the
maximum output for each specific motorcycle
model while significantly	reducing overall
weight	fortop performance. It’s identical toour
top-range Evolution Line exhaust system. The
only difference is in thematerial used. Exhaust
systems meet FIM noise limits, feature a more
durable	welded	bracket	and	titanium	end	cap.

Motorcycle Off-Road Yamaha WR	250	F 2015 2019 							890,40	€	

S-Y2MET14-
CIBNTA Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOTINTENDEDFOR STREETUSE.The flagshipof
the Akrapovič	exhaust system	range, used and
tested by our top factory teams in
motorcycle	racing. It’s simplythe finest exhaust
system available. Each model is unique and
dedicated to maximizing the engine’s
performance, while reducing overall weight for
optimizedoverall handling of themotorcycle. It
is made entirely of	titanium. Exhaust systems
meet FIM noise limits, feature a
more	durable	welded bracketand titanium end
cap.

Motorcycle Off-Road Yamaha WR	250	F 2015 2019 				1.090,00	€	

S-Y2MET15-
CIBNTA Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOTINTENDEDFOR STREETUSE.The flagshipof
the Akrapovič	exhaust system	range, used and
tested by our top factory teams in
motorcycle	racing. It’s simplythe finest exhaust
system available. Each model is unique and
dedicated to maximizing the engine’s
performance, while reducing overall weight for
optimizedoverall handling of themotorcycle. It
is made entirely of	titanium. Exhaust systems
meet FIM noise limits, feature a
more	durable	welded bracketand titanium end
cap.

Motorcycle Off-Road Yamaha WR	250	F 2020 2020 				1.090,00	€	

V-TUV010 Optional	Noise	Damper XX	-	Other W/O	Approval Motorcycle Others Yamaha WR	450	F 2004 2005 										42,00	€	

S-Y4SO14-
CIBNTA

Slip-On Line (Titanium)
WR	450	F SO	-	Slip-On

The Akrapovič Slip-On system is designed for
recreational riders and delivers an outstanding
combination of performance, design, and
durability plus the well-known Akrapovič
quality, ease of installation, and genuine
affordability.Exhaust systems meet FIM noise
limits, feature a more durable welded bracket
andtitanium end cap.THISPRODUCT DOESNOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Off-Road Yamaha WR	450	F 2016 2018 							541,48	€	

S-Y4MET14-
CIBNTA

Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOTINTENDEDFOR STREETUSE.The flagshipof
the Akrapovič exhaust system range, used and
tested by our top factory teams in motorcycle
racing. It’s simply the finest exhaust system
available. Each model is unique and dedicated
to maximizing the engine’s performance,while
reducing overall weight for optimized overall
handling of themotorcycle. It is made entirely
of titanium. Exhaust systems meet FIM noise
limits, feature a more durable welded bracket
and	titanium	end	cap.

Motorcycle Off-Road Yamaha WR	450	F 2019 2020 				1.090,00	€	

S-Y4MR15-
CIBNTA

Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOT INTENDED FOR STREET USE.A complete
high-quality exhaust system made from
stainless steel tubes and a titanium muffler
outer sleeve with precision handcrafting and
attention to detail. Its unique design yields the
maximum output for each specific motorcycle
model while significantly reducing overall
weight fortop performance. It’s identical toour
top-range Evolution Line exhaust system. The
only difference is in the material used.Exhaust
systems meet FIM noise limits, feature a more
durable	welded	bracket	and	titanium	end	cap.

Motorcycle Off-Road Yamaha WR	450	F 2019 2020 							890,00	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Yamaha X-CITY	125 2008 2016 										86,47	€	
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S-Y125SO3-
HRSS

Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest	carbon	fibre	end	caps.	EC	type-approval	is	
valid only when catalytic converter is installed.
Please note that exhaust system cannot be
used	for	ABS	Version.

Motorcycle Scooter Yamaha X-CITY	125 2008 2016 							460,02	€	

S-Y2SO7-HRSS Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest carbon fibre end caps. EC type-approval
is valid only when catalytic converter is
installed.

Motorcycle Scooter Yamaha X-CITY	250 2007 2016 							451,00	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Yamaha X-CITY	250 2007 2016 										86,47	€	

S-Y13SO2-
HBBOT

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve	is	made	of	titanium.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha XJR	1300 2007 2016 							776,38	€	

S-Y125SO3-
HRSS

Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest	carbon	fibre	end	caps.	EC	type-approval	is	
valid only when catalytic converter is installed.
Please note that exhaust system cannot be
used	for	ABS	Version.

Motorcycle Scooter Yamaha X-MAX	125 2008 2016 							460,02	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Yamaha X-MAX	125 2008 2016 										86,47	€	

S-Y125SO5-
HRSS Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination of price and
performance.&nbsp;With the Akrapovič Slip-On
system you will get more power, moretorque,
and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system
gives your scooter that unmistakable deep
resonantAkrapovič soundand alsodramatically
changes its visual appearance. Each product
features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end
caps. EC type-approval is valid only when
catalytic	converter	is	installed.	

Motorcycle Scooter Yamaha X-MAX	125 2017 2020 							477,87	€	

P-KAT-051 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.&nbsp;The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha X-MAX	125 2017 2020 							141,29	€	
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S-Y125SO4-
HRSS Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest carbon fibre end caps. EC type-approval
is valid only when catalytic converter is
installed.

Motorcycle Scooter Yamaha X-MAX	125	ABS 2011 2016 							460,02	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Yamaha X-MAX	125	ABS 2011 2016 										86,47	€	

S-Y125SO5-
HRSS Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination of price and
performance.&nbsp;With the Akrapovič Slip-On
system you will get more power, moretorque,
and less weight. The Akrapovič Slip-On system
gives your scooter that unmistakable deep
resonantAkrapovič soundand alsodramatically
changes its visual appearance. Each product
features Akrapovič’s finest carbon fibre end
caps. EC type-approval is valid only when
catalytic	converter	is	installed.	

Motorcycle Scooter Yamaha X-MAX	125	ABS 2017 2020 							477,87	€	

P-KAT-051 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.&nbsp;The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha X-MAX	125	ABS 2017 2020 							141,29	€	

S-Y2SO7-HRSS Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest carbon fibre end caps. EC type-approval
is valid only when catalytic converter is
installed.

Motorcycle Scooter Yamaha X-MAX	250 2007 2016 							451,00	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Yamaha X-MAX	250 2007 2016 										86,47	€	

S-Y3SO1-HRSS Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest	carbon	fibre	end	caps.	EC	type-approval	is	
valid only when catalytic converter is
installed.EC type-approval on X-MAX250 isnot
valid.

Motorcycle Scooter Yamaha X-MAX	250 2017 2020 							504,29	€	

S-Y3SO1-HRSS Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination	of	price	and	performance.With	the	
Akrapovič Slip-On system you will get more
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest	carbon	fibre	end	caps.	EC	type-approval	is	
valid only when catalytic converter is
installed.EC type-approval on X-MAX250 isnot
valid.

Motorcycle Scooter Yamaha X-MAX	300 2017 2020 							504,29	€	
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P-KAT-063 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound
and&nbsp;performance&nbsp;upgrades you’re
used to with Akrapovič&nbsp;exhaust systems.
The catalytic converter is a honeycombmetal
structure that incorporates precious metals
(palladium, rhodium, and platinum) into its
surface. These metals convert the poisonous
carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbons
found in exhaust gases into non-toxic carbon
dioxide	and	water	vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Yamaha X-MAX	300 2017 2020 							141,29	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	S OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Yamaha X-MAX	400 2013 2016 										86,47	€	

S-Y4SO10-
HZAASS Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination of price and performance.	With
theAkrapovič Slip-On system youwill getmore
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound and also dramatically changes its visual
appearance. Each product features Akrapovič’s
finest	carbon	fibre	end	caps.	EC	type-approval	is	
valid	only	when	catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Scooter Yamaha X-MAX	400 2013 2016 							488,00	€	

P-KAT-069 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Yamaha X-MAX	400 2018 2020 							195,80	€	

S-Y4SO18-
HRAASS Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Slip-On represents the first step in exhaust
system tuning. It is simple to install and
replaces a stock muffler. It also offers the best
combination of price and performance. With
theAkrapovič Slip-On system youwill getmore
power, more torque, and less weight. The
Akrapovič Slip-On system gives your scooter
that unmistakable deep resonant Akrapovič
sound. Each product features Akrapovič’s finest
carbon fibreend caps.	EC type-approval isvalid
only	when	catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Scooter Yamaha X-MAX	400 2018 2020 							655,80	€	

S-Y7R5-HEGEH
Racing Line (Titanium) XSR
700 RC	-	Racing

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Racing Line is a complete system with a
newmuffler shape	made from	lightweight high-
grade	titanium.	It	has	headers	constructed	from	
stainless steel and a handmade	carbon-fibre
endcap. It has increased top-end power and
mid-range torque levels, with	improved engine
response	for enhanced rideability and a
huge	weight saving	of over 23% on stock. A
deeper,	sportier sound	enhances the overall
enjoyment. It is EC/ECE type-approved. No
remapping is required and it is easy to fit.EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic
converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha XSR	700	/	XTribute 2016 2020 							916,98	€	

P-KAT-051 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.&nbsp;The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha XSR	700	/	XTribute 2016 2020 							141,29	€	

S-Y7R3-
HCUBTBL

Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and
optimum&nbsp;performance. Racing
performance exhaust systems are designed for
riders that demand maximum performance
from their motorcycle. The systems
are&nbsp;lighter&nbsp;compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output.A combination of racing materials like
titanium forthemuffler outer sleeve give these
exhaust systems a&nbsp;racing&nbsp;touch.EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic
converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha XSR	700	/	XTribute 2016 2020 				1.055,00	€	
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S-Y7R2-AFC Racing Line (Carbon) XSR
700

RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve give
these exhaust systems a racing touch. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha XSR	700	/	XTribute 2016 2020 							701,70	€	

S-Y9R2-AFC Racing Line (Carbon) XSR
900

RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve give
these exhaust systems a racing touch. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha XSR	900 2016 2020 							775,87	€	

P-KAT-051 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.&nbsp;The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha XSR	900 2016 2020 							141,29	€	

S-Y9R6-HBTBL Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing
EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems feature exceptional production
quality and increased engine performance
combined with pure racing sound output.A
combination of racing materials like titanium
for themuffler outer sleeve give theseexhaust
systemsa racing touch.ECtype-approval isvalid
only	when	catalytic	converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha XSR	900 2016 2020 				1.190,00	€	

P-KAT-057 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound
and	performance	upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič	exhaust systems. The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha XSR	900 2016 2020 							120,69	€	

S-Y9R8-
HEGEHT

Racing Line (Titanium) XSR
900

RC	-	Racing EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that
demand&nbsp;maximum	
performance&nbsp;from their motorcycle. The
systems are&nbsp;lighter&nbsp;compared to
the stock exhaust system and feature
exceptional production quality and increased
engine&nbsp;performance&nbsp;combined	
with&nbsp;pure racing sound&nbsp;output. A
combination of racing materials
like&nbsp;titanium&nbsp;for themuffler outer
sleeve and&nbsp;carbon fibre&nbsp;end cap
give these exhaust systems a racing touch.EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic
converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha XSR	900 2016 2020 				1.004,95	€	

S-Y12SO1-
HAAT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made	of	carbon	fibre.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha XT1200Z/E 2010 2016 							797,34	€	
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S-Y12SO2-
HAAT

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made of carbon fibre.The system iscompatible
with	Yamaha	side	cases.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha XT1200Z/E 2010 2020 							797,34	€	

S-Y9SO3-
HBBOSSBL/2

Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

The result of taking design very seriously is a
very stylishly shapedblack-coated muffler.Slip-
Ons represent the first step in the exhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Installation is a snap. In addition to design
effects and improved power delivery, Slip-Ons
also	enhance	the	sound.	Let	your	bike	stand	out	
with more power, beautiful design, and the
unique Akrapovič sound of Slip-Ons.EC type-
approval is valid only when catalytic converter
is	installed.

Motorcycle Custom Yamaha XV950/R/Racer 2013 2016 							547,04	€	

P-KAT-040 Catalytic	converter	C OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Yamaha XV950/R/Racer 2013 2016 										86,47	€	

S-Y9SO4-
HBBOSSBL/1 Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The result of taking design very seriously is a
very stylishly shapedblack-coated muffler.Slip-
Ons represent the first step in the exhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Installation is a snap. In addition to design
effects and improved power delivery, Slip-Ons
also	enhance	the	sound.	Let	your	bike	stand	out	
with more power, beautiful design, and the
unique Akrapovič sound of Slip-Ons.EC type-
approval is valid only when catalytic converter
is installed.Within the system code S-Y9SO4-
HBBOSSBL, 2 different link pipes are included
togetherwiththemuffler: L-Y9SO3SS formodel
SCR950	and	L-Y9SO4SS	for	model	XV950.

Motorcycle Custom Yamaha XV950/R/Racer 2017 2020 							620,00	€	

P-KAT-061 Catalytic	converter OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound
and	performance	upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič	exhaust systems.The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha XV950/R/Racer 2017 2020 							141,29	€	

S-Y10E5-
ALAGT

Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

Designed to take the Yamaha YXZ1000R “Side-
by-Side” machine to greater levels of
performance andenjoyment. Constructed from
high-grade lightweight titanium, reducing
weight fromthe stock system byover 50%,and
finished with a hand-crafted carbon-fibre end-
cap. The power and torque are increased for
enhanced performance. Thesound is improved
to deliver a louder, deeper, fuller, and
distinctiveAkrapovič tone, witha sporty, racing
soundas therevs rise.Designed withdurability
inminddue to the tough conditions thesystem
will face. Performance exhaust systems also
feature a new coating for the silencer outer
sleeve giving better scratch resistance and
easier cleaning.For perfect performance,
throttle response and durability special
developed mapping from Dynojet has to be
used. Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercom
mander.FOR CLOSED COURSE COMPETITION
USE	ONLY.	NOT	INTENDED	FOR	STREET	USE.	

Motorcycle Atv Yamaha YXZ1000R 2016 2020 				1.790,00	€	

S-Y2MET12-
BNTA

Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOTINTENDEDFOR STREETUSE.The flagshipof
the Akrapovič exhaust system range, used and
tested by our top factory teams in motorcycle
racing. It’s simply the finest exhaust system
available. Each model is unique and dedicated
to maximizing the engine’s performance,while
reducing overall weight for optimized overall
handling of themotorcycle. It is made entirely
of titanium. Our 2013 exhaust systems meet
new FIM 2013 noise limits, feature a more
durable	welded	bracket	and	titanium	end	cap.

Motorcycle Off-Road Yamaha YZ	250	F 2010 2013 							694,58	€	
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S-Y2MR15-
CIBNTA

Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOT INTENDED FOR STREET USE.A complete
high-quality	exhaust system	made from
stainless steel tubes and atitanium	muffler
outer sleeve with precision handcrafting and
attention to detail. Its unique design yields the
maximum output for each specific motorcycle
model while significantly	reducing overall
weight	fortop performance. It’s identical toour
top-range Evolution Line exhaust system. The
only difference is in thematerial used. Exhaust
systems meet FIM noise limits, feature a more
durable	welded	bracket	and	titanium	end	cap.

Motorcycle Off-Road Yamaha YZ	250	F 2014 2018 							890,40	€	

S-Y2SO15-
CIBNTA

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOT INTENDED FOR STREET
USE.The	Akrapovič	Slip-On system is designed
for recreational riders and delivers an
outstanding combination of performance,
design, and	durability	plus the well-known
Akrapovič quality, ease of installation, and
genuine affordability. Exhaust systems meet
FIM	noise	limits,	feature	a	more	durable	welded	
bracket	and	titanium	end	cap.

Motorcycle Off-Road Yamaha YZ	250	F 2014 2018 							566,09	€	

S-Y2MET14-
CIBNTA Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOTINTENDEDFOR STREETUSE.The flagshipof
the Akrapovič	exhaust system	range, used and
tested by our top factory teams in
motorcycle	racing. It’s simplythe finest exhaust
system available. Each model is unique and
dedicated to maximizing the engine’s
performance, while reducing overall weight for
optimizedoverall handling of themotorcycle. It
is made entirely of	titanium. Exhaust systems
meet FIM noise limits, feature a
more	durable	welded bracketand titanium end
cap.

Motorcycle Off-Road Yamaha YZ	250	F 2014 2018 				1.090,00	€	

S-Y2MET15-
CIBNTA Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOTINTENDEDFOR STREETUSE.The flagshipof
the Akrapovič	exhaust system	range, used and
tested by our top factory teams in
motorcycle	racing. It’s simplythe finest exhaust
system available. Each model is unique and
dedicated to maximizing the engine’s
performance, while reducing overall weight for
optimizedoverall handling of themotorcycle. It
is made entirely of	titanium. Exhaust systems
meet FIM noise limits, feature a
more	durable	welded bracketand titanium end
cap.

Motorcycle Off-Road Yamaha YZ	250	F 2019 2020 				1.090,00	€	

S-Y2MET14-
CIBNTA Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOTINTENDEDFOR STREETUSE.The flagshipof
the Akrapovič	exhaust system	range, used and
tested by our top factory teams in
motorcycle	racing. It’s simplythe finest exhaust
system available. Each model is unique and
dedicated to maximizing the engine’s
performance, while reducing overall weight for
optimizedoverall handling of themotorcycle. It
is made entirely of	titanium. Exhaust systems
meet FIM noise limits, feature a
more	durable	welded bracketand titanium end
cap.

Motorcycle Off-Road Yamaha YZ	250	FX 2015 2016 				1.090,00	€	

S-Y2SO15-
CIBNTA

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOT INTENDED FOR STREET
USE.The	Akrapovič	Slip-On system is designed
for recreational riders and delivers an
outstanding combination of performance,
design, and	durability	plus the well-known
Akrapovič quality, ease of installation, and
genuine affordability. Exhaust systems meet
FIM	noise	limits,	feature	a	more	durable	welded	
bracket	and	titanium	end	cap.

Motorcycle Off-Road Yamaha YZ	250	FX 2015 2016 							566,09	€	

S-Y2MR15-
CIBNTA

Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOT INTENDED FOR STREET USE.A complete
high-quality	exhaust system	made from
stainless steel tubes and atitanium	muffler
outer sleeve with precision handcrafting and
attention to detail. Its unique design yields the
maximum output for each specific motorcycle
model while significantly	reducing overall
weight	fortop performance. It’s identical toour
top-range Evolution Line exhaust system. The
only difference is in thematerial used. Exhaust
systems meet FIM noise limits, feature a more
durable	welded	bracket	and	titanium	end	cap.

Motorcycle Off-Road Yamaha YZ	250	FX 2015 2016 							890,40	€	

V-TUV010 Optional	Noise	Damper XX	-	Other W/O	Approval Motorcycle Others Yamaha YZ	450	F 2003 2005 										42,00	€	
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S-Y4MET12-
BNTA Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOTINTENDEDFOR STREETUSE.The flagshipof
the Akrapovič exhaust system range, used and
tested by our top factory teams in motorcycle
racing. It’s simply the finest exhaust system
available. Each model is unique and dedicated
to maximizing the engine’s performance,while
reducing overall weight for optimized overall
handling of themotorcycle. It is made entirely
of titanium. Our 2013 exhaust systems meet
new FIM 2013 noise limits, feature a more
durable welded bracket and titanium end cap.
Performance exhaust systems also feature a
new coating forthe silencerouter sleeve giving
better	scratch	resistance	and	easier	cleaning.

Motorcycle Off-Road Yamaha YZ	450	F 2010 2013 							694,58	€	

S-Y4SO11-
BNTA Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOT INTENDED FORSTREET USE.TheAkrapovič
Slip-On system is designed for recreational
riders and deliversan outstandingcombination
of performance, design, and durability plus the
well-known Akrapovič quality, ease of
installation, andgenuine affordability.Our 2013
exhaust systems meet new FIM 2013 noise
limits, feature a more durable welded bracket
and titanium end cap. Exhaust systems also
feature a new coating for the silencer outer
sleeve giving better scratch resistance and
easier	cleaning.

Motorcycle Off-Road Yamaha YZ	450	F 2010 2013 							312,38	€	

S-Y4SO14-
CIBNTA Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOT INTENDED FORSTREET USE.TheAkrapovič
Slip-On system is designed for recreational
riders and deliversan outstandingcombination
of performance, design, and durability plus the
well-known Akrapovič quality, ease of
installation, and genuine affordability.Exhaust
systems meet FIM noise limits, feature a more
durable	welded	bracket	and	titanium	end	cap.

Motorcycle Off-Road Yamaha YZ	450	F 2014 2017 							541,48	€	

S-Y4MR15-
CIBNTA

Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOT INTENDED FOR STREET USE.A complete
high-quality exhaust system made from
stainless steel tubes and a titanium muffler
outer sleeve with precision handcrafting and
attention to detail. Its unique design yields the
maximum output for each specific motorcycle
model while significantly reducing overall
weight fortop performance. It’s identical toour
top-range Evolution Line exhaust system. The
only difference is in the material used.Exhaust
systems meet FIM noise limits, feature a more
durable	welded	bracket	and	titanium	end	cap.

Motorcycle Off-Road Yamaha YZ	450	F 2018 2019 							890,00	€	

S-Y4MET14-
CIBNTA

Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOTINTENDEDFOR STREETUSE.The flagshipof
the Akrapovič exhaust system range, used and
tested by our top factory teams in motorcycle
racing. It’s simply the finest exhaust system
available. Each model is unique and dedicated
to maximizing the engine’s performance,while
reducing overall weight for optimized overall
handling of themotorcycle. It is made entirely
of titanium. Exhaust systems meet FIM noise
limits, feature a more durable welded bracket
and	titanium	end	cap.

Motorcycle Off-Road Yamaha YZ	450	F 2018 2019 				1.090,00	€	

S-Y4MET15-
CIBNTA

Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

FOR CLOSED COURSECOMPETITION USEONLY.
NOTINTENDEDFOR STREETUSE.The flagshipof
the Akrapovič exhaust system range, used and
tested by our top factory teams in motorcycle
racing. It’s simply the finest exhaust system
available. Each model is unique and dedicated
to maximizing the engine’s performance,while
reducing overall weight for optimized overall
handling of themotorcycle. It is made entirely
of titanium. Exhaust systems meet FIM noise
limits, feature a more durable welded bracket
and	titanium	end	cap.

Motorcycle Off-Road Yamaha YZ	450	F 2020 2020 				1.090,00	€	

S-Y10SO6-
HDTC/1

Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler	outer	sleeve.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R1 2004 2006 				1.163,73	€	

L-Y10SO6 Optional	Link	Pipe	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

The Y-connecting tube replaces the stock Y-
connecting tube where the catalytic converter
is located. The catalytic converter cannot be
mounted in the Akrapovic Y- connecting tube.
The link pipes and the Y-connecting tube are
attached with sleeve joints secured with metal
tensioningsprings, as is the joint between theY-
connecting tube and the collector. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R1 2004 2006 							181,28	€	
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L-Y10SO8 Optional	Link	Pipe	(SS) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional link pipe can be combined with
Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R1 2007 2008 							259,00	€	

S-Y10SO8-
HDTC

Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler	outer	sleeve.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R1 2007 2008 				1.163,73	€	

S-Y10RFT10TL-
ZC Evolution	Line	(Carbon) EV	-	Evolution

Akrapovič titanium Evolution systems are
designed for riders that demand maximum
performance from their motorcycle. The
systems are significantly lighter compared to
the stock exhaust system and feature
exceptional production quality, hi-tech
materials, and of course increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. Perfect welds and a combination of
racing materials like carbon fibre. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R1 2009 2014 				2.612,29	€	

L-Y10SO9L
Optional Link Pipe
(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part

Optional link pipe can be combined with
Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R1 2009 2014 							481,34	€	

S-Y10RFT10-
ZC/2

Evolution Line KIT
(Carbon) EV	-	Evolution

Akrapovič titanium Evolution systems are
designed for riders that demand maximum
performance from their motorcycle. The
systems are significantly lighter compared to
the stock exhaust system and feature
exceptional production quality, hi-tech
materials, and of course increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. Perfect welds and a combination of
racing materials like carbon fibre.Difference to
our standard Evolution system: Headers with
crossoverHeaders with different layout for
bigger race radiatorLink pipe without fixing
points forstock heat shieldMufflers without db
killersHeat shieldson themufflers are made for
racing and you can’t fit stock one THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R1 2009 2014 				2.738,69	€	

S-Y10SO10-
HZC

Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler	outer	sleeve.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R1 2009 2014 				1.251,64	€	

V-TUV169Y Optional	Noise	Damper OP	-	Optional	part W/O	Approval

The optional noise dumper fits on	S-Y10SO13-
HHX2C - Slip-On Line (Carbon), S-D12SO7-
HHX2T	-	Slip-On	Line	(Titanium)	and	S-Y10SO14-
HHX2T	-	Slip-On	Line	(Titanium).

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R1 2015 2016 										67,00	€	

S-Y10SO13-
HHX2C

Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The all-new Slip-On Line exhaust from
Akrapovič for the Yamaha R1 features the
(r)evolutionary new-shape muffler design.
Developed from a concept, it’s manufactured
with the highest-quality carbon fibre and
incorporates titanium parts to make it lighter
than stock. The Slip-On Line is the first step in
motorcycle tuning. The Slip-On Line exhaust
from Akrapovičwill change the look and feelof
the machine, while offering a great
exclusivity.Exhaust canalso bemounted onYZF-
R1M	model.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R1 2015 2016 				1.160,00	€	
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S-Y10E3-APT
Evolution Line Kit
(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

Developed by Akrapovič engineers to give
Yamaha YZF-R1 racers and teams the ultimate
in performance from their machines. The
Evolution Line Kit takes the bike to another
level and is aimed at taking the YZF-R1 all the
way in the exhaust tuning process. This
beautifullydesigned system is constructed from
lightweight titanium—saving 5.8kgs (58%)over
thestock system—and is finishedwith a hi-tech
carbon fibre heat shield, which perfectly
matches	the	sporty	nature	and	lines	of	the	bike.	
The Evolution Line Kit is designed to provide
increased engine performance and higher
torque to the machine, and also features a
unique Akrapovič racing sound to make it
sound and perform in perfect harmony.
Developed for use with R1s fitted with a
Yamaha Racing Kit, the Evolution Line Kit will
transform the performance, handling, and
behavior of the R1, making it a thoroughbred
race machine. Due to the bespoke nature of
parts like theradiatorin theYamaha Racing Kit,
using the Akrapovič Evolution Line Kit offers
more frclamp, must be ordered.THISPRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREETOR HIGHWAYUSE.-
R1 stock fairings.For perfect performance,
throttle	response	and	durability	special	

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R1 2015 2019 				2.460,00	€	

L-Y10SO11T
Optional Link
Pipe/Collector	(Titanium) OP	-	Optional	part

Designed exclusively for use with the titanium
Slip-On Line muffler, this optional lightweight
titanium link pipe will transform the exhaust
and take the Yamaha R1 to a higher
performance level. Providing more power and
increased	torque,	the	link	pipe	makes	full	use	of	
themachine’s potential.Link pipe/collector can
also	be	mounted	on	YZF-R1M	model.For	perfect	
performance, throttle response and durability
special developedmapping fromDynojet has to
be used. Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercom
mander. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R1 2015 2019 							630,00	€	

S-Y10SO17-
RT/TD

Slip-On Line (Titanium)
Track	Day SO	-	Slip-On

The Track Day Slip-On Line forthe YamahaYZF-
R1 was specially developed for use on
racetracks where lower noise levels are
required. It is made from race-proven
materials: titanium for the outer sleeve and
carbon fibre for the end cap and the muffler
bracket and clamp. The muffler has two noise
inserts, one on the front and the other on the
back, which means that the customer has
various options to tune the noise level where
required.The slip-on must be combined with
either the L-Y10SO11T/TD link pipe for
mounting on stock headers or the L-Y10E5/TD
link pipe for mounting on the header set from
the S-Y10E3-APT Evolution Line kit, Evolution
Line S-Y10E3-APT orRacing Line S-Y10R15-APLT
(the collector and headers with associated
fitting material (flanges, springs, inner sleeves
and lambda plugs - please refer to schematics
of thementioned systems). Information about
noise levels are found under product
description of mandatory link pipes.The
mandatory P-MBY10E2 fitting kit, including the
muffler bracket and clamp, must be
ordered.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R1 2015 2019 							680,00	€	

L-Y10E5/TD EVO KIT Track day Link
pipe	(Titanium)

EV	-	Evolution

Optional titanium link pipe for mounting with
the	header	set	from	the	Evolution	Line	S-Y10E3-
APT kit (the C-Y10ET3 collector and H-Y10ET2
headers with associated fitting material
(flanges, springs, inner sleeves and lambda
plugs - please refer to schematics of the S-
Y10E3-APT). Noise levels for Evolution Line Kit
headers + Evo Kit Track Day link pipe + Track
Day Muffler:With both noise inserts = 99.3
dBWith rear noise insert only = 100dBWithout
noise inserts = 105.5 dBFor perfect
performance, throttle response and durability
special developedmapping fromDynojet has to
be used. Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercom
mander.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R1 2015 2019 							190,00	€	
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L-
Y10SO11T/TD

Slip-On Track day Link
pipe/Collector	(Titanium)

EV	-	Evolution

Optional titanium link pipe for mounting the
Track DayMuffler withstock headers.The noise
levels for thestock headers+ SOTrack Day link
pipe + Track Day Muffler are within the same
rangeaswithTrack DayMuffler combinedwith
Link pipe EVO KITTrack Day and Evolution Line
Kit headers.	For perfect performance, throttle
response and durability special developed
mapping from Dynojet has to be used. Please
visit	
http://www.powercommander.com/powercom
mander.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R1 2015 2019 							570,00	€	

S-Y10SO16-
HAPT/1

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Akrapovič’s Slip-On Line represents the first
step in the exhaust systemtuning process,and
this all-new product for the Yamaha R1 is no
exception. Featuring a completely new-shape
muffler design—inspired by Akrapovič’s
involvement with	top-class race teams	—and
made entirely of titanium, the Slip-On Line
exhaust will give thebike that	“Grand Prix”	look
and also totally transform the bike by adding
more power, improving performance, and
giving it that unique sporty Akrapovič sound.
Thisbeautifully craftedmuffler ismanufactured
with	race-proven materials	and comes with a
carbon fibre heat shield to further enhance the
look.Exhaust can also be mounted onYZF-R1M
model.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R1 2015 2019 							712,98	€	

V-TUV227 Optional	Noise	Damper XX	-	Other

The optional noise dumper fits on	S-Y10SO16-
HAPT	(Slip-On Line Titanium). It wasdeveloped
to use in combination withoptional linkpipe	L-
Y10SO11T.	Notice: Optional noise damper is
primarly developed for reducing noise. It is
possible that it may negatively affect the
performance	of	the	bike.	

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R1 2015 2019 										42,00	€	

P-MBY10E2 Track	Day	Fitting		Kit EV	-	Evolution
The mandatory P-MBY10E2fitting kit, including
the muffler bracket and clamp, must be
ordered.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R1 2015 2020 							175,00	€	

S-Y10E6-APLT Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

This isa top-of-the-rangefull systembeautifully
crafted from high-grade ultra-lightweight
titanium. It is the lightest Akrapovič complete
exhaust system, weighing just 4.2 kg – which is
over 60% lighter than the stock system. The
muffler and headers are constructed entirely
from titanium. Its distinctive shape was
developed especially for the Yamaha YZF-R1
based on Akrapovič’s vast racing experience.
Increasedpowerand torque through thewhole
rpm range, especially in themid range andtop
end,making this the best Akrapovič exhaust
upgrade forperformance.Thedeep, trueracing
sound isperfectly tuned tomatch theincreased
performance. It offers easy-to-fit
installation.The systemcanalsobe mounted on
YZF-R1M model.For perfect performance,
throttle response, and durability, special
mapping developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D in
collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by
Dimsport is recommended. Please
visit	https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/, where you can download the
mapping.THIS PRODUCT clamp, must be
ordered.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION	COMPLIANCE	REQ

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R1 2020 2020 				2.090,00	€	

S-Y10R15-
APLT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

This full racing system is constructed with a
titaniummuffler andstainless-steel headersfor
a second full-system option. The new shape is
modelled on the design being raced in many
championships. The increased power and
torque throughthewhole rpm range, especially
in mid range and top end. It weighs over 40%
less than thestandard exhaust and offers easy-
to-fit installation. The deep racing sound
perfectly matches the bike’s sporting
abilities.The system can also be mounted on
YZF-R1M model.For perfect performance,
throttle response, and durability, special
mapping developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D in
collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by
Dimsport is recommended. Please
visit	https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/, where you can download the
mapping.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R1 2020 2020 				1.590,00	€	
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L-Y10SO17 Optional Link
Pipe/Collector	(Titanium)

OP	-	Optional	part

Designed exclusively for use with the titanium
Slip-On Line muffler, this optional lightweight
titanium link pipe will transform the exhaust
and take the Yamaha R1 to a higher
performance level. Providing more power and
increased	torque,	the	link	pipe	makes	full	use	of	
themachine’s potential.Link pipe/collector can
also	be	mounted	on	YZF-R1M	model.For	perfect	
performance, throttle response, anddurability,
special mapping developed by Akrapovič
R&amp;D in collaboration with our partner
Rapid Bike by Dimsport is recommended.
Please visit	https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/, where you can download the
mapping.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R1 2020 2020 							630,00	€	

S-Y10SO18-
HAPLT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Akrapovič’s Slip-On Line represents the first
step in the exhaust systemtuning process,and
this all-new product for the Yamaha YZF-R1 is
no exception. Featuring a completely titanium
muffler with design inspired by Akrapovič’s
involvementwithtop-class race teams, theSlip-
On Line exhaust will give the bike that “Grand
Prix” look andalsototally transformthe bikeby
adding more power, improving performance,
and giving it that unique sporty Akrapovič
sound. This beautifully crafted muffler is
manufactured with race-proven materials and
comes witha carbon fibreheat shield to further
enhance thelook.Exhaust canalso bemounted
on	YZF-R1M	model.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R1 2020 2020 							715,00	€	

L-
Y10SO11T/TD

Slip-On Track day Link
pipe/Collector	(Titanium)

EV	-	Evolution

Optional titanium link pipe for mounting the
Track DayMuffler withstock headers.The noise
levels for thestock headers+ SOTrack Day link
pipe + Track Day Muffler are within the same
rangeaswithTrack DayMuffler combinedwith
Link pipe EVO KITTrack Day and Evolution Line
Kit headers.	For perfect performance, throttle
response, and durability, special mapping
developed by Akrapovič R&amp;D in
collaboration with our partner Rapid Bike by
Dimsport is recommended. Please visit
http://www.dimsport.it/en/rapidbike-akrapovic-
maps/, where you can download the
mapping.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R1 2020 2020 							570,00	€	

L-Y10E5/TD
EVO KIT Track day Link
pipe	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

Optional titanium link pipe for mounting with
the header set from the	S-Y10E3-APT Evolution
Line kit, Evolution Line S-Y10E3-APT or Racing
Line S-Y10R15-APLT	(the collector and headers
with associated fitting material (flanges,
springs, inner sleevesandlambdaplugs - please
refer to schematics of the mentioned
systems).Noise levels for Evolution Line Kit
headers + Evo Kit Track Day link pipe + Track
Day Muffler:With both noise inserts = 99.1
dBWith rear noise insert only = 99,9dBWithout
noise inserts = 104.4 dBFor perfect
performance, throttle response, anddurability,
special mapping developed by Akrapovič
R&amp;D in collaboration with our partner
Rapid Bike by Dimsport is recommended.
Please visit	https://www.dimsport.us/en/rapid-
bike/akrapovic/, where you can download the
mapping.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R1 2020 2020 							190,00	€	

S-Y10SO17-
RT/TD

Slip-On Line (Titanium)
Track	Day SO	-	Slip-On

The Track Day Slip-On Line forthe YamahaYZF-
R1 was specially developed for use on
racetracks where lower noise levels are
required. It is made from race-proven
materials: titanium for the outer sleeve and
carbon fibre for the end cap and the muffler
bracket and clamp. The muffler has two noise
inserts, one on the front and the other on the
back, which means that the customer has
various options to tune the noise level where
required.The slip-on must be combined with
either the L-Y10SO11T/TD link pipe for
mounting on stock headers or the L-Y10E5/TD
link pipe for mounting on the header set from
the S-Y10E3-APT Evolution Line kit, Evolution
Line S-Y10E3-APT orRacing Line S-Y10R15-APLT
(the collector and headers with associated
fitting material (flanges, springs, inner sleeves
and lambda plugs - please refer to schematics
of thementioned systems). Information about
noise levels are found under product
description of mandatory link pipes.The
mandatory P-MBY10E2 fitting kit, including the
muffler bracket and clamp, must be
ordered.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R1 2020 2020 							680,00	€	
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V-TUV231/1 Optional	Noise	Damper RC	-	Racing

The optional noise dumper fits on S-Y10SO18-
HAPLT	(Slip-On	Line	Titanium).	It	was	developed	
to use in combinationwith optional link pipeL-
Y10SO17.Notice: Optional noise damper is
primarly developed for reducing noise. It is
possible that it may negatively affect the
performance	of	the	bike.		

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R1 2020 2020 										43,26	€	

S-Y125R1-ZC Racing	Line	(Carbon) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and
for the end cap give these exhaust systems a
racing touch. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOTMEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R125 2008 2013 							578,71	€	

S-Y125R1-ZT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output.A combination of racing materials like
titanium for the muffler outer sleeve and
carbon fiberfor theend capgive theseexhaust
systems a racing touch. THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R125 2008 2013 							572,98	€	

S-Y125R2-HRT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Akrapovič Racing system is designed for
riders who demand maximum performance.
Racing system is lighter if compared to stock
exhaust system and features exceptional
production quality, hi-tech materials and of
course increased engine performance
combined with pure racing sound output.EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic
converter is installed.	The exhaust system is
compliant	with	EURO3	regulations.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R125 2014 2016 							584,44	€	

P-KAT-038 Catalytic	converter	R OP	-	Optional	part EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič	exhaust	systems.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R125 2014 2016 										86,47	€	

S-Y125R4-HRT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing
EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Akrapovič Racing system is designed for
riders who demand maximum performance.
Racing system is lighter if compared to stock
exhaust system and features exceptional
production quality, hi-tech materials and of
course increased engine performance
combined with pure racing sound output.EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic
converter	is	installed.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R125 2014 2018 							587,40	€	

P-KAT-064 Catalytic	converter	R RC	-	Racing EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Yamaha YZF-R125 2014 2020 										86,47	€	

S-Y125R6-HZT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

	The Akrapovič Racing system is designed for
riders who demand maximum performance.
Racing system is lighter if compared to stock
exhaust system and features exceptional
production quality, hi-tech materials and of
course increased engine performance
combined with pure racing sound output.EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic
converter is installed.EC/ECE type approval is
valid	only	for	YZF-R125	model.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R125 2019 2020 							580,00	€	

S-Y125R6-HZT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

	The Akrapovič Racing system is designed for
riders who demand maximum performance.
Racing system is lighter if compared to stock
exhaust system and features exceptional
production quality, hi-tech materials and of
course increased engine performance
combined with pure racing sound output.EC
type-approval is valid only when catalytic
converter is installed.EC/ECE type approval is
valid	only	for	YZF-R125	model.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R15 2019 2020 							580,00	€	
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P-KAT-064 Catalytic	converter	R RC	-	Racing EC	Type	Approval

Akrapovič uses performance-oriented catalytic
converters that give you all the sound and
performance upgrades you’re used to with
Akrapovič exhaust systems. The catalytic
converter is a honeycombmetal structure that
incorporates precious metals (palladium,
rhodium, and platinum) into its surface. These
metals convert thepoisonous carbonmonoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons found in exhaust
gases into non-toxic carbon dioxide and water
vapor.

Motorcycle Scooter Yamaha YZF-R15 2019 2020 										86,47	€	

S-Y2SO12-
HAPC

Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is
designed for riders who do not want to make
major modifications to their stock exhaust
system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers
great looks as well as increased performance
for the bike. The noise insert is removable.The
exhaust system is compliant with EURO3
regulations.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R25 2014 2016 							418,20	€	

S-Y2R1-CUBSS Racing	Line	(SS) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and
for the end cap give these exhaust systems a
racing touch. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOTMEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R25 2014 2020 							530,00	€	

S-Y2SO11-
AHCSS

Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is
designed for riders who do not want to make
major modifications to their stock exhaust
system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers
great looks as well as increased performance
for the bike.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R25 2014 2020 							265,65	€	

S-Y3R1-APC Racing	Line	(Carbon) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and
optimum	performance. Racing performance
exhaust systems are designed for riders that
demand maximum performance from their
motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared
to the stock	exhaust system	and feature
exceptional production quality and increased
engine performance combined with pure
racing	sound output. A combination of racing
materials like carbon fibre forthemuffler outer
sleeve and for the end cap give these exhaust
systems a racing touch. Both M12 and M18
lambda sensors can be used on this
system.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R25 2014 2020 							691,56	€	

P-X179 Muffler	bracket	(SS) EV	-	Evolution W/O	Approval

If the passenger footrests are removed, this
optional stainless steel muffler bracket is
needed. With the use of this optional muffler
bracket, the position of the muffler is
approximately 30 mm higher.Optional product
to	S-Y3R1-APC	-	Racing	Line	(Carbon).

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R25 2014 2020 										48,08	€	

S-Y2SO16-
HAPC/1

Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is
designed for riders who do not want to make
major modifications to their stock exhaust
system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers
great looks as well as increased performance
for	the	bike.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R25 2014 2020 							430,76	€	

P-HSY3SO1 Heat	shield	(Carbon) XX	-	Other

Akrapovič carbon fibre heat shield to replace
stock heat shield. It can be used with Slip-On
Line (SS) - S-Y2SO11-AHCSS and Slip-On Line
(Carbon)	-	S-Y2SO16-HAPC,	S-Y2SO12-HAPC.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R25 2014 2020 										95,00	€	

S-Y2SO12-
HAPC

Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is
designed for riders who do not want to make
major modifications to their stock exhaust
system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers
great looks as well as increased performance
for the bike. The noise insert is removable.The
exhaust system is compliant with EURO3
regulations.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R3 2015 2016 							418,20	€	
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S-Y2R1-CUBSS Racing	Line	(SS) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and
for the end cap give these exhaust systems a
racing touch. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOTMEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R3 2015 2018 							530,00	€	

S-Y2SO11-
AHCSS

Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is
designed for riders who do not want to make
major modifications to their stock exhaust
system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers
great looks as well as increased performance
for the bike.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R3 2015 2018 							265,65	€	

S-Y2SO16-
HAPC/1

Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is
designed for riders who do not want to make
major modifications to their stock exhaust
system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers
great looks as well as increased performance
for	the	bike.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R3 2015 2018 							430,76	€	

S-Y3R1-APC Racing	Line	(Carbon) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and
optimum	performance. Racing performance
exhaust systems are designed for riders that
demand maximum performance from their
motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared
to the stock	exhaust system	and feature
exceptional production quality and increased
engine performance combined with pure
racing	sound output. A combination of racing
materials like carbon fibre forthemuffler outer
sleeve and for the end cap give these exhaust
systems a racing touch. Both M12 and M18
lambda sensors can be used on this
system.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R3 2015 2018 							691,56	€	

P-X179 Muffler	bracket	(SS) EV	-	Evolution W/O	Approval

If the passenger footrests are removed, this
optional stainless steel muffler bracket is
needed. With the use of this optional muffler
bracket, the position of the muffler is
approximately 30 mm higher.Optional product
to	S-Y3R1-APC	-	Racing	Line	(Carbon).

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R3 2015 2020 										48,08	€	

P-HSY3SO1 Heat	shield	(Carbon) XX	-	Other

Akrapovič carbon fibre heat shield to replace
stock heat shield. It can be used with Slip-On
Line (SS) - S-Y2SO11-AHCSS and Slip-On Line
(Carbon)	-	S-Y2SO16-HAPC,	S-Y2SO12-HAPC.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R3 2015 2020 										95,00	€	

S-Y3R1-APC Racing	Line	(Carbon) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and
optimum	performance. Racing performance
exhaust systems are designed for riders that
demand maximum performance from their
motorcycle. The systems are lighter compared
to the stock	exhaust system	and feature
exceptional production quality and increased
engine performance combined with pure
racing	sound output. A combination of racing
materials like carbon fibre forthemuffler outer
sleeve and for the end cap give these exhaust
systems a racing touch. Both M12 and M18
lambda sensors can be used on this
system.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R3 2019 2020 							691,56	€	

S-Y2R1-CUBSS Racing	Line	(SS) RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve and
for the end cap give these exhaust systems a
racing touch. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOTMEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R3 2019 2020 							530,00	€	

S-Y2SO11-
AHCSS

Slip-On	Line	(SS) SO	-	Slip-On

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is
designed for riders who do not want to make
major modifications to their stock exhaust
system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers
great looks as well as increased performance
for the bike.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R3 2019 2020 							265,65	€	
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S-Y2SO16-
HAPC/1

Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

The Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is
designed for riders who do not want to make
major modifications to their stock exhaust
system. However, the Slip-On exhaust delivers
great looks as well as increased performance
for	the	bike.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R3 2019 2020 							430,76	€	

S-Y6SO3-HZC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler	outer	sleeve.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R6 2003 2005 							655,06	€	

S-Y6SO6-HTT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made	of	carbon	fibre.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R6 2006 2007 							467,90	€	

SM-Y6SO6T Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems. The GP-
styledMegaphone Slip-On Line system is a high-
performance system for race-oriented riders.
Made from titanium, a race-proven
material.The exhaust system modification
results in a major boost in performance and
weight reduction.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R6 2006 2016 							256,47	€	

S-Y6SO10-
AHBT

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and
performance.Change thenature of your bikeby
adding more power, improved performance,
and the unique Akrapovič sound. Everything
packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The GP-styledSlip-On Line system isa
high-performance system for race-oriented
riders. Made from titanium, a race-proven
material.The exhaust system modification
results in a boost in performance and
noticeable weight reduction.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R6 2006 2016 							336,55	€	

V-TUV158 Noise	damper OP	-	Optional	part Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R6 2006 2020 										42,00	€	

S-Y6SO7-HZC Slip-On	Line	(Carbon) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system with a carbon fibre
muffler	outer	sleeve.	Race-proven	materials.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R6 2008 2009 							538,09	€	

S-Y6R7-ZC Racing	Line	(Carbon)	08-09 RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve give
these exhaust systems a racing touch. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R6 2008 2009 				1.239,94	€	
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S-Y6E9-APT Evolution	Line	(Titanium) EV	-	Evolution

The flagship of the Akrapovič exhaust system
range, used and tested by our top factory
teams in motorsport racing. It is simply the
finest performance exhaust system available.
Each model is unique and dedicated to
maximizing the performance of an engine,
while reducing overall weight for optimized
handling of the whole motorcycle. Featuring a
completely	new-shape	muffler	design—inspired	
by Akrapovič’s involvement with top-class race
teams —and made entirely of titanium, the
Evolution Line exhaust will give the bike that
“Grand Prix” look and alsototally transformthe
bike by adding more power, improving
performance, and giving it that unique sporty
Akrapovič sound.For perfect performance,
throttle response and durability special
developed mapping from Dynojet has to be
used. Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercom
mander.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R6 2008 2020 				1.780,00	€	

S-Y6R9-APT Racing	Line	(Titanium) RC	-	Racing

The Akrapovič Racing system is designed for
riders who demand maximum performance.
Racing system is lighter if compared to stock
exhaust system and features exceptional
production quality, hi-tech materials and of
course increased engine performance
combined with pure racing sound output.
Featuring a completely new-shape muffler
design—inspired by Akrapovič’s involvement
with top-class race teams, the Racing Line
exhaust will give thebikethat “Grand Prix” look
and also totally transform the bike by adding
more power, improving performance, and
giving	it	that	unique	sporty	Akrapovič	sound.For	
perfect performance, throttle response and
durability special developed mapping from
Dynojet has to be used. Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercom
mander.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R6 2008 2020 				1.270,00	€	

E-Y6R5 Optional	Header	(SS) RC	-	Racing

Optional available headers from the finest
stainless steel offer an upgrade toa full system
when used with the Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Let your bike stand out with more
power, beautiful design, and the unique
Akrapovič sound.For perfect performance,
throttle response and durability special
developed mapping from Dynojet has to be
used. Please visit
http://www.powercommander.com/powercom
mander.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R6 2008 2020 							695,00	€	

S-Y6SO9-ASZ Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
madeof carbon fibre.THISPRODUCT DOESNOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R6 2010 2016 							501,13	€	

S-Y6SO9-HASZ Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On EC	Type	Approval

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
made	of	carbon	fibre.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R6 2010 2016 							584,65	€	

S-Y6R7-ZC Racing	Line	(Carbon)	10- RC	-	Racing

The Racing Line represents a full step in the
exhaust system tuning process and offers a
great balance between price and optimum
performance. Racing performance exhaust
systems are designed for riders that demand
maximum performance from their motorcycle.
The systems are lighter compared to the stock
exhaust system and feature exceptional
production quality and increased engine
performance combined with pure racing sound
output. A combination of racing materials like
carbon fibre for the muffler outer sleeve give
these exhaust systems a racing touch. THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R6 2010 2016 				1.239,94	€	

V-TUV227 Optional	Noise	Damper XX	-	Other The optional noise dumper fits on S-Y6SO12-
HAPT	(Slip-On	Line	Titanium).

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R6 2017 2020 										42,00	€	
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SM-Y6SO6T Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems. The GP-
styledMegaphone Slip-On Line system is a high-
performance system for race-oriented riders.
Made from titanium, a race-proven
material.The exhaust system modification
results in a major boost in performance and
weight reduction.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R6 2017 2020 							256,47	€	

S-Y6SO9-ASZ Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.
Change thenature of your bikeby addingmore
power, improved performance,and theunique
Akrapovič sound. Everything packed in stylishly
designed Slip-On exhaust systems.The resultof
taking design very seriously is a beautifully
crafted exhaust system.The muffler outer
sleeve ismadeof titanium,while theend cap is
madeof carbon fibre.THISPRODUCT DOESNOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R6 2017 2020 							501,13	€	

S-Y6SO10-
AHBT

Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

Slip-Ons represent the first step in theexhaust
system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and
performance.Change thenature of your bikeby
adding more power, improved performance,
and the unique Akrapovič sound. Everything
packed in stylishly designed Slip-On exhaust
systems. The GP-styledSlip-On Line system isa
high-performance system for race-oriented
riders. Made from titanium, a race-proven
material.The exhaust system modification
results in a boost in performance and
noticeable weight reduction.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS	FOR	STREET	OR	HIGHWAY	USE.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R6 2017 2020 							336,55	€	

S-Y6SO12-
HAPT Slip-On	Line	(Titanium) SO	-	Slip-On

EC Type Approval,
ECE	Type	Approval

Akrapovič’s Slip-On Line represents the first
step in the exhaust systemtuning process,and
this all-new product for the Yamaha YZF-R6 is
no exception. Featuring a completely new-
shape muffler design—inspired by Akrapovič’s
involvement with top-class race teams—and
made entirely of titanium, the Slip-On Line
exhaust will give thebikethat “Grand Prix” look
and also totally transform the bike by adding
more power, improving performance, and
giving it that unique sporty Akrapovič sound.
Thisbeautifully craftedmuffler ismanufactured
with race-proven materials and comes with a
carbon fibre heat shield to further enhance the
look.

Motorcycle Road Yamaha YZF-R6 2017 2020 							650,00	€	
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